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Preface

From the moment I started working on this dissertation, my life became a not entirely

unpleasant struggle between a need to see through to completion this task that I had
undertaken and a restlessness and need co escape the solitude and sometimes tedium of
academia. A sense of perspective was needed to balance drive and escape, providing both
their reasonable share. When I temporarily lost this perspective, there were others who
helped me, each in their own way.

NWO, in particular ESR, and the Department of Leisure Studies of Tilburg
University financed and facilitated this research project. Theo Beckers and Hugo van
der Poel initiated the research proposal that aroused my interest. I thank them for their
faith in my ability to complete this job and for their support and feedback throughout
the years, particularly during the final stage of writing this book.

Thanks are due to all my (former) Ph.D. mates at the Leisure Studies Department.
Bertine Bargeman, Karin Bras, Koen Breedveld, Agnes Elling, Joke Janssen, Margit

JakBvi, Antonis Klidas, Pascale Peters, Johan Steenbergen, and Sandra Trienekens, with
whom I enjoyed numerous discussions about our research and all chat it entails. Special

thanks go to Bertine, my 'Wageningse' colleague in Tilburg; I enjoyed the time we
spent together, I very much appreciated the valuable comments you made on earlier
versions of this book and I thank you for volunteering your services as a second at my

defence of this thesis. Pascale, thanks go to you for all your interest and insights, par-
ticularly into the concept of modularisation. Antonis, your expressions of appreciation
on working on a thesis in combination with two 'noise factories; as you dubbed my

sons, often helped me to put things in perspective. I hope that you will one day be our
personal guide on a splendid tour through your home country of Greece.

I would also like to thank all of my Other ( former) colleagues at the Department of
Leisure Studies. Heidi Dahles, for the time she spent to getting me started with the
project and for our work together on the student research project. Koen van Eijck, Joke

Janssen and Stephan Raaijmakers for their valuable statistical advise and support, which

I so badly needed. Greg Richards for the 'gezellige' (Christmas and birthday) cocktail

parties we held at the Department, in the Grand Caft and even on the train rides home.

Thanks as well to Greg, for comments on earlier versions of this book both with regards
to the content as well as the English grammar (I always wonder how you found the time
to do all the things you do and I hope to find some time in the future to finish the arti-
cles we once started...). Ren6 van der Duim, for his time at the Department, which
made it feel a bit more like 'home' to me. Mieke Lustenhouwer and Nettie Verhagen,

each for being the Department's 'personal face' and for always helping me out quickly
and professionally. Henriette Derks, Cees Goossens, Mark van den Heuvel, Erik Hitters,

Janine van Kalmthout, Paul de Knop, Wim Knulst, Hans Mommaas, Leontine Onder-

water, Colette Roques, Juliet Schor and Harold van der Werff for sharing with me the



joys and trials of being a Department member. Thanks are also due to all of the VTW
students who participated in the student research proiect. Special thanks go to Pheona
Kuypers. Andrl Baas, and Alexandra Zduncyk who, through their MA theses, provid-
ed me with interesting data, work which was supervised from the University of Illinois-
Champaign Urbana by Daniel Fesenmaier.

I am grateful to WORC, particularly to Nicole Geerts, Ton Heinen and Eis Ver-
hc,even for their support with courses, conferences, computer and other facilities and,
most   importantly. .. money.   I  very much appreciated the hospitable and professional
help of Ingrid Beerends who provided me with all the literature that I could not find
myself and, in addition, who was always interested in the person behind the literature
requests. I would also like to thank the Tilburg University Language Centre, in parti-
cular, Mark Vitullo for their work in polishing the English of the final draft of this
book. I am grateful to Peter van de Waerden of the Technical University Eindhoven,
who, seemingly in no time, solved some of the statistical 'string problems' that I had
been struggling with for far too long. Without Wim van der Knaap, the GIS expert at
Wageningen University and beyond, this book would not have been illustrated so pro-
fessionally. Thanks Wim, for the time you managed to spend on my work and for a
pleasant working relationship.

One of the reasons for my interest in this research project was the link with the 'real' world;
the international tourism industry and tourists. both to be found 'on the street' and not
in books. This, indeed, became what made this period of learning so valuable to me.

First of all, I am very grateful to the Netherlands Board of Tourism who welcomed
my research plans and supported them in innumerable ways. Herman Bos advised me
on the research-related topics and provided me with access to many studies that would,
otherwise, have been difficult for me to obtain. Special thanks go to Michiel van Diggele.
I very much enioyed our meetings in which we made plans and discussed my doubts.
Somehow, Michiel continued supporting me both mentally and materially without
claiming an>· credit. He provided opportunities ti,r me to work at the NBT headquar-
ters in New York, where I fell into the hands of another enthusiastic and hospitable
host, Cees Bosselaar. I am most grateful to Cees and his team for the unforgettable time
I had with them. I want to thank, in particular, Tonnie Koedijk for assisting me in find-
ing the right tour operators and Corina for showing me the ropes of Goldmine.
Working at the NBT offices in Chicago and Los Angeles were each unique and phe-
nomenal experiences as well.  I am grateful to Jennifer and Jette for their hospitality in
sharing with me their small offices and supporting me with whatever I needed.

I am thankful to Mr. Bob Whitley of the USTOA, Ms. Susan Cook of the TIA. the
KLM headquarters in New York, and, above all, all of the tour operators in the US (see
appendix 2) who were willing to spend their valuable time on an interview with me.
Meeting so many people in as many different and new places was, to me, one of the
most special experiences of the whole project.



The VVV Amsterdam, particularly Hans Dominicus, Sheila Post and Marjolijn
van Haaften, Marie-Jos6 Rijnders of the Anne Frank House, Toon Weijnenborg and

Rosa of Camping Zeeburg, Robert Henke, Rudi Serle and Other staff of the City Hostel

Vondelpark, Annemiek Janssen of Coster Diamonds, Carlo Braun and Marjorie van

Campen of the Eden Hotel, Vanessa Loudon of the Holland Experience, Anneke Schol-

ten of Holland International Canal Cruises, Aaf de Ruiter of Holland International

Excursions, Miranda de Keijzer and other staff of the Keukenhof, Marielle Willems of

Madurodam, Titia Fellinga of the Rembrandt House, Ellis Kamphuis of the Rilks-
museum, Hans Martens of Schiphol Airport, Marly Turlings-Schoors and Marlies

Sprangers of KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, Annelies van de Nadordr of Wens Reizen and

Tieneke Nederlof of Holland International Groups are thanked for their cooperation

regarding fieldwork in the Netherlands. All of them contributed to the questioning of

American tourists at or near their properties, a job thar would have been impossible

without them. Cooperation with 'the field' has shown that the distance between the

academia and the industry is much closer than many believe it is. Above all, I would
like to thank all of the Americans who were willing to spend a few minutes in order to

provide me with insights into their vacation experiences in the Netherlands.

Finally, I am very grateful to all of my friends and family. Although I have always tried

to balance my social life and work, during the final couple of months of writing this

book  I  worked  at the expense of being with others. Thank  you all  for your patience...
Special thanks go to my parents for providing me with all the ingredients I need-

ed and for their trust in letting me become who I am. Mom, thank you for your ongo-

ing support and interest and for spending your sparse free time taking care of Robin

and Niels when I had to work or needed a break... Cleem, thank you for all your advise,

for your help when my computer crashed, for visiting me in New York, and for your
assistance in checking the manuscript and illustrating this book. Toon and Anny, I
would like to thank you for your unquestioning hospitality in 'Hotel Voskens', where

there was always a room available after a late night's work, and for being such great

grandparents to our children.
In a special way, Caroline became an important friend to me a long time ago.

Caroline, I very much respect the way you have been coping with life after all that has

happened to you. Thank you for our friendship and for your interest in my work. I am

happy to have you near at the defence of this thesis.

My deepest regards go to Ronald, Robin and Niels. Combining the raising of two

boys with the writing of a dissertation left some doubt about the completion of the lat-

ter. Although it undeniably drove me to distraction at times, the combination of these

tasks, however, was the last thing to leave me in doubt. Rather than keeping me away

from it, Ronald, Robin, Niels and a yet unborn member of our tribe, enable(d) me to
reflect on what actually counts in life.

Ronald, it was your very freedom of thought that made me do what I personally



believed in, in this case, completing this dissertation. In gloomier moments, when I
asked you whether I should quit or continue, resting the decision at least in part on your
shoulders, your answer chat it would not make any difference to you, clarified that the
decision was mine alone.   I am more than grateful to you for possessing such an inde-

pendent soul, guaranteeing us each space for our uniqueness while, at the same time,
providing a solid basis for the two of us, and for our children. I am more than happy
thar this chapter has come to an end and I am looking forward to taking Up the chal-
lenges charlie ahead of us.

U trecbt,  April  2002
Esther Binkhorst



Stellingen

1.   Het feit dat men in Amerika spreekt van vacations en travel terwijl dat in
Engeland holidays en tourism genoemd wordt, geeft aan dat er meer gepraat
wordt over globalisering dan dat er sprake is van globalisering.

2.  Beelden van typisch Nederlandse landschappen met grazende koeien in
groene weiden zijn bijna nostalgie.

3.   Met Londen en Parijs als Europese topbestemmingen voor Amerikanen is
het wellicht raadzaam om die te verkopen en daarbij een gratis bezoek aan
Nederland aan te bieden.

4. 'Seks, drugs en gezelligheid' in combinatie met 'tulpen, klompen en molens'
is de ideale mix voor Amerikaanse toeristen in Nederland.

5.    Molens zijn een toeristische topattractie in Nederland. Moderne windturbines
zijn daarom een dubbele investering in de toekomst.

6.  Met het gebruik van Internet caf6s in de verste uithoeken op aarde om
vrienden en familie te mailen over iedere stap die ondernomen wordt, laat de
moderne 'individuele' toerist zien dat de grenzen tussen de contrastructuur
van de vakantie en het alledaagse leven steeds meer vervagen.

7. Veel theoretische concepten zijn geconstrueerd om onderzoekers van de
straat te houden terwijl ze zich juist meer op straat zouden moeten begeven
om onderzoek te doen.

8.    Je leert je eigen land kennen door het toeristisch product te bestuderen.

9.     E6n van de gevolgen van globalisering is dat partners die geografisch ver van
elkaar verwijderd zijn zich verenigen. Hoe verder weg, hoe groter de interesse
lijkt om dat te doen. Samenwerking dichtbij, met name op de.werkvloer, kan
productiever zijn en is bovendien duurzamer.

10. De inhoud van dit boek zou veel interessanter geweest zijn wanneer de
verpakking een creatief, unieke omslag was in plaats van de werkelijke
standaardkaft zoals die is voorgeschreven door d6uitgever..

Esther Binkhorst
Holland, the American way
Transformation of the Netherlands into US vacation experiences
Tilburg, 21 jum 2002



Propositions

1.    The use of the American words vacations and travel instead of the English
words holidays and tourism, illustrates that there is more fuss being made
about globalisation than actual globalisation taking place.

2. Dutch images of cows at pasture are almost nostalgic.

3. With London and Paris as top destinations for Americans, offering these
tourists a free visit to the Netherlands, may be the thing to do.

4.   'Sex, drugs and gezelligheid' in combination with 'tulips. wooden shoes and
windmills' is the perfect mix for US tounsts in the Netherlands.

5.  Windmills are one of the Dutch top tourism attractions. Modern wind
turbines are, therefore, an investment for the future.

6.  The blurring of boundaries between the contra-structural domain of the
vacation and everyday life is shown by today's 'independent' travellers when
they use Internet cafes in the farthest corners of the world to e-mail their
friends and families about every step they take.

7. Many theoretical concepts are constructed in order to keep researchers from
the streets while they should be on the streets more often to conduct
research.

8.    You get to know your country through researching its tourism product.

9.  One of the consequences of globalisation is the merger of actors from
distant places. The further away, the greater the interest to join forces.
Cooperation nearby, particularly on the work-floor, would be much more
productive and, besides, far more sustainable.

10. The content of this book would have been much more interesting when its
package was a creative, unique cover, instead of the standard cover
prescribed by the publisher.

Esther Binkhorst
Holland, the American way
Transformation of the Netherlands into US vacation experiences
Tilburg, 21 June 2002
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1.1 Introduction
While I was doing fieldwork in 1997, the first 'Mayo Clinic: a take away selling French
fries similar to those in the Netherlands, opened in New York City. Originally a Belgian
dish, but on all Dutch tourism menus, French fries are different from all other fries
because they are served in a paper cone and one has a large choice of mayonnaise top-

pings. The following year, the first Dutch bagel shop opened in Amsterdam, selling
American bagels with a variery of creamy cheese tOppingS.

The recent opening of the above-mentioned French fries and bagel shops illustrates
that one hardly has to travel anymore to experience distant cultures. Conversely, when travel-
ling, it is hard to escape from familiar things. Through reproduction on a global scale, local
cuisine specialities have become readily accessible away from their places of origin. The
more people travel, the more their cultures travel, leaving their traces in other places. Yet,
and maybe because of this, many people go on holiday once or twice or even more times a

year. Besides the fun, adventure, interaction with family or friends, business, relaxation,

and the like, people travel to experience a foreign culture and another way of life. However,
if other places bear increasing resemblance to one's own place of origin or to places already

visited, why would one want to travel? Do familiar things in transit environments and at
vacation destinations facilitate and thus stimulate travel? What, in other words, is the
importance of the character of a place in choosing a vacation destination  

For tourism developers, trying to catch the eye of potential travellers has become a
tough job requiring increasing inventiveness in order to excel in a competitive global
market in which every destination is presented as unique. For travellers, with the increas-
ing flow of information and options available, what are the decisive factors when choosing

a holiday destination? Depending on one's needs at a certain moment, authenticity,
variety, novelty, uniqueness, convenience, price, quality, and so on, are important factors.
On return, the ultimate feeling of satisfaction (or otherwise) with the holiday experience
will tell whether needs and expectations have been fulfilled by the destination visited.
Was  it as authentic as promised' Was there a local  flavour with, at the same time, a suf-
ficient outside influence' Was ir 'spoilt' by modernisation) There are as many answers to

these questions as there are tourists, making tourism development a complex job of mass

customisation involving many partners. How can one create a customised mix of vacation
ingredients ranging from local unique elements to elements meeting global standards?

The research setting to study these topics is the Netherlands. While Amsterdam
tries to be open and accessible to an international public, at the beginning of the 1990s,
the city dropped to number seven in the top ten of Europe's most popular tourism
cities. This drop, together with an academic interest in temporal and spatial aspects of

tourism, induced the Department of Leisure Studies of Tilburg University to explore
the Netherlands more thoroughly as a tourism destination. Complementary to research

into the decision-making processes of domestic travellers,1 international travel flows to

Di,ctoral thesis Bargeman (2001)
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the Netherlands were studied. What induces travellers to spend their vacations in the
Netherlandsi Is it a must? Is it unique or is it easily interchangeable with other Euro-
pean countries? Is it a step in transit to other destinations? If so, is it properly linked
with certain routes? Moreover, in view of the unification of Europe and other processes

of scale-enlargement, should countries today still be considered in terms of their national

geographical boundaries? Are people visiting 'the Netherlands' or, rather, 'Europe'? As the
American visionary, Kaplan (NRIT-Actueel, 2000a:2, EB), stated, "in the future, the
Netherlands will be one big city following US cities' examples that are constantly ex-

panding and splitting up again into different districts with their own centre and identity'.
Excluding the consumer's view, interest was raised in verifying the nature of the

Durch tourism product from an international supplier's perspective. What makes the
Netherlands a marketable destination in today's 'global village'? Does it have to do with
the natural conditions of the Netherlands, its indigenous historical geographical
features? Or does it have to do with man-made conditions, features created, formed, and
influenced by human interactions?

Several factors contributed to the fact that the current study deals with American
tourism to the Netherlands. Firstly, tourism  here is considered  in view of the advancing
process of Americanisation,2 making it interesting to study travel from the 'new world'
to the 'old world'. Particularly, Americans find elements of their home country world-
wide owing to the very process of Americanisation. Secondly, America and the Nether-
lands have strong historical ties. It was the Dutch who first sent fur traders to the area
now  known  as  New  York,  in   1621,  and  they settled there  in   1625  when the Dutch
West: India Company established a fur trading post at Manhattan called 'New Amster-
dam'. Broadway was called 'Breede Wegb', and 'Harlem' still has its Dutch name. In the

Museum of the City of New York, Dutch Delftware and many other remnants of Dutch
New York are displayed. The Dutch lost their colony to the English, who controlled it
until the second  half of the 18th century, when America finally gained independence.

Once having brought their European cultures co America to start a new world, Ameri-
cans (of European origin) now wish to experience the old world during their vacations

in Europe. In many cases, they come to See the places from which they or their ancestors

originated. Or, where they Or their forefathers freed the Dutch from the Nazis in the
Second World War. Thirdly, tourism is viewed from the perspective of modularisation
as a consequence of the modernisation process, making it: even more natural to focus on

the US travel flow, since modularity originates from the US (see Chapter 2). Fourthly,
the tourism flow from the US to the Netherlands is even more interesting, because of

its dependence on airlines, tour operators, and travel agents, as well as other intermediaries,
since Americans have tO CrOSS the Atlantic Ocean to reach Europe. This barrier forces

people to use certain travel facilities, which enables us to study not only the choice of
the Netherlands as a holiday destination for US tourists but also the construction and

2 More about  this concep[, as well  as  that of globalisation and modernisation, can be found in Chapter  2.
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marketing of European iravel products by US intermediaries. As a matter of fact, the
purchase of a travel product including the Netherlands by American travellers is
conditic,ned by the options provided by suppliers, who are. for their part, conditioned
by the marketability of the Netherlands. Finally, US tourism is of relatively reat

economic significance in the Netherlands.
An impc,rtant aspect to note is the use of the terms 'America' or 'North America'

Both refer to the United States of America including the USA or US and Canada.
H(,wever, within the scope of this study, only tourists or intermediaries originating
from and currently living or operating in the US (i.e., all states including Alaska,
Hawaii, and Puerto Rico, excluding Canada) are considered. Many (statistical) resources
present the US and Canada together as America or North America. Data in the present
study are given in the same form as they were originally made available. This means
that  when  data on (North-) America are presented these include Canada., When clara

represent the US only, they are reported as US(A) data.
Finally, throughout the rest of the text, the word travel is used more often than

tourism, and the American word vacation(s) is used rather than holiday(s). In Europe,
people tend to speak of tourism, tourists, tourist industry, etc., whereas in America,
they generally speak of travel, travellers, travel industry, etc. Although the destination
studied is European, the intermediaries and those spending their leisure time studied
are American. It is, therefore, decided to speak of US travellers on vacation instead of
US tourists on holiday.

The following section reflects on ihe scope and nature of the travel flow from the US to
the Netherlands. Tourism developments in the Netherlands and the international
pc,sitic,n  of the  Netherlands as  a tourism  destination  are  presented in Section  1.3.
Section  1.4 fi,cuses on studies thai have been undertaken in the past t(, analyse US

rourism in the Netherlands. This chapter ends with a description of- the aim of this
thesis:incl the organisation of the book in Sectic,n 1.5.

1.2  L S travel to the Netherlands

US tourist arrirali in Europe and in tbe Netherlands
Several factors stimulate travel. A healthy economy, low unemployment and inflation,
a growth in real disposable income and personal spending, and the internet spur in-
terest in international travel in the US (US Department of Commerce, 2000; Travel
Industry Association, 2000). On the other hand. travel flows are heavily dependent on
political climates; the Gulf War, the tall of the 'iron curtain, and the Kosovo crisis
caused a considerable decrease in travel. The tragic incident thar happened in the US

A. Lor.ling [ci [he Durch Research In9[irute on Tourism and Re:reaiion (NRIT). approximarely three-quarters (,t
[he numbers presented on (Ncirth-) America wniern inhabitants ot [he 1.IS onlv (NRIT. 2()(K)).
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on September 11 th 2001, and the war against terrorism that followed subsequently, will
undoubtedly effect drastic changes in travel behaviour, not only in the US but
worldwide. At the moment of writing, figures indicating the effects of this occurrence

on travel behaviour are not available. As the current study was conducted mainly before

this date, the figures presented here are also derived from sources that date from before

September  11[11 2001. No speculations will be made in the following chapters regar-
ding the possible effects of the event of September  1 1 th. The presentation of travel
figures is always a snapshot in time; who knows what will happen tomorrow? Therefore,
the focus is on data that are available and, consequently, past trends are examined and
predictions for the future are avoided.

The US pleasure travel market' consists of 37.4 million persons, representing
18.59 of all US adults, according to one of the leading consultants on American travel
behaviour, the Menlo Consulting Group (MCG, 1999). Although the market for
outbound travel has grown substantially and Europes share of the market is increasing,
nevertheless, 81.5% of the US adult population do not leave the country for a vacation.

Only  13% of all US inhabitants own a passport, signifying chat most never cross the

US  border.  In 1999, almost  half of all  US outbound  travellers  (a total of 58.4  million
that year) visited overseas destinations (24.6 million). Another 17.7 million departed
for Mexico and 16.0 million visited Canada (US Department of Commerce, 2000).
Among US pleasure travellers, the MCG distinguishes Europe pleasure travellers. These

are travellers in the sense of the definition given in footnote 4 who say they are likely
to visit Europe for pleasure within the next five years. In 1999, they made up 47.5% of
all US outbound pleasure travellers and 8.8% of all US adults. They comprise ap-

proximately 17.8 million persons (MCG, 2000:21).
According to the MCG (1999:3), Europe is the primary long-distance destination

with. in 1999, a share of 36% of the US pleasure travel market as defined by the MCG.

Europe is followed by Asia (79), Central America (69 ), South America (5%), the South
Pacific (4%), the Middle East (3%), and Africa (2%) in the US long-haul travellers
market. Americans are travelling more frequently, and the number of outbound trips
taken  in the preceding three years by frequent travellers has risen  from 4  in  1987  to  10
in 1999. European tripS have become slightly shorter and the interest in 'long weekend'

trips to Europe is increasing (MCG, 1999:4). Prospects are good for European travel

since the US interest in European countries far exceeds actual visitation and, according

to the MCG, first time international travellers are increasingly turning to Europe.

The Dutch share of European vacations taken by US travellers is 9% (NBT, 1998:25).
According tO Statistics Netherlands' and the Netherlands Board of Tourism

4 Pleasure [ravellers are persons who have taken at least one [rip in the past [hree years outside che I· in[inental US,

primarily for pleasure and lasting five or more nights (MCG, 1999).
5       Statistics Ne[herlands is similar ro the Ducch Central Bureau for Statistics (CBS) (CBS/NBT, 20()()a,b).
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(NBT),c· the following numbers of American guests registered in Dutch accommoda-
tion establishments from 1992 to 1999 (Table 1.1).

Table 1.1 Number (* 1()00) of American guests in Dutch accc,mmcidati,in establishments.  1992-1999
1992 I 994 1994 1995 1996 199- 1998 1999

American guebrs 61() 56(1 6-(1 "2() 66(1 9(1(.1 114(J 1 1 6()

Total ti,reign guest  6()80 5-6() 6180 65-(j 6580 -84) 9 32(1 988(1

Anierg,iii fhari c'; 1               1(1          1(,          1 1           1 1           1(1          12           12         12

NI,ref: Iii 1 l»)-. there was a [borough update cit- thl' CBS databisl· ot Dutch accommodation establishments. A switch

from an integral  ro  a  sample  approach  data  collection  method  in  1997  improved  CBS  statistics.  In   1998,  the  CBS
database of smaller accommodations was completed, consisting at- hotels, boarding houses, and youth ho[els with a
minimum of five beds and other accommodations wirh a minimum ot- 2() beds (previous to 1998, these numbers were
2() and 50 beds, respectively) (CBS/NBT 200Ob:1 4 3).
Source: CBS/NBT (20009:84; 2000b:84)

Several aspects need to be taken into consideration when looking at these figures.
Firstly, these numbers represent all the American guests registered in Dutch accommo-
dation establishments. That is to Say, they also contain those staying for reasons other
than a vacation, such as meetings, conferences, and incentives. Those visiting family,
friends, or relatives, however, are not included unless staying with relatives is combined
with staying in a hotel or other establishment. Consequently, the number of Americans
visiting the Netherlands only for a vacation will be smaller than the number of Ameri-
can guests presented above.- Secondly, the number of guests originating from the US
only is smaller because the numbers presented in Table  1.1  also include Canadian guests.
Thirdly, these figures are derived from different studies and jointly edited by the CBS
and NBT. Differences in definitions and methodologies used in the original studies may
cause slight variations in outcomes (CBS/NBT, 200()b: 144).

Although the number of Americans visiting the Netherlands is still increasing, their
relative share in the total group of incoming Visitors is quite stable and has fluctuated
between 1 09  and 12% since 1992 (CBS/NBT, 2000b).Most incoming visitors to the
Netherlands originate from other European countries. After Germany (44%) and Great
Britain (13%), North America iS the third major source of incoming tourists to the
Netherlands (NRIT, 2000:82). The American share within the group of non-European
tourists to the Netherlands (60%) has not shown any significant changes since 1992
(CBS/NBT, 2()0()a). Many international visitors to the Netherlands are repeat visitors;
7  out of 10 Germans have been to the Netherlands before and  this is also the case for
almost 50% of the visitors from North America.

G In the year 2(10(), [he Netherlands Board of Tourism (NBT) merged with 2 orher Dutch tourism organisations m
Icirm Tourism Recrea[ion Netherlands' (TRN). Consequent|>·, the NBT shoutd be called TRN. However. as many
(it che NBTs sources used m the curren[ srudy date from before the merge of 2000 and. besides, [he NBT still
uses  ics own name abroad,  the Netherlands Board of Tourism will be refprred co as NBT in [he following chapurs.
No absolute numbers are available due to a lack ot-comparability of registration methods and definitions.
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Generally, incoming tourism from overseas fluctuates more than European tourism

to the Netherlands. This is, among other reasons, due to special events that attract more
overseas visitors.  Yet, the effect of events should  not be overestimated. Just over a quarter

(28%) of all US ViSitorS to the Van Gogh exhibition(s) in 1990 and only 12% ofall US
visitors of the Rembrandt exhibition in 1991/1992 Say that they would not have visited
the Netherlands without this exhibition (NBT 199lb, 1992b). The vast majority of US

visitors, however, say they would have visited the Netherlands anyway, as did 72% of
all non-Dutch Floriade visitors  in  1992 (DTV Consultants,  1992).  The Gay Games  in

1998 attracted extra international visitors, as did the 'Glory of the Golden Age' exhibi-
tion in the Rijksmuseum in 2000, although no exact figures are available. For 'Euro
2000', the VVV Amsterdam Tourism Board (2001) reports an additional number of
visitors to the city of 300.000. With such events, there is always a slight chance that
some tourists, afraid of the crowds, will stay away.

U S  tourism  receipts  in  tbe  Netberlands

Americans spend a relatively large amount of money in a relatively short period of
vacation in the Netherlands. Figures of the US Department of Commerce (2000) show
that the daily spending of US overseas travellers in Western European destinations is
higher than in all other overseas destinations. In 1999, the average daily spending by
US travellers to overseas destinations was US $84, while, in Western Europe, this was
US $90 and, in South America, US $68.

In the Netherlands, Americans have a reputation of being relatively big spenders.

Table 1.2 shows receipt:ss from US guests in the Netherlands over the period 1993 to 1999

Table 1.2  Receipts (million guilders) from US guests in the Netherlands, 1993-1999

1993 1996 1997 1998 1999

US receipts 1506 1629 1891 2235 2365

Total international receipts 863() 1095; 12337 13475 14522

US share (.9)                                            18                       15                       15                       17                      16

Source: CBS/NBT (2()()()b: 1'33)

The US share of international receipts in the Netherlands fluctuated between  15  and  18

percent from  1993 to  1999. The annual growth of US receipts in the Netherlands varies

significantly. Although there  was an enormous growth,  of 18%, between   1997  and

1998, in contrast to an average growth in international receipts of 9% in the same
period, receipts from US guests grew only 6% between 1998 and 1999 (compared with

8      Although [he CBS and NBT call them tourism receipts, aH receipts in [he Netherlands each year are added up
and presenied - per currency - as tourism receip[s. Consequently, chese quantities may include receipts other than
tourism related receipts, such as receipts from business travel, visits to family, friends, or relatives, border shop-
ping, exchanges made by Ducch people returning from US crips, etc.
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an average growth in international receipts of 89/  in this period). Although there is no
data available to support this, the excessive growth between 1997 and 1998 can,
perhaps, be ascribed to the Gay Games, which were held in Amsterdam in 1998.

Daily expenditures during vacations vary significantly among nationalities. In the
Netherlands, Germans spend the least whereas American and Japanese guests spend the
most. In  1999, international tourists spent an average of 192 Dutch guilders (approxi-
mately € 87) per day in the Netherlands. This includes money spent on accommodatic,n

(CBS/EZ/TRN, 2002: 105). Spending an average of 315 Dutch guilders per person per
day, no other nationality surpassed the Americans in the Netherlands in the same year.
Parricularly their relative expenses on transport and shopping are twice the average,
compared with other nationalities vacationing in the Netherlands (ibid.). A clear
relation can be seen between consumer patterns and the distance travelled in order to
visit the Netherlands. The Closer to the Netherlands the tourist lives, the more that is
spent on accommodation, food and beverages, and the less that is left for purchasing
goods (CBS, 1995b).

Time and space in tbe Netherlands: tbe American u·ay
For most Americans, a vacation in the Netherlands means making a pit stop' in Amster-
dam while passing through Europe (see also Binkhorst, 1996). The average length ofstay
of US  travellers in overseas destinations was  15.1  nights  in  1999.  On  trips to Eastern
European destinations, US overseas travellers stayed 24.1 nights outside the US, while
trips  to the Caribbean lasted  only  8.4  nights  in 1999 Trips to Western European
destinations lasted exactly the average number of nights stated for overseas destinations,
namely,   15.1   nights (US Department of Commerce, 2()00). Americans  do not spend
much time in the Netherlands as they often combine several countries on one trip. The
average nuniber of nights that Americans stayed in one accommodation in the
Netherlands in 2()00 was 2.0. a slight decrease compared with 1996, when they stayed

2.2 nights, on average, in one accommodation. Tc, compare, Germans stayed an average
of 4.1 nights in one accommodation in the Netherlands in 2000, and tourists from
(.Ireat Britain stayed an average ot 2.2 nights in one accommodation (CBS. 2()()1:3()).

Traditionally, spring and summer are the most popular tourism seasons in the Nether-
lands. Despite ongoing attempts to create a better temporal spread, tourist arrivals in

the Netherlands still peak in spring and summer (CBS/NBT, 200Ob:77), although the
peak in August has been topped during the past few years by the months between
spring and summer (VVV Amsterdam Tourist Board, 2000:6). Indeed, "Europe cap-
cures only 35.3% of American travellers during the peak-season months of June. July,
and August. Significant numbers of them are open to travelling to Europe during the
shoulder season months of April, May, September, and October" (MCG, 1997:11()).
Although the absolute number of overnight stays of American guests in Dutch accom-
modation establishments is higher in spring and summer than in autumn and winter,
the relative proportion of American guests to all foreign guests staying overnight in the
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Netherlands  in  2000  was  at its highest  in the summer (13.5%), followed by winter

(11.5%), autumn (9.1 %), and Spring (8.79) (CBS, 2001:43).

The spatial use of the Netherlands for tourism purposes is also unequal. For most
incoming tourists, in particular those from overseas, which includes Americans, visiting
the Netherlands means visiting Amsterdam. More than 50% of all foreign guests stay
in only two of the twelve Dutch provinces. The other half of the foreign guests travels

approximately equally over the other ten provinces, resulting in an average of 3% per
province. The province of North Holland, including the capital city, Amsterdam, is the
most popular province, receiving 52% of all foreign guests (CBS/NBT, 200Ob:78). The
relative share of North Holland has only increased by 10% since 1992.

Using tourism regions instead of the geographical borders of the twelve Dutch
provinces, more than three-quarters of all overnight stays of foreign tourists take place

within the seven tourism areas presented in Figure  1.1 and Table  1.3.
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The Fristan islands  6%
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3       2524-          .,Lr
Vorth Sea coastal reso
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-Delta area                              5            'u                                                                               g
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Source: NRIT (2()()0:80)
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There has been a structural increase in the relative share of the four cities in tourism,
while the share of the North Sea coastal resorts, East Brabant, North and Mid Limburg,
and the Realm of Nijmegen has decreased over the last few years (NRIT, 2000:80). The
spatial development of tourism and recreation in the Netherlands, in terms of absolute
numbers of employment in tourism, is mainly an urban phenomenon according to the
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ministry of Economic Affairs. In the last ten years, however, the strongest growth in the
share of tourism and recreation among the Dutch working population has taken place

outside the 'Randstadi" with the exception of Schiphol and the lakes around Utrecht
(Ministerie van Economische zaken/TNO-Inro, 1998).

T(,urists visiting Amsterdam frequently undertake day or half-day sightseeing
excursions to places around the city. and sometimes venture further afield. Americans,
however, tend to return and stay overnight in the capital city, where they predominantly
stay in hotels and guesthouses, this being the accommodation most preferred among
American travellers (CBS, 2001). Younger travellers from the US show a strong preference

for youth hotels or hostels in Amsterdam.
Maastricht, a major city in the south of the Netherlands, is becoming increasingly

popular. The city is developing as a 'hub and spoke' destination for those who want to combine
visits to neighbouring countries in this part of Europe. After Dutch, English, and German
tourists, US tourists are the fourth most important group ofguests in this city, with  19.300
overnight stays, followed by Japanese guests (13.200 nights) (NRIT-Actueel, 200Ob).

Large numbers of international visitors come to the Netherlands as part of a European
tour. Only  13% of the US tourists who visited the Netherlands in 1993 considered the
Netherlands to be the primary destination of their vacation (NBT, 1994a,b). Americans
visit: an average of 1.6 countries on a vacation to Western Europe, a number that has
decreased over [he years (US Department of Commerce, 2000). Although the number
of countries visited per vacation has decreased, the Netherlands is still an 'add on' desti-
nation for Americans. Most tourists from the US arrive by aeroplane. A large number
of European roundtrips departing from the US begin at Schiphol Airport, 'the gateway
to Europe' Few Americans or other incoming travellers arrive in the Netherlands by
train from other European countries (CBS, 1995a, 1995b).

In addition to promoting the growth in arrivals, overnight stays, and expenditure.
Dutch tourism policy is directed towards the extension of the tourism season and a
better spatial distribution of tourism across the Netherlands (NBT, 1996a, 1996b,
1999b). .Amsterdam-Plus' products, according to the NBT's future vision covering the
period 200()-2005 (NBT, 1999b), intend to spread tourism around the capital city and
to cities that may be visited in combination with Amsterdam. Promotion throughout
the year should attract people during the off-season. The Amsterdam Tourist Board
(ATB) is aiming at a better spread of tourism flows in and around Amsterdam 'c  because
tourism at present tends to be concentrated within the historic inner city (VVV
Amsterdam Tourist Board, 2()00).

The 'Rands[ad is the urban western parr ot the Netherlands, including the cities *,t Utrecht, Amsrerdam, The
Hague, and Rotterdam.

1     The ATB developed a pcilvcen[ri, c ltv model including various independent tourism cen[res [hat aim at a betrer
spread ot' tourism 11(>ws throughout the DEV.
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Better temporal and spatial spreading of tourism throughout the year and across

the country is desirable for several reasons. Clearly, there are problems directly related
to the carrying capacity of areas, such as traffic- ams, queues, locals being bothered by
too much bustle in their streets, environmental pollution, overbooking, etc.
Furthermore, the economic benefits in terms of yield and employment would be better

spread throughout the year and the country if there was no 'low season' and tourism was

better spread throughout the country. Indirect problems, like tourists being poorly
acquainted with a destination when they visit it for only a day or a few days, and the
one-sided introduction to the Dutch tourism product when only Amsterdam is visited,
are actually as important (not only in terms of revenue) but generally neglected.

Conditions of time and space cbaracterising tbe American uay of travel
US conditions of time and space have an impact on American vacation behaviour.
Compared to many other nationalities, Americans with paid work have a fairly limited
number of vacation days annually. According to Richards (1996c), Americans belong to

the category 'time poor and money rich', having an average of 23 vacation days
annually, compared with 40 vacation days annually for Dutch employees. US pleasure
travellers with an interest in travel to European destinations were questioned by the
MCG about time pressure. The results show that 75% of them agree with one of the
following statements: 'I always feel pressed for time", "For me, time is more scarce than

money  , and "I would happily trade a week's pay for an extra week of vacation' (MCG,
1999:6). Consequently, approximately half of the pleasure travellers to Europe prefer
trips of no longer than two weeks and 1 0%  prefer a trip of one week or shorter.  In "The
overworked American" and "The overspent American", Shor (1991  and 1998, respective-
ly) describes the phenomenon of 'time-squeeze', referring to the increasing pressure on

leisure time on account of the growing importance of paid work in the US. Employees,
working longer hours in exchange for high salaries and better employment conditions,
help to push up consumption levels that increase living standards. Besides 'up scaling'
and 'overspent' Americans, she observes a growing number of'down shifters' in America;

people who voluntarily work and earn less in order to have more free time.

Having a broad view of space because of the large area of the US, and owing to the
large number of European countries located within a relatively small area, a European
vacation for Americans generally means visiting several countries during the same trip.
When mass tourism evolved, the American way of undertaking European vacations

resulted in the coining of the expression 'doing Europe', and it was even comically
portrayed on screen in the movie "It's Tuesday so it must be Belgium". Being used to
travelling long distances, Americans generally do not make a fuss about distances
within Europe and hop from country to country.11  With the increase in travel oppor-

11        Speaking in  [erms of stereotypes. Americans are known as the 'been [here, done that' type of travellers, referring
co their hurried travel style. However, Europeans vacationing in the US have similar [ime-space patierns when
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tunities partly due to increased li\·ing standards, a European vacation is not a 'once in
a lifetime experience for Americans anymore. One can easily return the following year
a, visit some other countries or to see one of them in more depth. Consequently, US
trips to Europe are becoming slightly shorter. According to the MCG (1999), 61'.4 of
all European trips last a maximum of two weeks and only 389  last  15 days or more.
Wanting 'value for money' and having in mind a list of countries to be visited, however,
means that often a combination of countries is visited on a vacation or that just one city
is visited on a weekend. The rise of the latter type of vacation, the Yity-breaki is
perhaps the culmination of modern travel. With the ease of air travel, price discounts,
and frequent flyer miles, escaping from the rush of daily life by taking a City break
across the Atlantic Ocean is becoming more than just a dream.

1.3  Tourism in the Netherlands from a European perspective

Alany competitors on a small scale
In the American market, the Netherlands competes particularly with Great Britain,
France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, and Switzerland as a tourism destination. The Dutch
share in the European tours available on the American market has remained stable in
the last few years. The city trip competitors of Amsterdam are Vienna, Berlin, and
Barcelona (NBT, 1998). International tourism flows are highly influenced by the
existence of cities. Europe, consisting of a relatively large number of nations on a small
scale, is famous for its many and varied cities. Research by Van der Borg (1994) shows
that 19 'classic cities can be distinguished in Europe: Amsterdam, Athens, Barcelona,
Berlin. Budapest, Dublin, Florence. Istanbul, Lisbon, London, Madrid, Moscow, Paris,
Prague. Rome, St. Petersburg. Stockholm, Venice. and Vienna. Most of the 'classic
urban toitrism destinations are capital cities. Amsterdam ranked fourth in the top 10 of
European cities in  1999 on the basis of the number of foreign overnight stays (FECTO,
in VVV Amsterdam Tourist Board, 2000). In the same year, Amsterdam rose from
twelfth to ninth place for the hotel room rates,thereby becoming comparable to cities
like Para. LI,tidon. Rome. :ind Milan.

With a total of 9.9 million foreign visitors in 1999. the Dutch market share of
tourism within North-West Europe is approximately 1 09 (NBT, 1996b, 1999b).

Figures from OESO and Eurostar edited by the NBT (1998) show that incoming
tourism to the Netherlands grew more than average during the last: few years when
compared with most of its North-West European competitors. This increase, however,
was particularly due to a relatively strong growth in tourism arrivals from neighbouring
countries. As the Netherlands is part of the European continent. a brief outline of
developments in tourism in Europe is provided here. International tourism 12 increased

the east [o rhe west cous[. or when thev visit the Cir,ind Canvcin by taking the main r(,ad through the National

Park to rake a picture on the brink of the Canvon'v precipice without going down for a few day's hike inic, [he Canyon.
-         internaric,lial  courism number, indude all  worldwide t-x,rder-c rossing  travel fur plmure and business purposes (WTO).
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from 25 million arrivals in 1950 to 657 million arrivals in 1999 and are predicted to

top 1.561 billion by the year 2020, according to the 'Tourism Vision 2020' of the
World Tourism Organisation (WTO, 1998). 59% of all international arrivals arrived on

the European continent in 1999 (385.9 million) (WTO, in WRIT, 2000:18). Although
predictions regarding the growth of international tourism in Europe differ, 1 4 according

to forecasts of the WTO, the number of international arrivals in Europe will reach

approximately 717 million in 2020 (WTO, 1998). Intercontinental tourism to Europe

(about  11%  in  2000) is growing faster  than tourism within Europe itself.  The main

contributors to this growth are South and East Asia and Africa, while the American

increase remains less than average (NRIT, 20()0:25).
Traditionally, Europe has played a predominant role in the pattern of international

tourism flows, with a share of 64% of the total volume of international tourism in 1985

Uansen-Verbeke and Spee, 1995). Nevertheless, the position of Europe is dropping.

Travel flows to Europe are highly dependent on the interest of non-Europeans in choosing

a European country as a tourism destination. The increasing market share of other continents

negatively affects the European share (NBT, 1998). The relatively slower growth of
tourism in Europe compared with the rest of the world  is also due to the fact that a higher

saturation level in the field of international tourism has been reached in Europe than
elsewhere  in  the  world.  In   1989,  the  NBT  and  KLM  Royal  Dutch  Airlines  (KLM)

warned that the European tourism product was historically positioned in the mature life

cycle stage and, thus, losing its global market share. The 'Wetenscbappelijke Raad voor bet

Regeringsbeleid'14 (1991) also states that Europe is affected by the attraction of many
other possible destinations for North American, Japanese, and Australian tourists.

Europe's historical and cultural assets have to compete with such exotic locations as

Thailand, Indonesia, Singapore, and Central and South America. Within the European

continent, countries and regions also vary considerably in popularity. Compared with
Europe as a whole, North-West Europe,15 including the cities of Amsterdam, Berlin,

Dublin, London, Paris, and Stockholm, has lagged behind in tourism growth since

1993 (NBT, 1998). WTO (1998) forecasts for 2020 predict that Central and Eastern

Europe will overtake Western Europe aS the maior tourism destination.

In summary, in spite of the optimistic tourism forecasts worldwide, as a part of

Europe, the Netherlands faces serious competition from other continents. Moreover,

geographically, being located in the least popular part of Europe, the Netherlands has

co compete with Central and Eastern European countries for popularity among

international tourists.

13       The Economist Intelligence Unic (EIU,  1995) is most optimistic and estimated an annual growth of' interna[io-

nal [ourism in Europe of 5.196 for the period 1995-2000, while the Netherlands Research Insti[ure for Recreation

and Tourism (NRIT, 2000) estimated a 3.39 growth for the same period. The WTO ( 1998) estimates an average

annual growth in international tourism in Europe of 3.19  until 202().
14     Dutch Scientific Council for Government Policy.
15 North-West Europe includes France, Germany, Grea[ Britain, Ireland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Belgium,

and the Netherlands (NBT,  1998:10).
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(lompetition about  u·bat f

The Netherlands is a small, centrally located country in North-West Europe. Bordered
by the North Sea coastline and a number of other countries, the country is easily
accessible by land, sea, and air. The image of the Netherlands is based on symbols such
as tulips. cheese. clogs, and windmills but it lacks a landmark, which is much debated.'c'
Yet, the Netherlands is widely known for these symbols (see also Binkhorst, 2000,2()()1).
Commissioned by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Research International Qualitative
(2()()0) recently analysed the image of the Netherlands abroad. The authors concluded
that the Netherlands needs a new image that characterises the present Dutch society.
The image of tulips, wooden shoes, and windmills is outdated and should be replaced
by (a) symbol(s) expressing the liberal and modern attitude towards ethical dilemmas
and the progressive attitude of the Dutch towards the environment and spatial control.
The ethical dilemmas referred to are related to topics such as the legalisation of prostitution,
soft drugs, abortion, euthanasia, and environmental issues, including, for instance, the
historical struggle against the water. Compared with many other European countries, the
Netherlands has a less attractive landscape and climate and there are very few opportu-
nities for nature-oriented and adventurous holidays. As far as cultural attractions are
concerned, neighbouring countries such as Great Britain, Germany, France, and Italy
have much more to offer.

However, one important aspect of Dutch tourism is the human factor. The NBT
strategic marketing plan for 1991-1995 implicitly recognized this; 'Holland, as no
other country, has a great variety of tourism attractions in a small area and its
population is very hospitable and internationally oriented" (NBT, 199la; Goossens,
1991). The human factor concerns not only the friendliness and multilingual abilities
of the Dutch, but also their organizational talent, their level of knowledge, and their
skills in creating surroundings that fit the visitors' wishes. Due to its historical activi-
ties abrc,acl, the Dutch are an internationally oriented pei,ple equipped with an inter-
nationallv oriented tourism infrastructure. The relatively strong orientation towards the
US and the presence of US (service) companies in the Netherlands is probably an
additional advantage with regard to international tourism and travel from the US.
Exploitation of these strengths for the benefit of tourism not only contributes to the
maintenance and improvement of the Dutch position within the international tourism
market, but may also promote employment in the Netherlands.

National Dutch tourism Policy
Despite having a relatively strong orientation towards incoming tourism because of irs
mature holiday market (Van der Borg, 1 994), there is a growing deficit in the tourism

] ( in rheir S[ra[egic Marketing and (.(immunicarion Plan fi,r 2()()1-2(1().1. [he VVV Amsterd,im Tourist Bliard
(2(*)(11 .lims at researching the possibilities cit creating landmark attracricins in Amsterdam in order  to  impnive
the Ii[v, c(impecitiveness.
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trade balance in the Netherlands (NRIT, 2000). Traditionally, Dutch expenditures
abroad have been higher than foreign receipts. Tourism has gained more attention from
the Dutch government since it was recognised as an important contributor to the nation's
economy. As economic sector, tourism is the Ministry of Economic Affairs portfolio, but
related issues are still treated at different governmental ministries; the Ministry of
Agriculture, Nature Conservation, and Fisheries, deals with recreation, the Ministry of
Education, Culture, and Science deals with culture, and the Ministry of Housing, Environ-
mental Planning and Management deals with spatial issues.

Spatial aspects are becoming more and more acknowledged in national tourism
planning and policy. With the 'Vii4le Nota Ruimtelijke Ordening'i7 the Dutch government
(Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting, Ruimtelijke Ordening and Milieubeheer, 2001) is
continuing the spatial planning policy that was initiated in 1991 with the 'Vierde Nota

(Extra)' (ibid., 1991). Since 1990, the Dutch government has paid more attention to
the renewal of spatial structures within the Netherlands and Europe, as has been

expressed in several policy documents. The tourism policy document 'Nota Ondernemen

in Toerisme'18 (Ministerie van Economische Zaken, 1990), directing tourism policy for
the 199Os, distinguished four themes.  All of them, except 'cultural-historical heritage', are
spatially oriented: 'the Netherlands-country of water', .the coast', and 'urban junctions'.
The importance of the spatial quality in relation to public facilities as an important
resource for recreation and tourism is also put forward in the policy document 'Kiezen

voor Recreatie'19 (Ministerie van Landbouw, Natuurbeheer en Visserij, 1991). The document
'Ruimte voor regio's. Het ruimklijk economiscb beleid tot 2000'20 (Ministerie van Economische
Zaken, 1995) also underlines the importance of high quality spatial conditions in the
Netherlands in order to be competitive within Europe. According to the latter document,
economic differences between the various parts of the Netherlands are decreasing. The
international economy is increasingly developing according to infrastructure networks.
To maintain its central position within North-West Europe, the Netherlands should
improve and ascertain its connection to these networks by improving its two main
ports; Schiphol Airport and the seaport of Rot:terdam (ibid.). The document 'Nota Belvedere'

(Ministerie van Onderwils, Cultuur en Wetenschappen, 1999), focuses on spatial planning
in relation to cultural heritage. In ' Werken aan concurrentiekracbt. Toeristiscb beleid tot 2000'21

(Ministerie van Economische Zaken, 1996), the NBT and 'Toerisme 6 Recreatie AVN'22

(AVN) are designated as the principal bodies in the field of tourism and recreation in
the Netherlands. They jointly presented their views on the Dutch tourism product with
regard to the themes of coast and culture/cities in the document 'Zee van Cultuur'23

17     ·Fifth Report on Physical Planning'.
18 'Enterprise in Tourism'.
19     'Choice for Outdoor Recreation'.
20 'Space for regions, the spatial-economical policy to 2000.
21 'Work on competicion. Tourism policy to 2000'.
22 'Tourism and Recreation AVN'.
23        'Sea of Culture'.
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(1997). This document shows evidence of a need for more cooperation at national level,
as well as among various tourism suppliers, in order to improve the coherence of the
differentiated Dutch tourism product. 'We have few international top attractions but
it is the number and variety of components on a relatively small scale which enable the
Netherlands to maintain its tourism position" (NBT/AVN, 1997:13, EB).

In the year 2000, the ANVV, AVN, and the NBT merged into one national tourism
organisation called 'Toerisme Recreatie Nederland'14 (TRN). In their document  Verbeelding
Versterbt'15 (TRN, 2001), they make a plea for cultural tourism, as this is a particularly
suitable type of tourism for the Netherlands' tourist product. Tourism in the Netherlands,
they argue, suffers from a low profile as an economic sector, responsibility for which is
spread over various ministries. As a result, tourism is hardly recognised in national budgets.
TRN sets itself the task of connecting providers and consumers of cultural products in
the near future. They warn against simply increasing supply and promotion, and advocate

matching consumers' wishes for complete experiences or stories with specific products.
" In making a varied supply accessible and available, the general consumption of culture
and the value of arts and culture in particular can be advanced" (ibid.:55, EB).

Amsterdam tourisli  policy
As Amsterdam is an important, if not the most important, attraction for international
tourists to the Netherlands, the city's tourism policy, according to the Strategic
Marketing and Communication plan for the period 2001-2004, will be briefly highlighted
here. The VVV Amsterdam Tourist Board (2000) considers quality, individuality or uni-
queness, and sustainability as the keys to successful tourism development for the period
2()01-2004. Individuality, or uniqueness, is of particular interest to the underlying study.
'In reaction to the increasingly commercial 'plastic' world, people are searching for the
authentic, the real. Fortunately, Amsterdam has many unique product elements of high
quality, like the canals and the thousands of canal houses, Dutch cultural treasures from
many ages, and high-quality architecture. But the major elements are the unique
atmosphere and the 'experience-value provided by the city- (ibid..1. EB). in spite of
r.iric,tis improvenients duritig the previous planning period,-" che ATB is :lfraid ot
creating a one-sided product from a cultural-historical viewpoint. In order to broaden
rhe Amsterdam tourism product and highlight the city's uniqueness, the multi-cultural
character of the city and the presence of water in and around the city are emphasized.

The struggle to gain a share of tourism expenditure is becoming more difficult and the
deficit in the Dutch travel trade balance is getting larger. A proper knowledge of

24 Tourism Recreation Netherlands'
25

Streng[hening imagination
A Examples ot product developmen[ during [he previous planning period are the restructuring 01- several squares ill

the inner city, [he building of [he Passenger Terminal Ams[erdam and other parts of the 'U-Oever, the Shopping
Line, the Circle Tram, and the improvements in the accessibili[v of the city for touring cars.
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potential tourists and their preferences is required for future development. Evaluating
the Dutch tourism product is of great importance in order to assess whether or not the
Netherlands will continue to be seen as an attractive international tourism destination.
Development and maintenance of high-quality expertise in this area are of fundamental
importance. This pro ect hopes to provide an important stimulus for the development
of such expertise.

1.4 Research on the Netherlands as a tourism destination

Revieu· of existing studies about American tourism to tbe Netherlands
In the past, in tourism studies, much knowledge was derived from a fairly limited range
of information. Generally, the letters, diaries, and journals of a restricted group of
tourists, together with guidebooks, formed the basis for much research in the pre 19th
century era (Towner, 1994). After that, census data became available, and this has been
supplemented since the 1920s by a growing volume of official tourism statistics.

In the Netherlands, a structural problem in tourism research is the absence of nation-
wide statistics based on a systematic monitoring of changes in the supply structure
(Dietvorst, 1994:61). Various parties in the Netherlands collect data using their own
definitions and methods, complicating comparability. On the basis of surveys such as
Statistiek  Vreemdelingen  Verkeerr  and  'Statistiek  Logiesaccommodaties',28  undertaken  by
Statistics Netherlands, arrival numbers, overnight stays, tourism receipts, trends, etc.,
of domestic and incoming tourism are published in various reports (CBS, NBT, NRIT,
De Nederlandsche Bank). With border surveys undertaken by the NBT (1990a, 199Ob,

1993), a little more insight into the travel behaviours and motivations of various
incoming nationalities has become available. However, when intra-European borders
were abolished in 1992, it became impossible to question tourists on leaving the
country at the border. At present, travel surveys take place in the accommodations when
guests are checking out. Since 1995, national tourism statistics are jointly produced by
the Statistics Netherlands, the NBT, and the NRIT. The VVV Amsterdam Tourist
Board, obviously, particularly provides data on tourism in Amsterdam.29 The infor-
mation on American travel behaviour provided by these sources is presented mainly in

this chapter and in Chapter 6.
Information on US travel behaviour can, obviously, also be found in the US, for

instance, at the Department of Commerce or the Travel Industry Association. However,
data are often difficult to compare (NBT, 1994c),and in-depth studies on American
travel to the Netherlands that go beyond annual travel statistics are not readily available
in the US. In order to devise strategic marketing plans, the NBT and KLM, among

27    ·Tourism flow statistics'.
28    ·Accommodaticin statistics .
29    See. for instance, KPMG/K.M.C. (199 ;); VVV Amsterdam (1996); and Stec Beleidsadvies (1998).
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(,thers. continuously collect data on the American travel market. Facts relating to
American travel behaviour derived from these srudies are mainly presented in the current

chapter and in Chapter 6, which is entirely devoted to the American consumption of
the Dutch travel product.

Although the significance of tourism is increasingly recognised by policy bodies, not
many in-depth studies about the international position of the Netherlands as a tourism
destination are available. The US iravel flow. in particular, has never been Studied as
profoundly as in the present study, from  both a provider and a consumer point of view.
Yet, several studies have focused on Dutch incoming tourism that also include the US
travel flow. A number of those are discussed below.

Nikerk published an extensive study on the meaning and significance of tourism

in the Netherlands in 1946. He (ibid.) mentions the difficulty of comparing travel

studies, not only because of a lack of available data, but also because of the different
definitions and research methods used by various organisations. Results from a survey
undertaken by the Amsterdam Tourist Board in  1938 and  1939 show that, after England,
America was the second most important source of incoming tourism to the Netherlands,
with American tourists showing a special interest in Dutch museums, architecture,
folklore, trade, and industry. From the same study, it is clear that Americans mainly
visited the Netherlands in July and August and arrived and stayed in Amsterdam
(Nikerk, 1946), a pattern that has not changed much over the years. Moreover, the
average duration of holidays spent by foreigners in the Netherlands was very short

which, besides the small size of the Netherlands, could also be ascribed to the fact that
the Netherlands was not 'tourism-minded' enough and, furthermore, was not part of
the historical or classic travellers routes nor of modern routes, according to Nikerk
(ibid. 191).

In his dissertation, Tideman (1960) particularly elaborates on the economic
significance of tourism in the Netherlands. Tideman, like Nikerk and more researchers

after him, also mentions problems concerning the comparability of data from different
u,iintries and organisations. Nevertheless, he manages to demonstrate that American
tourism counted for approximately 6% of all registered overnight stays in 1956,
compared  with  4.5%  in  Switzerland  and 1. 5 % in former West Germany (ibid.:31),
thereby showing that US tourism has been of major importance in the Netherlands for
a long time. Together with guests from Germany and Great Britain, US tourists
accounted for 61% of all overnight stays in the Netherlands in 1958 (ibid.:67). Tide-
man found that the number of Americans that left the US was registered for the first
time in 1919: during that year, 11 6.324 Americans travelled temporarily to destina-

tions overseas, of which 60488 (52%) visited Europe (ibid.:102). Tideman describes

two major changes in the travel flow from the US to Europe. Firstly, the possibility of
crossing  the Atlantic Ocean by aeroplane  led  to a large increase in travel (since  1955,
air traffic surpasses shipping) and, secondly, perhaps owing to a faster transport mode,
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there was a decrease in the duration of vacations spent by Americans in overseas

destinations. "In 1937 and 1938, like in 1957, the average American stay in Europe
was 52 days. In 1948 this was 79. (...) The average stay of American visitors in the
Netherlands was 10 days in 1936; two years later this number dropped to 6 but this
level was still considerably higher   than the average post-war level   of  3   days  ( . . . )

compared with an average of 14 days in a European country)" (ibid.: 107, 102, 112,
EB). Whereas a one-month stay today is considered exceptionally long, only one third
of  all the American trips to Europe  in 1955 lasted a month  or less. Tideman  also
observes a lack of (modern) accommodation facilities  in  the Netherlands, particularly  in
Amsterdam  in the 1950s, but  this  is actually still  the case today.  He, therefore, recom-
mends large investments in the hotel sector, not only in the number of hotels, but also
in quality. "(. .) Simple hotels in the city. This type of hotel is also increasingly visible
abroad. The modern traveller only considers the hotel in relation to his overnight stay;
he wants to be free to come and go, and free in his choice of meals. The same elements
characterise a hotel in the United States, where the provision of durable goods in each

room is high (radio, television, telephone, and bath or shower) but staff duties are
limited to cleaning the room. Bringing food and drinks to one's room is common

practice so each room  is fully equipped. ( . . . ) This type of 'sleep hotel' requires much  less
investment than the old fashioned hotel, mainly because there is no need for a restaurant

with a kitchen, saving on skilled personnel" (ibid.: 155, EB). The early marks of the
process of Americanisation in the Dutch tourism sector can be observed here: in order
to obtain a competitive position on the global tourism stage, local hotels were discarded
as 'old-fashioned' and were advised to adapt to global standards. Regarding other
tourism destinations that European countries have to compete with, Tideman's research

shows that, even in the first half of the previous century, Europe could not beat the
Caribbean islands and Other overseas destinations; not in the number of US arrivals, nor
in the amount of US dollars spent (ibid.:106). In the 1950s, and Still today, Europe is
a relatively expensive vacation destination for Americans but those who can afford the
passage spend a lot of money. From the same publication, it becomes clear that, besides

the 30% of Americans who visited their families abroad ('foreign born' Americans), at
the end of the 195Os, 50% travelled for pleasure only while 20%  travelled for business,
possibly in combination with pleasure. Tideman's research shows that France, Great

Britain, Italy, West Germany, and Switzerland were the most popular European
destinations  in the 195Os,  and they still are today.

In 1993, Beukekamp and Reuill published a study entitled 'Dutch tourism
marketing in the USA: some strategic considerations: They describe the US travel flow
during the 1980s and 1990s. Until  1980, the US market could be considered a growth
market. Due to economic recession in 1980/1981, terrorism in Europe, and the
Tsjernobyl disaster in 1986, travel to Europe dropped dramatically. The market started
to recover again until the beginning of 1991, when the Gulf war broke out. Whereas

the studies of Nikerk and Tideman are restricted to an economic, quantitative analysis
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of the tourism flow, Beukekamp and Reuijl also focus on the American tourism market
and how the Dutch tourism product can best be marketecl there. They differentiate the
product 'Holland' in two categories: airline tickets and package tours (independent or
escorted). They also point to the fact that 'the American market' should not be seen as
homogeneous and mention a few areas in the US from which many tourists are likely
to visit the Netherlands: the North-Eastern part of the US, California, and the South-
East Atlantic market (Florida, Georgia). They conclude that, for the Dutch market,
characterised by a low awareness value and a relatively low attraction value, a strategic
frontline approach for facilitators, directed at the relationship with the most important
distributors and consumers, is necessary (ibid.:1).

Fundamental  time-space  research

In the 198Os, several studies pleaded  for  a more fundamental approach to leisure  and
tourism research, which would take a time-space perspective into account,30 By gaining
an insight into the time-space relations of an area through the analysis of time-space be-

haviour, policy makers can develop strategies for tourism-recreational product development.
Time-space relations between elements within a region have an important influence on
the quality of the tourism-recreational product. Therefore, the 'Sticbting voor Sociaal

Ruimtelijk Onderzoek' (SRO)31 decided to establish FUTRO32 in 1992. This research group
studies tourism and recreation related topics from a fundamental time-space perspective.

Explorative descriptive time-space research primarily focuses on describing which
activities are undertaken where, when, with whom, how, and why. The results of this
type of research describe the time-space patterns of individuals on various dimensions.
Data collection methods consist of diary keeping, analysis, and classification techniques.
The present study relies mainly on this type of time-space research. Face to face inter-

views with providers of Dutch travel products in the US and questionnaires distributed
among American tourists during their vacations in the Netherlands are used to analyse
temporal and spatial aspects of the Dutch tourism product for the US travel market.

Aspects of time and space are also fundamental in the research of Bargeman (2001).
She cc,nstrucred a consumer vacation choice model in whkh contextual and person-
related factors are assimilated. In this way, the factors that lead Dutch inhabitants to
choose a domestic vacation, and the extent to which this choice is made routinely, can
be identified. Bargeman aimed at analysing the Dutch consumer's decision-making
processes and did not focus on the provider's construction or marketing of the Dutch
travel product. Like Bargeman's study (ibid.), Elands (2002) focused on the demand
side as well. As a member of the FUTRO research group, Elands studied the temporal-

'"         See  Beckers (1983):Timmermans (1985):  Blaas (1989): Diervorsiand Spee (1991): Beckers and  Raai Imakers < 1991 ).
1 i       SRO  means  'Foundation  for  SKIal  and  Spatial   Research'.  and   is  part  ot  [he i#'eder/and,·, Organijatie toor

Weten.<,bappe/ij# 0,/derzoek <XW'(11 ('Dutch Organisation t-(,r Scientific Research').
12   FUTRO (translated from Dutch) means Fundamen[al Time and Space Research. The Technical University

Eindhoven, Wageningen Universi[v, and Tilburg University participare in [he FUTRO research group.
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spatial coherence in tourism behaviour and the extent to which it can be explained as a
search for different tourism experiences. Both studies found that tourism behaviour is
routinised to a great extent.

Although Bargeman (2()01) 'models' choice processes, her work is not the typical
hypothetical modelling type of research that can be found in the works of Stemerding
(1996), Kemperman (2000), and Van Middelkoop (2001).34 By using the stated preference/

choice method to describe, model, and predict tourism choice behaviour, these studies
are particularly useful when consequences of policy or planning measures need to be
evaluated or future scenarios need to be explored on temporal and or spatial dimensions.
Stated preference methods provide insight into the decision-making processes of indivi-
duals within certain time-space configurations, but give relatively little attention to
contextual conditions that influence the consumer decision-making process. A FUTRO
study that included contextual conditions, besides the domains of time and space, in

order to develop GISil oriented methods to analyse tourism recreation complexes was

conducted by Van der Knaap (1997).
The present study pays attention to the reasons for choosing a vacation in the

Netherlands but deals with international instead of domestic tourists, thereby shifting
the aim from modelling the choice process to identifying conditions that influence the
choice for and consumption of the Dutch tourism product. Moreover, the present study

integrates the perspectives of providers with that of the consumers by studying the
transformation of the Dutch tourism product by US intermediaries as well.

The search for conditions that influence travel flows inevitably brings accelerating
processes, like international scale enlargement, into the picture, as spatial movement is
essential in order to reach destinations and to move around at the destination. Develop-
ments like the unification of Europe in 1992 and the introduction of the Euro in 2002

are examples of processes of international scale enlargement  that, in turn, stimulate the
acceleration process, since capital, goods, and people can cross borders even more easily
than before. For instance. Jansen-Verbeke and Spee (1995) predicted a general increase

in interregional travel within certain parts of Europe due to the process of scale enlarge-

ment in the tourism action space and increasing interaction between regions. Other
effects of scale enlargement within Europe and beyond are mergers between actors in
the tourism industry, like the alliance of KLM Royal Dutch Airlines with Northwest
Airlines, alliances between tour operators, hotel chains, etc. With the integration of
production facilities of various countries, 'European-like' tourism products will develop,

according to Beckers and Raaijmakers (1991). They state that when the international
character of the media and worldwide markets of consumption articles become more

interwoven, a quick expansion of fashions and trends will appear. The main consequence

of this acceleration process will be its equalising tendency since standardisation and

4 '       These srudies were alsc, undertaken within the framewcirk of FUTRO.
 4     =Ge<,graphical Information Systems.
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uniform production conditions favour a quick turnover. Not only tangible goods and

services, but also landscapes fall prey to processes of standardisation. According to
Dietvorst (1996:5), "The urban field force is spreading over an ever increasing part of
the rural landscape. and this threatens the existing identity of places and regions
Others claim that the process of home,genisation will only stimulate the emphasis on
local identity in order to attract or hold attention as a unique city, area, region, country,

or population. On an individual level, because traditions are losing significance in
modern times, freedom of choice is becoming increasingly accentuated, resulting in a
quest for variation. "The post-modern character of society is manifested by diversity,
variety, continuous change, shifting conventions, breaking old habits, a multiform of
spatial shapes and fragmentation  of lifestyles" (Dietvorst  and  Spee,  1991:130).  What
are the effects of these  acceleration  processes  on  the  nature  of travel, on choosing  a
vacation destination for consumption, or on choosing one to transform into a tourism
product' Dietvorst and Spee (ibid.) plead for a greater recognition of the foundations of
(post-)modern processes in recreation and tourism research, particularly with regard to
the operationalisation of related social theoretical concepts. When Dietvorst (1994)
reviewed the Dutch efforts made in tourism and recreation research, he noticed that the
often-abstract character of the proposed theoretical concepts tended to be problematic,
while these concepts are highly valuable. "One of the great challenges, therefore, is to
operationalise complicated concepts such as lifestyles, potency, sustainability, quality, or
globalisation" (ibid.:80). The current study does not pretend to operationalise the concept
of globalisation or modernisation. Moreover, if these concepts were to  be  measured at  all,

exactly the same study should have been done in the past or should be undertaken at
some point in the future, in order to compare the results and to draw conclusions
regarding the rise or decline of globalisation.  Such an approach is undesirable here and
reaches far beyond the scope of this research. Rather, by applying the concept of
modularisation, to be considered as a derivative of the modernisation process, the aim
of this study is to identify how modularisation influences the transformation of the
Netherlands into a suitable tourism product for the US travel marker.

Complying with the wish to consider travel from a (posr)modern perspective, the
underlying study presents the Netherlands as a country from the 'old European
continent chosen by travellers living in a country on the 'new' and modern American
continent. Understanding the choice for a specific tourism destination requires research
into conditions in the tourism-generating areas, in tourism destination areas, and
transport routes. Nevertheless, much tourism research lacks such a holistic view. Much
fundamental time-space research, whether descriptive or modelling, is restricted to the
demand side or the provider side, whereby the decision-making process of consumers is
a favourite subject of study.,5 By applying the 'transformation model' (Ashworth and

45     See che dck[(iral [heses (,f Stemerding (1996), Kemperman (2()()()), Bargeman (2(101). Van Middelkoop (2001 ),
and Elands (20()2) which all tocus on consumer decision-making processes.
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Dietvorst, 1995) to the present study, a holistic conceptual framework is achieved. This
model illustrates the process of continuous change, i.e., the transformation process, from

resource co tourism product caused by the interference of provider and consumer actors

within the context of globalisation and/or localisation. The model shows that a tourism

product is not only a matter for private entrepreneurs; governments, non-profit organisations,
and tourists, among others, also play an active role in the development and transformation
from resource into product. Moreover, actors who transform a resource into a product
can be consumers and producers at the same time. More about this model can be read
in Chapter 3. In the present study, the Netherlands is presented as a tourism-recreation
resource that has been, on the one hand, transformed into a vacation destination by US
tour operators and, on the other hand, is consumed and interpreted by US tourists, all
within the context of the modernisation process.

1.5   Research aim and structure of the book

Research aim

The present study can be outlined as follows. As part of the FUTRO research group,
the present study considers tourism from a fundamental time-space perspective. The
nature of this Study is explorative and descriptive and, elaborating on previous research

of the Department of Leisure Studies at Tilburg University, the starting point is the
(post-)modern character of society that serves as the context in which travel from the
' new world' (America) to the 'old world' (Europe) is analysed. In order to ensure a

holistic view, both the transformation of the Netherlands as a vacation destination by
US providers and its consumption by US travellers are considered. A framework to
study the interference of providers and consumers is found in the transformation model.
The main aim of this study can be formulated as follows:

Tbis study should contribute to our understanding of temporal and spatial aspects of tbe
prot,ider and consumer side tbat shape travel flows from tbe US to tbe Netherlands.

On the provider side, the study focuses on how the Netherlands is being transformed
into a tourism destination for the American market. This leads to questions like 'what
aspects play a role in product development?' and 'what features of the Netherlands are
included in travel products for the American market/' On the consumer side, the
following question is intriguing. 'How important is the availability of an American or
international infrastructure of hotels, restaurants, banks, movies,  cars, etc., during  a
vacation in the Netherlandsi' Derivative research questions are presented at the end of

Chapter 3.

Structure  of tbe book
A description of the (abstract) theoretical context of the current study, with theories on
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modernisation, concepts such as globalisation, Americanisation, McI)onaldisation.
McDisneyisation, and the meaning of time and space in accelerating environments is
provided in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 continues with theories that concentrate more specifically
on the tourism attraction system and finishes with the central research questions. The
methodological design is described in Chapter 4. The transformation of the Netherlands
into a vacation destination by US tour operators is outlined in Chapter 5, while the
consumption of the Netherlands as a tourism product by US travellers is presented in
Chapter 6. In the concluding chapter (Chapter 7). methodological reflections are given,
the transformation model is summarised, providing an opportunity to reflect on both
the production and consumption of the Netherlands as a vacation destination, and recom-
mendations are made for future (research on) tourism experiences in the Netherlands.
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Chapter 2

The modernisation of tourism
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2.1   Introduction
The modernisation of society has an impact on the nature of tourism. Not only do
modern technological phenomena such as aeroplanes, computers, Computer Reser-
vation Systems, and the internet affect the tourism branch in the development and
supply of products, but modernisation also impinges on the ways in which tourists
express their demand for and experience travel products.

In the present study, the travel flow from the US to the Netherlands will be Ireated

from the perspective of modernisation. A conceptual framework is outlined in this
chapter that provides the context of transformations of the Netherlands into a travel
product on the US market. The turning point in which tourism is said to find itself is
outlined in Section 2.2. The nature of vacation time, particularly how different it is
from everyday life, is described in Section 2.3. In several ways, authenticity plays a
crucial role in tourism. While some prefer vacations coloured with unique and authentic
experiences, others do not believe in authenticity (anymore) and prefer artificially
created environments. How tourists deal with it, but also how providers play with

authenticity in the creation of tourism experiences, is the subject of Section 2.4.

2.2 Tourism and modernity

Beyond ,Iiass tourism

While tourism is predicted to become the world's largest growth industry, showing no
signs of slowing down in the 21 st century (WTO,  1998), the character of the industry
is changing. Partly due to the ageing of the population, large numbers of the travelling
population liave become quite experienced tourists. With regard to travel frequency, as
well as the visiting of destinations further away from their home countries, today's
younger generations have much more travel experience than previous generations
(Dahles and Lange, 1 994; Oppermann, 1995). They are more highly educated, grow up

with access Ic, television and other media, and live in generally wealthier environments
than their parents and previous generations diel (Van der Poet. 1999).

Accordingly, the decreasing popularity of certain travel products and the rise in
popularity of others reflect a changing demand. Although the first package tour in-
cluding all the pre-arranged details of transport and accommodation was provided by

Cook in 1862, the first package holiday built around air transport was not organised
before the  195()s (Poon.  1993).  At the  height of mass tourism:  the 'Grand Tour of
Europe, which traditionally occupied at least half the time spent by Americans

In the 192(ls and 193(ls. mass [ourism emerged m the USA. fuelled by the spread of paid holidays and the

extension (,t Lar cm·nership. IIi the 1950:. di,mes[ic mass rc,urism emerged in Europe as it had clone in the USA.
From the late 195()s and 19605. mass tourism became mireasingly internationalised. Again, the USA and Canada

led the wav and, in addition ic, travel between these iwc, countries, Eurcipe was the main destinaritin of- North
American  international [Ourists.  Frcim che  196(ls,  Europe domina[ed  internackinal  [Liurism figures, conditioned
by m na[tonal boundaries that gave even rela[ivelv shcirt trips, bv Ncirch American standards, [he sta[us of
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travelling abroad (Cosgrove and Jackson, 1972, quoted in Shaw and Williams, 1994),
became considerably compressed. As Enoch (1996:609) concludes, "the tempo of the
tours offered  by  the  popular tour operator  ( . . . )  can  only be described as absurd.  The
participants are taken around by coach so as 'to have been' in the largest possible
number of countries or cities. (...) this companys 'Best of Europe', originating in and
returning to England, 'visits' six countries in seven days, staying one night in each

except for one two-night stopover". Nowadays, generally, fewer countries are visited on
one tour by tourists visiting Europe from overseas (US Department of Commerce, 1998,
2000). Besides, more and more tourists prefer to travel independently instead of in a

tour group (MCG, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000; US Department of Commerce, 1998,
2000). Tour groups have decreasing numbers of participants and a more flexible and less
homogeneous composition of itineraries (NRIT, 2000). Standard group packages are

making place for special interest group packages, and there is a growing interest in
tailor-made all-inclusive packages among individual tourists. "Many travellers who

normally prefer to travel independently are amenable to taking a group tour if the tour
focuses on a particular subject in which they are interested" (MCG, 1997:17).

Certain types of standard package tourS may have become less popular than they
used to be, but the hurried character of travel only manifests itself in another way.
Distance in relation to time available is a restraining condition for travel. People take a

weekend city break across the Atlantic Ocean (MCG, 1999) and spend as much time in
the air as they do at their destination. Last minute tickets are offered by airlines (see,
for instance, Teletext on television) giving consumers good prices at the expense of a

guaranteed departure date or time. Consumers tend to decide to take a vacation not half
a year but a few weeks or days before departure. Instead of consulting traditional
intermediaries, tourists increasingly find their own way in the mass of information
provided by an overloaded travel market. Besides consulting the travel agent or tour
operator, the internet is increasingly used to Collect information about destinations

(MCG, 1997; TIA, 1998, 2000; TRN, 2000).
Mass tourism is, thus, gradually changing from standardisation into customisation.

The NRIT (2000) speaks of a mass customisation trend standing at the birth of the
'multi-vacation' standard is out while choice and variety are in. Suppliers are forced to
think in terms of their target groups rather than in terms of their products.

New tourism
Considering mass tourism as 'old' tourism, Poon (1993) speaks of 'new' tourism as a

international trips. The easing of travel regulations and the grow[h of the in[ernarional air travel indus[ry,

together with  the development of all-inclusive-tours by air,  made Western Europe an integrated macro-region  for
mass tourism. On [he technology front, computers and reservacion sys[ems facilitated mass rourism development,
while, in the area of production, cheap oil, charter flighcs, package tours, standardisation, economies of scale, and
mass production helped its macuration. Management practices of franchising mass marketing and vertical and
horizon[al integration also played a role in che creation and spread of mass tourism (Shaw and Williams, 1994).
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cc,mplete reversal. She describes the new tourist as more experienced, with changed values,
particularly with respect to the environment and different cultures but alsc, in the sense

that they are sun-plus' instead of sun-lust' tourists. They do things for fun instead of
wanting to be seen doing them. The>· are more flexible and more independent, security
in numbers is giving way to wanting Io be different, predictable behaviour is turning
into spontaneity, and the new tourist wants to be in charge. Van Leeuwen speaks of the
Lego vacation, typifying today's travel opportunities as a Lego box from which one
chooses and constructs various elements such as places, activities, transport modes,
accommodations, target groups, and the like in order to create a personal, unique, and
satisfactory vacation (Van Leeuwen, 1995). On the supply side, technologies that used
to stand alone are more integrated. Mass production is changing into mass customisation
and, while capacity used to be maximised, the aim now is managing yield (Poon 1993).
According to Van Leeuwen (1995), with tourists increasingly shopping on the internet

to create their 'Lego vacation: the tourism industry must respond with 'computerised
Lego'. And it does; numerous travel web sites are available where information can be
found and travel products can be booked.2

The'new' tourist in the tourism literature, also labelled as 'post:-tourist', 'zap-tourist',
or 'whimsical tourist'. is said to show unpredictable travel behaviour, which refers to the

variety of interests that are combined in one and the same tourist, in contrast to previous
times, when they were pigeon-holed more easily as nature, culture, or sports-oriented,
adventurous, sun-loving, etc. Urry speaks of newly emerging groups (labelled by
Bourdieu as the 'new bourgeoisie' and 'the new petit bourgeois'), generating -a kind of
stylistic melting-pot of the old and the new. of the nostalgic and the futuristic, of the
'natural' and the  artificial', of the youthful and the mature, of high culture and of low,
and <,f modernism and the post-modern- (Urry, 1992:90). Richards (200()) observes a

tendency t-or elements of high, popular, and mass culture to be intertwined in 'experiences
clevelc,1,ed fc,r afl increasingly brc,ad audience. Whereas, in previous times. people were
treated as similar to each other with shared tastes and characteristics, one of the key
characteristics of post-modernism. according to Urry (1992), is peoples refusal to
accept treatment as part of an undifferentiated mass.

Another and significant aspect of the new or post-tourist is the role of authenticity
in the tourism experience. Whereas theorists like MacCannell (1989) argue that all tourists
are in search of authenticity, the post-tourist is said to be aware of the art:ificially created

settings in which his tourism experience takes place and plays a self-imposed role in this
game' (Rojek, 1993). Because this aspect is of fundamental importance in the current
study, a separate section (Section 2.3) is devoted to examining how different a vacation
is from the everyday. The role of authenticity in stimulating the motivation to travel
and the way authenticity is used in the construction of the tourism experience, is

-      See. tar in tance, www.holland.com, [he official guide r,) [he Netherlands, where online hotel reservations can be
made, or www.kim.nl, where flights and holidays can be bo(,ked online.
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described in Section 2.4. Below, the changes in tourism are first placed in the context
of overall societal developments.

Modernisation of society
The changing nature of tourism is related to the modernisation of society. The world is
progressing from modern times towards times beyond modernity, and, while experts are

still del>ating the most suitable name for this period, Giddens (1990) prefers to label

this phase as late-modernity, radicalised modernity, or beyond-modernity.3 According

to Giddens (ibid.), the process of modernity is based on three dominant sources.

The first dynamic of modernity iS the level of 'time-space distanciation',1 defined
as "the conditions under which time and space are organised so as to connect presence

and absence" (ibid.:14). In the late modern era, more than in any previous period, the
relations between local and distant social forms and events are becoming correspondingly
'stretched: A term expressing the high(er) level of time-space dist:anciation is globalisation.

Globalisation refers to a trans-national orientation, meaning that people increasingly

take part in worldwide networks through the deployment of communication and
transport techniques and the development of growing flows of exchanged commodities,

information, knowledge, and images (Mommaas, 1991). Globalisation is not new.
According to Wallerstein, interviewed for a Dutch newspaper (Bossema, 2001), it is a
process that already started five hundred years ago. -At the Braudel Centre, we are
researching the Dutch shipbuilding of the 17th century; already at that time, the
Republic was a centre where materials from all over the world were brought together.

We talk about u,orld ships" (ibid., EB). The last decade saw the rise of summit conferences

at which representatives from various parts of the world discuss global topics. As signs

of globalisation, according to Wallerstein, they express the limits of a five-hundred-
year-old world system, rather than its beginning. Meethan (1996) shows that, since the
early 197Os, partly  due  to the decline  of old industries  and  the  growth  of the service

sector, spatial relations within advanced capitalist economies have been radically
restructured. "Investment capital is increasingly mobile so that cities, towns, and regions

now negotiate directly with multinational corporations and institutions" (ibid.:323). In
daily life, space compression can be illustrated by the quick and widespread availability
of foods that formerly were only available in foreign countries or large cities (Ritzer,

3        Referring to modernity as "modes of social life or organisation which emerged in Europe from about the 1 -'th

century onwards and which subsequently became more or less worldwide in [heir influence" (Giddens, 1990:1),
Giddens argues chat "in the late 2()rh cen[ury, we stand at the qrning cif a new era (...) which is taking us beyond
modernity itself' (ibid.:3). Although of a new and different order, 'pos[-modern' would imply that the previous

period is ending while it is only a period in which che consequences of modernity are becoming more radicalised

and  universalised than before. See also MacCannell ( 1989), who does not agree either on 'post-modemism
constituting the end of history or even a dis[inct historical epoch.

4        Synonymous with time-space distanciation are '[ime-space con[raction  (contraction of the geophysical ex[ensive-
ness of the world due to re-structuration processes which presuppose bme-space con[raction), 'time-space com-
pression  to be understood as relative to any preceding scare of affairs (see Harvey. 1989:240). and, in its most
extreme form, global miniaturisation (Lash and Urry, 1994:272).
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1996). Time is compressed as well, by, for instance, the use ofa microwave oven to heat
food. It is even quicker to purchase lunch or dinner at a fast-food restaurant. In the field

of tourism, time compression started long ago. The duration ofthe Grand Tour decreased
from .40 months in the mid-16th century to 4 months by the 18305, to a week in the
2()th century. The movement of people around the globe for vacation is the ultimate
form of time and space distanciation in tourism. New and improving transport modes
show the relative character of time in this process. How common it was in the past to
spend weeks at sea in order to cross the Atlantic Ocean with the Holland-America line,
and how accustomed people are today to flying only a couple of hours to cover the same
distance. People would not even have the time anymore to travel like they did in pre-
'time-compressed times'; they, and, consequently, the organisation of their daily lives,
expect things to go fast today. Consequently, ever-greater distances are bridged in ever-
shorter times. Without leaving their homes people are 'travelling' virtually to distant
places using their computers. Alliances between actors in distant countries or continents
(e.g., between NOrthwest Airlines and KLM Royal Dutch Airlines) are also consequen-
ces of time-space distanciation. Time-spatially, this means that the supply of foreign
production factors are more intertwined with tourism products available in the domestic
market, changing the nature of tourism products in the sense chat they become less
country or continent-specific. These international developments make new demands on
the duration, point in time, and location of labour; additionally, on the demand side,
the emphasis shifts to a flexible availability in place and time (Beckers et al., 1992).

Built on the separation of time and space, Giddens' second dynamic of modernity
is the disembedding of social systems. Disembedding means chat social relations are
lifted out oflocal contexts of interaction and restructured across indefinite or 'stretched'
spans (,f time-space. As a consequence, (late) modern societies are characterised by a vast
belief in, and use of, expert systems and symbolic tokens (Giddens, 1990). Passengers
seem to completely trust the expert system (,fair traffic, as well as the many other expert
systems involved in tourism. They expect 'their' aeroplane to be waiting fi)r them at the
airport and to fly to the destination that they booked. flying at a certain moment
(departing and arriving in time), and following the correct route (not crashing into
other aeroplanes that happen to be at the same place in space and not arriving at the
wrong destination), So that they will land safe and sound at their destination. Examples

of symbolic tokens are airline tickets and hotel or excursion vouchers handed out by a
travel  intermediary before departure. Through the process of disembedding, activities,
as i r were, become divorced from time and place, like the increasing mobility of the
labour force with the rise of capitalism. As a result, an inexhaustible supply of ever-
changing new activities arises in settings specially created for these very activities.

Giddens' (1990) third dynamic of modernity is the reflexive appropriation of
knowledge. Retlexive because social practices are constantly examined and reformed in
the light of incoming information about those very practices, thereby constiturively
altering their character.  Ar the individual level, reflexive monitoring of action increasingly
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leads to the 'construction or narrative of the self'. The ways in which experiences on daily
paths are interpreted and evaluated depends to a large extent on previous experiences. In

return, daily paths influence life paths.5 With the existence of daily and life paths, the
uniqueness and level of individuality of each person is a given fact. Giddens (1990,
1991) presupposes that life paths are increasingly subject to planning in modern times.
To a larger extent (than before modernity), individuals choose how to form their life
paths, thereby increasingly contemplating the risks that may have to be taken. The
process of individualisation and the reflexive character of the design of daily and life
paths, in addition to an increase in the availability of leisure time and supply of (leisure)
activities, all contribute to the increasing independence of actors on different networks
with the corresponding role patterns that surround individuals in modern welfare
states. The multitude of social networks in which individuals participate today enables

them more than ever to design their own daily and life paths (ibid., 1991; Van der Poel,
1993, 1997). "What results - or what is left - is a mosaic of individualised lifestyle
possibilities which can be chosen in relation to personal identity and interests" (Lyon et
al., 2000:20). Tourism, in particular in the form of holidays, plays an important role in
the creation of the narrative of the self. "Given the importance of the holiday, and if the
assumption is accepted that personality is partly determined by experience, then
holidays are important in the process of personality formation" (Ryan, 1993:95).

Modularisation
Due to the dynamics of modernity, an increasingly broad supply of standardised time
units emerges, filled with more or less predictable, calculable, and re-combinable activities,
from which people can choose reflexively, according to their control over, and flexibility
in, their time allocation. This phenomenon, to which Van der Poel (1993) devoted his
doctoral thesis 'De modularisering van  bet  dagelijks  leven'.6 is called modularisation.7 The
basic idea behind modularisation, or, as Blair (1988) calls it, 'modularity', is simple but
powerful and originates from America. Blair (1988:1) defines modularity as "an entity
is conceived less as a whole than as made up of component parts which can readily be
added to, substituted for, or perhaps even rearranged'

5      Based on Hagers[rand's time geography, authors like Harvey (1989:211) and Van der Poet (1993) describe how
everyday paths of individuals can be seen as series of acrivities routinely undertaken by individuals on the basis of
various and different frequencies. Accumulated, daily paths result in week pachs, annual paths, and life parhs.
Daily paths  and  life  paths  are  closely related. Sequence (the order in which  activities  [ake place), duration  (the
time spent on activities), and frequency (how often activities turn up on the daily or life path) are dimensions of

rime relevant to arranging daily and life paths (Zerubavel, 1981, quoted in Van der Poel, 1993:144). No[ all paths
can be realised by individuals, as there may be capability constraints (physical restrictions), coupling constraints
(others or materials are required in order to co be able to undertake certain activities), or aurhority constraints
(rules and laws restrict or prohibit certain activities).

6       'The modularisation of daily life' (EB).
7         Modularisation of daily life is defined by Van der Poel (1997:171)as"[he growing exchangeability of forms ofspending

[ime in the unwinding ofdaily life (daily paths and life parhs) due to increases in the scale of [he supply of standardised
rime-unks - filled with more or less predictable, calculable and re-combinable activicies - and the simultaneous growth

in the opportunities for individual actors to choose from [his supply and reflexively organise their daily lives".
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The process of modularisation is a typical difference between the European and the

American culture.'  The traditional European world could even be said to have emphasised
the whole at: the expense of its parts: buildings had their overall conception, musical
conipositions their sequential logic- of development, craftsmanship its one-work-at-a-
time sense of coherent design and decoration. ( . . . ) Such  non-modular -o r better pre-
mc,dular - structures were typical of Europe before the French Revolution and some
continue in modified fc,rm even into the 2Oth century. In the US, on the other hand.

such practices were soon abandoned in a number of diverse and apparently disparate
cultural domains. The modular, wherever it emerged, broke down earlier structures into
relatively small units, which were functionally equivalent and implicitly re-arrangeable

or substitutable" (ibid..1,2). According to Blair, the concept of module, in its contemporary
American usage, implicitly refers to a larger context or structure of which the modular
ekment is a part. The whole is conceived in terms of subsystems or components open
to replacement by, or recombination with, other paris that are compatible and systematically
equivalent to each other. The origins of modularity go far back in America. Cultural
patterns initially imported from Europe continued to structure American life until
significant Americanisationt' took place. Remnants of the European presence in America
gradually came to be replaced by American systems. Not so long after the English left,
we now speak of the Americanisation of Europe and the world. Van den Bergh (2000)
points to the Americanisation of the European way of living; a splendid outside has
become more important than the quality of a product. With numerous illustrations, he
shows how American systems or styles are more and more influencing the European or
Dutch way of life, with private wealth against: public poverty, a police system that has
1(,s[ the battle against crime. the decline of the weit;ire state, a growing tendency

Bt·talibe [11,· ll,c (Ii [Ile W'(ir,1 mi,dular 14 meM *ind Am:rtian, Blalr Iic,[c, Elle Imp(,rrante ,>t ill,[ingwshing clearlp
13.mt·un rlit· |:lircil,l·,in (irigins anil il e  (il [he It·rni .in,1 [lic wn[,·nip<ir.ir>  American us,ige  Iii che ] 6[h and 1 -th

, crituric.. rht· ()xt,)ri| 1:nglish Dicricin,iry:hi,w„1 rhe w„rd 1,1,1,1,#le i,verl,ilil.ing wirh m,NAl m the xcir, ot- bc,[h .t

„ 11,111 -.i:ili· rt·I,ri·<c tic,iric,11 and a m i·xaili pk· Iii 1(,11, m. 181|l all | 19'11 c,nril n· usage alsci t·mp hily w·d che rechniwl
*,·n4e t,t mi,dule a, a 4[,inclard measure, ni,[abl>· m .irch,rec[urial cletiniritins (il the propor[ton4 cit a column. "In irs
1 11.<lk'C.LE; 1,1'U:|1:. 111:11. 11)11, 211[ 111&,Lit·Ll 11\(J;.i[,13 .in,1 1,114„irrwil: Aillin..111,1..tAi .11,t[„1 ill, i.ils:11[ <,i
rhe.·t,ncep[ Alititlerher Starring with .irchirectural rerminolcigy in thi· 19:(ls. [henew emt.hags wii: (in any entity
or .> F[em ile,<cri·,1 iii terrli  Mt-IN„iuk·, m sub„,rni.(,nent<. A. .11,111!i.iric,n, br< adene,1 .iffer W·'(,rid War Il ri
turniture. hi-fi c·quirmen[. ccimpu[er prc'gr.in-1 . ami be>·(ind. midul:ir cin;[ruction came [c, reter tc; any whole
made up cit vi·lt--ccintained uni[s dest,Knt.1 r. 1,t· equivalent par[s cit .1 system. hence we might stly. 's>·stematicall)
t'qu,Vil|en[ (Bl,iir, 1988:2,1).

4      Aniericanisatkin ret<·A [(1 The pr(,Less whereby F:urcipe or eve!1 [hi· 1.Irl,1 1$ becin,ing increasingly Influenced b>·
Americ.1. Scime .iurlicirc think Ame·ric.ini.,1[i,n is similar [c, Al<,balisatic,n. as the I]S ii hy far [he dominant
economic Iwiwer in the wt,rld and Mis[ cit rhz. big ccirporations are CS-based. upening up the wirld ro American
interestf in I.·irric Lil,ir .inil W'estern capit.ilism in general  Wi[11 [he ,!i,ll.ir .1: the wirld currency. "whatever the
Mues. wht-[her Itir,·IIcitual prciper[>· right* ir i,apiral marker lilier,iliw[ ic,n. [hey have been Ahart·d b>· I.:S power
[r\·Ing [i, in.ri·a.i· In in[cre.cs' .Huct„nargue. (Hur[on andC,Iddc·n . 2(1(IC):58.59 j. Althijugh (;iddens ilgrees [ha[
l·,(In(imIL Flcibalicaticin has been and is shaped b>· l'S ti,reign.ind di,mesti. plitic>·. he argues [har nci single councr>·.
(ir gri,up c,t wunrric·,. wn[r lls an\· c,i th,· cli.ingch due Cl, 41(,hilliw[ic,n.  Tile l,nited Srates ancl the West areta.sily
rht· domin.mr F iciwerf in 'globalisaric,n trcim .ib„,c - financial m,irkers. imle, and techn(,1(,gical inn(,varicm. Bu[
rhcri .irc .110 jund.iniclical prticesses <11  glch.iliwritin tri,m bt·|c,W . which t„ wme extent councerbalance the other
*cr <,t force:  i ibid :61..ee alsc) Gi.lden:. 21)(1(11. illustrarecj b,· rht· r(,le (it ncin-governmental tirganisa[ions .ind
wnsumers
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towards litigation, high insurance claims, Dutch universities that act more and more
like American businesses, a growing number of management consultants who, without
knowledge but with splendid performances, write huge checks, etc.

Blair (1988:9) does not claim that everything in American life has become

modular, but "rather that the remarkable range of domains where modular organisation
is prominent iustifies thinking of such rules as distinctively American in their flowering'.
Dealing with the college curriculum, the American system of manufacturing, sky-
scraper architecture, poetry, the musical structures of blues and jazz, American football,

property law, and religion, Blair shows how innovative American practices displace
earlier European-based patterns in the US. One of today's phenomena char is lacking in
Blair's review, however, is tourism. This gap will be partly filled by the present study,
which applies the phenomenon of modularisation to tourism. Activities supplied by US
intermediaries and undertaken by US tourists are interpreted as Crime) modules.
Modules are distinguished on various levels, such as the module 'vacation' in the American

traveller's life, the module 'the Netherlands' in a travel product provided by US tour
operators or in a vacation spent in Europe by US tourists, and modules within the
Netherlands in the development and consumption of travel products on the US marker.

AlcDonaldisation
A concept that links aspects of modularisation with the concept of Americanisation is
'McDonaldisation'. Efficiency, calculability, predictability, and control are the four
dimensions of modernity summarised by Ritzer (1996) in the concept: of McDonaldisa-
tion.  Taking the principles of the fast-food restaurant McI)onald's as a point of departure
to express his view on the modernisation of American society, Ritzer claims thai
McDonaldisation reaches far beyond the fast-food sector and American society. 10 He

argues that no aspect of peoples lives is immune to McDonaldisation, including tourism.
Despite the efficiency that is brought with them, both modularisation and McDonaldisa-
tion have irrational effects. This is something Van der Poel (1993) calls the 'unintended
results' and Ritzer referred to as the irrationality of rationality', noticeable by long
waiting lines, damaging effects on the environment, dehumanising settings in which to
eat, work, or travel, etc. Like modularity, McDonaldisation expresses the emphasis that

(late) modern Western societies place on volatility and brevity. According to Harvey
(1989), the mobilisation of fashion in mass markets provided a means of accelerating the
pace of consumption, first of goods but later of services. This shift towards 'instanta-
neous time', 'three-minute culture', or 'throwaway society' (see ibid.; Rolek, 1993; Lash

and Urry, 1994; Ashworth and Dietvorst, 1995; Ritzer, 1996) extends to all sorts of

phenomena, like instant food, time-sharing, short-break holidays, last-minute bookings,

10 The process ot MIDonaldisation started in [he US, shifted [o (,cher con[inents. and came back [o the US again,
illustrated by the Body Shop, a Mc Dc·inaldised ins[irution originating from Great Bri[ain but now also to be found
in the US (Ritzer, 1996).
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and so on. Not only does it hint at throwing away consumed goods, it also emphasises

the shift towards throwing away -values, life-styles, stable relationships, and attachment
to things, buildings, places, people, and received ways of doing and being" (Harvey,
1989:286). While some only see advantages in McDonaldisation, others see it as the
embodiment of all that is vulgar in American mass culture (Ritzer,  1996).

The dynamics of modernity resulting in processes like modularisation and Mc-
Donaldisation are the principles behind the changing nature of tourism. The extent,

however, to which modernisation changes the nature of tourism remains debatable.

Standardisation or diversification?
A controversial issue in the field of sociology and tourism studies is whether increasing

mobility due to the accelerating processes of modernity will blur local or regional

culture, something Featherstone CallS the 'paradox of culture' (1991). This, in fact, refers

to the value that people attach to space. Space becomes place when an individual gets to
know it and endows it with meaning. "A sense of place summons meanings when people
think about nostalgia, memories, and images that are evoked" (Henderson and Frelke,
2000: 19). In addition, attachment to a place is often a function of time because it 'takes

time to get to know a place'. Therefore, time and space cannot be separated. Tourism
plays a crucial role in exposing people temporarily to other places. With tourists'
movements, their cultures, habits, experiences, stories, etc., also move, spreading their
'sense of being' around  the world.  With the increasing mobility of people,  the character

or meaning of place changes correspondingly. -Rapid forms of mobility have radical

effects on how people actually experience the modern world, on the very production of
subjectivity'   (Lash and Urry, 1994:255). Effects may include the way nature, landscapes,

townscapes, or other societies come to be viewed. 11  For instance, people may think that
landscape consists  of a  series of swiftly passing panoramas,  that  new public areas  such  as

airports and hotels should develop, that social life has to be timetabled, etc. Henderson
and Frelke (2000) also argue thar people's perceptions of time and space are transformed

and their spatial and temporal senses recast due to increasing travel. Moreover, they state

that many people do not have a sense of place, because people do not stay in one place
long enough to get to know it. Tourism iS, therefore, often put forward as a factor pushing

globalisation, on the one hand, or, less frequently, localisation, on the other hand.12

1 1       An example of how people view [heir environment as derived from a recent vacation. While paddling through a
swampy area on our way [o a lake where a stik village ts located, one of my friends said 'wow, this looks just like

Tbe Efteling (a Dutch theme park), poin[ing at [he ravishing and fairy-like landscape of this area in che South of
Ghana. Her comment illustrates [hat people increasingly view their environment based on experiences with simulated
environments. This will only increase in the future, as the supply of created environments is growing significantly.

12 More often, tourism is blamed for damaging local qualities (natural resources, culture, heritage, e[c.) than praised

for enabling the maintenance or revival of the same qualities. However, [ourism, in most cases. is just one of the
forces bringing about cul[ural change.   The sum of these  forces is to reduce  che cultural  hererogeneity  (.  .)
(Binkhorsi and Van der Duim, 1995:90). Or, as Wood (1993:67) states, "In[ernational tourism neither'destroys' culture
nor does it ever simply 'preserve' ir. k is inevitably bound up in an on-going process of cultural invention in which
Wes[ernisa[ion'  is probably in most cases of lesser importance than other new directions of cultural change"
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The package tour can be considered one of the leading examples in the field of
tourism in which the dynamics of modernity have come to be expressed, or the Mc-
Donaldisation of travel to be represented. Through the processes of modularisation and
McDonaldisation, ongoing specialisation is creating a market for prefabricated elements,
saving time for other modules. Consequently, more and increasingly varied activities
can be undertaken at the same time. People can choose from a wide variety of package

types and destinations worldwide and fit them into their life path as frequently as they
like, according to their 'narrative of the self'. Packages can be viewed as assemblages of

standardised disembedded modules for sale at a time-market within the context of a
broader modular system, any particular module being made up of separate and inter-
changeable modules again. Packages are calculable, as all travel expenses are known
beforehand, and predictable in the sense that participants know exactly where they will
be at each point during their vacation. Everything, including the tourist, is under
control during a package tour, except for the unreasonable effects. Although tourism,
particularly on its current extensive scale, is, pre-eminently, a way to accelerate the
process of mixing cultures,13 the consequence of this mixing (deterioration or enriching
local identity), rather than the mixing itself, is at the core of the debate.

Some fear that local cultures and identities are slowly being transformed into one
homogeneous standardised 'world-culture', so that the world is becoming one 'single'
place (Featherstone, 1995). In this view, global forces exert considerable influence over
local conditions in creating and shaping tourism products (Chang et al., 1996). Looking
at the two ends of the globalisation-localisation continuum, McDonaldisation is on the
left side, suggesting that it iS ousting the further development of localisation or diversi-

fication. The homogenisation point of view is based on the assumption that globali-
sation engenders processes of cultural decay through the process of commodification
(Bras, 2000:23). According to Bras, the 'commodity culture' point of view is still widely

shared, especially  in tourism  literature on the impact of tourism on indigenous cultures

in developing countries. However, with respect to tourism depart:ing from and arriving
in highly industrialised and modernised areas, which is the case in the current study,

the homogenisation of culture is also under discussion. On the way to other places and
at the destination, whether a nearby community or a long-haul vacation destination,
people will  increasingly find the same density and mix of fast-food  restaurants as  in the
place they left behind (Ritzer, 1996). Tourists originating from a highly modernised
country such as the US, and attracted to European culture, heritage, and way of life,
might decide to vacation in the Netherlands. Although this destination belongs to the

13 The use of places by people not necessarily originating from chose places results not only from tourism. People's
spatial contexts also enlarge because of their increasing need [o travel elsewhere for business purposes and to move
to other places to settle provisionally or permanently. Mommaas (1991) notes  that  the place of a person's  home  is

no longer restricted to one locality. More and more, people who come from different areas in [he world and have
distinct cultural backgrounds meet each other in the same places or, with the growth of worldwide media. have
far easier access to each other's cultures wi[hour necessarily visiting the places of origin of these cultures.
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old world and is certainly in another stage of modernity than their home country, it also
is an industrialised, modern country. Cities in this country "derive inspiration from the
magic of the American consumption culture, depending on the symbolism and the
language of images of the television, amusement park, and the shopping mall. (...)
Mass culture has hardly any distinctive value in the competition between cities in the
marker of tourism-recreational experiences" (Mornmaas, 1997:208, EB). When cities in
the Netherlands have more and more the same mixture of universal fast-food restaurants,
banks, hotels, and retail outlets, disembedded from their original spatial context (often
the US), they become increasingly interchangeable with, and similar to, cities in the US
or other countries. Visitors might not even know in what city or country they are.
Moreover, why should they want to be just there when that particular place is not very
different from any other place or their home town? Hough (1990) discusses what it is
that creates a sense of place and why touriStS tend to visit certain places while skipping
others. "Looking for what is distinctive and different is what tourism is all about:. Rocky
mountain scenery, rural settlements, subtropical coastlines and vegetation: these all
have irresistible attractions as places to visit. Few tourists purposefully visit the suburbs
and industrial areas of large cities" (Hough, 1990:3). However, distinctive and attractive
areas are becoming increasingly scanty, as Dietvorst (1996b:4) concludes: "the space

produced by the acceleration processes threatens spaces which are characterised by
ineriness" Hough (1990) argues that tourism has become the lifeblood of picturesque
but resource-poor or economically destitute countries. Furthermore, he argues Ihat tourism
engenders a lack of commitment to the place because, for the tourist, the essence is
being away from home and, for the supplier, the tourist is a visitor spending money.
Consequently, the main attraction for tourism purposes, the uniqueness of place, forms
[he most vulnerable resource at the same time. Paradoxically, tourism helps to destroy
the very nature of the places and social customs on which it thrives. In Hough's opinion,
the question of regional character has become a question of choice and. therefore, of
design rather than of necessity. Dietvorst (1996a, 1997) also argues rhat the only way
to escape from the acceleration effects, such as 'footloose' production, is to create time
and space-bound products and services. But:, as Hough (ibid.) argues, conscious planning
and design tend to negare the diverse characters of different places, and he illustrates
the standardising and equalising effects on the landscape worldwide and the emergence
of places that have become 'placeless' With regard to future generations, sustainable
tourism development could be a way to check these processes.

Others, however, argue that local or regional culture only flourishes and reasserts
itself as a consequence of globalisation. As spatial barriers diminish, people are be-
coming much more sensitised to what the world spaces contain (Harvey, 1989). Calvino
(quoted in ibid.) argues that people have a natural need for continuity, stability, and
sustainability. As a result, historic roots, cultural values, and regional and local identities
are preserved in order to survive the effects of time-space distanciation. Harvey (ibid.:271)
states that "the more unified the space, the more important the qualities of the frag-
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mentations become for social identity and action" In order to be globally competitive,
places develop localised competitive strategies and a heightened sense of awareness of
what makes a place special and gives it a competitive advantage. Mommaas (1991) also
argues that globalisation strengthens the consciousness of the plural character of social
reality, and of the contextual nature of knowledge of the social world. Furthermore, he
argues that people's widened external orientation and increasing mobility go together
with a stronger attachment to their local territory (Mommaas, 2000:75). Globalisation
stimulates nostalgia that, according to Featherstone (1991), needs to be interpreted as
a reaction to the so-called destruction of che consciousness of place. Increasingly, the
quality of places or areas is becoming a production factor and places try to compete with
one another using their unique characteristics. In doing so, local actors become mediators
of global processes and "tourism is viewed as a transaction process incorporating the
exogenous forces of global market demands and multinational corporations, as well as

endogenous powers of local residents, elites, and entrepreneurs" (Chang et al., 1996:285).
Caalders and Philipsen (2001) use the concept of 'time-space specific innovation' to
point to product innovation based on renewal while taking existing regional time-space
characteristics into account. One of these characteristics, culture, is used more and more
by specific locations to create a distinct profile for themselves in an increasingly homo-

geneous global market (Richards, 2000; Chang er al., 1996). The creation of heritage
and culture narratives can, therefore, be seen as an attempt: to establish historical identity
in the face ofglobal change (Meethan, 1996). The study oflansen-Verbeke and Van Rekom
(1996) shows that museums, generally taken for granted as a core element in the attraction
of the urban environment as a heritage destination, can indeed be viewed as potential
strong pull factors in urban cultural tourism. Crafts also, form an important element of
culture and represent, but also maintain, unique local identities, something tourism
might, thus, contribute to. "Tourism also supports the crafts themselves, ensuring the
continuation of crafts production and strengthening  local cultures" (Richards,  1999: 11).
Another example can be found in the bulb-growing area of the Netherlands, where
international tourism is threatened by urbanisation (Kamphuis and Volker, 1995).The
attractiveness of the Netherlands in spring can largely be ascribed to the flowering
bulb-fields in general and The Keukenhof in particular. Moreover, one of the species,

i.e., the tulip,  determines  to  a  large  extent the image  of the Netherlands. The local
population in the bulb-growing area and experts in the field of tourism strive to keep
urbanisation pressures at a distance in order to preserve the unique and varied character
of the bulb-growing landscape, a landscape in which nature still has its own place

(ibid.). Protecting places from standardisation, however, might take on forms ofpreservation
in which representations are 'frozen' and dynamic aspects of reality are denied. As such,
a place runs the risk of changing into an 'Ersatzkultur', i.e., an environment deliberately
screened from all shocks and disillusionments of real life, of which the Disney theme
parks are a good example (Mommaas, 1997). Mommaas, with reference to Massey (1993),

therefore, advocates using the area of tension between preservation and standardisation
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in tourism development by viewing places as visual movements in networks of social
relations and understanding.

The question of whether tourism will lead to standardisation or diversification
cannot and will not be answered here. As is shown by research carried out by Hooge-
boom (2000), who studied the influence of tourism on the cultural aspect of music in
Peru, tourists who visit Peru have some idea of the local music on arrival.  As these ideas

are confirmed through folkloric projections in created settings during vacation, tourism
indeed shapes but also confirms the image of music. Expected experiences become real
experiences because producers supply exactly those assemblages that tourists have
become familiar with through the very processes of globalisation. The challenge in the
current study lies in assessing how aspects of standardisation or diversification mani fest
themselves in  transformations of aspects of the Netherlands into Dutch travel products.

Inherent  in  the  idea of modernity  is a contrast with tradition (Giddens, 1990).14
Concrete social settings contain many combinations of the modern and the traditional
because of the 'reflexive monitoring of action'. Because people routinely keep in toUCh

with the reasons for what they do, reflexive action, as it were, guarantees that tradition
and modernity are shaped according to the time-space organisation of the community
(ibid.). According to MacCannell (1989:34), "tradition remains embedded in modernity
but in a position ofservitude: tradition is there to be recalled to satisfy nostalgic whims
or to provide coloration or perhaps a sense of profundity for a modern theme". Conse-

quently, just as the introduction of new or modern elements is generally (re)considered
carefully, traditional elements are also continuously subject to (re)considerations of
surrounding local actors. As Meerhan's study (1996) shows, the production of, among
other things, heritage narratives in the city, which have become increasingly popular
among contemporary tourists, is mediated at a local level [hrough the actions of the
local council and other stakeholders, such as property developers and those in the
heritage industry. "Tradition is not wholly static, because it has to be reinvented by each
new generation as it takes over its cultural inheritance from those preceding it. Tradition
does not so much resist change as pertain to a context in which there are few separated
temporal and spatial markers in terms of which change can have meaningful form' 

(Giddens, 1990:37). Therefore, Amsterdam has McDonald's outlets in and next to 17th
century canal houses, and the grassy pastures with grazing black and white cows that

once typified the Dutch rural landscape are increasingly criss-crossed with highways or
replaced by large-scale multifunctional business or leisure complexes. Using space in

this way, i.e., creating new settings for social practices, illustrates that, "although all
social practices remain localised, that is, they are produced and reproduced in a spatial
and temporal setting, most of these settings (or locales) themselves are no longer tied

A   See also Harvey (1989): Hough (1990): Featherscone (1991): Wood (1993): Ashworth and Dietvorst (1995);
Mommaas (1991); Agnew (1996), Dahles (1998); Smeral (1998); McNeill (1999). Bras (2000); and Taylor and
Hoyler (2000), among others, who debate the effects of globalisation on local identity.
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to specific places, i.e., time-space intersections of tradition and physical environment"
(Van  der Poel, 1997:175). People  do  not  have  to  take a vacation  in  the  USA  to  taste  a

doughnut, bagel, Big Mac, or Coca Cola. US tourists who find themselves longing every

now and then for these typiCal American 'delis' do not have any reason to stay home,
because settings for the social practice of consuming them are no longer tied to the
USA. Here, again, there has been acceleration, because "culinary styles have moved
faster than immigration streams" (Harvey, 1989:300).

Different types of vacations and modes of tourism experience have their impact on
the ways other places are experienced. The travel style, i.e., the conditions under which
the vacation takes place, influences what, and in what way, places and attractions are
visited, how long a stay in each place can last, with whom these activities take place,
etc., suggesting that the context of, for instance, a standard package tour results in a
different tourism experience than a vacation that is undertaken individually. The tOUriSt

chooses this context. The travel style tells something about the tourist 's travel preferences.

What is it that attracts tourists? To what extent are travellers willing to miss everyday

life conveniences during a vacationi What can be said about how common a vacation
actually is in a tourist's everyday life? Has it become rather ordinary or is a vacation a

special happening, which contrasts with everyday lifei

2.3 Other reality or everyday experience?

Vacation as other reality
Lengkeek (1994, 1996) argues that vacations imply another, extraordinary reality.
Through the naturalness of everyday life, everyday reality appears as 'objectivity'. There
are also other realities, in which the restrictions or suspensions characterising everyday
realities no longer exist. This shared world that shapes other realities is what Lengkeek
calls the 'contra-structure', in which both individual realities and the tension between
different realities come to be expressed (ibid.). Contra-structure refers to another world
or reality that, on the one hand, is divorced from everyday life and, on the other hand,
to a large extent covers it, like an additional layer.

It is clear that 'free' time spent during vacations differs from free time spent in or

around the home, or 'obligatory' time spent on, for instance, work. Authors like Cohen

(1988,1972,1979), MacCannell (1989), Urry (1992), and Lengkeek ( 1994, 1996) all
interpret tourism as a consequence of the alienation in everyday life. Most of them (see

Cohen, 1979; Urry, 1992; Lengkeek, 1 994) draw  on  the same source  from  1973,

namely, the pilgrimage study of the anthropologist Turner, to illustrate the change of
everyday life into a stage of anti-structurel, or contra-structure that travel brings about.
First, when leaving the normal place of residence, the tourist is separated socially and

15 In Lengkeeks opinion, there is accually nothing to be turned against when people are temporarily in other
realities; therefore, he prefers the term contra-structure to the term 'anti-structure' (1994).
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sparially from his familiar environment or centre  in Turner's language. 16 Second, while
at his destination, the tourist enters an anti-structure, out of time and place, a phase

that is also called the liminal zone and a space that is also called the centre-out-there' (Turner.
quoted in Cohen, 1979). Finally. the individual, enriched with the travel experience, is
reintegrated with his original social group in its familiar context.1. Particularly during
the second phase, the liminal zone, routinised everyday life is interrupted and "what is
of-ten involved is semi-routine action or a kind of routinised non-routine" (Urry,
1992:1()).

The interruption of daily temporal and spatial structures is what most obviously
distinguishes a vacation from everyday life. Moreover, during vacations, activities are
undertaken for which there is generally no time or place in everyday life, aims are
pursued for which usually no time, space, or possibilities are at hand, and activities are
undertaken that are varied, strenuous but relaxing, risky and/or pleasant, etc., in contrast

to daily activity patterns (Lengkeek, 1994, 1996). Furthermore, even when activities
during a vacation are somehow similar to those that would have been undertaken at
home, the contra-structure of the vacation seems to provide them with a special gloss.

According to Urry (1992), there has to be something distinctive to see, the signs
collected by tourists have to be visually extraordinary. They are set off from everyday
life and experience.

Tottrist typologier
The extent to which contra-structures are different from the ordinary, however, depends
on the degree of interest that people have in the 'other' and the extent of alienation in
everyday life. In 1972, Cohen gave his first tourism typology, in which he distinguished
non-institutionalised travellers (drifters and explorers) from institutionalised travellers
(individual and organised mass touriSES) On tile basis of their relationship to both the
toitrism business establishment and the host country. The fundamental variable that forms
the basis t-or this fourfold typology of tourism roles is strangeness versus familiarity.
Drifters are in search of exotic and strange environments. and explorers arrange their
own trip and try to get off the beaten track. Individual mass tourists make arrangements
through tourism agencies to visit popular destinations, while organised mass tourists

search for the familiar and travel in the security of their own guided tour. Temporality,
i.e., the length of time spent in one place, is as important a determinant of social

16 The separaricin in time and space can be traceel hack tc) the definiticin cit- [ciurism provided by che World Tourism
Organisation (WTO), "tourism includes all travel which implies a stay cit at leas[ one night, but less chan a year,

away Ircini homt·" (WT(), quoted m Hover, 2()()0:151). 'Awav from hi,me implies iravel ici another place.
Aictirding [0 7-he[,bald ( 199-1. qucired m Huyer. 2(1(14)3. [he core ot tourism hes in [he movement irsell - away
from [he frar[ing point and back again. He defines tourism as  recreation m connecricin with Mivement, where
one participates in activities awav from [he linme, and where [he [ravel itself is ar least a parr (,t rhe satistairicin
sought" (quoted m Hoyer, 2()(.)(1:151).

1 These phases Lan also be tound m the word tourism . which has its origin iii the word 'tour'  Ti,ur is, acicirding
to H0yer (20()()). etymologically derived from che Latin tornare and [he Greek cornos. char is. the movement in a
circle arciund a cen[ral p(,int or axis. Consequentiv. the mird 'tourism' means taking a r<,und trip
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involvement as attitude. "The drifter, unlike the mass tourist, does not set a limit
beforehand on the length of time he will spend in any one place; if he finds an area thar
particularly pleases him, he may stop there long enough for social involvement to
occur"  (ibid.: 178).  In  the  same  year,  another  typology was presented  by  Plog  (1972,

quoted in Shaw and Williams, 1 994:70), who divided tourists into alto-centric, mid-
centric, and psycho-centric travellers, ranging from adventuresome and individual

exploration to organised package holidays to popular destinations. Smith developed a
similar but more detailed variant of Cohen's first typology in 1977 (quoted in Shaw and
Williams, 1994:69) identifying seven tourism categories.

In 1979, Cohen proposed  a new tourism typology, in which the recreational  and
diversionary experience types or modes refer to touriStS in pursuit of 'mere' pleasure in

the strange and the novel, while the experiential, experimental, and exist:ential modes

refer to the modern pilgrimage in quest of meaning to be found at somebody else's

centre. Rather than being propelled by interest in the 'other', people in search of
pleasure are pushed by a need for entertainment and escape from boredom and the
routine of everyday existence, and travel in order to return home physically and
mentally restored. In the modern pilgrimage modes, travel is undertaken in search of
new experiences motivated by an interest in the unknown, the other, and all that is
beyond the ordinary. Whereas within the first two modes, people are pushed to travel
to escape from everyday existence, in the latter three modes, they are pulled by the
attractiveness of yet unknown destinations, or so-called other realities. 18 This division
is, in a way, similar to the distinction between tourist and traveller. Tourists are said to
be unadventurous, unimaginative, and insipid, mechanically consuming whatever the
tour operator feeds them. The traveller is associated with refined values of discernment,
respect, and taste (Rojek,  1993:175).  Based on various empirical case studies  that  were

later published in Elands' dissertation (2002), Elands and Lengkeek (2000) adapted and
reformulated Cohen's typ010gy  of  1979 by connecting  the  intensity  of  the  leisure
experience [o the level of deviation of everyday reality. The first mode of 'amusement
is characterised by fun, centre values, and temporality; boundaries between everyday life

and the contra-structure are barely noticeable due to the scant change in reality

parameters. The second mode of 'change' is characterised by escape, relaxation, recovery,
and the context matters less; there is a stronger contrast between everyday life and the
contra-structure but still a weak interest in new or other environments. The third mode
of 'interest' is characterised by a search for interesting vistas and stories, variation, and
stimulation of imagination; people are attracted to 'elsewhere' and out-there-ness 19 is

18 Goossens (200Ob) argues [ha[ the push and pull factors of tourist behaviour are two sides of the same mo[ivational
coin, connected by the psychological factor of emotion. In his opinion, tourists are pushed by their (emotional)

needs and pulled by the (emotional) benefits of leisure services and destinations. With reference [o Mannell
(1980), he states that leisure is "a positive and subjective experience accompanied by satisfring and pleasurable

moods, emotions, and feelings" (Goossens, 200Ob:302).
19     'Out-there-ness' (Potter, 1996 quoted in Lengkeek, 2()00) refers w something [ha[ is assumed to exist when the

brackets are removed, but still difficult to fachom.
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created  in  the form of attractions.  The fourth mode of 'rapture' is characterised by self"-
discovery, the unexpected, and crossing borders; the tension between the suspension of
the ordinary and the inaccessibility of the other reaches its climax, and confrontation
motivates people to begin anew and to advance further. The fifth and final mode of
dedication' is characterised by a quest for authenticity, appropriation and devotion,
merging, and timelessness; a search for the indisputable authentic otherness, the unknown
and inaccessible are opened as people are absorbed in a 'back-stage world, desires are
satisfied because the absent has become present, and there is a wish for a permanent scay.
As Elands and Lengkeek (2000: 19) indicate, "Cohen locates the quest for authenticity
in the third mode, whereas we locate the real quest for authenticity in the mode of
dedication. Our third mode is open to the post-modern touriSt, who does not care for
reality or representation as long as k is interesting and stimulating enough". Van der
Poel (1999:236, EB) points to an interesting aspect of Lengkeek's work, namely, "the
idea that with the most far-reaching form of change into a contra-structural domain,
this domain may possibly turn into everyday reality". Or, as Lengkeek (2000: 15) describes
it in a later article, "at the moment when metaphor becomes part of the everyday

narrative - 'incorporated or brought inside' - it loses its quality ofout-there-ness". Boundaries
between the ordinary and contra-structural domains can then become increasingly
blurred, something Richards (1996b) showed with Sports or hobbies requiring such
high-level skills that they turn into professions (from skier to ski instructor or supplier
of skiing holidays). Stebbins (1997) referred to this with the term 'serious leisure'.2(,
Thrane (2001) empirically investigated two competing hypothesesz' about the work-
leisure relationship and his results support the hinting of a spill-over pattern between
everyday life and vacation behaviour with regard to cultural tourism in Scandinavia,
confirm ing Richards, who stated earlier (Richards  1996a)  that  people's  behaviours
during vacation time are reflections of their everyday life behaviours. Empirical results
of Bargeman (2()() 1 ) also show that vacation behaviour is rc,utinised to a large extent.
Holidays, however, she argues, are rarely determined by (daily) routine; to most people,
holidays include another, less familiar reality, sought in a change from mittlne and found
in another spatial 1(,cation.

In short, the specific character of the leisure experience is derived from the tension
between everyday life and other realities (Lengkeek, 1994, 1996), which is to be ex-
perienced most obviously as a result of changes in habitual temporal and spatial
structures.

21)      Stebbins (199- 11-) defined  serious  leisure 8  ' [he sys[emaric  pursut[ of an amateur. hcibbyist, or  volunteer
de[ivt[>· [har parrieipancs find s„ subs[amial and in[eres[ing that, in [he [ylitial case, they launch themselves on a

career cen[red  in acquiring and expressing its special skills, knowledge and experience"
21     The spill-over h,·pithests scates that people generallv do the same type cit activities in their leisure as they do m

their work. while [he wmpensation hypothesis wres [he opposite: people tend to participate m leisure activities
thai are deliberately unlike the activiries the,· do at work (Thrane. 2001.218).
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Vacation as an eleryday reality
According to Cohen (1972: 166), "Though novelty and strangeness are essential elements
in the tourism experience, not even modern man is completely ready to immerse him-
self wholly in an alien environment. (...) Most tourists seem to need something familiar
around them, something to remind them of home, whether it be food, newspapers,
living quarters, or another person from their native country". He introduced the
concept of 'environmental bubble'22 to picture the relation, and to a certain extent the
convergence, between everyday life and the vacation experience. To a certain extent, a
tourist "views the people, places, and culture of that society through the protective
walls of his familiar 'environmental bubble', within which he functions and interacts in
much the same way as he does in his own habitat" (ibid.:166). Although Lengkeek

(1994,1996) introduced the concept of 'contra-structure', he (in Elands and Lengkeek,

2000) certainly acknowledges the everyday  reality of a vacation even when  it is typified
as a contra-structural domain. Their (ibid.) first mode of tourism experience shows
hardly any tension between the everyday and the contra-structural domains. The fact
that today's vacations tend to be highly predictable, as much effort is made to avoid the
unfamiliar aspects associated with different cultures, diminishes the difference between
everyday and vacation realities. As people tend to see and do as much as possible during

vacations, they are often as efficiently organised as in daily life, That people, particularly
on package tours, travel with others who have similar interests, that their agenda is
controlled by strict travel itineraries, that routines on, for instance, cruises, tend to
impose order on many days of the vacation, all make vacation similar to everyday life
with its obligations and structures.

The characteristics of predictability, efficiency, calculability, and control tend to
blur the boundaries between vacations and everyday life, as expressed by Ritzer and
Liska (1997) in the concept of 'McDisneyisation'. Apologising for the creation of another
neologism, the authors prefer the concept of McDisneyisation to McDonaldisation
because McDisneyisation applies the principles of McDonaldisation to the tourism
industry in particular. Obviously, the concept is derived from the theme park Disney-

land, which offers a multidimensional collage of the American landscape by simul-

taneously providing landscapes that are imaginative historical recreations and purely
imaginary landscapes (Zukin, quoted in Dietvorst, 1997). With reference to Ritzer and
Liska (1997), McDisneyisation indicates that tourism attractions look more and more
like Disney theme parks, and that they embrace the four basic principles of Mc-
Donaldisation. Not everyone completely agrees with this. For instance, Bryman (1995)
argues that the Disney theme parks only partially exhibit the characteristics of
McDonaldisation. According to Bryman (ibid.), Disney parks are indeed characterised

22       Another concept to express the same phenomenon is cha[ of'home plus' (Fea[hersione). Both refer to the modern
tourist who is nor so much abandoning his accustomed environment for a new one as he is being cransposed co
foreign soil  in an 'environmental bubble' of his native culture. More abou[ the construction of the environmental
bubble in Section 2.4.
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b>  the dimen3ion:, c,t" contr<,1. predictability. and, as a result thereot-, efficiency, but the
dimension of calculability is less applicable to the Disney case. According to Ritzer and
Liska (1 997), McDisneyisation generates new *irrationalities of rationality' as illustrated

by the routinisation (,f travel, particularly on package tours.2, Routine not: only tends
to structure activity patterns during the vacation, but the decision-making process that
ic,urists go through before actually travelling can sometimes, and to varying extents,
also be called routinised (Bargeman, 2001). Another unreasonable effect is caused by
the use of the credit card. Although becoming more common, the use of credit cards is

not yer as widespread in Europe as in the US, from where it originates. It: is a highly
efficient means of doing all sorts of shopping and can even be used for self-check-out,
eliminating the need for cashiers and other staff. According to Ritzer (1996), the credit
card can be seen as having McDonaldised the process of obtaining credit. However,
travelling and shopping in other countries is also far more efficient without the need [o
purchase foreign currency. The disadvantage, however, of 'plastic money' is that more
and more work is passed on to the customer. The same is true as regards fast-food
restaurants, although "people on the move seem to like the idea that even though they
are in a different part of the country (or world, EB), they can still go to a familiar fast-
food  restaurant  to  eat  the  same  foods  they  enjoy  at  home"  (ibid.: 146).  This  type  of
restaurant is based on the principle of self-service. Customers wait in line to get their
food, take it to their tables themselves, and put the litter in the garbage can themselves.
Like credit cards and fast-food restaurants, multinational shops, banks, hotel chains,
airlines, internet-cafds, and so on spread a global 'environmental bubble around the

world. Those who would rather experience the unknown are left almost no choice but
to experience everyday routine during their vacation. The elements spread around the
world generally originate from America. This. in combination with the fact that the
term environment ic,day is linked to the physical environment, environmental pollution,
etc.. has rhe result that Cohen:s concept of 'environmental bubble' has changed into
'American Bubble' fc,r this study particularly. American Bubble refers, on the one hand,
to the tourists need to be surrounded by a certain number of familiar things during
travelling, and, on tile other hand, the process of Americanisation that spreads American
elements around the globe.

Dissolring boundaries
Post-modern everyday life increasingly contains aspects of both leisure and tourism

2 +     The ttill(iwing quo[ation perti-cily illus[rates this. "A tour group t-mm the United States will likely be made up

cit hke-min led Americans. with the ma,(,ri[>· tit unt·'s [imt· spent with those thighly predictable) peuplt. Agencia
Lise American carriers wherever iwissible <,r else ic,cal rransp,rts rhar offer the amentries expected bv the American
t„un:r (perli.11,: even dir condict,ining, sterm. b,ithrix,ni). Tc,ur gui.les are usually Americans or people who have
spent time in Ameria - a[ [he very least, natives fluent in English who know all abc,ut the needs and in[erests (,f
Amen..inf  Riwuranrs viSiTed on [he [ciur are ci[hur Americ,in (perhaps an American tas[-t ood Lhain)  ,r cater [c,
rlie American palart. Hc,[els are also likelv ro be richer American chains. cuch as the Sheraton and Hilton. or
Eunyie;in lic)[els chai have structured chemselves [o sui[ American Iiisies" (Ri[zer, 1996:96).
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because boundaries are dissolving -not only between high and low cultures, but also
between different cultural forms, such as tourism, art, education, photography, television,
music, sports, shopping and architecture" (Urry, 1992:82). The converse, i.e., that
leisure and tourism activities increasingly contain aspects of everyday life, has been
proven as well by Thrane (2001). Well-educated people and those who often participate
in everyday cultural leisure activities are both more likely to take part in a cultured
tourism trip than the poorly educated and those who participate in cultural leisure

activities less often (ibid.). Another way in which people's everyday lives are reflected
in tourism behaviour is the participation in 'business tours' or 'special interest tOUrS'.

"For one day the tourist pays obeisance to his own work, as performed in another
society. There are tours to computer industrial plants, to the Board of Education, to the
Los Angeles Police Department, as well as to the hospitals" (Moore, 1985:640). The
convergence ofeveryday and contra-structural domains is also called the 'tourist:ification
of society (Van der Poel, 1999:240). This has an impact On the construction of travel
products. With the McDonaldisation or 'touristification' of society, Ritzer and Liska
(1997) argue that there is less and less need to rigidly standardise the package tour. The
authors illustrate this with the example of standardised meals thar, in the past, were

offered by the tour operator, since the food available at the destination would be likely
co prove too unusual and unpredictable for many tourists. "However, now tourists can
generally be safely left on their own at most locales since those who want standardised
meals will almost undoubtedly find them readily available at a local McDonald's, or an
outlet of some other international chain of fast-food restaurants" (ibid.:98). Urry's
argument (1992) that the standard package tour as a mass tourism phenomenon is on

the wane appears to stand in direct contradiction to the McDonaldisation thesis. Ritzer
and Liska (1997:98) argue that "today's tours are less McDonaldised than their predecessors

precisely because, at least in part, of the very success of McDonaldisation". Hence,
according to the McDonaldisation thesis, people increasingly travel to other places in

order to experience much of what they experience in their (McDonaldised) everyday

lives. Conversely, pleasure, formerly associated with something that happened away

from the place in which one worked, can now be experienced in very many places. The

convergence of everyday life and the contra-structural domain of a vacation is also
expressed in the increasing motivation to learn new things during a vacation, whether

by acquiring or improving skills for some sort of sport, or by educating oneself by
visiting museums, gardens, architectural buildings, etc. Richards (1996b) argues that
everyday reality and the contra-structural domain of a vacation mutually influence each

other. Before departure, while still  in the context of everyday life, people prepare their
vacations by reading about the destination, or practising their skills on artificially created

skiing slopes During vacation, tourists frequently engage in activities that are in line
with their daily professions. Furthermore, with the increase in popularity of short

holidays, vacation experiences are becoming increasingly superficial and, according to
Richards (ibid.), people tend to feel less of a cornplete break with everyday life.
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Ritzer (1996) points to the paradox of modern travel, since people go to considerable
expense and effort to go to foreign countries where they have as little contact as possible
with the native culture. Together with oiher irrationalities that come with McDonaldi-
sation, Ritzer and Liska (1997) advance the argument that McDonaldisation is under-
mining the fundamental reason for tourism. Or, as Rojek (1993) states, postmodernism
suggests that the distinctions between reality and fantasy, interior and exterior, personal

and political have collapsed. Why, if it does not lead to other contra-structural domains,
should people travel / Indeed, according to Rojek (1993:1 74),-the status of the holiday

as an escape route from the reality-chains of everyday life is open to question"  The
ultimate form of convergence of everyday  life and vacation  is  the loss of meaning of the
'constructed contra-structure' because it is encapsulated in the routines of everyday
reality (Lengkeek, 1994).

Post-tourifin
Although it can be argued that tourism is being undermined, rising travel figures

clearly show the opposite. Authors like Ritzer and Liska (1996) contradict themselves
as, on the one hand, they argue that tourism will disappear and, on the other hand,
predict that tourism will continue to flourish because it offers people a number of hard-
to-resist symbols of success and sophistication. Similar to what Dahles and Lange
(1994) suggest in the context of the travelling career and differences in travel behaviour
between older and younger generations. Ritzer and Liska (1997) suppose that con-

temporary tourists, who are raised in McDonaldised systems and accustomed to daily
life in these systems, not only accept but also embrace these systems. Moreover, even
those who would rather avoid everything that is McDonaldised and travel to experience
the extraordinary will have McDonaldised stops along the way every now and then.
Different types of tourists occupy different positions on the continuum from a Mc-
Dc,naldised to a non-McDonaldised tourism experience. Therefore, Ritzer and Liska
C 1997) tend  to opt  for a tourism typology based on  the  extent  to which  the tourism

experience is McDonaldised.
While Ritzer and Liska evoke the image of the 'ultimate mass tourist' against the

background ofa highly intensified modernisation process, others claim that tourism has

passed beyond modernity. Consequently, contemporary tourists should be called 'new
tourists' (Poon, 1993), post-tourists (Urry, 1992; Rojek, 1993),or post-modern tourists.
Post-tourists "do not have to leave their house in order to see many of the typiCal objects
of the tourism gaze; with TV and video, all sorts of places can be gazed upon, compared,
contextualised and gazed upon again" (Feifer, quoted in Urry, 1992:1()0). A virtual
vacation would be the ultimate experience, as it would comply with all the dimensions
of MiDisneyisation and even reduce the unreasonable effects that travel in person would
cause to the environment, local culture, etc. The post-tourist is aware of the change in

environment, delights in the multitude of choice, and can move easily from resigning
himself to high culture to just seeking pleasure, something a post-tourist even likes to
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do. Moreover, according to Rojek  (1993), a post-tourist does  not believe in progress  or
a deepening of the tourism experience, but rather deliberately exchanges his role as a
modern pilgrim for the search for pleasure during the same vacation. Both Feifer (1985,

quoted in Urry, 1992) and Rojek (ibid.) characterise the post-tourist as someone who is
aware of the commodification of the tourism experience and does not care. Furthermore,
the post-tourist is stimulated by the interconnection of different facets and represen-
tations of the tourism sight. "The accessories of the sight - the gift shops, the eating
places, the tourism coaches and other tourists - are celebrated for being as much a key
part of the tourism experience as the sight itself'  (ibid..177).

Rather than seeing it as the opposite of the McDisneyisation thesis, Ritzer and
Liska (1997) suggest seeing post-tourism as an additional thesis. At the same time,
however, they tend to subordinate the post-tourism experience to the process of Mc-

Disneyisation.  Instead of separating the two, Van der Poel (1999) integrates both theses

in the modularisation thesis. He states, "McDisneyisation is about the commodification
of the supply of ways to spend (leisure) time, enabling consumers world-wide to choose

from a wide range of time-modules, while the pursuit of efficiency, predictability, and
calculability results in a modularised time allocation. The post-tourism thesis describes

the knowledge of, the insight into, and the calculable attitude towards this supply by

actors, who, in times when traditions become increasingly blurred, are forced to create

an individual lifestyle with this modularised supply" (ibid.:242, EB).
From this section, it is clear that vacations, to varying degrees, are other realities

from everyday experiences. On the one hand, tourists differ in their preference for
experiences of other realities. This results in typologies that distinguish people on the
basis of their needs for other realities when they travel. On the other hand, the post-
tourism thesis suggests that all of these types can be combined in the same tourist to
manifest themselves at different times and/or places. By taking the modularisation
thesis as the starting point, the present study focuses on the way in which people's travel
style influences their vacations. Rather than searching for different typologies, as these
are combined in each traveller anyway, the fact whether vacations are independently or
provider assembled is taken as a starting point. Thus, in the present study, travellers
who assembled their travel product themselves, i.e., independent travellers, are compared

with travellers who bought a ready assembled package, i.e., group travellers. The
concept of authenticity plays an important role  in the construction and consumption of
tourism experiences. Therefore, the following section focuses on the ways in which

authenticity plays a role in tourism experiences.

2.4 The social construction of tourism experiences

Unravelling authenticity
Although different concepts, both modularisation and McDonaldisation shape the
tourism experience as outlined above by providing the conditions under which vacations
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in modern societies take place. i.e., the interchange of modules that fit the narrative of
the self in environments of predictability, efficiency, calculability, and control. To find
out more about the reasons for tourism and the tourism experience itself, an under-
standing of the concept of authenticity is required. Authenticity plays an important
role iii the domain of leisure and tourism. It refers to the experience of origin and value.
to the urge to go 'back to the roots'. Seen in the light of the modernisation of society,
the quest ti,r authenticity is said to be a reaction to the in-authenticity of (post-)modern
societies (C=ohen, 1988; MacCannell, 1989) Similar to what MacCannell (ibid.) argues,
people use the past episodically, recreationally, and therapeutically as a resource to help
them cope with current realities (Lyon et al., 2000).'These experiences of nostalgia (. ..)
remind us that progress is not always linear" (ibid.:21). Also in the Apollonian thesis,
characterised by praxis, order, intellect, discipline, and individual responsibility (Keen,
1969, quoted in Lampert, 1997), tourism is said to be a means to temporarily escape
from the (post-)modern world. The Dionysian thesis, on the other hand, characterised
by wonder, couch, play, freedom in choosing a lifestyle, and the loss of individual
identity, does not start from the alienation perspective but an attitude of wonder to cope
with the present world of novelty and, thus, considers this to be the motive behind
tourism. However, authenticity is a negotiable concept. Before contemplating its
content, it is essential to consider the role of various actors in the construction of
authenticity.

Time, in the sense of age, is often a factor determining whether a place or object
will be called authentic. 2, Traditional or old objects or places are called authentic earlier
than modern ones. The invention of the term modernity in the first place makes it
possible to mark places within a specific context of time. Time. however, is a relative
notic,n that increases in meaning when place is added to k. For instance, the fact that
another McDonald s will be built some time in the year 2002 is quite meaningless. It
ir is the ver> first McDonalds to be built in a particular country, the happening takes
on a new meaning. It may be [he beginning of this country's changing identity from
'traclitional'or 'authentic' tc) modern'or  inauthentic  Ifit is the umpteenth time that
a Mil)onalds has been built in a city. this place, already considered modern, will
perhaps be ranked one place up on the modernisation scale and perhaps one place down
on the authenticity scale, but the impact is likely co be less sweeping than in the first
case. Hence. the paradoxical aspect of authenticity is the connectedness of the object in
question with time and space. As a consequence of each activity that aims to save
authentic objects from the dangers of in-authenticity, these very same objects change.
In fact. transforming them and protecting them from certain outside influences post-

pone their loss. This is what Ex and Lengkeek ( 1996) call historical versus a-historical

2 I     BIS,des time and tirher aspects [ha[ in luence [he authenticiatitin prcins ti3 described in [his +Arion. c,ne shinild
11(,[ forge[ Fhar [he ar[ (11 1.ibelling ciblecrs as .lu[heriric 1, Berierall>· a task ,)# experts <Ex and Lengkeek. 1996,
(.cinsequentl>·. [hii leads t(, debate, within and be[ween varic,u. exper[ sysrems. This ct,nfirms C:(,hen's 1 1988) tilta
(it the negciriable character tit authenticity
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authenticity. The former sort of authenticity accepts changes in the object due to
outside influences throughout the object's life history, whereas a-historical authenticity
refers to the restoration of the object's original state irrespective of contextual changes.

Although old objects tend to be given  the status of authentic earlier than modern
objects, the latter can obviously be or become authentic as well. The aspect of repro-
duction is necessary here to explain authenticity. Although built as an authentic fast-
food restaurant temporally and spatially contextualised, any McDonald's outlet is a
reproduction of a reproduction, as is irs food. "Each Chicken McNugget is a copy of a
copy; no original Chicken McNugget ever existed. The original, the chicken, is hardly
recognisable in the McNugget" (Ritzer, 1996:156). This is not to say that reproducible

objects can never deserve the hallmark of authenticity. Rather, according to Ex and
Lengkeek  ( 1996), each object   has several layers of authenticity. Besides material

authenticity, which refers to the fact that objects are made of pure materials on the one

hand, and, on the other, by the person who autographed the object, the authors distinguish
conceptual, contextual, and functional authenticity.25 Material authenticity is important
in tourism when it concerns places or objects that represent history. Remnants of the
past are valuable as 'documents' and provide information about the past. The authenticity
value increases with accompanying true stories and Other pieces of information about
the object or place. The conceptual reconstruction of the past through the provision of

objective knowledge can turn museums, castles, monuments, and other objects or places
into plausible tourism attractions. Although efforts are sometimes made to restore the

original context, many tourism attractions have lost their original contextual authenticity;
they are disembedded and surrounded by modern objects. Likewise, their functional
authenticity decreases as they are increasingly used solely for tourism purposes. More-

over, contemporary industries, whether leisure, tourism, retail, entertainment, or transport

oriented, ever more successfully reproduce or reconstruct apparently real and authentic
environments, making 'travels in hyper-reality' possible (Eco, 1986). The surfaces of
such places appear more 'real' than the original (Lash and Urry, 1994). The significance

of a specific material space is realised in a process of social interaction among the social
groups involved. People attach certain meanings to space, and meaningful spaces then
become places, whether (experienced as) authentic or not (Dietvorst, 1996b).26

Staging and creating authenticity
While MacCannell (1973, 1989) placed the issue of 'authenticity' at the centre of
tourism analysis, it was Greenwood (1977, quoted in Wood, 1993) who introduced the

25 Concep[ual authentic·i[y refers to the intencion of [he producer while contextual authenticity claims that [he
meaning of objects can only be truly experienced when rhe objects are observed in their original context.

Functional authenticity refers [o [he use ot- objects [har. in fact, are ar odds with the preservation of their
authenticiry, e.g., the wear of windmills resulting from their continued use (Ex and Lengkeek, 1996:30).

26 Here again, the meaning ot places or objects. including their authentication, is negotiable; see also footnote 24.
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concept ()1  'cultural commodification . Commodificationi- is of crucial importance here,
since it results in different forms of authenticity and is generally seen as the key to the
construction of tourism spaces. Tourism is said to commodify culture and, in the
process, destroy its authenticity. For instance, when rituals become performances for
money, the meaning of these rituals changes for both locals and tOUriSES (Cohen,  1988).
Real authenticity is, subsequently. replaced by a surrogate, covert 'staged authenticity'
(MacCannell, 1973). Cultural products lose their meaning for the locals, and tourists
must be presented ever more spectacular, exotic and titillating attractions, transforming
cultural products into something increasingly 'staged' for tourists and decorated so as
to look authentic (Boorstin, 1964, quoted in Cohen, 1988). This results in the fake
'airport arti as Graburn (1967, quoted in Cohen, 1988) called it.

However, in Cohen's view, it cannot be true that, in accordance with MacCannell's
observations, tourists are solely misled by the tourism establishment to accept contrived
attractions as 'authentic', thereby creating a 'false touristic consciousness'. "A fully
developed mass tourism system surrounds the tourist with a staged tourism space, from
which there is 'no exit'. The modern tourist-pilgrim is thus damned to in-authenticity '
(Cohen, 1988:373). Cohen, therefore, argues thar, although cultural products frequently
acquire new meanings for the locals, commodification does not necessarily destroy the
meaning of cultural products. Moreover, he introduces the concept of 'emergent
authenticity' to stress that "it is possible for any new-fangled gimmick, which at one
potnt appeared to be nothing but: a staged 'tourist trap', to become over time, and under

appropriate conditions, widely recognised as an 'authentic' manifestation of local culture' 
(ibid.:38()). He illustrates this with the American Disneylands, which, while they were
once seen as the supreme example of contrived popular entertainment, became over
time a vital component of contemporary American culture that will, in the future,
definitely be perceived as 'authentic' American tradition. The first signs of this have
already become clear. Tokyo Disneyland, which opened in  1983, is unashamedly American
in orientation at the request of the Japanese (Bryman, 1995:75). However, "The Japanese

Disneyland has not diminished the attraction of Los Angeles's. On the contrary, the
larter has thereby become the "original and the authentic version, having the
advantage of not only being the first, but of having American attendants as well"
(Moore, 1985: 634). The structure of Euro Disneyland in the vicinity of Paris, which
opened in  1992,  is also very  much the same as that of the American parks and most of
the attractions are copies of those found in the US parks. Like in Tokyo Disneyland,
there are subtle concessions to the local culture and conditions, but the basis has been
copied from the original authentic US Disneyparks (Bryman, 1995). 'Holland villages'
in Japan and in the US are also reproductions of (parts of) original, authentic, villages

2-       Defined by Cohen (1988:280) as  'a process hv which things (and activities) come tc, be evaluated primarily  m
terms of' rheir exchange value, in a context of [rade, thereby becoming goods (and services); developed exchange
systems in which [he exchange value (,f things (and activities) is stated in [erms of prices on a marker
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in the Netherlands. Although some of the buildings are made with original Dutch
imported material, they will never be original, as they are disembedded from their
original location. Cohen (1988) insists, in contradiction of MacCannell, that authenti-
city is a socially constructed concept, whose criteria vary greatly depending On the
tourist or the observer. Speaking in Cohen's terms, if the tourist believes he has had an
authentic experience, it was an authentic experience (to him).

But, rather than wanting to know whether the individual does or does not 'really'
have an authentic experience in MacCannell's sense, Cohen is interested in the question
of what endows the touriSt'S experience with authenticity in his own view. Paraphrasing

Bras (2000:33), "the central issue is not whether a tourism attraction is authentic or
inauthentic, but how it acquires authenticity" (see also Hanson, quoted in Wood, 1993).

Selective perception
"Before he even begins his tour, he is conditioned to pay attention primarily to the few
basic attractions and facilities advertised in the travel literature or suggested by the
travel agent:, which are catalogued and sometimes even assigned a level of'importance'
This induces a peculiar kind of selective awareness: the tourist tends to become aware
of his environment only when he reaches spots of 'interesti while he is largely oblivious

to  it  the  rest  of the  time"  (Cohen,   1972: 172).  This quotation clearly illustrates  that
mass tourism usually means visiting certain promoted sights and attractions, whether
genuine or contrived, with 'sight'-seeing being one of the central activities during
travel. Sometimes, the travelling itself becomes even less important than the process of
seeing and collecting sights. As shown in Section 2.3, not all tourists are in search of
authentic experiences to the same extent. For sights and attractions to be suitable for
consumption by the masses, they are generally transformed or manipulated. They
would not be collectable without producers actively creating tourism spaces. Or, as Cohen

argues, attractions "are supplied with facilities, reconstructed, landscaped, cleansed of
unsuitable elements, staged, managed, and otherwise organised. As a result, they
largely lose their original flavour and appearance and become isolated from the ordinary
flow of life and natural texture of the host society" (Cohen, 1972:170).28 On the one
hand, tourists are criticised for being mere sightseers and, on the other hand, companies

and organisations are criticised for constructing places for such superficial and contrived
visual consumption (Urry, 1992). On both sides, some sort of 'selective perception'
takes place in order to experience that which is most desirable. On the demand side,
selective perception, thus, reflects lifestyle and personality, albeit subject to the constraints

of family and income (Ryan,  1995).
Different tourism spaces, or, in Urry's (1992) terms, tourism gazes, are consciously
constructed by professionals catering for the needs of various tourism types or market

28 Boorstin (1964, quoted in Cohen, 1972) refers to this phenomenon with [he term pseudo-events'.
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segments. Among these professionals are the writers of travel books and guides, travel
agents, hotel owners and designers, photographers, tour operators, the makers of travel
programs on TV, tourism development officers, and so on, who all help to transform the

original resource into a suitable tourism assemblage. Different gazes are authorised by
different discourses. These include education. as in the Grand Tour, health, group solidarity,
and play. Furthermore, there is a distinction between the romantic and the collective
tounsm gaze. In the former, the emphasis is on solitude, privacy, and a personal, semi-
spiritual relationship with the object of the gaze. Other tourists are said to intrude upon
the individual consumption of the object. The collective gaze, by contrast, involves
conviviality Other people are necessary to give atmosphere or a sense of carnival to the
place. The very presence of other tourists, people like oneself, is actually necessary for

the success of places organised around the collective gaze. The result is the creation of
environments especially for tourists and the use of these environments solely by
tourists. These artificial environments may have little or no relation with the original
resource and present, instead, some sort of staged authenticity. Consequently, local
people and entrepreneurs start constructing 'back-stages' in a contrived and artificial
manner to escape from the tourist's gaze upon their lives. Increasingly, accessible but
created or staged 'front regions', i.e., areas where hosts and guests or customers  and
service persons meet, are separated from 'back regions', i.e., areas where members of the
home team retire between performances to relax and to prepare (Goffman, 1959 quoted
in MacCannell, 1973). It is, however, difficult to recognise where front regions become
back regions. "Although architectural arrangements are mobilized to support this
division, it is primarily a social one, based on the type of social performance that is
staged in a place, and On the social roles found there" (ibid.:590).

Besides the separation of front and back stages, tourists and professionals sort
environments according to their suitability for the tourism gaze.'9 Certain
environments are not exposed to this gaze. It is interesting to consider what it is that
makes an environment appropriate for the tourism gaze. or no[ suitable for visual
consumption. Urry (see also Hough. 1990) argues thar environments can be visually
contaminated because something is out oi place, tor instance, a nuclear power station

on an attractive coastline. Also, environments can be seen as dangerous, as unnecessarily
risky, because they are believed to be polluted. The environment can also be experienced
as commonplace, as too much like everywhere else. The challenge for any tourism
destination lies in the claim that there is no such place anywhere else in the world.
Uniqueness or exclusiveness is inextricably bound up with scarcity: if a product, service,

2"   Urry ( 1992) links the developments in rechnology and phorography wirh [he development, or democratisation'. 01
the [ourist gaze. Since much tourism, according n, Urry, becomes in effect a search for che photogenic. this means
that as phoic,graphic rechnc,ic,gies and practices change and devel<,P. so too do the kinds of sights thai can be pho-
tographed. Thus. what people 1(*ik for in the landscapes and townscapes thai they photograph are mI given and
fixed bu[ alter over time. Tourism in general, and phorography in particular, serve [o organise one's experience d
rime and space, conver[ing nature inw a place tor leisure.
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or experience is available everywhere at any time, this is a threat to its attractiveness.
The other side of this picture, however, iS that this threat is the same for any place in
the world, which emphasises the importance of preserving local identity and
constructing unique travel products. The dichotomy drawn between the ordinary and
the extraordinary is a crucial aspect of tourism, as observed by Urry (1992). Besides

environmental pollution, there is also social pollution; "(...) alcoholics, the homeless,
prostitutes, drug users, pickpockets, dangerous drivers, teenage gangs, and even other
tourists..." (ibid.:182). The result is either that certain places appear contaminated and
unsuitable for visual consumption or the image of these places is positively influenced,

resulting in an increased attractiveness. The paradoxical image of Amsterdam is of
interest here. The two pillars of the city's attractiveness are, on the one hand, its cultural
supply of museums and  17th and 18th century heritage, and, on the oiher hand, its red

light district, coffee shops, and nightlife. Both types of attraction are part of the Dutch

culture, but the former tends to be classified as high culture, whereas the latter is
looked upon as low culture, and images of this kind are not to be found in the city's
promotional material. However, the latter type of attraction, what Urry calls 'social
pollution', seems co be very popular among tourists.

Tbe creation of tourism spaces

The extent to which travel products are constructed or created varies significantly, and
influences the tourism experience. In the case of a standard package tour purchased at
an agent, it is the tour operator who determines where the tourist will go, what he will
do, with whom, and for how long. Buying the product implicitly indicates that the
traveller agrees upon the product's content. Individual tourists, in contrast, create their
own tours by choosing and planning their routes and activities themselves. However,
individual tourists are not independent either, since they rely on external information
sources to varying degrees. As a result, their decisions are reflexively shaped by the
images and information that suppliers provide them with. Hence, for both group and

independent travellers, the transforming of environments leads more and more to
reconstructions of the original resource for visual consumption in which markers exist

to demarcate what is special to gaze upon. Such discourses are organised around particular
configurations of time and space. "To gaze as a tourist is to insert oneself within a
historical process and to consume signs or markers of particular histories. Different
tourism gazes involve particular processes by which the collective memory of a society
is organised and reproduced. Likewise, different tourism gazes involve particular
consumption of space, both the configuration of different sights and markers across

space and the manner in which that space is socially and culturally constructed for
consumption" (Urry, 1992:184). Urry also uses the interconnection of the visual with
time and space to explain Leiper's (1990) analysis of a tourism attraction. Leiper argues

that attractions need to be understood as systems including the tourist, the nucleus or
central sight, and various markers. By interaction between these three elements, the
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Ic,urism system comes into being.'0 According to Urry (1992), the systematisation of
an attraction derives from different kinds of gazes, both upon various markers and upon
the nucleus itself. "It: is these different kinds of scopic regimes, which incorporate
different times and spaces, that produce different tourism systems. These can be
organised around both built and supposedly 'natural' environments. The eye is central
co such systems" (ibid.. 185).

I niages iii the creation of tourism spaces

Maczak (1998) describes how, already in the 16th and 17th centuries, tourists travelled
especially  to  find  their  specific  complex of images confirmed.  "The  16th-  and  17rh-

century tourist knew what he could expect in every corner of Europe. Travellers were
convinced that: the Germans, the English, the Polish, and particularly, as it seemed, the
Dutch drank constantly  and also drank  to get drunk. ( . . . ) . Cleanliness was another
national characteristic that  the Netherlands was known for. ( . . . )I n every new country

that he called in, the tourist was already prepared for other gestures and other patterns
of behaviour" (ibid.:383, EB).

With the eye at the centre of the tourism system (Urry, 1992), desires and tasks

gradually become manipulated through images, whether they have anything to do with
the product being sold or not. Distinctive images of tourism regions are constructed
and promoted in order to attract potential visitors that "(.  .) are therefore sold a version
of their own culture, which they can understand" (Tunbridge and Ashworth, quoted in
Richards, 2000:13). Acknowledging that place-bound identity should be maintained,
Harvey (1989) noticed that tradition is now often preserved by being commodified and

marketed as such. Advertising and the media have come to play an integrative role in
cultural practices. A complete industry is evolving, producing and marketing images

with increasing speed.' According to Harvey, images  have,  in a sense, themselves
become commodities. The turnover time of products and services is becoming ever
shorter, resulting in a search for the instantaneous and a predominance of the visual over
the written. -(..) The image takes precedence over the material product (the
accommodation, the region as such) and the illusion is made up of a collection of visual
and aural images" (Ashworth and Dietvorst, 1995:4,5, see also Dietvorst, 2001). When
people feel the need for a vacation, they generally start looking for information in order
to make plans and choices regarding where, when, how, and with whom to go. Once all
adequate information on the travel alternatives is available, the key benefits or
attributes desired become apparent and the search process usually concludes with an
evaluation of the various alternatives. The active part of the pre-travel decision process

ends with the selection and booking of one alternative from a set of options available.

-'c    See C.hapter 4. in which the working of tourism a[tracrion systems is described in more detail.
'1    Within the scope of the current study. 1[ is interes[ing that Baudrillard (1986, quoted in Harvey.  1989) considers

the United States as a society gi given over [o speed, motion, c inemaric images, and technological fixes as [o have

created a crisis ot explanatory logic.
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After  the  selection  is  made, the actual travelling  is  undertaken. '2  While  travelling,
there is an ongoing evaluation of the experience. At this stage, experiences are often
compared with prior expectations to determine the degree of satisfaction. These

judgements are crucial because they determine the way subsequent travel decisions will

be macie, and whether this travel experience will be repeated at some time in the future
(Michie and Sullivan, 1990).

Tbe formation of images
To form images of destinations, whether during the decision making process or not,
travellers use a myriad of information sources which can be broadly grouped intO tWO
types; informal and formal sources. Informal sources of information are personal in nature
and include conversations with relatives, friends, and acquaintances (Mathieson and Wall,

quoted in Rao et al., 1992). Formal sources are marketer dominated sources, which can

vary from print media like newspapers and magazines to broadcast media such as TV and
radio to professional consultants like travel agents and tour operators who act as the link
between the destination and potential travellers (Raitz and Dakhil, quoted in Rao et al.,

1992). Another, partly overlapping, distinction between the various sources of images is

described by Gunn (1988), who distinguishes organic images, formed prior ro contact

with the destination or its promoted image, and 'induced' images made by tourism
marketers. Promoting tourism destinations is a difficult job and developing favourable

images is very expensive (Riley, 1 994). Natural and man-made attractions have traditionally
been recognised as the two main types of tourism-pulling agents. Ritchie (quoted in

Riley, 1994) has identified 'hallmark events' as another type of attraction that enhances a

destination's image and, therefore, acts as a luring device for tourists. Riley (ibid.) argues

that motion picture films make up this event category by showcasing the attributes and
attractions of destinations within two-hour scripted stories. "When viewing movies,
consumers become vicariously attracted without leaving the security of home and without
the 'hard sell' impressions inherent in paid advertising" (ibid.:454).

By creating a favourable induced image, destinations hope to attract first-time
visitors or to encourage previous visitors to return. Because decision-making processes

tend to be complex, consumers seek simplification whenever possible. Obtaining
information from others, particularly from family members, friends, neighbours, and
other acquaintances, seems to influence the travel decision process significantly. However,
many tourists rely on travel agent or tour operator input and assistance in the decision-
making process. Therefore, it is suggested that these intermediaries are significant
information sources and distribution channels influencing the images and decisions of
travellers (Baloglu and Mangaloglu, 2001). Several studies found that the images of

countries influence both the potential tourists in their choices and the intermediaries
like tour operators in their decisions regarding the development of tour itineraries

32   For a thorough review on the vacation choice process, see Bargeman's doctoral thesis ( 2001).
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(McLellan and Foushee. 1983; Gartner and Bachri. 1994. Reimer. 1990. all quoted in
Baloglu and Mangaloglu, 2001).

Tbe role of trat·el agents and tour operators in tbe formatio,1 of images
Travel agents and tour operators are professionals who draw on a body of knowledge and
skills to help travellers find the form of pleasure they want. Particularly travel agents
represent the primary distribution intermediary for travel products and their images,
although technology trends may influence their role at this point dramatically, with
individuals increasingly making their own travel arrangements using home computers.
The intermediary's function is to simplify the client's decision by understanding the
client's travel needs and expectations, disseminating relevant travel information, matching
client travel needs and attributes of travel, scheduling a pleasant and convenient itinerary,

and collecting payment (Michie and Sullivan, 1990). There are also intermediaries who
consider themselves to actively create new definitions of the images and dreams they
perceive the clients to have (Reimer 1990, quoted in Baloglu and Mangaloglu, 2001).
In that view, travel agents and tour operators compete both in terms of the product they
sell and the travel images they create. Success as a professional depends on one's ability
to perform these duties effectively. The agent's role in the client's decision-making

process may be that of influencer, for example, offering opinions and advice on travel
alternatives and choice criteria, or gatekeeper, for example, controlling the nature,
quantity. and timing of information available to the client. Recent studies support the

notion of a dual influencer/gatekeeper role (Michie and Sullivan, 1990; loannides,
1998; see also Binkhorst, 1997). In 1995, Jansen-Verbeke (unpublished lecture given
at the air carrier Martinair at Schiphol Airport) predicted that the travel agent's role
would diminish or even disappear in the consumer travel purchase process. The
manager of LTur (Last Minute Urlaub). on the other hand, argues that computers will
never be able to sell vacaticms. -(...) A computer may do it all for you and show you the
most beautiful things. But as a selling instrument it will never be as effective as T Ollf

brother who tells you he has had such a terrific holiday with L'Tur.. " (Vermeulen, 1996.
EB). What do tourism images generally contain.'

Tbe role of authenticity in images
As described at the beginning of this section, old authentic objects as opposed to modern
objects are often believed to increase a destinations atiractiveness. Lyon et al. (2000)
refer to the unifying theme of much promotional material, namely, the invitation to
step aside from the present time and experience an earlier period. With the nostalgia
business becoming a booming industry in post-modern societies, the recent: past is
commodified and reduced to signifiers that can circulate independently of their original

contexts (Slater, 1997, quoted in Lyon et at., 2000). Indeed, historical interest: is being
exploited with increasing success for marketing purposes because it strikes a chord in
consumers who are attracted to cultural and heritage sights in search of authentic
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experiences. 2   Palmer (1999) argues that heritage tourism  is  a powerful force  in  the
construction and maintenance of a national identity, because it relies on the historic
symbols of the nation as a means of attracting tourists. Not only old objects or national
identities but also landscapes fall prey to the process of authentication through
constructed images. Dietvorst argues that the tourism industry constructs the 'rural
idyll', an understanding of the countryside based partly on reality, but largely on
nostalgia and  romance.  Quoting The National Trust (1995), he continues  "(...) the

heritage industry ( . . . ) packages and presents aspects  of the heritage  in ways which

broadly sustain the illusion of unchanging values" (Diet:vorst, 1996b:7). Palmer (1999)
states that heritage tourism is more representative of who we were than of who we are.
A certain but unreal, at least regarding contemporary life, level of authenticity is
presented in order to make people feel that they have had an authentic vacation

experience. "And this is exactly what happens too often in the tourism industry, where

leisure experiences are packed in the commodification process and with the fading away
of a (trendy) experience, the package is left as a kind of cultural litter" (Lengkeek, 1996,

quoted in Dietvorst, 1996b:9). Therefore, Lengkeek advocates 'not-packed' leisure

space, spaces that are withdrawn from detailed planning, or from the, often, boring

commercial solutions.

Virtual travel
Similar to the phenomenon of images, Harvey (1989) points to the rising significance

of the 'simulacrum', referring to the growing role of replicas in the modern era. Thanks

to incessant technical progress, nothing seems to be impossible to copy. However,
Harvey fears for cultural forms where the imitations become real, and the real takes on
many of the qualities of an imitation. Simulations gradually come to replace the
original object. Instead of spending enough time in the Rijksmuseum to look closely at
the 'Nightwatch', tourists tend to run through the museum in order to see as many

cultural artefacts as possible and to buy some simulacrum at which they can stare for

ages when they are back home again after their vacation. Technological developments,
for example, the internet and virtual reality, but probably also other high tech products
in the future, will inevitably influence visual consumption as well. More and more, tourism
experiences are being shaped by, on the one hand, the technologically unlimited character
of the creation of tourism spaces, but, on the other hand, the (ever receding) limits of
technology. The tourism industry has benefited tremendously from the implementation
of information technology that governs many aspects of tourism products.

Telecommunications, personal computers, CD-ROM technology, the internet,   etc.,
have changed tourism. "These technologies first penetrated sector by sector - airlines,

hotels, car rentals, travel agencies, now destinations. The second stage is integration of

33   See also Ex and Lengkeek (1996) and Richards (2000).
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the sectors, which is ongoing, with considerable costs and difficulties. The third stage
is delivery of these technologies to the retail trade, also under way. The fourth is
integrating the individual consumer into the use of information technologies" (Bentley,
1996:142). Simulations, particularly cyber tourism or virtual travel, through television,
video, computer software, the internet, etc., have the technological potential to re-
create events for participants (Williams and Hobson, 1995), and to make the actual
visiting of a destination in order to experience something extraordinary or different
unnecessary. With virtual reality, information is not displayed in two dimensions via
the computer monitor; instead, the user finds him/herself in the same dimension as, and
immersed within, the data, resulting in a so-called 'computer-mediated, multisensory
experience' (Cheong, 1995:418). Some believe that virtual reality  has  the  potential  to
serve as an invaluable tool in the formulation of tourism policy and in the planning
process as well, as it can generate a virtual tourism destination, which tourism planners
can enter. Virtual reality can also serve as a marketing instrument for travel agencies as
the potential tourist is supplied with ample information and is, therefore, able to form
realistic expectations of the destination. One step further, "With the emergence of more

realistic virtual reality simulations, people might no longer find it necessary actually to
visit a particular travel destination" (ibid.:420). A virtual vacation dispenses with many
of the hassles that accompany an actual vacation; it is much cheaper, more convenient,
and safe, and no time is wasted on booking, obtaining travel visas, or in travelling. More-
over, Cheong argues that virtual reality provides a broad range of travel experiences,
enabling people to visit places that are not easily accessible and bringing the travel
experience to those who are unable or find it inconvenient to travel because of physical

handicaps or debilitating illnesses. As far as environmental issues are concerned, virtual
travel would be a desirable form of tourism, as it does not damage the local natural or
cultural qualities of the destination. Whether creating new worlds or re-creating 'real
world' environments, virtual reality technology is likely to have a major impact on the
future of the tourism industry. "The full impacts of virtual reality on society are only
lust beginning ro emerge, and the tourism industry will be only one small part of the
global impact of this technology" (Williams and Hobson, 1994:289). Viewing the
development from the early traveller in search of the authentic to the mass tourist
consuming 'pseudo-events', Williams and Hobson (1995) argue that virtual reality is
no more than another logical step down a path whereby tourism experiences are
manufactured according to the wishes of the consumer. "The advantage of virtual reality
is that the consumer will be able to choose and tailor those experiences to a degree chat

has not been possible until now" (ibid.-424). Others, however, doubt whether a virtual

setting will ever be able to replace a 'real' tourism experience, as virtual reality cannot

completely and exactly replicate actual events and sensations; in addition, interaction
in virtual reality is not spontaneous, and virtual travellers might find that the range and
scope of their activities are restricted because of limitations in software technology
(Cheong, 1995). Musil and Pigel (quoted in Cheong, 1995:421) argue that it "can never
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become a tourism substitute as it is unable to replace the feeling of being in nature and

seeing, hearing, feeling, and breathing an environment that is real". This discussion
resembles that of authenticity. The question is not whether the experience is real or not,
but rather what it is that makes the experience real?

Tbe  ( tourism)  experience
While numerous concepts were launched during the past decades pertaining to the
process of modernisation, the concept of 'experience' is today's hype. Recently, there has
been much talk about the 'experience economy:34 Pine and Gilmore, authors of Tbe
Experience Economy,5 (1999), explain that, on the one hand, due to the central characteristic
of this type of economy, i.e., abundance, suppliers of products and services find it hard
to distinguish themselves. On the other hand, consumers are overwhelmed with this
abundant supply to such an extent that it even hampers their choice process. This
observation can be compared with the notion of 'time-market', in which a growing
number of more or less standardised activities (or modules) is being interchanged (Van
der Poel, 1993,1997). Moreover, the need for, and at the same time difficulties in,
creating a unique position  in an overloaded market: is a result of the process of standardi-
sation or homogenisation resulting from the modernisation process. In order to catch
the eye of (potential) consumers and supply them with something that 'touches' them,
selling 'experiences' instead of products or services is the solution according to Pine and

Gilmore (ibid.), who recommend transforming businesses into performances. This,
again, can be compared with Van der Poel's ideas (1993, 1997) about modules that
arouse a high level of interest, will have the consumer's preference and will, more than
other modules, fit into the individual's pursued 'narrative of the self'.

According to Pine and Gilmore (2000), as a consequence of mass customisation,
commodities change into goods, goods tend to change into services, and services are

said to change into experiences. The difference between commodities, goods, services,

and experiences lies in their nature. Commodities are interchangeable because they have

not yer undergone any treatment. They are what they are, for instance, coffee beans or

a nugget of gold, and their value is based on weight, length, volume, etc. Goods made
out of commodities are material or tangible. The value of goods is made up of the

required commodities plus manufacturing costs. Services, consisting of a number of
immaterial activities carried out for a client and often at the client's request, are
generally higher priced than goods. Although experiences are intangible, people attach

great value to them because they are memorable, which makes them worth the money.

Pine and Gilmore (ibid.) depict experiences as the fourth economic type of supply; as

34 Similar concepts are 'new economy', 'trusteeonom); 'accention economy<, 'dream sociery', 'information economy or
society', 'entertainment economy', and che like, all having time in common as an extremely significant variable.

35   This book will be referred [o as 'Pine and Gilmore (2000)' after [he Dutch Iranslation 'De belet'enifeconomze tha[ was

published in 2000.
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different from services as services are from goods. While experiences are nothing new.'*'
they have long been neglected and perceived as similar to everything else supplied in
the service sector. However, according to Pine and Gilmore, they have now been
discovered as the way to survive. The memorable nature of experiences enables them to
temp[ consumers in times when, tor most people in developed areas. all they wish is
within reach. Constructing and supplying experiences will be a way for producers to
survive in the ever more competitive future. In this connection, Goossens (2()0()a)
points to the importance of 'mood management  to influence the clients mood in order
to affect his evaluations, judgements and choices, behaviour, and memory. Because
experiences are more relevant to demand than commodities, goods, and services, pro-
ducers achieve a better position on both the ladder of competitiveness and the scale of

surplus value (Pine and Gilmore, 200()).
Experiences, rather than goods or services, are said to escape the footloose character

of standardisation (ibid.). But, if one views experiences as modules to be constructed
and chosen in an overloaded (time-)market full of experiences, what screens them from
commoditisation? In view of how the modernisation process has mani fested itself so far,
the production of goods and services in general is said to be McDonaldised (Ritzer,
1996), while the production of tourism products (which generally thrives on intangible
experiences) in particular is said to be McDisneyified (Ritzer and Liska, 1997). The
modularisation of daily life (Van der Poel, 1993,1997) shows that experiences, when
they are - like modules - considered to be more or less commodified activities
undertaken in a certain period of time, can easily become sublect to standardisation.
Modules are exchangeable in the sense that people today have limited time and
unlimited ways of time allocation, making the selection of time-modules a rather
arbitrary pr(,cess. Modularisatic,n does, however, provide the opportunity to compose a
unique product for every individual consumer, while the basic assortment for everybody
is standard. r For instance, although packaged as a unique and everlasting memorable
experience. every sliow or time-module chosen by a Disney World guest is a McDisneyified
perfc,rmance conditioned by the guidelines of McDonaldisation (efficiency, predictability·,
calculability, and control). While the ultimate compc,sition in itself" might seem to be
unique, modular products are no more or less than a sum of standardised product

/6 The tounder cit the experience expansion is Wak Disney who. after he made a name for himself with cammns, cipen-
e,1 the theme park Disneyland m 1955 and designed Disney Wcirld. which opened in 19-1 'm which guests are
immersed m a ic,urney [har not (inlv provides amusement bu[ alsc, involves them in a story that slowly passes befii-
re their eves. c   ) For each guest a c„mplete producti„n is performed w,[h images. sounds. tastes. smells. and sen.
sa[ions, .ill [c,gerher inducing a uniqiie experience" <Pine,ind Gilmore. 20(JA):19. EB). More abou[ [he culcural con-
stru.[ d [he Dieney phenomenon c,in be read in. tir ins[ance. Dicne·i .ind hi, u·orld, (Bryman.  1995).
Pine and Gilmore 12(1(K)) also point [o the i.lienomenon of mcxlularisacion as a means to make mass customisa[imi
pissible. Befides envircinmental architecture (c(insisting  ,f a  de0ign instrument' to couple the needs c if consumers
[c, clk· capacirie4 ot- prciducers. and a  designed Interaction' in which the prt,duter constructs an example to help the
c lien[ decide exacrl\· what experience he wants). mcidular archirecture (,1 supply cit mcidules .ind a wupling svs[em

Ic, dynamically connect the independent mc)dules) (ct. 'modular system , Van der Pciel, 1993) ts alsc, required tc'
make mc,dularisar,Iin possible (Pme and Gilmore, 2()(1(1.10-).
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elements. Also, experiences, like commodities, goods, and services, can easily fall prey
to the forces of the market. Moreover, keeping the post-tourist in mind, today's consumers,
who are already collectors of images and sights and play a self-assured role in the
creation of their own tourism experiences, will now also become collectors of memorable

experiences. By choosing certain experiences, contemporary tourists purposely create

the story of their lives, or the 'narrative of the self. Consequently, in the experience

economy, the packaging and coding of products is becoming more important than ever
before. Pine and Gilmore (2000) do acknowledge the commoditisation pitfall for
experiences when more and more competitors start to offer unique experiences. They
argue that, after experiences, transformations are the separate and fifth economic type
of supply that scales the ladder of economic value. Transformations, although largely

based on experiences, are as different from experiences as experiences are from services.

Whereas experiences are memorable, transformations are effective in the sense that they

permanently change consumers, who should, therefore, be called candidates. People

attach more value to transformations than to any of the other typeS of economic supply,

because transformations touch the very source of all other needs including the origin of
the desire for commodities, goods, services, and experiences. Memories can be seen as a

souvenir of experiences but, as they slowly fade away, they are not everlasting. In the
case of transformations, however, the client himself is the product. No transformation
can be copied or simulated exactly, as the unique relation between the transformer and
the transformed can never be made common property. Therefore, transformations
cannot degrade to commodities and, at least when adequate aftercare is provided, will
stay until the next transformation announces itself. The need for transformations, as
described by Pine and Gilmore, can be linked with the 'narrative of the self' (Giddens,
1990,1991; Van der Poel, 1993,1997). People have themselves, their living environ-

ment, their company, etc., transformed in order to achieve a desired identity. While
nothing is more fickle than man, transformations seem an infinite source of, on the one

hand, consumers outlining and purchasing them and, on the other hand, suppliers
coaching and selling them. Transformations can thus be seen as an important steering
mechanism of the modularisation of daily life.

Authenticity in tbe experience economy

The authors of'The Experience Economy' briefly hint at unwise and immoral decisions

that people might take due to the increasing accessibility and the cunning design of
sensual experiences with the rise of the experience economy. " ( . . . ) People are demurring
to the artificial character of Disney World, the simulated character of rotating
attractions and the technocratic aloofness of the internet" (ibid.:14, EB). Immorality, in
their view, refers to simulated environments in which more and more experiences are

located today (cf tourism spaces). Yet, they argue that these 'artificially' created

experiences are, to a certain extent, "compensated for by the simultaneous rise of 'real'
experiences such as camping in Yellowstone National Park, horse riding in the Grand
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Canyon, kayaking in the Colorado river, among series of 'extreme Sports , such as inline-
skating, snowboarding, sky surfing, and the like" (ibid.:14, EB). Here, however, the
authors pass over the fact that many of the experiences thar they call 'real' are not so real
either, bu[ rather created environments fur tourism consumption. What is so real about,
for instance, horse riding in the Grand Canyon or kayaking in the Colorado River
(except for the fact that they are natural settings instead of an artificially created Grand
Canyon or Colorado river in some other place), if these environments were not used for
such purposes originally? Tourists tend to fall for images that producers of these
experiences overwhelm them with, but the simple fact of intermediaries, firstly, inducing
people to go there, and, secondly, riding in the canyon or floating down the river together
with a bunch of other tourists, actually harms the original resource in its originality.
There is no bringing your own horse or kayak to these areas. It is a thoroughly constructed
tourism system involving, on the one hand, providers that sell highly priced tickets for
one-hour or one-day memorable experiences, transforming the resource symbolically,
but to some extent also materially, for consumption (the sharpest drops or most
dangerous rapids are avoided). On the other hand, this tourism system also involves
consumers who keep the attraction alive, because when there are no clients, there is no
profit, and no reason to continue next season. Pine and Gilmore (ibid.) touch on the
reflexive character of the development of the experience economy. "Despite notions of
praiseworthiness or depravity, virtue or immorality, naturalness or artificialness, all
these are choices rhat we, during the establishment of this type of economy, make

ourselves" (ibid..14, EB). If there is to be a moral input, they (ibid.) advocate focusing
on the types of experience offered.

Co,icluston.1

Many topics are reviewed in this chapter. By comparing the vacations of US group
travellers who consume package tours that have been assembled for them (seen as a
derivative of- oId mass tourism) with the vacations of independent travellers who
assemble travel products themselves (seen as a sign of new customised mass tourism).
the present study focuses on the way in which the travel style influences the vacation.
Rather than searching for different typologies based on peoples' needs for other realities
during vacations, as these are combined in each traveller anyway to manifest oneself at
different times and/or places,the fact whether the vacation is independently or provider
assembled, iS taken as a starting point. Thereby, the distinction between old and new

tourism (Poon,  1993) is made explicit. By using the concept of modularisation, which
is further explained in the following chapter, the McDisneyisation thesis and the post-
tourism thesis provide the more abstract theoretical background to facilitate the study
of US providers and consumers of vacations in the Netherlands. The commodification
of the supply of modules, through which the choice available to consumers increases,
conditioned by efficiency, predictability, and calculability is included through the
MiDisneyisation thesis. The knowledge of, insight into, and the calculable attitude to-
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wards this supply ofactors who, as a result of the modernisation process, are increasingly
forced to create individual lifestyles with this modularised supply, is included through
the post-tourism thesis. Furthermore, the present study focuses on the importance of
original, authentic, or spatial related Dutch elements in travel products, as opposed to
elements providing an 'American Bubble', both for US providers in developing travel
products including the Netherlands, and for US travellers in consuming the Nether-
lands as a vacation destination.
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Chapter 3

Tourism transformations
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3.1 Introduction
The comprehensive theoretical framework, described in the previous chapter, is the
context of processes that transform the Netherlands into travel products on the American
market. In order to activate the process by which a resource becomes a tourism attraction,
many kinds of tourists are needed, as well as a network of providers. Tour operators in
particular. develop the content of travel products to a great extent, and thus have a
considerable say in the sights, attractions, and events visited at the vacation destination.
Tc,urists who plan their own vacations have other ways of finding the sights and
attractions than those who buy standard  tour operator packages. The interrelation of the
various actors that take part in the tourism attraction system is elaborated upon in this
chapter, using the transformation model as an overall framework. The transformation
model is described in Section 3.2 and applied to the current study in Section 3.3. The
research questions are presented in Section 3.4.

3.2 The transformation model

A tourist. a nucleus, and a marker
In the first instance. tourism may seem to revolve around sights or attractions; that is
what pushes people to visit other places. On further consideration, besides the attractions
and the tourists, many other actors are involved in the tourism attraction system. Before
seeing a particular attraction themselves, tourists will probably have seen images of it
in travel brochures, guide books, on pictures of others who visited the attraction already,

television, promotional videos, the internet, etc. Moreover, a variety of non-tourism

practices help to construct and sustain images. Once a person stands at an attraction as
a tourist, it dc,es not necessarily mean that it: was this particular attraction that induced
him to choose this destination. A special offer of some airline or tour operator might be
the reason for choosing a destination, while the attraction, still unknown at that time,
may have come into the picture after the tourist read about the destination or collected
infcirmation abc,ut the destination en route. Or, perhaps the toitrist only visited the
attraction  because the organisers of his vacation took him there.  In that case. if he had
not been a tour group member, he would probably not have visited the attraction.

The tourism attraction system is very complicated. Leiper (1990) reviewed
attempts that have been made by Gunn (1972), Burkart and Medlik (1974),
MacCannell (1976), Lundberg (1985), Lew (1987), and others to define the concept of
attraction. He argues that, so far, tourism attractions have been defined too literally.
While they appear to do or be the things suggested in the definitions provided by the
authors mentioned above, they, in fact, create thac image in observers' minds. Therefore,

Leiper (ibid.:371) substitutes MacCannell's sight for Gunn's 'nucleus' (because nucleus

refers to any central element of an attraction; it might: be the sight, object, person,
event, etc.), and formulates a broader and more general definition: "a tourist attraction
is a system comprising three elements: a tourist or human element, a nucleus or central
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element, and a marker or informative element. A tourist attraction comes into existence

when the three elements are connected"
He argues that a tourism attraction system is a subsystem of a broader tourism

system. The tourism system is, in turn, part of its surrounding social systems. While
Leiper's definition of tourism attraction systems is more complete than any of its predecessors,

it does not include providers, although these are significant in the creation of markers

and nuclei. Although, indirectly, through the role of markers, providers are present in
Leiper's definition of attraction systems, more than only markers determine that providers

are as central in the tourism attraction system as are tourists and nuclei. Tourism
geographers have long treated tourism as a discrete economic subsystem existing in
isolation from other spheres ofsocial, political, and economic life (Ateljevic, 2000). Ateljevic's
review reveals the limitations of approaches from either a production (economic) or
consumption (cultural) perspective, and she, therefore, suggests that one should start

from the concept of negotiation between production and consumption processes, as each

is interconnected through reproduction.1 Her 'circuits of tourism' allude to the
integration of production and consumption.

Tbe transformation model
A model that includes providers, consumers, nuclei, and markers, and describes the

process by which attractions acquire their attractiveness in a societal context, has been
supplied by Dietvorst and Ashworth (1995). It is called the transformation model

(Figure 3.1). The principle behind this model is the assumption that, through a variety

of material and symbolic interventions, people determine the transformation, i.e., the
change in shape, appearance, quality, or nature, of the original resource into a suitable
product for recreation and tourism purposes. It embraces material activities like turning
a building into a tourism attraction, as well as symbolic practices, for instance, presenting

the attraction as an 'authentic' and 'unique' experience in which the tourist will be
completely 'immersed'. By successively treating the four transformation processes, the

model is described in detail below.

1    Tradirional demand theory is frequently applied in tourism research but, despite ks contribution to and
prominence in tourism research, i[ is insufficient to comprehensively justify the direction of tourism flows in space

and time, mainly because i[ cannot account for the importance of product differentiation and corporate power.
There are, however, models in which demand and supply are integrated. The Gorman/Lancaster characteristics
framework, for instance, acknowledges taste heterogeneity, discrete choice in space, horizontal and vertical
differentiation, and a number of dynamic features such as information, advertising, agglomeration, and the
emergence of new destinations. The Gorman/Lancaster framework is an arithmetic model for measuring likelihoods.

It offers a holistic answer tO the question of why the tourist makes a particular choice (Papatheodorou,  2001).
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Figure 3.1  Transforination model
Source: Dietvorst and Asbit·ortb ( 1 995:4)

Alaterial trait,for,nation 4 producers
Any element can be considered a potential resource for the creation of a tourism
prc,duet. Some resources are free of regulation mechanisms, while others are scarce and,
thus, s(,mehow protected. such as physical resources, capital goods, and socio-cultural
resources. In creating tourism products. the physical resource, the landscape in the

brc,adest sense, plays a crucial role. Socic,-cultural resources, however, are becoming more
and more imlic,rtant in the t(,urism attraction system, as can be inferred from tile
tremendous interest in cultural heritage. However, the distinctic,n between resource
types is becoming increasingly blurred (Ashworth and Dietvorst, 1995). Through
material transformation, providers change the original resource by means of direct
actions. These actions may include building facilities, transforming coastal landscapes
into resort:s, transforming historic buildings into restaurants or museums, constructing
cycle paths. all kinds of planning activities, etc. -Legislation, exploitation techniques,
zoning, fencing off, and specific management measures are increasingly directing the
dynamics of the natural systems to achieve predetermined objectives" (ibid.:5). Especially
due to the dynamics of modernity as described in the previous chapter, material and
symbolic transformations are tile order of the day in contemporary tourism. "While the
transformation of attractions provides controlled novelty for the mass tourist, the
standardisation of facilities serves to provide him with the necessary familiarity in his
immediate surroundings. The majority of tourists originate today from the affluent
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Western countries, the US and Western Europe, and increasingly Japan. Hence, whatever
country aspires to attract mass tourism is forced to provide facilities on a level commensurate

with the expectations of the tourists from those countries" (Cohen, 1972:171). These

processes result in tourism systems or infrastructures in popular tourism countries,

which are separated from the rest of the culture and the natural flow of life.
Many different actors are involved in material transformation processes, such as

public authorities, entrepreneurs, private organisations, local communities, etc. Various
providers of tourism products compete for their share of the scarce space available, often
with conflicting interests and sometimes resulting in non-intervention when public
authorities restrict or forbid certain activities (Brouwer, 1999). When resources are

available for tourism purposes and have been materially transformed, symbolic transfor-

mation is used in order to present the product to the public.

Symbolic transformation by producers

Symbolic transformation means coding. Because each tourism product has a specific

spatial character, people's views of the environment and the resulting mental image are
subject to manipulation by producers (see also Section 2.4 on the social construction of
tourism experiences). A certain code is added to the already materially transformed
resource. Coding actually appeals to the socio-culturally constructed ways in which
tourists view their environment (Dietvorst, 1993). The tourism product is designed,

packaged, and assembled. The motives, needs, preferences, etc., of tourists are 'matched'

by producers with advertisements full of markers, influencing the decision concerning
where to go and what to do. This is related to the semiotics of attractions (MacCannell,
1989). It was MacCannell who introduced the concept of a marker to designate the
information about a specific attraction, arguing that such markers 'authenticate' the
attraction and the experience. He reported that the first contact a sightseer often has

with a sight is not the sight itself, but representations of it. Stories in which the sight
features may also function as markers that authenticate the character of a location.2

Markers act as the catalytic element linking the tourist and the nucleus within an
attraction system. This happens in different ways and at various moments in time. Off-
sight markers are detached from the nucleus, while on-sight markers are contiguous to
the nucleus. Moreover, markers that function apart from the nucleus can be found
before setting off to a nucleus, i.e., generating markers, and while on the way to the
nucleus, i.e., transit markers (Leiper, 1990). Trends in leisure and tourism do not
emerge as a result of intrinsic factors but depend on certain values and tastes conveyed

by society in a variety of cultural messages (Urry, 1988, quoted in Leiper, 1990). Or,
"producers and consumers communicate and negotiate between each other in the

2         See 'The social construction of Mokum (Dahles. 1992), which fc>cuses on guides during canal boat [rips and city
walks through Amsterdam. and 'Image-building and guiding on Lombok' (Bras, 20(10), a doctoral thesis on the
social construction of [he tourism destination Lombok, which also examines the role ok tourism guides in the

represenia[ion of [ourism sights.
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economic, social, political, and cultural (con)texts they create, Constitute, and (re)produce,

which result in the construction of common sense understanding, so-called hegemony

(Atelievic, 2000:376). Society transmits information, i.e., markers, to its members that
continuously reinforce or change the meaning attributed by individuals to alternative
leisure experiences, shaping the individual's preferences and wants. This influences
values and tastes regarding tourism assemblages.

Material and symbolic transformations carry great risks. The process that providers
undergo when planning to develop a tourism product, can, in many ways, be compared
with the complex travel decision process of consumers. The basic difference, however,
is the underlying aim of the decision-making process. While tourists spend money
through consumption, providers hope to make money with production. Therefore,
7. . . )w e have  to fear that the direction of these  transformations will be determined  by
what is marketable and profitable. Profitability seems to replace all other criteria like
good, beautiful, desirable, interesting and exciting, ( . . . )I n m y view, a possible way out
of these problems iS IO strive for balancing the development processes on the very
different  time-space axes.  ( . . . )O n  the one hand, our planning system  has to create  the
conditions to guarantee a continuous flow of innovations in order to keep competitive
with other regions. On the other hand, the functioning of these large-scale networks has
to be controlled in order to prevent an unsparing exploitation of local and regional
resources" (Dietvorst, 1996b:8,9).

Tie resource. tbe assemblage

Any element can be considered a potential nucleus for the tourism attraction system as
defined by Leiper (1990), and is in that sense comparable with the resource. The
difference between nuclei and resources is that Leiper considers a nucleus to be an
attractive element already transformed into a tourism product or assemblage, while
Dietvorst and Ashworth (1995) speak of the resource as a yet untouched but  potential
object for transformation. Thus, the nucleus is actually comparable with the tourism
assemblage, i.e., the tourism product that results from material and symbolic
transformation by providers. A nucleus might be any feature or characteristic of a place
that a traveller contemplates visiting or actually visits (Leiper, 1990). As these are
innumerable, Leiper suggests categorising them. Tourists seldom undertake a vacation

to visit  ust one attraction or nucleus. Each tourist is generally involved in a wide range
of nuclei of varying significance; a nuclear mix, consisting of primary, secondary, and
tertiary nuclei. The primary nucleus is influential in the traveller's decision concerning
where to go. Pre-visit information must be available to the touriSI in order to stimulate
his motivation to travel a given place in order to experience the particular nucleus. A
secondary nucleus is known prior to the visit but is not significant in decisions about
the itinerary. The tertiary nucleus is unknown prior to the visit but discovered after
arriving at the destination. Richards (forthcoming) empirically explored Leiper's model
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and the results provide strong support both for the general structure of the model and
for the idea that visitors are 'pushed' towards attractions by their motivations. Nuclei
can  also be classified  from  an organisationa11 perspective  i.e., in spatial terms  (Lew,

1987). They can be found at the tourism destination or along transit routes. Both
tourists and locals generally experience sights and attractions, but to the former they
are objects of tourism, while to the latter they are objects of leisure-oriented experiences

in the home environment. Therefore, it is sometimes difficult to differentiate between

attractions and non-attractions. Another organisational aspect of nuclei is their spatial

pattern, which is variable for various types of nuclei. Some nuclei can be described as

regional, meaning that they can be found throughout the designated region. Other
types might have a spatially wider or narrower distribution; they may be located
internationally, nationally, or just in a certain zone, city, suburb, precinct, or room.
Similarly, nuclei may also differ in temporal presence. Some nuclei are available year

round while others are accessible only during high season or during an even more
restricted period of time. While they are not immediately apparent as attractions,
transportation, accommodations, other services, and even local people or other tourists
can take on the attributes of an attraction, further complicating the distinction between

various segments of the tourism industry. "Thus, 'attraction' in its widest context

would include not only the historic sites, amusement parks, and spectacular scenery,

which are normally associated with the word, but also the services and facilities which
cater to the everyday needs of tourists" (ibid.:554). These elements are also called

'additional elements' (Jansen-Verbeke, 1988). Actually, additional elements facilitate
and complement the experience of 'core elements', or nuclei thar are the prime reasons

for tourists to visit a certain destination. Although most tourists visit more than one
nucleus during a vacation, a nucleus can function alone, spatially or in time, as the
central element of an attraction system without supporting nuclei. However, clustered

nuclei seem to be of more significance in contemporary tourism than any unique feature.

The combination of nuclei is of importance here; a separate nucleus might not in itself
be regarded as sufficient to influence the itinerary of a tourist. Together, however, nuclei

might be synergistic and form the basis for a satisfying tourism experience.

Seen from the tourists' perspective, the tourism product of a specific region exhibits
certain coherence.4 Coherence is achieved by sightseeing, excursions, and other activities

3          Based on the perspectives char Lew ( 1987) developed to study a[traccions, Leiper (1990) classifies nuclei based on
an ideographic (i.e., based on amenities, the concrete uniqueness of attractions), organisarional (i.e., based on the
spatial capacity and temporal nature of attractions), and cognitive (i.e., based on che touris['s percep[ions and

experiences of a[tractions) perspective.
4 Optimally, providers also see this coherence. In reality, however, each provider supplies jus[ a small part of [he

total complex aggregated tourism produc[. Various parcs are often in differen[ stages of che product life cycle and

supplied for different reasons. Unforcunately, they are not always geared to a coherent product, resulting in a lower
than optimal tourism experience (Jansen-Verbeke, 1993). Intensified cooperation is an essential condition for
improving a destination's compe[itive position. According to Go (1997), it is difficult to accomplish cooperation
among providers in the Nerherlands as chere is, in economic terms, no tourism industry but ra[her a fragmented

range of actors.
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that connect attractive elements. making the whole more attractive than each separate
amenity. Tc,urists do not use all possibilities available in a given area. According to their
knowledge of the area, images. preferences, and actual opportunities, they create their

own vacation, or 'tourism-recreational complex' (Dietvorst, 1993,1995).  The interpretation
of the tourist of the symbolic assemblage drives the tourist to a material assemblage of

resc,urces, which forms his time-space behaviour (Van der Knaap, 1997). Van der Poel
(1993,1997) and Pine and Gilmore (2000) speak in this sense of modular system or
modular architecture. While using diverse concepts derived from different perspectives,
they all refer to the time-spatial context in which people travel to reflexively create their
narrative of the self' by choosing certain assemblages. In fact, time-space behaviour is
the realisation or outcome of the narrative of the self in the form of the assemblage of a

chain of modules.

Symbolic transformation by consunzers

In the process of consuming the tourism assemblage or nuclear mix, the tourist evaluates'

the tourism experience by giving the experience a certain meaning. Consumers interpret
the codes given to a tourism resource, but also transform [he physical structure of the
region or the area visited through their distinctive interpretations of the product offered.
This is symbolic transformation by consumers. Considering the notion of authenticity
(Cohen, 1988), it becomes clear that it is the symbolic interpretation of tourists, which
determines whether the experience was. for instance. authentic. The fact that post-
tourists are content with staged authenticity and gladly play their role in the tourism
attraction system by bargaining for handicrafts while knowing that they are still paying
nlore than necessary and yet not caring about it (Rojek, 1993) is what symbolic
transformation by consumers is about. This transformation of the tourism assemblage
is, in contrast with the material transformation, indirect or immaterial. Tourists react
to the symbolic transformation applied by providers thar inherently reflects trends in
the market. Lifestyle changes are important explanatory variables here. Visualised
tic tic,n ancl personally sensed authentic experiences provided by pictures. movies, slide
shows, videos, TV, CD-ROMs, and the internet are becoming increasingly important as
printed materials such as travel guides lose their importance. Through symbolic

transformation, consumers may become producers when they display their tangible
memories from a trip in their living room, or put together slide shows to exhibit to
their friends and family (Atelievic, 2000). -(..) Consumers do not only play an active
role in tourism (re)production but also transform these meanings and incorporate them
into their everyday life and material context, creating a source of inspiration for pro-

'      The [hecircrical base fi,r grounding the iii·scrirrion und anal>·sis of tourism complexes :s the concept of system
(Diervfirsr. 1995 ). Basic assumptions m developing a [ime-ipace analvils of [curism behaviciur are the
indivisibility of a human being, the limited availability of time. the tilet thar every activity (including the
movement between points m space) has a duration, and the limited packing capacity of space (Thrift.  19-9
quoted in Dien·orst. 1995).
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ducers to 'consume'. (. .) Reflectively, it clarifies how the distinction between production
and consumption becomes tenuous" (ibid.:378).

Material transformation by consumers
Every visit: contributes to the transformation of the physical, social, and economic

structures of the place visited. This is the material transformation by consumers. It in-
cludes aspects like space consumption, crowding, wear on infrastructure, deterioration
of historic monuments, erosion of vulnerable landscapes, etc.6

The availability of time and space, in addition to the availability of a variety of
assemblages to choose from, determines one's daily activity pattern to a large extent.

Activities derive from needs, such as the need to Stay alive or to strive after self-
realisation (Hi:gerstrand, 1970, quoted in Harvey, 1989). Taking a vacation is one of
those needs that most people seem to have frequently in contemporary society. Vacation

time-space patterns, therefore, reflect the actions of those who travel and, indirectly, the
actions of those who create the required conditions for that travel to take place. Any

activity is characterised by certain duration and location, which makes it localised

temporally and spatially Although marketers, product developers, policy makers, and

researchers, among others, make frantic efforts to describe and predict human be-

haviour, nobody really knows what activity will be undertaken until it has taken place.

Insight into time-space patterns during vacations can thus be gained by looking at
actual travel behaviour.- Time-space behaviour can be characterised by substantial

features (the activities undertaken), temporal features (point in time, duration, sequence),

spatial features (location and route), and interaction features (travel partners). Monitoring
the coherence of these features is absolutely necessary when constructing or maintaining
high quality tourism products in the long term (Dietvorst, 1993). The activities
undertaken can be further ordered according to, for instance, type, price, duration,

location, amenities, etc. At macro level, numerous time-space paths with communal
characteristics are taken together in order to detect travel flows of groups of people,
enabling the study of patterns of groups of actors over a longer period of time, which  is

useful when searching for trends. In the current study the main aim is to get an insight
into the vacation time-space behaviour of tourists from the US in the Netherlands at

activity level.

6 The local population can also become 'victim' of material or symbolic transformation by consumers. The
inhabitants of the Begijnhof, traditionally a quiet quad but today a popular tourism locale in Amsterdam,
complained about the way in which their territory was being used by tourists who did not know anything about
the place and its history but whose tour itinerary [old them they had to be there (Van den Broek. 1996, EB).

7          Using che 'con joint choice preference mech<*1' (see Dellaert. Borgers and Timmermans, 1995; Stemerding,  1996,

Kemperman, 2000; Van Middelkoop, 2001). rime-space behaviour can also be studied in a simulated setting
using respondents who express their preferences from a range of stated and hypothetical choices. Insight into
time-space behaviour, which is gained in [his way, is based on hyix,therical choices.
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Tbe  context   of   tbe  transjorniation  model

The context in which each of the material and symbolic transformation processes described
above takes place is fundamental to understanding them. The four transformation
processes form just the surface of much wider and more complicated developments in
society (see Section 2.2 on tourism and modernity). Any tourism attraction system is
Iocalised temporally and spatially. It functions within the context of a surrounding
society and. thus, surrounding tourism industry. The tourism industry, or when the
aspect of mobility in the definition of tourism is emphasised the 'travel industry' (see
Theobald, 1994, quoted in H0yer, 2000), generally refers to the providers of tourism
products. i.e., all actors directly and indirectly involved in developing, marketing, and
selling tourism products, services, or experiences. Experts are debating how this field
can best be defined. Is it an industry, branch, sector, system, or something else? Mill
and Morrison (1985, quoted in Burns and Holden, 1995) argue that tourism is a process
rather than an industry or branch. They argue that international tourism in general, but
any tourism flow in particular, is highly susceptible to a number of external factors,
such as price or exchange-rate fluctuations, natural disasters, health scares, terrorism, or
simply changes in taste or fashion, all of which can have a temporary or longer-term
impact on the scale and direction of tourism flows. Like Gunn (1988) and Atel jevic
(2000), Poon (1993) stresses the importance of the relationship between supply and
demand. Poon, however, seems to place a little more emphasis on the industry side.
Whatever the approach to tourism, or whatever the type of tourism, "the power that
drives the engine of tourism development is the market dynamics that result from
supply and demand factors" (Burns and Holden, 1995:21). Therefore, tourism is viewed
in the current study as a system in which both providers and consumers are included.
Terms like branch, sector, field, area, process, and industry, are used interchangeably,
referring to all actors on the supply side of tourism, while the demand side is referred
Ic) using the terms of tourists, travellers, passengers, consumers, customers, clients, etc.

The transformation model is a descriptive model that neglect:s the explanatory
mechanisms. The dimensions of re-localisation and globalisation. on the one hand. and
the tensicin between flexibility and sustainability. on the other hand, puts the trans-
formation of resources into travel products in a wider societal context. On the one hand,
resources are increasingly transformed into a standard supply in order to meet the needs
of tourists all over the world; consequently, tourism pressures affect these resources. On
the other hand. an increasing supply of travel products developed for independent
travellers who want to experience the 'off the beaten track', may maintain or stimulate
local resources helping to preserve their unique identity and guarantee that they remain

attractive (see Standardisation or dit'ersification.) in Section 2.2). Some transformations
are carried out consciously, while others are implemented more or less unintentionally,
resulting in unreasonable effects. All of these effects are part of the context in which
transformation processes take place.
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3.3 The current study in the transformation model
Applying the transformation model to the present study, the actors on the provider and
consumer sides can be viewed in Figure 3.2.8 A fundamental aim of this study is to fill
the gap left by studies that only deal with either the provider or the consumer side of
tourism systems. Both sides are explored in the present research. The Netherlands
functions as an overall resource for various tourism products or tourism assemblages on
the US market. At national level, the country the Netherlands serves as a resource with-
in a European context, while at regional and local level, various elements of the differentiated
Dutch tourism resource serve as input for local Dutch tourism assemblages.

Localisation Globalisation

Holland
»,b:/44-1 1i59

Codin Interpreta

US tour Ope US travell

i.

The Nether»ds  »

Figure  3.2   Tbe  current  study  in  tbe  transformation  model

US tour operators are chosen to study because the underlying idea of this research
design is that people have to make choices regarding the type, duration, and location
of a vacation. To a certain extent, these choices are conditioned by the actual supply of
tourism products. International travellers are more inclined to use travel intermediaries
in their destination selection processes (Baloglu and Mangaloglu, 2001). This counts

particularly for American tourists to Europe, as they have to CrOSS the Atlantic Ocean

to start their European vacation. Their travel behaviour is conditioned by the structures
of the tourism system by which they are surrounded. According to Poon (1993), this

system is made up of nine actors, of which eight: are considered the producers of travel

8 Obviously, the travel flow from the USA to the Netherlands is directly and indirecily influenced by an enormous
number of actors and surrounding factors. This model is a simplification of reality in order to show the ac[ors rhar
have been analysed in-depth within che scope of the current research.
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and tourism services, i.e., airlines, holiday-makers,9 hotels, on-site service providers,
incoming agents, tour operators, financial services suppliers, and travel agents, and the
ninth actor is the consumer of the producers' output; i.e., the tourist or passenger. Each
of these actors plays a role in the value crearion within the tourism system by per-
forming primary activities and support activities. Concerning production activities,
tour operators play a central role as the providers of tourism products, having wholesale
and packaging as their principal activities. Tour operators develop products. negotiate
commissions, set prices, handle reservations and information, package products, and
produce and distribute brochures. They buy airline and hotel capacity and perform
important risk-brokerage functions for the travel industry (ibid.). Although destination
images and the decisions of travellers are influenced by several factors, tour operators
and/or travel agents have been put forward as significant information sources and distribution
channels influencing the images and decisions of travellers, and, thereby, influencing
the geography of origin-destination tourism flows (Baloglu and Mangaloglu, 2001;
Ioannides, 1998). Hence, tour operators are to a high degree the actors that create the
conditions for European vacations undertaken  by US tourists. 10  Yet,  due to develop-
ments such as diagonal, vertical, and horizontal integration,11 the boundaries between
actors within the tourism system are being re-defined, So that "it is no longer relevant
whether a company  is an airline, a travel agent, hotel  or tour operator.  (. . .) What
becomes more relevant are the activities along the value chain that they control" (Poon,
1993:215). Whereas packaging and distribution or marketing in particular, but to a
lesser degree also risk-brokerage and incoming business, e.g., product and quality
control, were the main functions of tour operators in the past, Poon (ibid.) predicts that
only the function of incoming business will increase in importance in the future, while
the other functions will become of less importance. In Chapter 5 it is shown how US
tour operators create the conditions for US travellers to experience Europe.

Viewing the assemblage Holland 12 as the result of the material and symbolic trans-

formation processes of US tour operators, what do Dutch assemblages look like, and what

9     Holiday-makers are companies and corporate entities whose business it is [o create and deliver holidays, e.g.,
cruise ships. all-inclusive resorts, theme parks, boating companies, eto. They differ from conventional hotels and
airlines because the output of the hol iday-maker is not a hotel bed-night cir an airline seat. but a total experience.
"(...) Their oblectives are not  simply  ro package  and  sell  a  holiday.  The  key distinguishing  characteristic  of
holiday-makers is [he fact rhar they make as well as deliver the holiday' experience" (Poon, 1993:207).

1() When US tourists independent book an airline ticket, and perhaps accommodation direcrly, other providers. like
airlines and hotels, obviously become more important [han rour operators.

11 Instead ofproducing a single service and marke[ing this to a broad market. che objectives of diagonal integration
are co produce a range (,t services and to sell them to a target group dconsumers. The benefits of integrating these
activities are greater than those d providing each ac[ iv 1[y separatel>·. Vertical Integration means Lontrolling
different stages of production. Tour operators are a good example of Ihis. Horizonial integration takes place when
firms a[ the same siage of production (e.g.. airlines) come together to affect the level of concentration within the
industry (Poon, 1993).

1 2       While Holland actually refers ro only a small part of the Netherlands, i[ has become the miernational name for
the Netherlands. Not only m [he vernacular, bite also in official internationat promotional material, Holland ts
what the Netherlands is generallv called abroad.
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can be said about the suitability of the Netherlands as a European resource, and the
elements of the Dutch tourism product which are relevant to the US tourism market?

Regarding the consumer side, insight into the contents and contexts of the
vacations of people from the US in the Netherlands is required. Those who travel for

business, to visit friends and/or relatives, or who visit the Netherlands for (a combination
of)  these and other purposes,  are  not  included. 1 4  The reason behind  this  is  that  the
decision to travel for reasons other than pleasure is not necessarily taken by the one who
travels. The traveller's reasons for choosing the Netherlands and, consequently, the
traveller's time-space behaviour, are of another order when business and other types of
travellers are included. Answers like 'my boss decided' would  not be of any value unless

the boss in question was also included in the study. Thus, only people who travel for
pleasure are taken into consideration. Moreover, among these travellers, a distinction is
made between people who travel with a tour group and people who travel indepen-

dently.

Modularisation
As outlined in Chapter 2, the concept of modularisation, as a derivative of the moderni-
sation process, is used to analyse the provision and consumption of vacations in the
Netherlands. Modularisation can be viewed from different perspectives. The previous

chapter showed   how   Blair (1988) explored   the   modularisation of various parts   of
American society, like architecture (i.e., the block-wise construction of buildings such

as skyscrapers and the planning of cities and towns in squares), music, the school

system, etc. Modularisation can also be applied to the field of (free)time allocation (Van

der Poel, 1993). In that case, modules are commodified time units in which certain

activities take place. The present study focuses on the Dutch modules that US tour
operators offer and US tourists consume. On the one hand, the Netherlands as a whole

functions as a resource that is transformed into a (time)module as part of European

travel products, and on the other hand, Dutch features are transformed into (time)
modules as a part of a vacation in the Netherlands. US travellers consume the Nether-

lands as an assemblage of Dutch modules.
Two aspects of modularisation are of particular importance in its operationali-

sation, i.e., the modular system (Van der Poet 1993, 1997; Pine and Gilmore, 2000)
and the nature of the modules in question. The modular system, or modular architec-

ture, refers to the supply of elements and the coupling mechanism that provides the
conditions under which elements can become exchangeable in order to develop modules

13    Tourism here is based on three aspects as distinguished by Burns and Holden (1995). The first aspect concerns

the purpose or motivation of the visic, drawing a distinction between, for instance, business and pleasure,
pilgrimage and rite of passage. The current study only deals with the motivation of pleasure. The second aspect

is concerned with time, making the important differentiation be[ween day trips and trips char involve overnight

stays. Vacations included in [he current study all involve overnight stays. The third aspect concerns categories that
may or may not be counted as tourism, such as migration, transit, etc. Particular situations such as transit tourism
are excluded in [he current study.
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and make these modules combinable with other modules into a variety of assemblages
(Pine and Gilmore, 2000). The modular system clarifies the context in which modules
become exchangeable. Out of a supply of elements, i.e., resources, providers select [hose
elements thai they think are worth transforming into modules. The coupling
mechanism determines which elements are selected and which are nor. It also influences
the way in which they are transformed into modules. The coupling mechanism can,
therefore, be seen as a frame in which the material and symbolic transformation processes
take place. It reflects the factors that determine what transformation processes are
required or desirable. Some resources need to be materially transformed in order to become
modules that are easy to exchange; others are ready to use as they appear naturally. After
elements are transformed into modules, they have become exchangeable. They are
either offered as separate modules or used as components for further assemblage
purposes. Separate modules may be, for instance, accommodation offered at a fixed price

per night, or sightseeing offered at a fixed price per tour. Whether offered separately or
combined in a package, in the end, all modules are presented to the public through
symbolic transformation, i.e., coding.

The coupling mechanism of a consumer can be defined as the context of an individual
determining his or her vacation activities. US tourists who want to take a (European)
vacation starr looking for information and interpret everything they find in their own
unique ways. Factors like socio-demographic characteristics, the amount of free time
available, previous travel experiences, the social context in which he or she lives, the
supply of travel products available, the price of these products, etc. influence the
consumer's decision-making process concerning where to travel, what type of travel
products to buy, what to do at the destination(s) visited, etc. In doing so, consumers
need [o have skills, money, a lack of traditions, etc. enabling them to assemblage their
own vacations. The outcome of the consumers choice process is a selection of certain
modules, i.e. an assemblage of modules. resulting in the travel experience, in this case.
a Eurc)pe:in vacation during which the Netherlands is visited. The integration of the
coupling mechanism and the material and symbolic transformation processes of
providers and consumers can be viewed in Figure 3.3.

The coupling mechanism of the provider reflects [he factors thar determine what
transformation processes are required or desirable in order to select and develop the
Netherlands into various travel products  and  is  the subject of Chapter  5. The coupling
mechanism of the consumer reflects the factors [har determine what transformation
processes are required or desirable in order to choose and experience the Netherlands as

a vacation destination and is the subject of Chapter 6.

The second aspect of modularisation, i.e., the nature of the modules, refers to the dimen-
sions of time and space by which each module is characterised. Every module consists
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Figure  3.3   Transformation  processes  and  tbe  modular  system

of certain elements that, are, to varying degrees, temporally and spatially tied to where

the module occurs. The coupling mechanism used to transform elements into modules

is actually the process of reproduction, through which original resources are made
available to the public. This transformation process is influenced by various factors. An
element is transformable into a module when it can be commodified into a time unit
in which the element can be experienced. The ease with which elements can be transformed
into modules also depends on price related to time, availability, and accessibility. For

instance, the module 'eating at McDonalds' is a time unit consisting of an element, i.e.,

McDonalds, which is not historically or physically tied to the Netherlands but
disembedded from the US. The activity 'eating at McDonalds', can easily year round

and almost everywhere be modularised, as McDonalds has been readily available

worldwide in the Netherlands for 30 years (Van Dinther, 2001). Tulips form a Dutch
element that is less easily modularised, aS they have temporal restrictions, i.e., they only
bloom in spring, and spatial restrictions, i.e., a relatively large amount of space is
needed to grow them, and a specific type of soil, weather, climate, etc. is required. The
limited temporal availability of bulbs causes other difficulties hampering the transfor-
mation of tulips into easily exchangeable modules; spring is high season in the Nether-

lands, implicating high prices and significant pressure on the availability of airline
tickets and hotel rooms. The ease with which elements can be modularised, does not
tell uS anything about the attractiveness of these elements. Although tulips are less

easily modularised than eating at McDonalds, they might be considered a major attrac-

don, while McDonalds may be taken for granted.
The ease with which elements can be transformed into modules and the extent to
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which elements are bound to a destination is illustrated in Figure 3.4. On the one hand.
these elements are quite easily transformable into modules. while; on the other hand.
they are more or less spatially bound to the Netherlands. The destination relatedness of
elements is determined by whether the element is spatially bound to the Netherlands
or can also be found elsewhere. This, again, does not necessarily tell us anything about
the element's attractiveness.

A
+ e A9/

i4-

1 0  0
3
U I

0        Destination relatedne:                         +

Figure 3.4  A\odularisation and desti,iatiwi relatedness of elenient5

On the basis of their positions on both axes, elements can be placed in Figure 3.1.

(.c,nsequently, a range ot elements occurs that are:
A.   Easy to transform into modules and spatially less destination related.
B.   Easy t(, transfc,rm into modules and spatially very destination related;
(:   I.esj eas,· Ic, transfcirm inrc, mc,cltiles ancl sp:itially \·ery destination related,
D.  Less easy Ic) transform into modules and spatially less destination related.

According to the globalisation scenario, in which it is predicted thar local identities
will become absorbed in one single 'world culturei an increase in the use of easily
mc,dularised elements that are spatially disembedded from their original contexts may

be assumed at the expense of elements that are less easily modularised and more tied to
the destinations historical and physical contexts. In other words, according to the
globalisation scenario, many vacation modules will be filled with activities undertaken

in, near, or at places like McDonalds. Burger King, Planet Hollywood, Hard Rock caff,
Starbucks Coffee, shopping areas with the Body Shop and other worldwide operating
shops. universal banks, universal hotel chains, universal theme parks, and many other
sights. attractions, shops. buildings. or other elements that are copies of elements
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originally located elsewhere. This is partly due to an increase in these places worldwide,
and partly due to the way in which providers with increasing efficiency include these
modularised elements in their production developments in order to sell universal
tourism experiences. There are, of course, limits to all this, as places will loose their attrac-

tiveness when they all become the same. Rising travel figures, however, do not suggest
that: these limits have been reached in most destinations yet.

3.4  Aim and research questions
According to the central aim, this study should contribute to our understanding of
temporal and spatial aspects of the provider and consumer side that shape travel flows
from the US to the Netherlands. Taking the previous sections into consideration, the
following two main objectives have been formulated:

1         Hott·  do  US  tour  operators  transform  tbe  resource  tbe  Netherlands  into  travel  products,

2        Hou·  do  US  travellers  transforni  Dutch  tral•el  products  into  vacation  experiences 2

These objectives are elaborated upon on the basis of the following research questions
regarding transformation processes on the provider's side:

1   What is the coupling mechanism used by US tour operators to transform the
resource the Netherlands into travel products for the US market?

2     What is the content of US travel products regarding the Netherlands?
3   Are elements to be found in the Netherlands easily exchangeable for US tour

operators, and is the Netherlands easily exchangeable with other European countries*

The following research questions have been formulated regarding the consumer side:

4      What is the travel style of US travellers on a European vacation and how does this
influence their vacation experiences?

5    Why do US travellers choose the Netherlands as a vacation destination?
6    How do US travellers time-spatially consume Europe and the Netherlands during

vacations?
7    To what extent do US tourists travel in an American Bubble during vacations in

the  Netherlands'

Finally, one overall research question has been formulated that links US providers of
travel products, including the Netherlands, with US consumers thereof:

8   How can the concept of modularisation be used to link the US provider and
consumer sides with regard to tourism experiences in the Netherlands?
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Chapter 4

Methodological design
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4.1 Introduction
The availability of suitable data presents a problem, but also a challenge, in much
tourism research. In order to explore the research questions, much effort has been
irives[ed in data collectic,n using a combination ot- bc,th qualitative and quantitative
methods. In Section 4.2, the design of the entire research prolect is outlined. The order
in which the research questions are presented at the end of Chapter 3 is in line with the
design and execution of the research and, consequentl>: with the structure of this
chapter. Section 4.3 focuses on the methodology used in order to examine the provider
side, while the way in which the consumer side was studied, is described in Section 4.4.

4.2  Design of the study
Table   4.1   on   the   following page shows when various parts  of  the   research   were
conducted. The literature review is presented  mainly in Chapters   1,2,  and  3.  In
addition to the study of the literature, several key informants in the Dutch and US
tourism fields were consulted throughout the research project in order to determine the
research perspective. These informants included experts in the academic field and
experts in the tourism industry. In the Netherlands, academic experts on time-space
research, employees of the Netherlands Board of Tourism (NBT), and providers of
tourism products to American intermediaries or directly to (potential) American
travellers were consulted. In the USA, key inf-ormants were interviewed at the USTOA'
and the KLM headquarters in New York City, and the TIAJ in Washington DC.

While data on US travel behaviour are scarce, data on US intermediaries offering
Dutch tourism products are not available at all. Subsequently, on the provider side of
the US tourism flow to the Netherlands. the intermediarys tourism pri,duct
dez·elopment process was ex.iniined by interviewing US tour operators (see Section .1.3).
On [he consumer side. vacations, including those Ic, the Netherlands, undertaken by US
[(,iirists were analysed by questioning US tourists (see Section 4.4).

Additionally. ill order ic, gather data within tlie scope ot the current study withc)ll[

h,11·ing  tc)   undertake  :111   c<,rrespc,nding   research   effi,rts   personallv.   frildent   rese.irch

prc,jects were designed. First, the research project undertaken by Leisure Studies
students of Tilburg University during their second year was utilised for the current
study. Their task was to find out the best way to question American tourists about their
time-space patterns during their vacations in the Netherlands. Methodological insights
derived from this student research project were input for the current studys methodo-
logical design. Interesting time-spatial results derived from the student research project
are presented in Chapter 6. Second, three Master students conducted research among
American tour operators and/or (potential) American tourists to the Netherlands. Working
at the University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, Baas (1999) researched the image of

United St.i[es Tour Opera[„r As:miaricin
2     Travel Industn· Ass(xia[ion.
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the Netherlands and Amsterdam among (potential) US tourists to the Netherlands, and
Kuypers ( 1999) did a content analysis of tourism products including the Netherlands
in US tour operator brochures. Zdunczyk (2001) focused on cultural tourism among US
tourists during their vacations in Amsterdam. All three Master theses provide extra and
valuable information, and their results are presented in the following chapters.

4.3  Questic,ning US tour operators

Face to face inten,tews
Insight: into the US tour operator's product development process is required in order to
answer the research questions that were presented at the end of the previous chapter.
Some of the answers to these questions (particularly to research question 2) can partly
be found by analysing the contents of freely available in formation like travel brochures.
However, while brochures are extremely suitable for analysing the content and presen-
tation of tour products, the story behind these products, or the underlying decision-
making process of the provider offering these products, remains unknown. Therefore, it
was necessary that the tour operators themselves should give answers to all the research
questions. As the subject reaches beyond general company facts and figures, it was
decided that a face-to-face semi-structured interview would best serve the purpose. On
the one hand, a semi-structured interview provides guidelines similar to those for any
conversation, while, on the other hand, it makes it possible to discuss certain 1:OpiCS

more in-depth and gather any additional relevant information which comes to hand.
An item-list was developed covering all subjects to be discussed during the interview. s

One or more questions were formulated per item to ensure that all subjects would be
covered completely. The interview was divided into four domains. The first domain
concentrated on company facts in order to obtain general background information
abc,ut the providers dealt with. The second domain focused on the product development
prc,cess (research question  1). The topic of the third domain was the company's policy
(research question 1 and general additional information). The fourth domain focused on
the Netherlands (research questions 2 and 3). Using answers obtained in the first
domain of the questionnaire, i.e., the company's profile, the information derived from
the NBT's database was checked and, consequently, completed. The second domain of
the interview, concerning the process of product development, started with general
questions through which the tour operator described the process of product develop-
ment in his own words. While answering the questions on product development, all
tour operators were asked to keep European products in mind. Additional items focused
ort where the tour operator generally gathers destination information during the process
of product development, the factors that push decision-making during the product
development process, and the input of familiar and/or unfamiliar elements in a tour

'        See Appendix  1.
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product. Organisational, price, quality, and destination related factors were discussed in
particular, in order to gain insight into the coupling mechanism of the modular system

and the nature of the modules, i.e., the relative importance of temporally and spatially
tied elements in product development. Moreover, some questions on Europe as a whole
were included that focused on the perceived distance from the US tO Europe, the
perceived differences between the ways of life on the two continents, the most popular
European vacation destination for Americans, and the int:erchangeability of European
countries as vacation destinations. The second domain ended with a question on the
tour operator's view of the future of US travel behaviour. The third domain contained
questions on the policy behind decision-making within the company. The questions
focused on market research, database marketing, and the roles of intuition and profit.
A question concerning the tour operator's view of the future role of tour operating if
increasing numbers of tourists compose their own vacation was also included.

The interview ended after the third domain if the tour operator being interviewed
had no experience or not enough experience with Dutch travel products. When it
emerged that the Netherlands was indeed part of the tour operator's assortment, specific
questions on these (partly) Dutch products were asked in the fourth domain. Besides

some general questions on how the Netherlands became part of the tour operator's

assortment, and what factors were decisive in the product development process, questions
within the fourth domain concentrated on the modular system and the specific nature

of modules within the Netherlands. This domain focused on the interchangeability of
modules within the Netherlands.

Selection of t(,ur operators

At the start of the research, the NBT was approached for assistance. As well as providing
important secondary sources, they also provided access to their networks in the Dutch
and, more importantly, the US tourism industries, and supported fieldwork in the US.
In 1997, the NBT's headquarters in New York City and, later that year, their offices in
Chicago and Los Angeles were the operating bases for several periods of fieldwork. 1

In   1997,  the  NBT's US database 'Goldmine'   consisted  of  approximately  7000
contacts within ihe North American travel industry. In this database, a 'Contact View',
i.e., an overview of the company's facts and figures, was available for each contact and
'Contact Reports', i.e., reports of the sales contacts, were available when the NBT had
met with representatives of the company in question. All contacts were rated on the
basis of the completeness of the 'Contact View' and ranked' on the basis of the extent

1 Ar presen[, chere are only two NBToffices in the USA, one in New York City and one in Los Angeles. Considering
North America as a whole, k should be mentioned that the NBT has an office in Toronto too, but as Canada is
not included in this research, no fieldwork was conducted there.

5 Ranks ranged from very important (A) to less impirrant (E). The rank 'No Business' was given when the con[ac[
had no future plans to include che Netherlands in their produic assortmen[, and ihe cimrac[ was 'Not Ranked'
when there had nor yer been i personal sales meeting.
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to which this particular contact was important with regard to travel to the Netherlands.
The rate and rank were considered together in order to give a general score to each con-
tact. Various groups of contacts were distinguished in the database, like airlines, tour
operators, consortiums, travel agents, special interests. etc. After the general score for
each of these groups was calculated, tour operators appeared to have the highest general

score. In other words, a relatively large amount of information on tour operators was
available in the NBTs database.

When Canada was excluded from the database and only tour operators were
selected, a group of 362 tour operators spread across the USA remained. Time and budget
constraints precluded visiting all of them. Therefore, a filter was implemented in order
to select tour operators in the areas where the NBT's offices were located.6 This resulted
in 44 tour operators in New York City (including the city's suburbs and three tour

operators in Boston), 16 in Chicago (including the suburbs), and 13 in Los Angeles (few
in the city but most of them in the city's vicinity) being selected; a cotal of 73 tour
operators. When the interviews were scheduled, a priority list was used in order to
ensure a certain number of tour operators within the sample that actually offered
products including the Netherlands in 1997. Preferably, tour operators were visited
who offered products including the Netherlands in 1997, intended to do so in the near
future, or had offered products including the Netherlands recently.

All 'Contact Views' and, if available, 'Contact Reports', as well as additional in-
formation on the 73 tour operators in question in the NBT's files were studied. Now
chat the [our operator companies were selected, it was essential to approach the correct
staff members for interviews, namely, those in charge of product or program develop-
ment. With the help of the travel trade manager of each NBT office, a person was
selected from each company. In some cases, this happened to be the (executive) (vice)
president, director, or manager of the company, in other cases, this was the (sales and)
marketing manager, or the prc)gram manager, depending on the size and structure of

the tour operators organisatk,n.

Tbe fieldu·ork
The firSt IWO months of 1997 were spent at the NBT's headquarters in New York City.
All staff members were informed about the research. The structure of the interviews and
all questions were discussed in order to check their suitability for the US tour operator
market as regards content and language. From New York, all selected tour operators in
and around New York City and in Boston were sent a fax in January  1997  to introduce

c'        The NBT's offices are located on che East and West Coas[sand in the Mid-West becausethese are [lic three main
European and Dutch [ourism generating areas in the LTSA. Tour operaccirs, hi,wever, generall:· offer a varte[B· ot
destinations and. ccinsequently, serve tourists originating fr(im anv LIS start Moreover, [hey distribure their
produc[s in various ways. e.g.. through dirci[ mail, travel agents, interne[, er, , so thaI Their head „tfices dc) nor
necessarily have to be located in New Ytirk City. (-hicag,i, cir Lcis Angeles. Ficidwork was. however. by reason d
convenience, itme, and budget, organised fr(,m the NBT c ciffices and undertaken in [he urban and suburbdn areas
cit these three cities.
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the topic and purpose of the research, ending with a request for a face-to-face interview.
After a few days, each tour operator was called to schedule an appointment at his or her
office. When a call resulted in an appointment, the details were confirmed with a fax.
Some collr operators were hard to reach, due to, for instance, voice response systems that

prevents one from talking to a person, or because the selected persons were out of the

office. Sometimes, the fax sheet was said to have disappeared or never to have come
through, or it was simply difficult to convince people to cooperate in research work, and
appointments were cancelled. 20 interviews were finally completed in this area, a re-

sponse rate of 46%. Later that year, in July and August, all selected tour operators in

and around Chicago and Los Angeles, respectively, were sent a fax, called a few days
later to schedule an appointment. and faxed again to confirm the details. In so far as was

possible, interviews in Chicago were planned in the Netherlands before departure,
while the remaining tour operators in Los Angeles were faxed while fieldwork was
being conducted in Chicago. Half (8) of the selected tour operators in Chicago were

willing to cooperate, while almost  all  (11) of those approached participated  in  the  Los

Angeles area. A total number of 39 interviews were successfully completed among tour

operators  in  three different areas of [he  US, a general response  rate of 53%.'

Only one interviewee participated in each interview. Generally, the interviews
lasted 1,5 hours, and all conversations were recorded and typed out literally. A few days
after each interview, the participating tour operators were sent a letter of thanks with a
token of appreciation for their cooperation.

Tbe analysis
The 39 interview records were analysed using the content analysis method (see Swanborn,
1987; Brouwer, 1993; Ryan, 1995). Using this method, the researcher has to determine

a means of analysing the content of the reports. What do the answers mean, how im-

portant is the frequency of occurrence of events or of opinions given, how have decisions

shaped travel products? "(...) The questions are easy to think of- the means of analysis

less so" (Ryan, 1995:107). Ryan suggests developing a method of content analysis that

can work from the specific to the general. This two-stage approach consists of first
developing a classification system for coding events at the specific level; the second

stage requires transforming this into a more generalised model. In this way, the
researcher can retain the richness and detail of the specific, and also generate a model

for wider testing. All answers were put in matrix cells, placing the tour operators in
rows and the items in columns. Using the intra-domain-analysis, the answers of all tOUr

operators could then be compared per item by reading the matrix vertically. By reading

the matrix horizontally, the answers to all items could be compared per tour operator.

After each answer was given a specific code and one or more general codes, the answers

were compared with each other. Subsequently, the decisive factor of product develop-

'       See Appendix 2 for an overview ofall participating US tour operators.
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ment. 1.e.,the coupling mechanism ot- the modular system, could be worked out, and
the research questions could be answered. To provide a view of the tour operators in-
volved in this study, their company characteristics are presented here: the results of the
research questions are described in Chapter 5.

C,i,npan) ebaracteristics of tbe U S tour operator sample

Because the 39 tour operators differed considerably regarding company size, type of
products, target groups, etc., their general company characteristics are summarised in
Table 4.2.8 As Table 4.2 shows, most of the tour operator companies in the sample had
been in the business of tour operating for quite a few years, as the majority of them were
established in the 1980s.9 Most mentioned one or more associations with which they
were connected. The United States Tour Operator Association (USTOA) and the
American Society of Travel Agents (ASTA) were mentioned most frequently. Each tOUr
operators was asked to estimate the size of his or her company depicted against the US
tour operator market.ic  Most tour operators considered their company medium sized or
small. With regard to the type of clients they targeted, most tour operators aimed at
the  moderate or moderate  to deluxe traveller. 11  Fourteen tour operators  had no specific

age groups in mind when developing products; they were open to clients of any age.
The others targeted specific age categories. Each tour operators was asked to mention
one, or more, unique selling point: of his or her company. While three tour operators did
no[ mention any unique selling point, most mentioned what they thought their
cc,mpany was good at or gained profit from, such as brand awareness, service, price, or
value-level, a very efficient fax system for reaching travel agents, and a lot of experience
or knowledge. Something special regarding the tour operator's type of product was
mentioned ten times as a unique selling point: those selling points were cruises through
Europe, the fact that there was always a pari involving a ship included in any tour, the
tact that they offered private cabin cruiser vacations (i.e., fly-drive by boat; 'fly-sail),
pr(,fessor guided tours, or tours with a special Jewish, Russian, or Dutch interest. Nine
tour operators mentioned unique selling points that had something to cio with tile
process of product development, of- which site inspection and flexibility were
mentioned most frequently. Only two tour operators said they were unique in serving
particularly the elderly or the deluxe travel market.

M See Appendix 4 fur .1 derailed overview of wmpany characteristics per tour c,pera[or.
ThiE. tib. iously,  cloes  not  [ell  any[hing  about  the  inierviewee. whi,  ma>·  have  had  limi[ed i·xperience as an
emplovee 01 [he firm, as [urnover m [his business is preity large. according cci the cour operaccirs.

1()
This size was based on the [(,ur operators' es[im,i[icins. Nw.,fticial statistics (trade, [urn()ver. number cif emplcivees.

number ot passengers [c, Eur<,pe. er(.) were used to estimate to which categories the rciur ot,era[i,rs belonged.
11 When a tour (it'er.,[cir diles not deal with travellers dim[ly, his itc·[ual clients are [he [ravel agents or wholesalers

who sell their products 12)r [hem. Here, however, when talking about the client. [he end user is meant, i.e., [he
[(iuris[ who will even[ualh· experience rhe tour  ,peraccir's travel  product as his vacation.
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Table 4.2  Company characteristics of US tour ciperaccir sample (N=39)

Number

Established in the                                                                                   51 9905

198()s                                        11
19(,s                 7

196()s 6

195(,s                     5

19405                    3

193(ls                                          2
Member ,)f international organisa[ions                                                                                         29

Company size Small                                        12

Medium                                        19
Medium to large                                  1

Large                        7

Target market Low budget                          1
Low budget to mciderare                            5

Moderate                                              14

Moderate  ro ,!eluxe                                                      12

Del uxe                                                        4

Any client                            3

Age  i  clients 35   to  55  vears                                                                    5

M rci over 55 years                             1()
Over 55                         1()

All  ages                                                      14

Unique selling point Whar they are gock] ar                                        15
Produas                           1()

Priduct developmen[                            9
Targe[ groups                            -

Ncir mentitined                          3

4.4 Questioning US travellers

Questionnaires and face-to-face interviews
The research questions regarding the consumer side were presented  at the end of Chap-
ter 3. Firstly, the travel style of the total sample was analysed in order to distinguish
two different traveller types (research question 4). General information about the travel
style can be gathered through a range of questions on the organisational aspects of the

vacation, such as bookings thar are made in advance, and the medium through which
they are booked. Socio-demographic data are required to link the answers with personal
profiles. To answer research question 5, insight is required  intO the reasons for choosing
to spend a vacation (partly) in the Netherlands. The focus is on the relative importance
of: destination related reasons, price, the visiting of family, friends, or relatives, or the
fact that the Netherlands is part of the tour. The respondents were also questioned
about how unique they considered the Netherlands to be within Europe. For research
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questic)n 6. data on the time-spatial characteristics of- the vacation were gathered.
Besides the I ime-space pa[tern of the Dutch part (,f the vacation, informatic>n on the vacation
as a whole, 1.e., including all European countries visited on the tour, was collected.
Research questicm 7, particularly, contains in-depth topics. such as the discussion on the
diversification or s[andardisation (due to the process ot modernisation) of- tourism
destinations worldwide. the importance of having familiar things around on a vacation,
etc., needed iii order to gain an insight into the concept of the American Bubble. Some
of these ropics could be investigated by means 01 a questiorinaire. while it was decided
that other topics could better be discussed in face-to-face interviews. Insights, resulting
from research questions 1 to 7, regarding time-spatial aspects particularly, was input to
answer research question 8.

The review of secondary sources (see primarily Chapter 1) showed that Americans
have relatively few vacation days annually. Consequently, their vacations tend to be
relatively short, and most European vacations are a combination of visits to several
countries. The Netherlands is a typical 'add on' destination for US tourists, resulting in
a few difficulties regarding fieldwork among these travellers.

Several methodological approaches were developed and tested during a student
research project, including participant observation, questionnaires with closed questions,
questionnaires with a mix ofclosed and open-ended questions, questionnaires with open

ended questions, and in-depth interviews (see also Alders et al.. 1997). The results
support what was previously found in the literature, emphasising the need for quick
research methods, of which the questionnaires with closed questions turned Out to be
most successful. The assumption that respondents would find closed questions easier to
respond to than open-ended questions was easily supported. With closed questions.
resp(,ndents are helped in deciding what sort of responses are appropriate, and pre-set
response options inevitably act as prompts which help respondents to recall information
that [liey might otherwise fc,rget (Foddy, 1993). The results of Alders et al. (1997) were
confirmed when the researcher observed a grc,up of Americans vacationing in t:lie
Netherlands in April 1997. Access to this tour group was provided by one of the tour
operators interviewed in New York City earlier that year. It concerned a cultural tour
focusing on museums, theatre, and classical music, in addition to general sightseeing
in Amsterdam. The tour group comprised fifteen participants, a Dutch tour leader, and a
researcher, otherwise known as the 'tour leader assistanf By adopting the role of
'observer as participant: the researcher participated in normal social processes but made
no pretence of- being a participant (Ryan, 1995). Due to the 'under cover' role of the
researcher, the participants were not asked to fill in a questionnaire. However, the
experience confirmed that it is hard to find a right moment to 'bother' tour participants
with a questionnaire during their vacation. As Ryan (ibid.:83) states, "one obvious
problem with undertaking this type c,f methodological research is the very length of the
time or questionnaire the respondent is faced with. The implication is that respondents
face questionnaire fatigue, and this induces a reduction in consistency of response'.
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Moreover, even when they have time, people are not always in the right mood to comply
with a request to fill in a questionnaire; they are on vacation.

Based on the results of the students' project and the experiences of the participative
observer within the tour group, a questionnaire, mainly consisting of closed questions,

was developed for a pilot study to be conducted in The Keukenhof and at various
locations in Amsterdam. Although the questionnaire was intended for self-administering

use, in order to see how the questions were received and understood by the respondents,

the researcher asked all questions personally during the pilot, and the researcher

registered the tourists' answers. Soon, it became clear that some questions, especially

the few open-ended questions, were too complicated and time consuming, particularly
those on time-space patterns. Tourists had to report exactly when they arrived in what
country, and how long they stayed there. Similarly, they had to report exactly when they
arrived in the Netherlands, how long they Stayed there, and what other places through-
out the country they visited or planned to visit, and for how long. These apparently
simple and quick questions were too complicated and time consuming, leading to a
high level of non-response. People said that they forgot things, that they did not have
their tour schedule with them, that they did not recall the names of all countries and

places they were visiting, or thar they did not know how to spell their names. Sometimes

they just did not want to spend time on 'such things' during their vacation. Obviously,
the non-response was even higher when the tourists filled in the questionnaire them-
selves.

Subsequently, the questionnaire was changed; open-ended questions were mainly

substituted by closed questions, and the questions on country and place names were

simplified. People only had to say whether they visited other European countries besides

the Netherlands on this vacation.  If so, they could voluntarily fill in the names of these

countries. Likewise, they were asked whether they had visited other places in the Nether-
lands besides Amsterdam.  If so,  they could voluntarily provide all the place names they
remembered. The length of the questionnaire was also reduced. Tourists belonging to a
tour group did not want to spend too long on a questionnaire in case they would be left

behind, but independent tourists with no group and less time pressure did not want to
spend too much of their time on a questionnaire either. The questionnaire was reduced

to an approximately five minute, self-administering task. After some US tourists had
been asked to read the questions in order to correct the English spelling and to improve

the formulation of the questions, the new questionnaire was tested in The Keukenhof
and found suitable for further use.

Although the questionnaire is a very useful and relatively quick way of reaching

many respondents, and it also has the advantage of ensuring the validity and reliability
of findings, it is a rather limited way of asking about in-depth topiCS (Ryan, 1995).
"Given that holidays can be cathartic experiences which have the potential to change

people's lives, the reduction of such an experience to a few ticks on a five-point scale is

obviously insufficient" (ibid.:28). The time-space questions were found to be too complicated,
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let alone any questions on topics such as standardisation and diversification of (tourism)

places, or aspects such as 'American Bubble. A questionnaire is a random indication of
certain dependent and independent variables thar are measured at the same time. This
is prc,blematic when the effect of the independent variables on the dependent variable
needs [o be measured, while it is unclear which variable was present first (Swanborn,
198-7 ). Therefore. face-to-face interviews with US tc,urists during their vacations in the
Netherlands seemed to be the most appropriate way to cover the more in-depth topics.
An in-depth interview can produce a richness of information and feeling about travel,
places, and the experience of the vacation (Ryan, 1995). Moreover, the information
derived from a questionnaire can be connected with the respondents travel biography.
By doing so, the 'narrative of the self' and the role of vacations therein, can be analysed
so thar questions such as research questions 5.6, and 7 can be explored more in-depth.

Cwitent tif tbe questionnaire and face-to-face intert,ieu·

The questionnaire was made up of three parts. 12 The first part focused on the type and
structure of the vacation. Questions focused on the duration of the vacation, previous
travel experience in the Netherlands, reservations that were made before departure, the
airline that was used, the type of accommodation, the travel companions, etc. It also
contained a list of statements about the respondent's preferences for independent or
group travel, standard or customised vacations, American or European elements of the
vacation, etc. These statements served to gain insight into a respondent's travel style
during his or her current vacation and his or her generally preferred travel style.

The second part focused on the main reasons for selecting the Netherlands as a
vacation destination, the importance of the Netherlands in the current vacation, the
time-sp.ice behaviour of the respondent in the Netherlands. and included several
statements on Dutch price and service levels. the Dutch way of life, and the interchange-
abilit>· 01 European countries. When other European countries were visited during the
v.ication as well, the respondent was als() asked to reslic,nd to sc,me statements to com-
rare tIle Netherlands with rhose other countries on aspects like price. service. and
uniqueness. These cluestions served to pri,vide insight into the choice for (research
question 5) and consumption of (research questions 6 and 7) Dutch tourism products.

The  fi nal part of the questionnaire cc,ntained questions designed to gain insight
into the respondents socio-demographic profile, such as gender, age, education, in-
come, position. number of paid vacation days, state of' residence, Dutch ancestors, and
plans for a future vacation in the Netherlands.

The in-depth interview consisted of three parts. The first part contained questions on
the tourists daily life, general vacation style, and the current type of vacation in the
Netherlands. Questions on daily life, such as household composition, profession, amount

I 2 See Atiliendix 4
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of leisure time, pace of life, etc., were included to provide information on the context
of the tourist's travel behaviour. Questions on the respondent's general travel style
focused on the travel frequency, destinations generally visited, the duration of vacations
generally undertaken, the reasons for travel, the type of vacation usually undertaken
(group, independent, Standard, customised), usual travel companions, etc. These questions
were included to gain insight into the regular travel style of the respondent, which may
differ from the style of vacation in the Netherlands. The first part of the interview
ended with questions regarding the respondent's current vacation in the Netherlands.
These focused on the decision-making process regarding this vacation (timing,
gathering information, booking, etc.), the type of vacation, options to choose from,
time pressure experienced during travel, etc., and were designed to provide insight into
the nature of the vacation in the Netherlands.

The second part of the interview focused on the respondent's vacation experience

in vacation destinations worldwide, in Europe. and in the Netherlands. By asking them
to describe their 'world travel experiences', respondents were encouraged to provide
insight into their 'travel careers: Questions on their European travel experiences were
asked in order to find out which European countries the respondents had visited before,
their favourite European vacation destinations, their views on the actractiveness of Europe,
etc. This part concluded with in-depth questions regarding the reasons for choosing the
Netherlands as a vacation destination. Why was the Netherlands selected, what were
the decisive factors in choosing the Netherlands, did the respondent have any previous
travel experience in the Netherlands, what was the detailed vacation itinerary, who
designed the itinerary, how unique or interchangeable did they think the Netherlands
was, etc.? The final question of this part was about  how  'Americanised'  the  respondent
thought the Netherlands was, and what the perfect balance would be between unique
Dutch elements, on the one hand, and universal familiar (American) elements, on the
other hand.

Through the questions in the third part of the interview, insight was gained into
how the actual travel experience contrasted with expectations.

Selection offieldu·ork locations
Besides finding the right way to question tourists, it was also important to find suitable
research locations in the Netherlands. As can be concluded from the literature review,
Americans spend most of the Dutch part of their vacations in Amsterdam. For reasons

of efficiency, it was, therefore, decided that Amsterdam, supplemented with a few popular
attractions in other places, could best serve as the main research location. This, however,
does not mean that the rest of the Netherlands falls beyond the scope of the study. On
the contrary, people were questioned in Amsterdam about the other places they visited
or were going to visit during their vacation in the Netherlands.

In order to reach all sorts of tourists, i.e., from backpackers to deluxe travellers, and
from independent to group travellers, and to avoid the tourism attractions most frequently
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used fc,r rese.irch purposes, a wide range (,f accommodatic,ns in Amsterdam were approached

and asked [o cooperate in the research. The list of selected locations was made in
consultation with the Amsterdam Tourist Board (ATB). Campsites and hostels as well
as 4 and 5 star hotels in Amsterdam were approached, as were a number of accommodations
in intermediate categories. Contact persons ot the accommodations in question were
first called to explain the purp(,se of tile research. If they were interested in learning
more abc,ut the research, they were sent some additional inti,rmation, whereupc,n the>·
were called again to schedule an appc,intnient to discuss further details. This also
provided the opportunity to inspect the research location. However, besides practical
obstacles, most contact persons, particularly those of the 4- and 5-star hotels, thought
that approaching their clients for research purposes on their properties would not be
appropriate considering their reputations. In their view, clients who are on vacation and
pay a great deal of money  in order to stay overnight in their hotels deserve high quality
service, which does not include being asked to fill in a questionnaire or being inter-
viewed about the vacation. In other words, up-marke[ hotels were very interested to hear
about the results of the research but generally not willing to assist in collecting the data.

Nevertheless, one campsite, one hostel, and one 3-star hotel agreed to cooperate.
As this was not a representative reflection of all types of accommodation, another ap-
proach was taken in order to guarantee that all types of tourists would be included in
the sample. Museums, attractions, sightseeing agents, Schiphol Airport, and KIM Airlines
were also contacted, again after constilting the ATB To ensure that the right persons
would  be approached. This seemed  to  be  more  fruitful  and  sc,on  another  12  locations
within the Amsterdam tourism sector were willing to cooperate, including The
Ke,ikenhc,t- and Madurodam (see the first column of" Table 4.3).

Each of the re search locations played a very different role during field work. All contact
persons wanted to have a personal meeting prior to the fieldwork .litiVities to find out
nic,re about thi backgrolind of- the research. M(>st w:inted t(, see tile questionnaire, on
Iihich Mt,nie ni.ide e .ilii:ible Ic,ninirnts. I.off .1(cifsiblc  refecirch 1(,C.ition3 were Schiphc,1
Airport and KLM Airlines. where the regular prcicedure. including calls, Mrms, .ind all
thar conies with these, had to be followed. in order to get a research permit for the
departure hall. This, however, was worth the effort, since passengers only have IO Sit and

wait there. Therefore, when Americans were fi)und [har met the requirements, they had
time to cooperate and did so in mc,st cases. Some locations had no specific requirements
regarding the distribution and collection of the questionnaires, while others had more
stern demands. Some locations wanted to know the exact fieldwork schedule for their
1(,cation. Some set a limit on the number of days that fieldwork could be done at their
location. One location agreed Ic, the questioning of- tourists in the line before the
entrance but not in the building, because the research. 'although interesting: did not
fc,cus on [his particular location. At some locations. the researclier had to wear a conipany
badge during fieldwork. While the staff members of a few locations were willing to
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distribute and Collect the questionnaires, other locations did not want to have anything
to do with this. At one of the locations the completed questionnaires were sent to the
researcher weekly; a staff member of another location did not know what to do with
'that pile of papers' and threw the completed questionnaires away. Most of the time,
however, the questionnaires were distributed and collected by the researcher personally.

Table 4.3  Field,#ork (in days) per location, April - August 1999

Apri I Mav June July August Total

Anne Frank House                                0             1              j              1             0             6

(:amp six Zeeburg (*)                            0             1              0              1             0             2
Gq H<NA Vondelpark                             0               1               1               1               0              5
(.(,ster Diamon.ls                               (1            1             1             (1             1            4
Eden Howl                                  (,           0            1            1           0           4
liolland Experience                           0           0            1            0            1           1
H,illand Incernatic,nat C,in,it Cruises             (1            1             1             (,            0            2
Hcill,in,1 ln[ertiaticinal Extursions (*)             0              ;              1              1              0             5
The Keukenlic,f(*)                              2            4            0            ()            0            5
Madur,Alam                                                            0                     1                     0                     1                     0                   2
Rembrand[ Hi,use                              (1            0            1             l)            1            1
Rtiksmuseum                                              (1                1                 1                2                0               .4
Schiptic,1 Airport/KLM Airline,                c)           1            2           ()           0           i
Holl.ind Interna[lonal Grciups                    ()             0             (1             0              1             1
Wens Re,zen                                    u            0            0            0            1            1

11,ral                       '                     14                      1-i                      1 1                        5                    46

(*) Sruff members con[inuously distributed questionnaires among US clients

Spread over the various locations, fieldwork was carried out in the period from April to
August 1999 (see Table 4.3). The Keukenhof was over-represented during the first
couple of weeks, until it closed to the public in the middle of May. Other than that, all
locations were, in so far as possible, visited equally for fieldwork during the whole
summer. Days of questioning US tourists were akernated with 'data entry days' to keep
the results in the computer up to date, and to monitor the proportion segmentation of
independent to group tourists. In the beginning, the focus was on collecting as many
questionnaires as possible, while, later, more time was spent on approaching people for
interviews.

Tbe fieldwork
Regarding the type of tourists needed for the research, several requirements had to be
met. First, the tourists had to be inhabitants of the US and fluent in English. Second,
they had to be in the Netherlands for a vacation. Third, they had to have a certain
interest in participation, five to ten minutes time to fill in the questionnaire, or an hour
to engage in an interview. Moreover, in order to answer all research questions, both the
questionnaire and the interview sample needed to consist of equal numbers of
independent and group travellers.
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I),iring the pilot in The Keukenhof, it already became clear that anybody passing

the researcher had to be approached personally to be asked about their nationality to
find out whether they were American or not. It is impossible to tell nationalities with
certainty from listening to, or looking at, people. This is not only because one simply
cannot keep walking behind people to eavesdrop on them, but also because the
judgement in that case would be formed On the researcher's stereoryped impressions,
while reality might be different. To close off a passage certainly would not have been
appreciated by the location's staff, thus, the best way to approach people was to take a
central position in a passage, or to walk along a queue, to approach passers-by, or to
address a group of people, and to personally ask them whether they were American. If
they were, the next question was whether they were in the Netherlands for vacation.
That year, 639  of all US travellers to Western Europe travelled for vacation purposes,
38% travelled to visit family and friends, 35% for business purposes, 5% to study, and

5% to attend conventions (US Department of Commerce, 2000). Statistically, approxi-
mately  6  in 10 Americans should  meet the second requirement. Consequently,  many of
the people that were approached did not meet the requirements. This was, especially,

the case at Schiphol Airport, where many passengers are so-called transit passengers,
i.e., transferring to connecting flights, and, thus, only staying at the airport for a couple
of hours. Per flight, generally only ten to twenty US tourists, and sometimes two or only
three, were selected, while approximately three hundred passengers were approached.
To complicate things a little, after some time, it became clear that independent tourists
tended to be over represented in the total sample. Independent tourists were quite wil-
ling to fill in a questionnaire while group tourists, obviously, were less willing and able
Ic, do so. Hence, after a while, it was decided, in order to increase the proportion ofgroup
t(,urists in the sample, not co approach independent tourists anymore, but to try to get
access to rour groups. In practice, however, this was impossible at the cooperating re-
search locations. The groups at these locations were difficult to approach and hard to
convince to coc,perate. It was decided to try another tack, and to contact Dutch tour
ol,erators receiving American tour grc,ups. The NBT provided the names of several
contact persons at two different companies and, fortunately, both had American tour
groups that summer and were willing to cooperate. However. this meant thar they had
to ask zo the American tour leader in advance whether he or she would include a
questionnaire on his or her program in the Netherlands. In both cases, this approach

was successful in the sense that tour leaders agreed. In one case, the researcher scheduled
an appointment with the tour leader upon his arrival in the Netherlands in order to go
over the questions, so that he could instruct his tour participants. In the other case,
however, things went wrong due to organisational failure. The hotel in question lost all
the questionnaires and NBT pens" that were sent to them in advance. Fortunately, the

As a handv [Ixil Co fill our the questionnatre, a way [Ii stimulate u,operation, and a souvenir of the Netherlands.
the NBT provided pens wi[h rhe NBT logo.
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(incoming) tour operator, who definitely intended to cooperate, faxed the questionnaire
to the hotel so that copies could be distributed among the tour participants. These examples
clearly illustrate the dependency of the researcher on the numerous actors involved in
the fieldwork.  By the end of August,  575 US tourists had completed a questionnaire.

When it came to the in-depth interviews, however, or, 'a list with questions on
difficult topics', as one of the tOUriSIS pUt it, their interest in cooperating faded. Some
tourists were asked for an interview only, while Others were asked for an interview after
they became enthusiastic about the topic when they filled in the questionnaire. Sometimes,
the respondent was given the choice of either filling in a questionnaire or engaging in
an interview. All potential respondents were offered a drink at a terrace or in a bar,
where the interview could take place in a quiet setting so that the conversation could
be recorded. In almost all cases, an in-depth interview seemed to be too much of a claim
on their (limited) time, especially among group tourists. Even when people had time,
for instance, while waiting for an airplane, or during a two hour break in the tour
program, they were not willing to spend it on an interview because they were tired, it
was lunch time, they did not have the interest, they would rather stroll and look
around, they had just arrived, etc. Sometimes, they even seemed to be a little suspicious
of the researcher's request; what exactly were they supposed to do, for whom, what would
it be used for, why only Americans, etc.? During a period of time in which approximately
30 interviews were planned, Only three were completed. In all three cases,the interviewees
were very happy to cooperate, they found it interesting to talk with 'a local', and asked
almost as many questions in return. These interviewees were probably more than
usually happy with their vacation experience in the Netherlands, and more than usually
interested in the tOpiC of the conversation. As this would cause a considerable bias, and
as it took too much time to find people willing to engage in an interview, it was decided
to Stop trying to complete the required number of interviews.

Tbe analysis

The questionnaires were analysed with using SPSS. The data were analysed for group
and independent travellers separately and presented as such, as the purpose was to compare
these types of travellers. The total sample consisted of 575 US travellers. Irrespective of
whether the respondents participated in a group alone or with spouse, friends, or family,
they were categorised as group travellers when they participated in a tour group. 34.6%
of thee respondents were group travellers  (N= 198)  and 65.4% independent travellers
(N- 375).  As a  result of the selective data collection method  used in order to get  two
comparable groups, group travellers were over-represented in the current sample compared
with reality. Although figures from various sources differ regarding the share of group
and independent travellers, they all have in common that, today in Europe, a minority
of US travellers travel with a guided tour. According tO the US Department of Commerce

(2000), the use of escorted packages by US travellers visiting Western Europe has

dropped from 23% in 1995 to 13% in 1999. Figures from the MCG (1997) on 'the best
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prospect travellers to the Netherlands' show that 22.3% expressed a general preference
for travelling on an escorted group tour when taking a land-based vacation outside the
continental US in 1 997. The latest MCG study on the Netherlands (2000), reports that
only 20.69 of pleasure travellers to Europe took an escorted group tour on their last
trip. Based on these sources, the actual percentage of group travellers varies between
1 3%   and   2 5 9. The composition of the current sample, with 34.69% group travellers,
should, therefore, not be interpreted as a representation of reality. The overrepresen-

tation of group travellers is not problematic as long as results from both types of tra-
vellers are compared with each other within the sample. If the results from the two
traveller types were compared with other sources, however, the relatively great share of
group travellers within the sample would bias the comparison. Therefore, comparisons
between the sample and other sources are only made when they can be compared. In
other words, the sample's group travellers are only compared with figures of group
travellers from other sources, and the sample's independent travellers are only compared

with figures of independent travellers from other sources. In all other cases, results are
presented for group and independent travellers separately.

Statistical analyses, except for one specific part for which the latent class analysis

technique was used, are mainly descriptive. The latent class analysis was used to
determine the combination of European countries visited per respondent (see Chapter
6). Factor analysis was used to develop an 'American Bubble' scale (see Chapter 6).

Furthermore, it should be mentioned that, in most cases, results on statements
with answer categories on a 5-point-scale are presented after putting the categories
'strongly agree' and 'agree', on the one hand, and 'strongly disagree' and 'disagree', on
the other hand, together (Babbie, 1992).

The sample's social demographic characteristics are presented in Tables 4.4 to 4.8.
Results of the research questions are presented in Chapter 6.

Demographic characteristics of tbe tourist sample

Table 4.4 shows that the sample consists of relatively more women than men, both for
group and for independent travellers. There is no significant difference between group
and independent travellers regarding gender. Generally, statistical sources report a
dominance of women among American group travellers in the Netherlands (Alders et
al., 1997; MCG, 1989, 1993; Zdunczyk, 2001). The dominance of women in the current
sample does not necessarily indicate that more US women than men travel abroad. On
the contrary, US travel figures (MCG, 2000; US Department of Commerce, 1998,
2000) show that relatively more men than women leave the country to visit European
vacation destinations, while the US population consists of relatively more women (51.2%)
than rnen (48.8%) (Alders et al., 1997). Although no explanation can be derived from
the data, the dominance of women in travel surveys might, perhaps, be explained by a
relatively greater willingness of women to participate in surveys while on vacation.
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Table 4.4 Gender and age fc,r grc,up (G) and independent (I) travellers (G. 196; 1-375)

G 9 1'4

Men 49.8 44.8

Wt,men 6().2 55.2

T(,tal 1()().() 10().()

Average age 39.6.17.5
***

Age categories Under 15 1. ( )                                                                 1.3

16-19 67 5.1

2()-29 21.2 32.3 **

30-39 104 14.0

4()-49 7.8 18.5 ***

50-59 14.5 11.0

Over 6() 38.2 177 ***

T()[al 1()().() 1()0.0

*   r   I   ( )5,   ** p . 01, *** p I .()()1

As regards age, group travellers tend to be relatively older than independent travellers,
at a significance level of p < 0.001. The average age differs significantly, as does the
distribution among several age categories. Independent travellers dominate the
category 20 to 29 and 40 to 49 years old, while 38. 3% of the group travellers are aged

60 years or older, against 17.7% of the independent travellers. In general, it is argued
that seniors dominate the American traveller population; "Americans have typically
waited until they are older to do the bulk of their international long-haul travel. As a
result, older travellers are over represented among European pleasure travellers; 46.7%
are 53 years of age or older. To put this figure in perspective, 28.8%  of other outbound
travellers and 27.69 of all US adults are 55 or older" (MCG, 2000:22). The current

sample, however, shows that seniors can be found particularly among the American
group traveller population, while they travel independently relatively less frequently.

The percentages in Table 4.5 show that many people, whether group or independent

travellers, are employees, retirees, or students. More independent than group travellers,

however, are employed, while more group than independent travellers are retired. These

results are not surprising as the employment status is, most likely, related to age; the
sample consists of significantly more group travellers in the age category m which
people are presumably retired. As Table 4.5 also shows, the percentage of students that
participate in tour groups is approximately as large as the percentage of students

travelling independently. This is remarkable as students are often associated with

independent travel.
Because free time is a condition for travel, respondents were asked to report: the

number of annual paid vacation days they had in order to get an idea of the amount of
free time that people generally have.  Due to the large numbers of students and retirees,
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paid vacation days are irrelevant to a considerable percentage of the sample. 96.59 of
the retirees and 75.0% of the students indicated that vacation days were irrelevant to
them. Group travellers do not differ very much from independent travellers in the
amount of free time they have.  Independent travellers over-represent the category  16 to

2() days, whereas group travellers more often said that the number of paid vacation days
was not relevant to them. The latter difference can, again, be ascribed to the fact that
group travellers are older and more often retired than independent travellers.

Table  4.5     Employment   status and number of vacation  days for group  (G) and independent  (I)  travellers
(G=196; I=373)

Gg Ig

Employment status Employee 32.1 45.8 **

Self-employed 12.8 12.3

Retiree 31.1 13.9 ***

Housekeeper 4.1 5.1

Student 18.9 18.0

Unemployed 1.() 48
11)tai 1()0.0 100.0

Annual paid vacation days         0 0.5 1.9

1-5 10.. 8.3

6-1() 5.1 7 2

11-13 5.1 8.8

16-20 3.6                9.1               *

21-25                                                 6.1                      8.3
()ver 25 9- 11.5

Not relevan[ 59.2 4.4.8 .*

Tcital 1()().() 1()0.()

* p.(15.-ic  M. -* p s  ()(11

Table 4.6  Paid vacation days for group (G) and independent (I) employed travellers (G=63; 1=170)

G g IQ

Average number of paid vacation days 6-10 6-10

Annual (paid) vacation days           0 1.6 2.4

1-5 2().6 11.8

6-10 15.9 14.7

11-15 11.1 14.1

16-20 11.1 14.7

21-25 12- 16.5

Over 25 19.() 1-'.6

Ncit relevant 7.9 8.2

Tocal 100.0 100.()
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To provide a view of the number of paid vacation days for those with jobs, Table
4.6 shows the percentages for employees only. Group and independent travellers with
jobs do not differ significantly in the number of vacation days they have. The average
number of vacation days is between 6 and 10 days per year for both group and
independent travellers. There are no differences either in the distribution of the number
of vacation days among categories. Not all vacation days are spent on travel. In  1998,
12% of the employed US adult travellers spent none of their vacation days on travel,
1 7% spent a quarter on travel, 20% spent a half, 17% spent three-quarters, and 28%
spent all of their vacation time on travel (TIA, 1998). This means that, even when
employees use all their vacation time at once, this vacation can generally not last any
longer  than   10  days.  This  is  an  important condition determining the time-spatial
context of the employed section of the American craveller population.

In line with results from other travel surveys (MCG, 1999, 2000; NBT, 1992a), the
sample consists of highly educated and affluent travellers (see Table 4.7). There are no
significant differences in education between group and independent travellers. The
majorky of both group (61.4%) and independent travellers (71.2%) completed at least
college. In the US, international travel is strongly related to years of formal education
completed.  The 1999 results of the MCG show that 68.2%  of the pleasure travellers to
Europe in that year were college graduates, and 39.4% had attended or completed

graduate school. In contrast, only 24.2% of other outbound travellers and 7.0% of the

US adult population attended or completed graduate school (MCG, 1999; MCG,
2000).

Table 4.7  Education and income for group (G) and independent (I) (srudent) travellers

Gg I%

Highest completed education   High school or less 13.2 8.3

1-3 years of college 25.4 20.6

College 32.0 38.0

Graduate school 29.4 33.2

Total (G = 197 ;  I= 374)) 100.0 100.0

Income (in US$) 0 - 39.999 20.1 25.9

40.000 - 79.999 37.1 33.5

80.000 - 119.999 23.3 21.0

Over 120.000 19.5 19.5

Total (G-159; 1=328) 100.0 100.0

Student's income (in US$) 0-:39.999 35.7 53.6

40.000 - 79.999 7.1 13.0

80.0()0 - 119.999 25.0 16.7

Over 120.000 32.1 14.8

Total(G=28,1.54) 100.0 100.0
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Group and independent travellers do not differ significantly in their annual net
household incomes. Over half of the group (60.496) and independent travellers (54.59)
earn between USS 40.000 and 119.999 a year. The MCG (2000) indicates that Europe

attracts the well-to-do; 35.29 enjoy yearly incomes of US $ 100.000 or more. In 1999,
the average household income of US travellers to Western Europe was US $112.300 (US
Department of Commerce, 2000), comparable with the average household income of
the group and independent travellers of the current sample, which is between US
380.000 to  119.999. Almost as many group travellers of the sample belong to the
lowest income group represented as to the highest income category represented. More
independent than group travellers belong to the lowest income group, but the difference
is not significant. The distribution of Students among the various income groups is
remarkable as this shows that they do not necessarily belong to low-income categories.
Approximately half of both the group and the independent travellers who are students

belong to households with net annual incomes above US$ 40.000. Although no
explanatory daia are available, this might be explained by the fact that students
combine their study with paid work or still live with their parents and, consequently,
report their family's income.

Table 4.8 Residential area fur group (G) and independent (I) travellers (G= 194,1=3741

Gg 19

North Eas[ 16.0 26.5 **

Ncirch Cen[ral -4.2 2·4.9

9,uth 8().4 2().9 **

\36.·V 26.528.-1

()Eller 1.(1 1..

Total 1()() 1 (1()

* 1, ' 115..* 1. .111. *** j, .()(11

Comparing the regions in the US from which travellers originate, almost one-third of
the  group  travellers  (30.49 ) originate  from  the  Southern census region  and  most
independent travellers originate frc,ni the Northeastern and Western regions (26.5'7
each). 1 4 The differences between the regions of origin are small; US travellers who visit
the Netherlands come from all over the US. Comparing group with independent
travellers, however, there are some significant differences. Independent travellers come
more often from the Northeastern census region, while group travellers originate more
often from the Southern census region. These results do not confirm the figures of the
NBT (1992a, 1999a) and the MCG (1993,1997, 2000), which show a large proportion
of (potential) US travellers to the Netherlands originating from the east and west coasts
of the US. This does not count for group travellers in the current sample, and, although
the Northeastern and Western regions are where most independent travellers originate
from, the differences between these regions and other regions are very small.

1·1 The states included in each census region are listed in Appendix 5
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It is remarkable that group and independent travellers differ significantly only in
age, employment status, annual paid vacation days, and state of residence, while they
do not differ in gender, education, and income. In Chapter 6, in which the research

questions are answered, the comparisons between the two traveller types are controlled
for age and employment status to exclude the possibility that differences between group
and independent travellers may be influenced by age or employment status rather than
by the fact that they travel with a tour group or independently.
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Chapter 5

How US tour operators develop
Dutch travel products
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5.1 1ntroductic,n
This chapter provides answers to the research questions that were formulated on the
provider side and explored through interviews with US tour operators. In Section 5.2,
a typology is presented for the 39 tour operators included in the research, followed by
a typology of the Dutch travel products providers. The first research question, about the
coupling mechanism used by US tour operators in the transformation of the Nether-
lands into a tourism product for the US market, is answered in Section 5.3. Section 5.4
focuses (,n the second research question, about the content of tourism assemblages
including the Netherlands. The third research question, on the exchangeability of
Dutch modules in US product development, and the exchangeability of the Nether-
lands as a module with other European modules, is the topic of Section 5.5.

5.2 Tour operator typology
Tour operators are generally viewed as providers of tourism products, while, in reality,
they serve a very different function. In this section, a tour operator typology is presented
based on the type of travel products they develop and the target groups they focus on.
Subsequently, an overview is provided of the Dutch products offered by US tour opera-
tors in 1997, after which a similar typology is presented for those tour operators that
supply products including the Netherlands.

All rott,id or speeialised
The tour operators were asked whether they considered their businesses to be all-round or
specialised. 1 Only seven interviewees think their firms can  best be called all-round, while
the others (32) stated that they were specialised in something.2 Almost half of the
specialised tour operators focus on a specific destination. They might consider ciffering
other destinations too, it clients request that, but their main focus is a continent, for
instance, Europe. some countries in a certain area. like Scandinavia, or only one country, for
instance, Russia (,r France. Some tour operators only develop products based on a special
theme or int:erest, irrespective of the destinatic,n. Anywhere anything related to the theme
can be tc)und,  or instance, Jewish sights, gardens. spas, etc., they might consider offering
as a destination. Some tour operators focus on a specific transport mode. They are
specialised in products developed around, for instance, travel by rail or boat. Whereas most
specialties are related ro the tour operator's products, some tour operators are specialised in
the  needs of special groups,  like  the elderly, deluxe travellers, or ethnic groups.' Three of

the specialised tour operators only offer cruise or barge vacations. Although they call
themselves tour operators, they broker rather than develop their product. e.g., a river cruise or

barge. They might, incidentally, also provide pre- or post tour activities for clients on request.

Sliecialised mur operamrs develcip travel pr(*ju,[0 focusing M a particular theme, special in[erest, hobby, des[i-
natlin. target gri,up. etc. whereas all-round ti,ur operators pre[ty mugh develt,p any product for any Mrge[ group.

2        See Appendix  : fur an overview ot st*:ciativatitins per rour opera[or.
'     Ethnic [ravel, in [his case, means US tour (,pera[ors devel ,ping produccs related co the client's country of origin.
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Group or independent travel products
An important difference between tour operators is whether they develop products for
group or independent travellers. While this difference seems to be quite obvious, it is
rather complicated in practice. Groups are made up of individuals who travel together,
generally departing and returning at the same time, following the same itinerary, and

usually escorted by a tour guide. The fact that they travel as a group, however, does not
necessarily mean that the group participants knew each other beforehand. Usually, they
sign up for a group tour as individuals, couples, or with family or friends, and get to
know the rest of their travel companions during the trip. Hence, clients come to the
travel agent or tour operator as individuals, but, as they travel with a group, this is
called group travel. Clients who come in as individuals and also travel independently
belong to the category of individual or independent travellers. Even when some indivi-
duals form (small) groups, this kind of travel is still called independent travel.

Sixteen tour operators in the sample develop travel products primarily for the
independent traveller, while twelve focus mainly on groups. Another eleven tour opera-

tors offer both independent and group travel products. i

Standard or customised tratel products

Tour operators can also be differentiated on the basis of the nature of the products they

develop. The major difference between travel products, whether developed for group or

independent travel, is whether they are standard or customised. Standard products are
developed by the tour operator and the client: has little say in the content of these pro-

ducts; he can only choose between various products of the same tour operator, or be-
tween the same products offered by different tour operators. Customised products, on
the other hand, are developed by the tour operator on the client's, or rather the custo-

mer s,  request, and, consequently, the customer determines the product's content to a
large extent. In the latter case, the client cannot choose between various products but
he can choose between different providers who might customise that product for him.

Fourteen tour operators in the sample develop primarily standard travel products,

two customise products only, while the majority (23) develop both standard and
customised products. 5

Tour operator typology

Taking into account the differences between group, independent, standard, and custo-

mised travel products, it is clear that providers of these differentiated products cannot

be generalised as one group of tour operators. Product development processes for stan-

dard products are quite different from those for customised products. Likewise, catering
to groups requires different skills than serving the needs of independent travellers.

4         See Appendix 3 for a detailed overview of travel product types per cour operator.
5         See Appendix  3 for a detailed overview of travel products per [our operator.
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When the type of product (on the x-axis) and the type of traveller (on the y-axis)
are known, a tour operator typology can be developed. A range of possible combinations
of travel products and target groups occurs among the total group of US tour operators
involved in this study, as can be seen in Figure 5.1. The combination ofcharacters in each
block shows what type of product and target group these tour operators develop, while
the number in each block tells how many tour operators in the sample belong to this type.

Independent (I}

t.

  S..3 -,3
-*4 91-4

Cu,tomised (C)

SWT,1             sco:, 1
Group (Gl

Figure  5.1    General  tour operator typology  (N=39)

As  Figure 5.1 shows, the sample contains  hardly  any tour operators who focus entirely
on only standard or only customised products, on the one hand, or only independent
travellers or only group travellers, on the other hand. Rather, most tour operators
provide combinations thereof.

Out of the quarter (10) of the US tour operators who focus on the independent traveller
(see the upper three blocks in Figure 5.1), only one tour operator develops standard
pr<,ducts. while nine tour operators develop both standard and customised products.
Out of the rour operators serving groups (12) (see the lower three blocks in Figure 5.1),
seven develop standard products only, two do customised group travel only, while three
develop both standard and customised products. Of those who cater to both groups and
independent travellers (17) (see the middle three blocks in Figure 5.1 horizontally), six
offer standard products only, eleven do standard and customised products for groups
and independent travellers, while none provides customised products only.

From  Figure 5.l  it can also be seen that. irrespective of whether they provide pro-
ducts for group or independent travellers, most tour operators belong to the category
that develop both standard and customised products. Of those who develop only
standard or only customised products, the majority are standard product developers.

Moreover, irrespective of whether they develop standard or customised products, most
tour operators belong to the category that develop products for both independent
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travellers and groups. Those who target only independent or only group travellers are
almost equally divided over, on the one hand, independent travel products, and, On the
other hand, group travel products. As can be read from the typology, the only tour
operators to devote a complete business to developing a single type of product for a
single target group are those tour operators who only develop standard group tours;
seven do this. The only tour operators who do not develop a single type of product for
a single target group are those who customise products for independent travellers; none
of the tour operators in the sample does this.

Two things are important to note. First, this typ010gy is based on the tour operators'
indication of their main products and target groups. They might incidentally also offer
other products; ten tour operators also broker cruises, one does car rentals and chauffeur
driven products, and one does private jet tours, i.e., very deluxe, customised tours
developed for clients who have their own airplane. Second, whether a product is called
standard or customised does not necessarily say anything about the extensiveness or
depth of the tour content, or the target group. In other words, standard (escorted) group
tours are usually typified as superficial programs with right schedules, for instance,
visiting 7 countries in 1 week, and they are associated with the low-budget to mode-
rate, elderly, inexperienced traveller ('old tourism' in Poon's view). Some tour operators,

however, develop what they call a 'standard (escorted) group tour' based on a special
theme or interest, with professors lecturing on that theme during the tOUr. They offer
this product to wealthy special interest travellers, a group that is not normally associated
with standard (escorted) group tourS. On the other hand, there are also tour operators
who call their tours 'special interest tours' while, in fact, they should be called standard
(escorted) tours. They include a few sights that are related to the special interest, but
apart from that visit all the standard sightseeing elements included on regular tours.

Products  including tbe Netherlands  in tbe past.  in 1997. and in tbe future
To test the experience of the tour operators in the sample with the development and

supply of products including the Netherlands, they were asked if they developed Dutch
travel products in the past, if they included the Netherlands in their 1997 assortment,
and if they were planning to develop Dutch travel products in the near future.

Most tour operators (32) have past experience with the development of travel
products including the Netherlands. Only six said that they had never developed Dutch
products, and one interviewee did not know whether his company had done so in the
past. In 1997, ten tour operators did not offer any product including the Netherlands,
while six said they used to do so in the past. For some reason, they stopped including
the Netherlands in their assortment. All others (29) provided products including the
Netherlands in 1997. The majority of all tour operators (29) said they intended to
include the Netherlands in the near future. Another three tour operators expressed their
willingness to do so, but added that they would only do so if clients requested it.  Four
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tour operators did not know whether they would develop Dutch products in the future,
and three said that they would not do so.6

The tour operators were asked what Dutch products were included in their 1 997

assortments. An overview is presented in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1   Number cit 1 -S t<,Ur ciperators [har ciffered [his type (,f prciducc including the Vetherlands in 1997

Number

Estirred grt,lij, [(Jur,

•     'The Ne[heriands only' tours, and tours d which [he Netherlands is a part (3}
•    Te,urs (it which [he Nerherlands is a parr (6)
•     Tours and cruises/barges of which the Netherlands is a part  (1)
•     Customised escorted tours cif which the Netherlands is a par[ (1)                              11

River cruises/barges
•    'The Netherlands only' cruises/barges (2)

•     Cruises/barges ofwhich the Netherlands isa parr  (1)

•     'The Netherlands only' cruises/barges, ,ind cruises/barges ok which rhe Netherlands is apart (3)       6

Mcldules

•    Separace airline ticket. ho[el. sightseeing                                                                            11

Nci 199- brix·hure available                                                                                         11

As Table  5.1 shows, there are two main ways in which  the Netherlands features in  the
US tour operator's assortment; in escorted group tours and as a separate module. An-
other, quite popular, type of product is the European cruise or barge tour. This type of
pn duct can be compared with the escorted group tour because the nature of both
products is very similar. In both cases, tourists generally sign up as independent travel-
lers but travel with a group. Instead of transporting the group by motor coach, which

is usually the case with an escorted group tour. the group is transported by a cruise bc)at

(,r barge.K Pri,duct development for river cruises/barges is slightly different than
pri,duet development for escorted group tours. There is a considerable dependence on
the rviye of bc,ars and the waterways. Acconimodatic,n cloes ni>t have In be arranged. as
tourists generally stay overnight on board of the ship. The same counts for meals;
dinners are generally organised on board. Moreover, cruises generally attract a different
clientele. Therefore, they are treated as a separate product type in the underlying study.

Information is not available regarding the type of product including the Nether-

See Appendix 3 1-cir inti)rmation abou[ eaih [our olieratcir involved in develciping I)u[ch travel pri)ducts m tile
pas[, in 199-, and m [he future.
Set· the las[ calumn cit Appendix : tor [he [>·pe(s) cit 1)utch pr klitcr0 per rc,ur (,perat,ir

·h      Cruise b(wis and b,irges are small vessels (ir boars [har sail the Eurcipean waterways and rivers. They are .er[ainly
mI comparable with ixean cruisers. They migh[ .icwmmkdate a hundred or more travellers. but some can [ake
on|v six passengers and are rented wr ri, small groul,s. Scime t„ur <,pera[ors have [heir ciwn vessel; and de.·chip
their own icinerarie,. cithers broker che boats for Euro ,ean based comT,anies and have no say in the actual irinerary.
Like wi[11 esccir[ed Mi[cir coach ti,urs. US travellers art· some[inies the only nationali[y on board. while the group
might als,i be made up (,f passengers from all over the world wh , tly into Eurcipe from various countries and get
on bc,ard the *ame ship
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lands offered by eleven tour operators in 1997, since they did not have a brochure available.
In eight cases, this means that they did not provide any product including the Netherlands
in 1997, while in three cases they did. However, no exact data are available on their Dutch
products. It is known chat two of these tour operators provide 'anythingi i.e., standard
and customised products for groups and independent travellers, while one only develops
standard and customised tours for groups. However, because no information is available
regarding their Dutch travel products, they are not included in further analyses.

Most  US tour operators  who  included  the  Netherlands  in  their 1997 assortments,  de-
veloped, on the one hand, standard escorted tours or river cruises/barge tours for groups,

or provided, on the other hand, separate standard modules of airline tickets, hotels, and
sightseeing options to independent travellers.

Tour   operator   typology   of  D uteb   product   providers

To see whether US tour operators that provide Dutch products show a different division
over the various sub-groups of the typology than the total group of US tour operators
(see  Figure  5.1), the Dutch product providers  are  put  in  the  tour  operator  typology

again, and presented in Figure 5.2.

Independent (I)

f A

'llii]         sao· · 1         C,i]

1Standard (S) 4-

SGI: o r SC - C  Customised (C)

»3*3

 11        .1 4_11*/

Group (G)

Figure 5.2  Dutch product providers typology. 1997 (N-28)

Figure 5.2 shows that  the US tour operator typology of Dutch product providers differs
significantly from the general  US tour operator typology shown in Figure 5.1. Whereas
the general typology shows that most US tour operators develop standard as well as
customised products, on the one hand, and cater to group and independent travellers,
on the other hand, the majority of the Dutch product providers develop standard
products and cater to either group or independent travellers. Only one tour operator
develops customised group tours to the Netherlands. The differentiation in product
types and target markets found in the general tour operator typology seems to be con-
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siderably less in the case of tour operators providing products including the Nether-
lands. The typology indicates that mainly standard products are available on the US
market where products including the Netherlands are concerned.

5.3 The coupling mechanism and decisive factors
Insight into the product development process is needed in order to answer the first
research question. To facilitate understanding of the business of tour operating, the
general process of US tour operating is examined before focusing on the process of
developing products including the Netherlands. Because not all tour operators thar
were questioned for the current study actually offer products including the Nether-
lands, the general product development process may include tour operators' reflections
on product development regarding destinations other than the Netherlands or even
Europe. The same counts for the decisive factors in the process of product development;
they will first be described regarding product development in general, and then the
decisive factors in Dutch product development will be considered.

General   product   development   process
In most cases, product development starts with ideas for new products or ideas for
changes in existing products. But where do these ideas come from? The majority of the
tour operators indicated that their ideas were demand driven, almost one-third indi-
cated that they were inspired by their own experience, knowledge, or interest, and a few
tour operators indicated that since they did not develop their own products, they did
not need to have ideas about new products.

Many tour operators, thus, get and develop ideas inspired by the market. These
ideas may be very different. For those who develop customised products, obviously, it
is the client who provides ideas about the destination, type, and content of ihe vacation.

7 talk first to tbe group organizer and try to find out u·bat be bas in mind. bou' long
they u·anna go. ubat kind of hotels tbey would like to bave.  bow many meals tbey u·ant
to bal,e included, should it be beal,ily Sightseeing. or also more ON free time or shopping

time..   So. once I find out these basics. 1  knou• approximately wbat tbey're looking for
and l come up witb an itinerary". (LA3)

Others who (also) develop standard products just figure out, somehow, what their client
wants, without really knowing how to describe where these ideas come from, besides
from listening to their clients.

'It's u·bat you think tbe market wants". (NY5)

"Tourists come u'itb requests and tben all of a sudden you think 'bey, there's a market

bere'".   (LA 1)
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Some tour operators get ideas by keeping up with trends from newspapers, magazines,
information they get from the tourism boards, etc., or they look at their competitors'

programs for inspiration.
Those who do not need to have ideas because they seldom develop new tours want,

for instance, to continue selling the same destination, or they just broker other tour

operators' programs.

"We only sell tbe programs, we don't develop tbem ourselves. Tbe owners of tbe boat
create   tbe   program.   tbey   give   it   to   me.   and  1   broker   it.   1   don't   create  tbe   program;   1   do

create  tbe  demand".   (Clil)

A few tour operators mentioned research as the source of their ideas. The research methods

they mentioned were post-tour questionnaires, in which clients evaluate their vacation
experiences and express interest in future vacation destinations or types. Such question-
naires focus on groups with potential clients, and ideas are tested on the basis of their
responses. Most tour operators, however, Say they form their ideas on the basis of com-

binations of the above-mentioned ways.

Some ideas are never worked out; others are given a chance and are further developed
into travel products. There were almost as many descriptions of the process of develop-

ing an idea, as there were tour operators in the sample. This indicates that, the process

of product development in tour operating varies significantly.
By re-coding the tour operators' specific answers into general categories, three general

product development processes can be distinguished. First, there are extensive product
development processes for standard products. Although they may differ in the extensiveness

and exact order in which the products are developed, they all have in common that it
is, for the most part, the tour operator who determines the content of the product.

Second, there are extensive product development processes for customised products, in
which the client has a big say in the type and content of the product. Third, there are

limited product development processes for modules, i.e., the tour operator offers sepa-

rate modules from which the client can choose to build his own package. Finally, a
group of tour operators remain, who actually do not (completely) develop their (Dutch)
products themselves, while they do sell them. Because they are not responsible for the

content of the products themselves, they are not considered to belong to one of the three

groups distinguished on the basis of their product development processes.

Tbe extensive product development process for standard products

The extensive product development process for standard products includes most of the

stages presented in Table  5.2.
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I-able 5.2  htage, cit the extensive product development prcicess t-(ir standard prc)ducts

Aiti it\ Medium

(.„11..[i„,·i „i int,irniarion abc,u[ rhe LIC rinatic}il   Tourism Boards. Newspapers. magazines. travel guides. b(Kiks from

rhe lihrar>. [1-le Ititer,1,[. E-t, C unil,eritim an.11>·sib. hirl· It.Clel[il,n.
Selt·Lrmn „1.ilrlines. ho[el,..ind [ransters I)irect Inc ,ming agents
Neg i[laring pri c  Dim[. Prcividm or incoming agenri
Purting [,igerher rlic I·(inteni i,f rhe  ,rtigram Direct
(:he,kitig 1m„lu, I itititet t Indel,en.lent vt,· inspec[1(in. I,uri4m Burit Prci,·Ider,
M.irke [1111: An·t[ mA. it [ertic[. Travel agen Is. whi,les.iler<. c,r (,tlier Intermeil iar ie,
Research Pcs[-rour ques[iolinalres, cia[abase anal>'ses, tc,L us groups, brainstorm

sessicins

Once they have an idea about a destination, most tour operators start collecting infor-
mation about the destination. They consult the destinations tourism board. They
watch trends by reading newspapers, magazines, travel guides, books from the library,
the internet, etc. Trends are thus perceived as important guidelines for product develop-
ment. Tour operators also check their competitors' brochures; what do other tour opera-

tors offer and, more important, for what price,

-1 will pull out one of tbe niajor top producers. see wbat hotels tbey use. and tben either
choose those hotels and niaybe just notch dou·n a little bit. call tbe toitrist offices and

ash tbe,ii for so,ize general inifirmation" (NY5)

Before selecting the sights and attractions to be visited during the tour, most tour
operators first select airlines, hotels, and transfers, and start negotiating prices. Some
to,ir operators contact and deal with airlines and hotels directly; others contact the
destination's incoming agent:s and contract parts of the product out. When the 'basics,
i.e..airline, hotel, and transfers, are arranged, the content of the program is generally
piir together. Ti,ur operators who develop fully escorted tc,urs, select restaurants and
sightseeing attractions as well.

"We're tatin,K all tbe infort,latioN: tbe rate., fro,it tbe hotels. tbe transfers. sightseeing.
all tbe net rates from tbe airlineJ. and tben u·e pe bitildin,q tbe package. Wie re making
„ur price. our profit. plus tbe comnitssilm for tbe agent. And tbafs tbe prtiduct tbat wire
selling ti, tbe market" (NY17)

Depending on the interest. knowledge, and experience of the tour operator, site
inspections are included. These are trips to the destination made by the tour operator
to get to know the destination (better), to search for suitable tour ingredients or to
check proposed ingredients, or to follow the itinerary in order to check the time
schedule. Tourism boards play an important guiding role during the whole process of
product development, as almost all tour operators mention them as a source of infor-
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marion in various stages. Besides providing destination information and contacts with-
in the destination's tourism industry, tourism boards are also approached for promo-
tional support, or to check the tour operator's product. Research was also mentioned
several times as a basis for, on the one hand, developing products, and, on the other
hand, testing products before they are advertised in a full colour brochure. Various

research methods are used, such as post-tour questionnaires and database analyses, focus

groups with (potential) clients, and brainstorm sessions with staff members.

"We took a group of people from  tbe BTA" u,bo expressed interest. Some bad been,  some

bad not been. We did several focus groups. *Cause. obviously. there's no point going out
on tbe streets in New York and just collecting 24 people u'bo probably don't even know

it·bere   London   is: "   (NY 4)

When it has been decided to give it a try, the tour operator starts marketing the pro-
duct. This, again, happens in various ways. Some tour operators only deal with travel

agents or wholesalers, some sell both through agents and to the travellers directly, some
only deal with the travellers directly. Most tour operators produce brochures, some only

make flyers.

Tbe extensive product development process for custo,nised products

The first step in extensive product development processes for customised products is to
get a good view of the client's wishes, after which the tour operator generally goes

through the same process as in the development of standard products. The main dif-
ference is that the client usually indicates what he wants, so, consequently, the tour
operator cries to match exactly those ideas with the right ingredients. Sometimes,

however, the client does not know exactly what he wants.

"It it·orks both u·ays. For example. a catholic group it·ill say 'Marisa. u,e u·ant to see
Venice. Milan. Rome. bla. bla, bla. Put it together for us'. So. I'll pull out tbe maps
and tbe books and 1 u·ill plot it myself. And tben there are some people u·bo come to me

and say 'I  want  to go  to China  but  1  bat,e no  idea  wbat's  there'.  so  u'e  are  tben  the ones

who get tbe books and just create it". (CHA)

The marketing of customised products is different: from that of other products. Flyers,
rather than full colour brochures, are distributed among the tour participants after the
tour operator and the contact person have agreed On the content and price of the tour.
Full colour brochures for standard products, on the other hand, are distributed among
travel agents, wholesalers, and/or (potential) clients, without the tour operator knowing
i f any of the products included in the brochure are going  to be sold.

9 BTA is Bri[ish Tourist Authori[y
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Limited produet del·elopitent processes for modules

Limited product development processes which aim to Supply the independent traveller
with a range of separate modules are generally restricted to the selecting of airlines,
hotels, transfers, and, sometimes, sightseeing, negotiating prices. and marketing of the
modules. Often, the same full colour brochures as for standard escorted tours are

produced to present the range of opportunities. Site inspections are generally under-
taken as well, in order to guarantee the quality of the modules rather than to check
programs or time schedules, as that is not necessary with separate modules.

-Normally we work tbis u·ay: people can choose from various air. different hotels and
prices. some little tours tbat tbey can choose from. etc. Tbey are all modules. Make it
yourself: (LA6)

Finally, when tour operators indicate that they are not involved in the actual develop-
ment of travel products, this does not necessarily mean that they do not offer standard
products. Rather, those tour operators broker someone else's products and work with
existing itineraries that are continuously changed on the basis of results of post-tour
questionnaires and the tour manager's experiences during the tour. They have their own
European offices from which product development is undertaken, or they work with
incoming agents.

"Tbe tour manager tbat goes on tbe tours comes back and tells us u·bat needs to be
changed. u·bat can be added. etc. They are basically our eyes". (1-All)

Furthermore, for any of the three product development processes, product development
may be shaped significantly by the tour operator's specialisation. Providers of. for
instance, cruises, are dependent on the location of the ship.

"it starts witb tbe sbip itinerary: u·beres tbe sbip gonna be/ We go to parts of tbe u·orld
u·bere u'e think ue can sell a lot. 1 ben ug discuss uitb others u·bat are tbe options tin
land in tbat area. So. we work from tbe sbip itinerag and tben devise land programs
tbat'll uork uitb tbe sbip itinerary"  (NY 11)

Providers of special interest vacations are dependant on finding places where this special
interest can be experienced. Country specialists only offer products to the country in
which they specialise. One tour operator indicated that his company only offers '1-hotel-
vacations, implying thar a great deal of the product development process is invested in
finding a suitable accommodation.

In summary, tour operating generally starts with ideas that are demand driven or derived
from the tour operator's own experience, knowledge, or interest. When ideas are developed
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into products, tour operators may go through an extensive product development process
for standard products, an extensive product development process for customised pro-
ducts, or a limited product development process for modules. A significant group of tour
operators (also) broker travel products without developing the products themselves.
This is a sign of the so-called blurring of boundaries (Poon, 1993) among players within
the travel industry; tour operators sell competitors' products as if they were travel
agents. By doing so, they create more volume of trade Without having to develop all the
products themselves. At the same time, they might still use travel agents to sell their
products for them.

Wby include tbe Netherlands,-
Those who offer products including the Netherlands offer various explanations of how
the Netherlands became part of their product assortment. They can mainly be divided
into, on the one hand, destination related, or relatively more time and place tied, reasons

(mentioned by over half of the tour operators), and, on the other hand, contextual
reasons, i.e., reasons that are relatively less time and place tied than destination related

reasons, but still referring to the Netherlands. Industry related reasons can also be
distinguished, which derive from the tour operator's surrounding travel industry rather
than from the Netherlands as a destination. Tour operators who develop customised
products, obviously, mentioned the client who requests a vacation in the Netherlands
as the main reason for developing Dutch products. This belongs to the category of
company or product related reasons, as this reason does not relate to the Netherlands as
such but to the type of product, i.e., customised products, that the tour operator

develops.

As the four types of reasons are mentioned throughout this chapter at various points,
they are summarised in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3  The different reasons or factors diStinguished in US tour operating

Destina[ion related This type of reason is cemporally and sparially related [o the destination in question and refers

to the destination (i.e., its sights, attractions, events).
Contextual related This cype of reason refers to the destina[ion's intangible aspects (i.e., price, quality, erc.).

Indus[ry related This [ype of reason refers to the tour operator's surrounding travel industry (i.e., networks,

agreements  between  partners  or countries,  etc.)
Company, product. This type of reason refers [o [he [our operator's company characteristics, specific product types,
or client related or target groups (for instance, produc[ development based on research or on the client's inpu[).

Destination related reasons to choose tbe Netherlands
Reasons that are relatively more time and place bound to the Netherlands, obviously,
refer to the destination more than other reasons do. Tour operators, for instance,

indicate that the Netherlands is a good 'add on' because of its size and geographical
location.
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Amsterdcim  is  bard  t(,  Ignore.  Yl,u  bale  t<,  start  touring to,neu·bere  In  Europe.  and  tbe

Netherlands  is  a  good  geographical location". (LA/)

' From where u·e stay in tbe Netherlands. a 15 minute drii,e u·ill get me into Germany
going East. and a  15 minute drize West Rets me into Brussels.  1 mean it f fantastic  

(CH5)

How tour operators mentioned events and attractions in the Netherlands that made
them  interested in developing  Dutch travel products,  such  as  the Gay Games  of  1998,
the exhibition on Peter the Great, tulips, gardens, Jewish sights, museums, and art.

-Because there  was  something to do witb Peter tbe Great  in Holland. and we are doing

Russia.  so u·e tbougbt of a combinatory trip". (NY13)

-1 would say tbat tbe very prime reason » me to be interested in Holland. was tbe
Rijksmuseum. because of tbe collection there. Anyone wbo's bad a course in art history
knou·s abotit tbe  17111 century Dittcb master paintings"  (CHJ)

Contextual related reasons to choose tbe Netherlands

Contextual related reasons, i.e., relatively less time and place tied but still referring to
the Netherlands, are, for instance, price, or quality. Good prices for motor coaches and

good airline rates were mentioned as contextual reasons why the Netherlands became

part of the tour operators' assortments.

I ndit,tn related reasons to choose tbe Netherlands
Industry related reasons are, for instance, the fact that the Netherlands is included in
other rour c,perators programs that are brokered by the tour operator, or personal
networks of the tour operator within the travel industry.

"We uert at tbe World Fair in Spain in 1 992. and l got to spe,lt qilite ati alljount oj

time in tbe Holland pavilion tbat took my interest.  And tbats one of tbe reasons 1 it·ent

to tbe Tourist Board and got involved in tbe HTP-programt"" (CH7)

Del·elop,ilent pr,teesses for Dutch prodilets

A significant number of the tour operators in our sample (11) run a simple product
development process for modules, mainly offering a choice of airline tickets to the
Netherlands, a variety of hotels, and options for sightseeing in the Netherlands.

1 I    Tlic HTP-program K [he H(illand Travel Professional prtigram, training organised by the NBT to infi,rm US
travel intermediarie  abou[ the Netherlands.
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'Wben I got to package Holland nou. it will be air fare.  transfers. tbe hotel. and
maybe u'e might add some little things like a canal boat ride. and tbat's it. At least
we get tbem there. we get tbem into tbe area tbey u,ant. and tben tbey're on their ou,n
for  sightseeing.  or  tbey  go  tbrottgi}  a  local  tour operator".  (NY 1.)

A considerable number of the tour operators (9) sell, but do not necessarily develop,

programs including the Netherlands. As well as often brokering other tour operators'
programs, they also contract the Dutch part of their product out to Dutch inbound tour
operators. This is especially the case for tour operators located on the west coast. An-
other eight tour operators said they did not sell any products including the Nether-
lands. The remaining ten tour operators follow the extensive product development pro-
cess for standard tourS, while one goes through an extensive product development pro-
cess for customised tours to the Netherlands.

Almost all of those who go through the extensive product development process contact

the NBT for general information about the Netherlands. Only a few tour operators
consider tourist boards to be of little use.

'Their promotional material is boring: u·bo's going to u·atcb an bour videoP They'd
ratber  spend  their  money  on  sending  15  people  over  tberi'.  (NY 3)

"Wbat you get from tourist boards. u·bicb is their job. tbey give you hotel books and

promotional material:  it's full of advertising. lt s not filled witb literature. so to speak.
So  you  bave  to  go  to  tbe  library.  Tulips,  tulips.  tulips. ...  But  see.  tbat's  tbe  problem.

And tbat's even wby 1 can't use tbe sbells' 1 from tbe tourist board.  I mean. tbey give
tbe hardest. all tbis money to develop a brochure u,bicb is really a joke.  Because.  if you

think about it, tulips are only blooming in peak. wbat. 3 weeks.> So wby would you do
something that sbou·s 3 u·eeks it·ben you bave 52 weeks to bring people therei-. (Cl·15)

One-third of the tour operators consult other partners within the travel industry as

well, as the tourist board, airlines, hotels, attractions, Dutch incoming agents, etc., for
information on the Netherlands. Two-thirds of the tour operators mentioned all kinds
of ways of gathering information, such as guidebooks, library books, magazines, news-

papers, or organised and independent familiarisation trips to get to know the Nether-
lands.

In summary, US tour operators develop their ideas to include the Netherlands in their
travel products for destination, i.e., the Netherlands, related reasons, contextual related

11      Shells are standard brochure covers, provided by the NBT. with Du[ch images but no text. Tour operators, after
printing their own texts on them, can use them for their travel brochures.
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reasons, industry related reasons, and company, product, or client related reasons. As
destination and contextual related reasons were mentioned most frequently, it can be
concluded thai most US tour operators decide to include the Netherlands in their
assortments because they think [he Netherlands is aitractive for its sights and
attractions and aspects such as price.

A significant number of US tour operators who offer travel products to the
Netherlands go through the simple product development process for modules. They do
not develop escorted group tours through Europe or the Netherlands, but offer separate
modules of airline tickets, hotels, and, sometimes, sightseeing, out of which indepen-
dent travellers can select the ingredients for their vacation. Contextual related reasons,

particularly good prices, are of significant importance here, as are industry related
reasons that may also help the tour operator to sell the Netherlands as being competi-
tively priced. The importance of destination related reasons decreases when only
separate modules are sold, as clients have to find their own way at the destination. The
modules of sightseeing that are offered tend to be the standard day or half day tours,
sold in advance in the form of vouchers, which tourists can also buy themselves after

arriving at the destination. Ten tour operators follow the extensive product develop-
ment process for standard products and one tour operator does this for customised
products. These tour operators develop standard or customised products, with which

travellers are guided through the Netherlands (and often other European countries
also). This is where the destination and contextual related reasons that stimulated the
tour operator to choose the Netherlands become relevant; the tour operator can now
build an itinerary including those elements that he likes Or that he thinks his clients
will like. Quite a few US tour operators, however, indicated that they sell but do not
necessarily develc,p Dutch products themselves. For this group, industry related reasons

are relatively more important as they seem to operate within a network of tour
operators. of which some develop products while others sell them. Such a network often
inclitdes incciming tour operators in the Netherlands who develop the Dutch part of a
ITS rour operator's product.

Dectsti'e jactors m tbe product development process

During the interviews, most tour operators reflected on the decisive factors in product
development. Several categories of decisive factors can be diStinguished, again based on
the same dimensions; contextual related factors, destination related factors, industry
related factors, and company, product, or client related factors (see Table 5.2). Each type
of factor will be elaborated upon here separately before focusing on the decisive factors
regarding [he Netherlands particularly. Hence, quotations presented below do not
necessarily refer to the Netherlands. Although the factors are presented separately be-
low, many cour operators mentioned a variety of decisive factors involved in product

development.
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Contextual related factors in the product development process

During the product development process, contextual related factors, i.e., factors that are
relatively less time and place tied than destination related factors but that still refer to

the destination, were considered decisive by over half of the tour operator sample. Price

and quality were most frequently mentioned. Most tour operators, however, said they
would prefer to view price and quality together as value. Value. in their opinion, is the

major determinant in product development.

"You bave to produce a good product for a reasonable price. A good product for a very

expensive price every shoemaker can do. How can you do itP  lf you're a strong company.
you're producing a lot. so you bave your buying power. tben you're getting better rates
than anybody else and you're returning tbe good stuff to tbe package...You cannot sell
a dollar for 99 cents. All tbe companies tbat are competing blindly, and don't tratcb
their steps. tbey will be closing their doors soon". (NY17)

"We dont sacrifice quality. Of course there's a minimum tbat u·e u·ant. lt' s linked to
tbe product tbat you set. Attached to tbat comes price". CLA5)

"Not quality but value. We can create an air fare and 6 nights in a budget hotel in
Amsterdam and come up u·itb a u·onderful price. but u,e rather spend $200 or $300
more, and come up uitb something tbat is now perceived as being valuable. Tbat's tbe
way I approach it. Tbe dream deserves to be sold". (LA-1)

Some tour operators (7) base their product development completely on price as the
decisive factor, considering quality and even destination related factors to be of minor

importance.

' lf we really get a competitive rate from Alitalia while we didnt plan a Florence
package, we create a package to Florence". (NY"\„8)

"Well. as far as Europe goes. competition is so tight tbat you bave to start tritb your

bottom line: can we make moneyP". (NY 14)

"People today are looking for tbe best price. not necessarily  let's say tbe best value for

their money. but price is tbe most important". (NY13)

"It's a funny market, people are very cost conscious and also very discount oriented. We
will price it so, tbat we can constantly give discounts". (NY9)

'Tbe   price   bas   to   be  attractive   to   tbe   US   traveler,   it   bas   to   be   competitive   witb   other

operators". (CH6)
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For some tour operators, quality is the decisive factor, and price and destination related

factors are of minor importance (2).

W''e rate eter) part of tbe tour 0,  a sc jre 1 to 4.1 being excellent. 2 W,od, 3 fair. 4

poor. An)tbing tbat rate., below· a 2. u'e investigate uitb tbe supplier. Anything abot,e
a 2. we eliminate from otir product line. We do tbis et·ery .seast,n". (NYG)

'Well maintain  tbe quality and just  sburten  tbe tour  d ue bat,e  to-   (NY7 )

  There s a minimum standard tbat you must bave. especially for Americans. You must
bat,e pril'ate wasbrooms. you must bave elevators and things like tbis. There bas to be
at least a standard tbat 15 acceptable for tbe average US citizen and if not, its not

a cc e p t a b 1 e x

*

(LA 1)

Most tour operators who do not consider price to be a decisive factor deal particularly
with affluent travellers. To a considerable number of tour operators, price and quality
are important in their own way; they offer products or modules of varied price and
quality.  Hence, at all levels, value must be guaranteed. Furthermore, some tour operators

only follow their clients' wishes and develop what the group or client requests. This
may range from deluxe to low-budget products and all is customised.

"Et'er)  grotlp  we  u·ork it itb  bas  a  price  in  m,id.  w  ve u·ork j mi,1  tbat     (CH7 j

Destinatit,n related factors m tbe product development process

Whereas contextual factors refer indirectly to the destination. destination related factors
refer directly to the destination s sights and attractions. Although one might expect

destinaticin related factors to be most decisive in choosing a destination and trans-

fi,rming it into (a) travel product(s), this is not just the case. More than one-third of the
tour operators (14) consider destination related factors unimportant in the destination
selection and product development process.

"lt is sad to sa). but if tbe hotels and tbe meals are good. 1 can sbou· tbem just
el,egtbing. lt's not tbat it doesnt need to be attractire. but 1 ian take tbem to tbe most
11'onderful wghts in tbe u,orld. but if tbq re not happy.   . it's because tbey re older. and
tbey wanna be more Comfortable. tbey wanna relax'   (CHl)

"No matter where you wl. tberes alu·ays enougb for people to see. You ian do tbe
itinerary in ail bour. tbats tbe easiest part of tbe ubole tbIng. 1 mean. looking at tbe
sights. the attractions. you can do tbat juit before you leal'e"  (C.115)
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Most tour operators consider the contextual related factors, or 'additional elements',12
such as the accessibility of the country, the availability of airlines and hotel rooms,
prices, etc., to be major determinants in the decision as to whether a destination should
be further developed or not.

"What counts  is tbe accessibility. yon u,ant to bare non-stop flights.  good airline service,

good staff at tbe destination. and hotels need to offer excellent service and good quality".

(NYl)

When tour operators only offer modules and do not include the destination's assets in
their products, destination related factors are not important to them.

 'We only sell air and hotels and recommend restaurants and sightseeing. People choose
for  themselves.   For  us.  tbe  destination  is  no  big deal" (NY19)

"Tbe attractions. events. and stuff. doesn't bare too mucb effect on our tours. Occa-
sionally. will offer something special. but usually tbe destinations assets don't affect
our proditit. lt only affects tbe allocation of hotels and air space. We are not really
promoting wbat people should see. we do send guide books witb tbe documents". C.NY' 8)

A few tour operators said that the client was the only decisive factor in their product
development process, mainly referring to the customised nature of their products.

Another significant group of tour operators (16) considers destination related factors to

be most important in destination selection and product development.

'Wbat sightseeing tbey bave to offer, tbafs tbe number one. Because tbe most important

ingredient of any tour is sightseeing.  If you're not doing sightseeing. tberek not reason
to travel. because if you're just staying in a hotel. there's no reason for leaving your

country". (CH3)

"Tbe ele,nents tbat are important for our niarket are things tbat are very unique and
bave very well known historic sites. People expect to discover very well known historic
sights. For Americans it's really culture oriented. Tbey appreciate tbe nature, but
tbey're truly going to Europe to experience tbe culture". CNY15)

12 The rerm 'additional elements; in contrast to 'core elements' (Jansen-Verbeke, 1988), might suggest thar [hese

elements are less important; tha[ they are just adding up [o the core elements. The results of this study show,
however, that: 'additional elements' are sometimes even more important chan 'core elements' in che selection and
development of travel products. 'Additional elements' chen, in fact, become core elemencs. To avoid problems
with these terms, the concepts of contextual related factors and destination related factors are preferred [o [he

terms additional and core elements.
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Even when tour operators indicate the importance of destination related factors this
does not necessarily mean that there is a market for European or Dutch products.

'3'(,u bave to t,ffer tours u·bere people wanna go. It's sc, simple as tbat. And u·itb our
tiaskngers. t·er) sophisticated people. it'< one of tbe reasons tbat tze dont (Affer a lot (4

programs to Europe. lt's not tbat u·e dont go there. but most of tbe people tbat trai,el
ti·,tb us bat·e been to Europe many. many times. u·bile tbey may not bate been to Malia.
'Eritrea.  Peril. etc.' (NY11)

Industry related factors in tbe product development process
Trends within the travel industry may also influence product development processes.
The (temporal) popularity of destinations pushes product development in certain
directions, and the existence of systems like the 'frequent-flyer-programs' of airlines
determines the tour operator's product development process to a great extent.

"We found tbat  Americans  were going for  1  week.  and we discovered tbat many  of these

are frequent flyers. so tbey get free tickets. We cannot sell tbem any air. lt's a Jill)
nzarket" (CH8)

'One advice 1 should give tbe Holland Tourist Department: do a mot,ie. A mot,ie is
based in a location. Everybody is Ronna see tbat mot,ie. El Postino h u·bat sells 1taly

tbis year. See. Americans dont knou· any countries. very few Americans travel. unfor-
tunately. outside tbe country. Mexico. Hawaii. and tbe Caribbean. it's so close. and
there's lots to do. people go there. But werything m Europe. Australia. Africa. is exotic.
is too far away. But u·ben people see a mot·ie. people bave tbis place in their mind and
tbey u'anna go there. Next year it'll be another mot,ie. so another country. lt all depends
4,1 pronlotit,Ii (LA8)

The development of travel products mav also be influenced by rules from higher h:ind.

4Tber€   are.   for   exaniple.   marketing   agreements   between.   lets   say   UK  and   France

because of tbe Euro tunnel. Amerkans may fly into London and take tbe Euro tunnel
and go to France. These marketing alliances sort of urge travelers in certain directions"

(NY 1 5)

Furthermore, good cooperation with partners within the travel industry, and having
personal networks, were also mentioned as important industry related aspects that
influence the development of products.

Tbafs u·ben it all starts. Tbe problem » us is tbat ue sell it bere. but uire basically res-
ponsible for  u·bat  happens  over there.  So we  need to  be able to rely  on  our vendors".  (CHCO
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'Everything should click. Arrive at tbe airport on time. to be picked up on time. tbe
room on time, to bare a good room. a clean one. and all these things tbat you are going
tbrougb as an individual client bave to click. If it clicks.  tbe client sits dou·n. be's happy
and you're happy.  But  if be's  not happy.  you're not  happy...  Everyone bas  to do a good

job. So u.,e bat,e to pray tbat every piece should do tbe right thing.
There's a joke about tbis: a priest decided tbat tbey were going to save wine for

Christmas. Eacb priest every day. instead to finish. put a little bit of wine aside. So
everybody was happy tbat tbey were going to bave a good party. At Christmas. be

opened  up,  and  instead  of  wine   be  found  water.   Wby P   Psychologyl   Everybody  was
thinking '1'll put a little bit of water in 'cause everybody puts in wine, so. wbo will
recognize me' P  But most  of tbem put  u·ater  in.  So.  tbat's  tbe same witb  tour operating:

if  you're  putting  in  water.  you' ll  et,entitally   get   water.   You   bave  to   put   in  wine.   You

ran only fool once". (NY17)

(Lompany. product, or client related factors in tbe proditct development process
Company, product, or client related factors mainly refer to the company's method of
destination selection and development, and are often inherent in a specific type of
product the tour operator develops or target group he aims at. For instance, the
company's method may include a policy of relying, to a great extent, on information
obtained from the comments given by travellers in post-tour questionnaires, on the tour
manager's opinion in the development of new prodUCES Or the changing of existing
products, or on testing new or changed products on (potential) clients.

-Wben we're developing a product. u·e might try it witb independent travelers first

before we come out witb a brochure. Tben again. we do limited departures. We keep a
product for  at  least  3  years  to try". (LA5)

Keeping up with trends through reading can also be the basis for decision making.

"I  keep  telling my  young  staff 'tbere's  no  substitute  »  reading'.  And.  unfortunately.
young children today bave two points of view and it's all 45 degrees; it's either tbe
computer screen or tbe television set. Tbey cannot think naturally or behind tbem. Like
witb TV programs bere in America. We're insulate,  it seems tbat we don't need anybody

or anything else: sports is all baseball, football, and basketball. In school, maybe once
a week for 2 hours. as part of social studies, tbey learn geography. Tbe average Ameri-
can  bas no concept  of geography,  tbe average American cannot point  European countries

on a map, tbey can't even point tbe US srates". (LA7)

Other tour operators expressed their aversion to research methods like post-tour

quest:ionnaires or reading, saying they preferred to just see what happens.
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"surt,€p are a u'aste. lt', Just a plece of paper. tbey fill zt in and tben tbe) re not gonna

go.. (CH5)

'We tbrou· in neu ideas unce a,ida u·bile.  lf tbe)  dont  work.  we'll skip  it.  you  net'er

/211(,U (LA9)

For those who develop a specific type of product, e.g., customised products, the client
is the decisive factor in determining whether to include the Netherlands or not, and it
is the client as well who decides on the content of the travel product to a great extent.

Company, product, or client related factors often refer to organisational aspects of pro-

duct development. Timing is one of those organisational aspects that influence product

development significantly. With cruises, the type of ship, the waterways, and the dis-
cance between the destinations in between the major ports all mean that considerable

logistical planning is required.

'Tbe logistics is complicated. You bave to know tbe speed going up or dou·n tbe river.
You kind of work tbe time schedule and towns into an itinerary': (LA9)

-1 focus on 2 prinze destinations and see wbat's tbe most interesting part in between.
Tben I look at tbe details: wbat special things can I offer to make it special.> Tben I
look at tbe shopping times: shopping is t,ery important for Americans and you don't
it·ant to be in tbe city u·ben tbe shops are closed. But even u·itb shopping it's changing

in Europe slou·ly. it's not like bere. but it's getting easier': (LA9)

-We bare a tour 0,1 tbe Caledonian Stay in April of tbis year. Tbe Caledonian Star
u·ill bat·e been on tbe Seyebelles Islands in tbe Indian Ocean. and we didit 11·ant to
H.irt tbe tour iii the Seyebelles 'catise pu bat'e 3 or 4 day at tea. So. tbe deci.tion u'as
i,tade t„ bri,IK tbe s bip empty to tbe coast of Africa and start tbe tour froin there. Bitt
11'c take a 100 people on tbis tour and ti·e couldn't get 1()() feats 0,1 Air France. So. u·e

started it somewhere else-. (NY\  )

Timing is also an important aspect when a destination is visited for a very short time
(which is often the case in the Netherlands), or when a tour is designed around a
particular theme with its own rules.

-Sabbatb. for example. deternzines tbe planning of tbe tour itinerary. But it conies after

quality and price" (NY5)

Also, certain attractions in some places may require careful planning. For instance,

tulips only bloom in spring, so, to some tour operators, ic is of major importance that
the Netherlands will be visited in spring.
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Half of the tour operators, however, said that organisational aspects were nor important
at all, and that they certainly did not play a decisive role in the process of product
development.

lf 1 am interested in a destination. there s really no obstacle in opening it. 1 explore it.
1 write an itinerary. print a brochure. do tbe mailing. and bope it'll sell" (CH3)

Many of these tour operators offer modules for which, besides the selecting of partners

and negotiating of prices, not much organisation is involved.

-1 see Europe as totally modular. So it's up to tbe customers to build wbat tbey perceive

as their ideal trip. As compared to Asia. wbicb very often is a package of 4 or 5 desti-
nations tbat you put in a package for tbem. But 1 see Europe as a series of large mo-
dules: theres Dutch modules. French modules. etc. Because Asia is strange. oriental. 1
do need to organize. so 1 don't get off tbe beaten track. Europe is fa,niliar. people knou

it" (LA7)

  You knott·. all of our packages are flexible. Like tbis one: 3 nights in Amsterdam, 2
nights in Bruges. and 1  night in Brussels. If someone u·ants to change tbat into 4
nights in Amsterdam. 1 night in Bruges. or 10 nights in Bruges. or wbate·ver. tbey can
change it in whatever tbey u'ant to. So. tbats tbe nice thing. I fs alu·ays ebangeable".

(NY18)

To summarise the decisive factors in product development, most tour operators indi-
cated that a combination of factors determine whether a destination is selected and
transformed into a travel product. When all the factors are put in order of importance,
two main groups of decisive factors can be distinguished. On the one hand, there are
tour operators (14) who consider contextual related factors, particularly value, to be
more important in tour development than destination related factors. Quite a few tour
operators even indicated that the destination as such is not important at all. These are,

obviously, tour operators who offer separate modules in which guided sightseeing does
not play any role. On the other hand, there is a group of tour operators (16) that con-
sider destination related factors to be of more importance than contextual related fac-
tors. A few stated that the only factors determining the selection of destinations were
company or product related.

Intuition  and   profit
After they had explained their processes of product development, all interviewees were asked

to give their views on the importance of the aspects of intuition and profit in their work.
Almost three-quarters of the tour operators in the sample said that tour operating

was based mainly on intuition.
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-Every year. u·e bare to kind of guess. 11·e take ubat u·orked and u·e take out wbat
diddt u·ork. and try to put something in tbat will work". (NY2)

Like 1 said, 1 can just create destinations and   market    it   and   make   a    lot   of   money  

(CH5)

Our boss. be sometimes u·ould decide to do something and tben some of us uould think

tbat bes craz). but it works. it must be some intuition. We don't test our programs. st,
you cant really tell if it's Ronna work'. CLAI)

A quarter of those who base their business mainly on intuition also rely on research.

" 1 think it needs to be qualified. You got to bave an idea. but tbe idea needs to be proved.

Only one in a feu· ideas u·ork. You really dont u,ant to spend a buge amount of money

to find out tbat it doesn't work". (374)

"On tbe bottom. all business is based on intuition. But tbe more research people can do.

obviously. tbe better off tbey are". (CHI)

Only one-quarter said they did not think that intuition was that important in tour
operating and they mentioned other aspects of the business.

1 certainly don*t agree. it' s bard work. You know. tour operating is researeb. You bare
to make sure your product is perfect and tbat tbe people are going to come back to you.

You bare tu sell tbe truth. tbe right thing". (NY5)

  There, a great deal of knowledge behind tour operati,ug. lt'.8 not science. but certainly

there'f a lot of statistic, and information arailable 4. (NY15)

'1 do,17 think at all tbat intuition is u'bat its t,ased on. You bare to knou· ubere to
go. you bare to knott· tbe distances. you bave to knou· tbe restaurants.  wbat are tbefirst

class restaurants. wbat are tbe first class hotels P'  (CHA)

"Good tour o erating is based on research"  (CH3)

"1 don't think anything works on intuition. Clients become more save,) because tbey bare

more infornzation available to tbent. #'ou do a whole lot of research before you develop

something". (LA5)

With regard to profit, there is very much a capitalist philosophy in the business of tour
operating; profit is the most important thing to almost all the tour operators (34).
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"You are in  business to make money.  It is not something you  do for tbe art's  sake".  (NY•1.4)

'If a  tour  doesn't  work.  sorry.   it  doesn't  work.   However.   if  tbe  tourist  office  gives  us  a

whole lot of money and says 'u'e want to keep  it in there.  keep trying'.  tben I'm sure tbat

u,ouldn't be a problem". (NY10)

-We are not a charitable institution". (NY20)

"Profit,  yeb,  absolutely.  Tbat's why  we're  in  business". (CHA)

Only five tour operators have doubts about profit being the basis of their business and

they mentioned other aspects that may play a role as well.

"Profit is not tbe primary aim. Ifs not a buge profit margin in tbis business anyway-

(NY7)

'It's based on interest. You may find many different destinations on u'bicb we make
mucb more money tban on Holland. but I'm interested in Holland because of wbat

Holland bas to offer as a destination to a tourist". (CH3)

"We're not just looking to offer value tou,ards money for us.  It's more of a service orien-
tation witb tbat. and as long as we're paying tbe bills, tbat's more important to us"

(CH7)

"If we bad a coach  tour witb  15  passengers,  it's not gonna  be profitable for us.  but we'll

let it go anyu,ay". (LA2)

"Witb tbis company ifs very important to cater to our clientele. so u,e do operate tours

on  a  loss,  I  mean,  it  does  happen".  CLA11)

Intuition and, to a greater extent, profit, are aspects that play a significant role in the
business of tour operating. Many tour operators indicated that the nature of their work
was very much inspired by their intuition, while almost all of them indicated that they
were in business to make money, so destinations were only included when they were

profitable.

Decisive factors in tbe product development process of Dutch products

Whereas the previous paragraph described the decisive factors in the general product
development process, the focus now is on decisive factors regarding products including
the Netherlands. The factors, again, are divided into contextual factors, destination related

factors, industry related factors, and company or product related factors (see Table 5.2).
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C<,ntextual related factors m tbe Dutch product developi,tent process

Contextual factors are most important in Dutch product development ( 15  tour operators).
Of the contextual factors, price is the dominant factor, followed by the availability of
air tickets and rooms, a factor that is closely linked with price.

..We fly Iceland Air. See. u·e dont bare a contract u·itb KLM. Tbey took our contract
au·ay: Tbey u·ere expensive. very. We use tbem » groups. but not for individuals"
(NY3)

 '1 don't care if you tell tbem. but it's tbe principal. Tbey're going to charge you tbe
regular rate. So.  it's very unpleasant tbat tbey're just looking for tbe profit. Tbey're not
getting ricb from my tickets. I can do mucb more maybe. The fact tbat I am going
there.  ". (NY17)

  The motor coaches in Holland are usually good quality and they're very competitire
good priced. As opposed to an Italian coach or a German coach. it makes tbe destination

a  good  starting point' (NY6)

The fact that there is a shortage of affordable airline seats and hotel rooms sometimes
results in tour operators deciding nor to include the Netherlands.

-We u·orked u·itb KLM for years. but. for some reason. tbey charge tbis amount for one
chair. and we cannot afford tbat. lf tbey can prove tbat. 1 don't bave a problem uitb
it. But 1, becomes a nasty busine.Fs u·ben balfu'ay the seaswi their projections bave n<)t

of,me  Mt  and  tbe)  bare  ebain left. (NY2())

  Amsterdam  is  nou· st, expensit·e. and it  i., so bard tofind space  in  Amsterdam".  CLAZ)

Destination related factors in tbe Dutch product detelopment process

1)estination related factors are the second major category of factors. The Gay Games,
Europe's history, and specific Dutch sights and attractions were mentioned.

  There's nothing going on around bere. people should go to Europe. Our architecture. you

could see it anywhere in the world. Go to Singapore and see any building u·e bave bere:

there's nothing unique about it. And in Europe. you bave fabulous architecture.
fantastic art. probably tbe Most interesting eburcb architecture tbat tras ei,er developed.
gour,net dining. Here. it's hard tt, find a gourmet restaurant. There. you u·alk 3 blocks

and bave it-. (CH3)

At the same time, however, some of the tour operators thar consider destination related
aspects to be most important in the selection and development of the Netherlands have
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doubts about the sights and attractions that the Netherlands has to offer, although they
do still offer Dutch products.

" For  tbe  ethnic  market,  it  is  of course  tbe  destination  tbat  determines  tbat  tbey  wanna

go there. But tbe thing is, wbat bas tbe Netherlands to offer, There's not mucb: other

European cities bave mucb more,  like Paris. Rome.  Madrid, etc. I always say,  if you
wanna sell Amsterdam, you bave to sell Paris witb a side trip to Amsterdam". CLAG)

"I can't imagine any specific tban tbe tulip. It should bave some...I don't know, wben
you think of Paris, you think of tbe Eiffel Tower, Cbamps-Elyse'es, etc. London, you
think of tbe Big Ben. Amsterdam.> You tell me.  From there on. I try to find it,  but I
can't think of anything else tban  tbe tulip. Tbe city,  tbe canals.  but wbat else.>"  (LAN)

Destination is very important. But tbe Netherlands basn't so mucb to offer tbe
Americans. Tbey should focus on tbe link due  to World War Two,  Arnbem,  or tbe Delta
Works. etc. But wben it's tulip time. you don't want any more tourists because it's
overbooked. And during tbe rest of tbe year. it's empty...". (NY20)

This view of the Netherlands as an inadequate resource for US travel products decreases

the relative importance of destination related factors in the development of Dutch

products.

Industry related factors in tbe Dutch product development process

Industry related factors are sometimes important: in Dutch product development. The
US tour operators mentioned the fact that they brokered already existing programs in
which the Netherlands was included, and they also mentioned that knowing certain
people was important in deciding co include the Netherlands.

"Our former boss  knew  tbe  bead of the NBT and be also knew  tbe sales  rep  of tbe Grand

Hotel in Amsterdam very well. so, tbat's bow we got tbe Grand Hotel in Amsterdam.

lt's really networking". (LA8)

"We use Sabena a lot and tbat's partly because I can get along witb tbat Sabena woman
so well. We sometimes bave lunch together. you know.2  And finally it ends up in a good

contract". (NY5)

Good cooperation with partners within the travel industry can be important too.

"We bad, for many years, an emphasis on Maastricht. We bad a good cooperation; we
did it  in conjunction witb  KLM.  But as KLM is  less  interested in tbis  type of develop_

ment... We can't do it alone". (CHS)
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Compa,Ly. product. or cltent related factors in tbe Dutch product development process
One-fifth of the tour operators who included the Netherlands in their assortments

mentioned company, product, or client related factors as decisive factors in selecting the
Netherlands. Particularly with a destination like the Netherlands, timing plays a major
role in the organisation of the tour, and, with tours including more than one country,
the Netherlands is perceived as a suitable add on because it 'can be done' in a short time.
Although mentioned here as a product related factor, the size of the Netherlands and
its geographic location are also destination related factors.

"Certainly in a place like Holland, a lot of Dutch people may argue tbat you might
wanna   stay   14   days.   but  in  practical   terms  you   bave   to  put  a   tour   together   tbat's

relevant to tbe time tbat Americans bat,e for a vacation. and tbe time that you can
physically  see  a  country  without  boring people  too  mucb".  (NYLO)

In summary, most tour operators mentioned a combination of factors that influence their
Durch product development processes. However, contextual related factors, particularly
price and the availability of airline tickets and hotel rooms, are most important in the
development of Dutch travel products by US tour operators. From the quotations
above, it can be seen that airlines have a very dominant position in the US travel
industry and that they play an important role in the tour operator's product develop-
ment process. The next most important factors are destination related, although some
tour operators doubt whether the Netherlands is a satisfactory destination for US travel-
lers. Industry related factors and company, product, or client related factors are also
important, as many tour operators broker Dutch products developed by other tour
operators. It can be concluded that the 'basics' of Dutch travel products for US tour
operators are a flight and a hotel room, even when it is the intention to develop a fully
escorted tour. Price, as a contextual factor, is strongly linked with these basics, as it
determines the affordability of the basics, and thus, often, the difference between
inclusion and exclusion of the destination. Although destination related factors ge-
nerally inspire tour operators to choose the Netherlands, Dutch sights and attractions
do not play a very important role in the development of products. Particularly with
modules offered to independent travellers, tour operators are even indifferent about the
destination's attractions, since thai part is completely left to the travellers themselves.

Conclusions

The first research question was "What is the coupling mechanism used by US tOUr
operators to transform the resource the Netherlands into travel products for the US
market?"

Three product development processes can be distinguished, i.e., an extensive pro-
cess for standard products, an extensive process for customised products, and a limited
product development process for standard modules. Of the Dutch product providers,
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one-third run a limited product development process as they mainly offer separate

standard modules of airline tickets, hotels, and standard sightseeing tours to the
Netherlands. One-third follow the extensive product development process for standard

products, and only one tour operator goes through an extensive product development

process for customised tours to the Netherlands. The rest do not develop products
themselves but broker products including the Netherlands. It can be concluded that
only a very limited number of the tour operator sample follow the extensive product
development process for Dutch products. Rather, tour operators offer separate modules

[o the Netherlands without developing a complete itinerary. Or, they sell the Nether-
lands but do not develop the itineraries themselves. The latter means that, although
this is not done by all the tour operators from this sample, the Netherlands seems to be

readily available in US tour operator assortments.
Decisive factors in product development can be divided into four categories, i.e.,

destination, contextual, industry, and company, product, or client related factors. The
type of product(s) the tour operators generally develop and the target group(s) they

mainly serve (see Figures 5.1  and  5.2), have a significant influence on the tour operator's

product development process and the decisive factors therein. Offering modules is
completely different from developing fully escorted tours, which, again, is completely
different from developing customised products. While in the general product develop-
ment process (which also includes the development of destinations other than the
Netherlands), contextual related factors are as important as destination related facIOrS

with regard to Dutch travel products, the relative importance of contextual related
factors is increased, at the expense of destination related factors. Industry and company,

product, or client related factors were also mentioned important factors in Dutch pro-
duet development. Contextual related factors like price and the availability of (afford-
able) airline tickets and accommodation are at least as important as Dutch sights and
attractions in deciding to select the Netherlands and transform it into a travel product
on the US market. This emphasises the importance of contextual related elements in the
product development process. US tour operators find the Netherlands attractive for its
various sights and attractions and other destination related reasons, but this attractive-
ness can only be exploited when a sufficient and adequate tourism infrastructure sur-
rounds the destination related elements. The forces of contextual related factors direct,
to a great extent, the mechanism transforming resources into tourism assemblages.

5.4    Content of travel products including  the  Netherlands
This section deals with the outcome of all decisions taken by the tour operator: the
content of the travel products. In order to give a broad view of the process of product
development, the previous section also paid attention to the development: of products

to destinations other than the Netherlands. In this section, however, only products
including the Netherlands will be considered in order to answer the second research

question "What is the content of US tourism assemblages regarding the Netherlands?
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U mque selling points of tbe Netherlands
The tour operators were asked to indicate those elements of the Netherlands that they
considered to be unique selling points. Their answers were divided into three categories
and these are presented in Table 5.4. In the first column, the tangible unique selling
points of Amsterdam are grouped. Tangible means that these sights and attractions are
to be found in one geographically known spot in Amsterdam. The second column also
contains tangible elements but these are located elsewhere in the Netherlands. In the
third column, the intangible unique selling points of the Netherlands are presented.
They are not necessarily to be found in one geographically known spot, but express,

rather, attractive aspects of the country in general, for instance, the uniqueness of the
country. Many of the unique selling points that are grouped with the intangible aspects

may, perhaps, be considered tangible, such as cheese factories, coffee shops, diamond
factories, traditional costumes, windmills, etc. They are included in the third column
as their exact locations are not named. The US tour operators probably mean Amster-
dam, but, as they can also be found in other places, they are put with the intangible
elements in Amsterdam or the Netherlands. In Table 5.4, the elements in bold letters
were mentioned by almost all the tour operators; only one or a few tour operators men-
tioned others.

Not many tangible elements were mentioned either in Amsterdam or in the rest of the
country. Those that were mentioned, however, were very popular, as more than half (19)
of the tour operators that offer Dutch products mentioned several sights and attractions
from the first and second columns of Table 5.4. The unique selling points of the
Netherlands mentioned tend ro be the familiar and generally well-known elements of
the Netherlands. These popular attractions tend to be located in or within the vicinity
of Amsterdam. Moreover, some tour operators clearly expressed a wish to confine
themselves to the Dutch capital city during the Dutch part of their tours. Only three
other place names besides Amsterdam were mentioned, each by only one tour operator,
while Amsterdam was mentioned by almost all of them.

"For  many  years  tbey  tried  to  get  us  interested  in  Tbe  Hague.  but  people  dont  know  it.

tbey knou· Amsterdam. I think uben tbey're actually staying in Tbe Hague. tbe

experience is very nice, but it's a hard job'. (NY6)

"l're been in tourism » 24 years. 1 dont know anything outside of Amsterdam and 1
visited Amsterdam about 6 times.  1 beard of Rotterdam. Tbe Hogue. etc. You need more

promotion of tbe rest of tbe country so tbat people stay longer and visit other places.
Tbey're  not  spending all  their  money  in  Holland.  tbey're  going  on  to  where ever: (LA8)

Some tour operators, however, especially those who develop escorted group tours, do
include many other places besides Amsterdam.
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Table 5.4 Tangible and intangible unique selling points (usp's) in Amsterdam and the Netherlands

Tangible usps Tangible usp's Intangible usp's
in Ams[erdam elsewhere in the Netherlands in Amsterdam or elsewhere in the Netherlands

Anne Frank House Delft Amsterdam; charm of the City
Canals in Amsterdam Delta Works Architecture
Red Light District Dikes in the province of Zeeland Art. art collections (access to private

collections), art exhibitions
The Hague Boats

The Keukenhof Bicycles

Volendam Cheese / cheese factory
Zaansche Schans Clogs / wooden shoes

Coffee shops

Country as a whole; charming
Country as a whole; differenr / unique
Coun[ry as a whole; fun loving
Countryside; beautiful/lovely
Country homes; access [o private homes

Cuisine

Culture
Diamonds / diamond factories

Diners/luncheons with locals who share [he same

interests

English is spoken everywhere
Festivals and events
Gardens

Geographical position; centrally located
Good prices
Good service
Handicrafts

History

Jewish sights in Ams[erdam

Many countries in one country
Marshall help
Museums
'Must see' destination
Old buildings in Amsterdam

People, friendly people
Pleasantness of Holland
Small but yet so much to do
Small houses in Amsterdam
Traditional costumes
Tulips / flowers / tUlip fields / ilower markets
Two-[hree days is enough

Trade

Wa[erways (for fly-sailing)
Windmills

"We try to tell our people tbat there's definitely more to do in Holland tban visiting
Amsterdam. Tbat's wby we drive tbem tbrougb all those different places and pretty
mucb see everything. Tbe countryside is very scenic, tbe shopping is good. restaurants are

good, so... ". (LA2)
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Of the popular sights and attractions. tulips or flowers have a dominant position.

-Tulips are vimal and it is something tbat is very appealing. especiall) to Americans'
(NY15)

The Dutch elements of 'dirt and disorder' (Dahles, 1998), i.e., for instance, the Red
Light District and [he coffee shops, are only mentioned by one tour operator as unique
selling points. Some tour operators like Amsterdam a lot, but express their ant:ipathy
to the 'dirt and disorder' elements.

-Amsterdam  is  a  delightful  city.  Apart  from  tbe  openness  and  tbe  red  light  district.  1

think it's a delightful city". (LA7)

Festivals and events, although in the list, were only mentioned once as a unique selling
point. Some tour operators even expressed doubt about this element as an attraction for
US tourists visiting the Netherlands.

- A  lot  of Europeans  are trying all  different  kinds  of festivities  and  special  arrangements

and so on. Tbey are not doing too it,eli in tbe US witb those things. Tbey bave tbe year
of Mozart and tbat sort of actirities. T be Europeans probably are more into themes tban
Americans. Tbe Americans like to go over and see Holland. see Amsterdam. do some sbop-

ping. etc. I think there's too mucb going on u·itb those themes. tbey're all competing
against  eacb  other.  there*.t an oi,e¥load- (LA9)

Seven tour operators mentioned intangible country related aspects of the Netherlands
(see the right column in Table 5.4) instead of tangible attractions, and eight tour ope-
rators mentioned elements from both categories.

' El·enbod3· 0 nou's tbe u·indmill-s and tbe u'c)<,de,1 s boes. but t berep ,„ mucil more. Wt· tell

tbe,n  about  tbe  friendliness   of  tbe  people.   tbe   lovely  countnside..   ".  (CH-1)

Five tour operators, finally, could not think of any unique selling point of the Netherlands.

In summary, it is clear from the list of Dutch tangible and intangible unique selling
points reported by US tour operators, that most tour operators think of the familiar,
popular elements such as the canals in Amsterdam and The Keukenhof. The intangible
elements thai were most often mentioned were also the generally well-known elements
of Amsterdam or the Netherlands, such as the charm of Amsterdam, architecture, art,
the charm of the country, culture, cheese, clogs, the fact that English is spoken every-
where, hisrory, museums, old buildings in Amsterdam, traditional costumes, tulips,
and windmills.
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Content of Dutch travel products
Various types of Dutch travel products are available on the US market, as can be seen
in  Table 5.1; standard escorted group tours, river cruises or barge tours, and separate

modules. Generally, in the case of escorted tours and river cruises/barge tourS, the
Netherlands is part of a European tour or cruise. Few tour operators offer products to
'the Netherlands only'. These tend to be tulip tours or cruises chac are programmed in
spring. During the rest of the year, the Netherlands is generally only visited on tours

or cruises in combination with other European countries. Obviously, separate modules

of airline tickets, hotels, and sightseeing generally focus on the Netherlands only, but
also appear in combination with other countries. The content of every product type will
be described here separately, by highlighting one particular tour operator's product per

product type."

A standard escorted group tour: 'Best of Europe'

The product  that  is presented  in  table  5.5 was developed  by a medium sized, all round
company,  established  in   1974,  belonging  to the category  of tour operator which  de-
velops standard and customised products for moderate income group or independent
travellers aged 55 years and older (LA2).  This tour operator's 1997 brochure contained
four European standard escorred group tourS including the Netherlands. Although the
names  of the  tours  varied  and  the  length  of the tours varied  from   11  to  18  days,  the
length of stay in the Netherlands and the content of the Dutch part were identical. Even
the description of the Dutch part of the tours did not vary. The 'Best of Europe' tour

departed eleven times in 1997, the costs were $2299 per person (share twin, land only),
and  included  16 breakfasts and 8 dinners.  Only the description of the Dutch part of the
tour is presented completely here. To give an idea of the rest of the itinerary, the first
sentence per day is given.

Table 5.5 Tour itinerary 'Best of Europe': 18 days. 8 European countries

Day 1: Depart Today. you will fly into London (...)
Day 2: Arrive London Upon arrival in London, you will be met by one of our representatives and taken ro your

hotel. (.)
Day 3: This morning, we board our motor coach for the drive co Ramsgace, where we will

London, Bruges, Brussels board a high speed catamaran for the short channel crossing to Osrend. Belgium. (...)
Then it is on [o Brussels (.. .)

I 3 Ins[ead ofgiving a general description per product type, an in-depth impression is given here by presencing the
content of one specific tour operator's produce per product type. No separate content analysis was done on the
brochures of the tour operators in the current study fur the following reasons. First. not all tour opera[ors had

1997 travel brochures available, resulting in an incomplete brochure sample. Second, the results of Kuypers'
(1999) study were already available and found to be valuable, as she analysed sixteen 1998 brochures including
the Ne[herlands. Third, another content analysis on travel brochures would probably not result in new insights
into the content of Dutch products. as could already be concluded from the information derived from the
interviews with the tour operators. Finally, k seemed co be more relevant [o give an in-depth view of each product
type by extensively describing just one product per type, ins[ead of presenting superficial and general facts. The
products [har are described here, were randomly chosen from the 1997 brochures that were available.
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[}av 4. Bruski0. Amsterdam I)eparring Brussels. we head n(irth kid the !(mlands ot Holland to [he cap[iva[ing ci[v
1,1 Amsterdam  This c iry has a charm  thar Will  fascinate you with  its  nerwork ot
picturesque canals. tall and narrow houses. harbor. and world-famous museums. Eniciv
a drive ro [he quaint fishing village (,f Vcilendam, where, during the summer mon[hs,
the villagers wear traditional Dutch cos[umes. Vist[ a cheese factor>· and a dog maker
bet-ure returning rc, Amsterclam ti,r a visic r(, a 1(,cal diam,Incl pcili5hing factory. This
e,·ening. as an „I,tic,n. >·ou will he taken on a delightful dinner cruise, giving you an
excellent \·few 01 the romanm .anals. lined with ri·pical Dutch town houses whose
lac ades (iu[.h, mh other in extravagance. Sca\·:  Hcilida,Intl Cit · (.enter

Da>·  5 Am%[crilam, Today we head tor Germany, iraveling [hrc,ugh the pic[uresque villages of the Rhine-
Rhine Cruise, Heidelberg land to arrive in Boppart where you will board a Rhine cruiser..(..)
Day 6: Heidelberg, Innsbruck After breakfas[, we board our coach for the journey [hrough [he wine country of Baden-

Wurrenburg and [he forest:s of the Schwabische Alb before entering Bavaria and the
fairy tale villages of the Bavarian Alps. (.  .)

Day 7: Innsbruck. Venice Today, travel across the European bridge, Europe's highesr bridge, cross the Brenner

Pass into Italy and drive through the lower hills of the scenk Dolomites co arrive in
Verona, where we stop for lunch (own expense). (...)

Day 8: Venice Today, we will enjoy a guided walking tour of this beautiful city. C. . . )
Day 9: Venice, Rome This morning, drive [hrough the Apennines, over soaring bridges and through counr-

less tunnels. (...)

Day  1 (): Rome This morning, you will enjoy a guided tour of Rome. (. . . )
Dav 11: Rc,me, Florence This morning. enjoy a scenic drive past vineyards and olive groves to arrive in Florence,

birthplace of the Renaissance. (.  .)
Day 12: Florence, Pisa, Como Today we travel Ic, Pisa m view the world famous Leaning Tower. ( .  . )

Day 1 %: Lake District, Today, we drive along the scenic shores of lake Lugano and through [he specracular St.
Luganc,. Lue(·rne Got[hard Pass. a tunnel approximately 12 miles !(ing, to emerge in Canion, che heari ok

Switzerland. 4. )

Day 14: Lucerne, Parts This morning, board vour coach for the drive pas[ che ciry ot Basel and across the border
Into France. (.. )

I)a,· 15 Paris This morning, vou will be taken on a guided sightseeing wur of Paris. (. .)
D.1  16. Par14. Nice This morning, you will be [aken ici the 'Gare de Lv(in .

where you will board tile <paie-

age TGV'. the famous French bullet train. c.  )
1)a\' 1-  Fren,11 Ri.·ier:i This morning, you will enjoy an excursion along the tam ,us French Riviera starring
Excursion with an incredible drive past precariously perched medieval villages and breath[aking

\·istas of [he Rivieras coast and rugged back wuntr>·. c   .)
I).i\· 1 M. 1)4·liarrur: Ii,da>· will be ar leisure until >·ciu are [.iken to the airtw)r[ for ,·ou riturn or unwar,1 travel

arrangemen[s.

hciurce· 1')9- lirtichur,· cit 1.AL

As the itinerary shows, 1 out of the 18 days is spent in the Netherlands and the Nether-
lands is represented by a visit to Amsterdam. Coming from Belgium in the morning
and having to check in at the hotel first, the afternoon and evening remain to experience
the Netherlands, after which the tour continues to five other European countries.
Nevertheless, the Dutch elements included in this tour are Amsterdam and its popular
canals, houses, museums, and diamond polishing factories, and also a visit ro Volendam
where a cheese and clog maker are visited and traditional costumes can be seen. Most
tour participants probably knew these Dutch elements before departure, as they are all
quite familiar Dutch tourism elements. They would probably also have heard of the
hotel before; the Holiday Inn.
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Standard escorted group tours can be of another order too, as the following tOUr shows.

A   standard  escorted   group   tour:  'Tbe  very   best   of  Holland  at   tulip  time'

Table 5.6 presents a product   that  was  developed  by  a small company specialised  in

certain destinations, established  in 1965, belonging  to the category  of tour operator

which develops standard escorted tours for groups, and catering to the deluxe type of
traveller aged between   35   and   55   (CH3).   A special two-page brochure  for  this  'the
Netherlands only' product was available. The tour had three set departure dates in spring

1997; the tour price was $3365 per person (basis twin, including land arrangements and
a round trip economy class flight from New York, Boston, and Washington DC to
Amsterdam. Add on prices were given when departing from other cities), and included
7 American buffet breakfasts, 3 lunches, and 4 dinners, as well as a 'get-acquainted
cocktail party' on the evening ofarrival. The complete tour operator's text is given below.

Table 5.6 Tour itinerary 'The very best of Holland at tulip time': 9 days, only in the Netherlands

Day  1: Departure Depart aboard a wide-bodied KLM Royal Dutch Airline jet for a non-stop flight to

Amsterdam
Day 2: Amsterdam Upon arrival in Amsterdam all guests arriving on our designated KLM Royal Dutch

Airline flights will be transferred to che GARDEN HOTEL, a modern, five-star, first

class hotel where gues[ accommodations include spacious rooms equipped with luxury
marble bachrooms with Jacuzzi, radio, color cable TV and mini bars. The hotel is ideally

situated near leading shopping streets and museums in one of Amsterdam's finest
residential areas. The remainder of [he day is at leisure to unpack and settle in for the
duration of your Stay in the Netherlands. From this convenient location all of our
excursions are made on a leisurely basis, and you may elect to have as much free time

for individual activities as you wish. This evening enioy a cruise on the canals of

Amsterdam followed by a get-acquainted cocktail party and dinner.

Day 3: Aaismeer Flower The day commences with a visit to the Aaismeer Flower Auction where you'll see the

Auction, Keukenhof Gardens, process of auctioning millions of flowers in covered trading rooms before rhey're packed

Haarlem and skipped around [he world. Next we'll visit Keukenhof gardens, a magnificent 70-

acre park with lakes, canal-like waterways and old trees surrounded by [ulips, hyacinchs,
and daffodils m a burst of bright spring colors. This afternoon we'll continue to

Haarlem where we'll thrill to the experience of visiting the Frans Hals Museum.

Day 4: Amsterdam Sightseeing in Amsterdam today will include the famous Ri jksmuseum to see the Rem-

brandt masterpieces as well as pain[ings by Vermeer, Ruisdael, Avercamp and Jan Sceen.

Our next stop will be [he home ofAnne Frank. After lunch we'll visit the van Gogh Museum

to gain insight into the life and paintings of [his very famous 20'h century Dutch Impressionist.

Day 5: Het Loo, Another (CH3') "First" experience awaits us this morning as we drive to Het Loo, the new-

Km& Muller ly restored summer palace of the Dutch Royal family. The palace is set in the midst of

a  27,000 acre Royal Forest  and was opened  to  the  public  in  1984  after  a  restoration
period of seven years. k is a jewel of a residence, surrounded by a magnificent park and

gardens, which resemble Versailles. After visiting the interior of the Palace we'll have

time to stroll in the formal gardens before luncheon at Le Perit Prince. This afternoon

another artistic treat awaits us as we visit the Kroller-Muller Museum ar O[terlo with
its sculpture garden and collection of paintings by Vincent van Gogh!

Day 6: Amsterdam Enjoy a clay a[ leisure in the Venice of the North. Scroll along the banks of [he concen-

tric canals, visit the floating flower market in Amsterdam and get to know this fascina-

cing city. You may wish co shop, visit the home of Rembrandt, have lunch at a brown
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caff or vlsi[ a diamond faitory. This evening you 11 enjoy an Indonesian diner.

I)·,1\ - (,(,uil.i. Lcide,1 This morning we'll „w (,c,uda.,ine ok- Holland 5 best preserved it[les wirh charming
16,rh and 1 -th cen[un· buildings overicK,king chree-lined canals. Here we 11 see the Guihic

Town Hall and a municipal museum containing an old apothecarv shop, sculpture,
paintings, antique iciys and period househcild rooms. In St. John's Church we'11 admire
rhe s[ained glass windows by Wc,u[er and Dirck Crabeth. After lunih in a quaint res-
raurant our [rip will wn[inue [c) the l.iniversity town of' Leiden. The I.Iniverst[>· was
established m 15-5. and [he[(iwniontains many fine historic buildings. The remainder
ot- [he afternixin & a[ leisure [c, relax cir explore rhe shops of Amsterdam

I)av 8 i)<·ift. 'I'he liague, This morning we 11 visit Delft, home of the 'Delft Blue' china. Ar the Royal Delft
Madurcidam Porcelain Factory, we'11 see the fine ar[ of making this porcelain, and we 11 admire [he

lovely Go[hic and Renaissance houses facing ancient streets. It was here [har Jan
Vermeer was born in 1632, and we'11 see the ancient city gates which he captured in one
of his paintings which we'll see this morning ar the Mauritshuis. Our next stop will be
The Hague, seat of the Dutch Government. We'11 see the Peace palace and continue to

the Mauri[shuis, an  elegant  17[h century mansion converted  into one of [he world's
fines[ small museums with paintings by Du[ch Masters. Here we'11 recognize the ancienr
city gates of Delft In a Vermeer painting and admire Rembrand['s "The Anatomy
Lesson". In the seaside village of Scheveningen we'11 stop for a Dutch treat lunch before

visiting Madurodam, avillage 1/25rhlife-size with working windmills and scale models
of the more famous buildings of the Netherlands - most of we'11 recognize. Our final
stop will include a visi[ [0 the Mesdag Panorama painted by the famous 19£11 century

artist, N W  Mesdag, who dej,ided  Scheveningen as it looked  in  1880.  This evening
we'll enjoy a gala farewell dinner.

I)a>· 9. Re[urn Guests departing (in our designated KLM Royal Dutch Airline flights will be trans-
terred to Amsterdam's Schiphc,1 Airj.,rt la[e this morning where you'll have [ime f(ir

.some tax-free shopl,Ing befure boarding afterno(in flights on KLM Royal l)urch Airlines
for A[lan[a. Boston, Chicagci, Derroi[, Hc,usron, Los Angeles. Minneapi,!is, New York
or San Franciscci, where you 11 arrive this afternoon wirh cherished memiries (,1- "The
Very Bes[ ot Holland at Tuh 1, 1-inic

Sunt-   199   bmdure *CH:

In contrast to the former standard escorted tour, this tour is completely devoted to the
Netherlands. After arrival and excluding the day (,f departure, -' full days are spent in
\ arious places thrc,ughout the Netherlands. The canals Mf Amsterdam are again a popular
attraction as a canal cruise is the first sightseeing element included. Time in this tour
allows participants to experience the Netherlands in-depth. A visit to the flower auction
and The Keukenhof represent the familiar Dutch element of flowers. Art and historic
buildings are represented by a visit tO the Frans Hals Museum in Haarlem, the
Rijksmuseum and van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam, the Krdller-MBller in Otterlo, the
Mauritshuis and Mesdag Panorama in The Hague, and by several historic buildings in
Gouda and Leiden. Other Dutch sights and attractions are included as well, like the
Anne Frank House in Amsterdam, palace Het Loo,  the university of Leiden, a porcelain

factory in Delft, and Madurodam in The Hague. Suggestions for a free day are strolling
along the banks of the canals in Amsterdam, visiting the floating flower market: in
Amsterdam, visiting the house of Rembrandt in Amsterdam, visiting a diamond
polishing factory in Amsterdam, visiting a brown caf6 in Amsterdam, or shopping, again
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in Amsterdam. Time for (tax free) shopping is guaranteed before departure at the airport.
This tOUr has quite a balanced mix of both familiar Dutch tourism attractions and

'off the beaten track' elements, including places like Haarlem, Ott:erlo, Gouda, Leiden,
The Hague, and Scheveningen. Although many more nights are spent in the Nether-
lands On this tour than on the previously described tour, Amsterdam is, again, the only
place where the group is accommodated during their stay in the Netherlands. Although
there is plenty of time, almost exclusively places in the Randstad, i.e., the western part

of the country around Amsterdam, are visited. Even suggestions for a free day are
confined to the city of Amsterdam.

Although most tour participants have probably never heard of the Garden Hotel,
they are reassured of its quality by a list of features ensuring a familiar environment in
which they will feel comfortable.

A river cruise or barge tour: 'Holland at tulip time'
The  following product (Table  5.7) was developed  by a European based cruise company
and brokered by a small US company. This US tour operator belongs to the category
that brokers standard cruises/barge tours for group and independent travellers. It was
established in 1 974, and caters to moderate to deluxe travellers of all ages. This tour

operator generally offers cruise/barge vacations in France, but during spring, from
March through mid-May. one of the ships is located in the Netherlands.

Table 5.7 Tour itinerary 'Holland at tulip time': 7 days. only in the Netherlands

Day  1: Amsterdam to Zaanse Schans Guests are met ar 3:00 pm and escorted to the barge. Champagne Welcome

and cruise to the display village of Banse Schans, typical of the region with

ics picture-book windmills and water-systems, craftwork and charming
"Zaanse Huisjes . Diner aboard.

Day 2: Zaanse Schans to Nichtevecht Excursion to the Rijksmuseum and time permitting, van Gogh Museum or
Rembrand['s house. Cruise through Weesp and over [he Vechi where noble

merchant's lived in the Golden Century. Dinner aboard.
Day 3: Nichtevecht co Schoonhoven Morning rour of the Vecht and a local cheese farm for a delicious cheese-casting

with Genever and herring. Cruise past the Juliana locks into [he Lek Dinner
aboard.

Day 4 Schoonhoven to Delft Our cruise in southern Holland takes us past fascinating old ship wreaks and

fishing villages with a chance to visit Antwerp and Ruben s house or the Van

Booyman Ari Gallery in Rorterdam. Dinner aboard.

Day  5:  Delft to Kagerplassen Today's excursion is to the Delft blue factory. famed for its beauciful hand-
painted porcelain. Then we cruise north and visit Haarlem and the Frans Hats

museum near [he Tulip marketS. Dinner aboard.

Day 6: Kagerplassen to Amsterdam Visit the Keukenhof gardens, Holland s splendid tulip nursery and a riot of
color in season. Afternoon cruise followed by Captain's farewell dinner aboard.

Day  7: Amsterdam/return After breakfast, return to The Hotel Pulitzer.

Source: 1997 brochure of NY15

In 1997, there  were  7  set  departure  dates  for the 'Holland at tulip time' cruise.  The
costs were $18,000 to charter a  boat  for 8 guests,  and  $15,750 to charter  boat  for a  6
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guests (rates for 6 nights per person based on double occupancy, including all meals,

drinks, and table wines, sightseeing, and use of the vessel's bicycles and other facilities.
Air transportation, airport taxes, and transfers not included). (NY15).

Like the former tour, this cruise is also spent completely in the Netherlands. As the
basis for cruising is sailing the waterways, in contrast to motor-coached tours, many,
often unknown and unfamiliar, Dutch places are passed on cruises, which are not
necessarily located in or around Amsterdam. To ensure a mix of both familiar and
unfamiliar Dutch elements in the tour, however, most places where people can get off
the ship are places where familiar Dutch elements can be visited. These are the
Zaansche Schans for its typiCal houses and windmills, Amsterdam for the
Rijksmuseum, Van Gogh Museum, and Rembrandt House, Rotterdam for the van
Booyman art gallery, a place along the Vecht for a cheese factory, Delft for a porcelain

factory, and The Keukenhof for its flowers.
Often, upon arrival and the night before departure, people are accommodated in a

hotel in Amsterdam, while they stay overnight aboard the barge during the rest of the
tour. A guarantee that rooms and dinners aboard are of high quality according to
American standards, is provided by the US tour operator.

Separate modules: 'Amsterdam hotels and options'
The following Dutch modules presented in Table 5.8, were provided in  1997  by a small
tour operator established in  1993, specialised in Europe, and belonging to the category
of tour operator which develops standard and customised products for independent,
moderate income clients of all ages (NY3). The 1997 brochure contains many x-night
packages to various European cities. Generally, those packages contain hotel options,
sightseeing options, and sometimes transfers as well. Airline rates are usually not inclu-
ded in the brochure aS they change frequently. They are generally provided when
travellers call for accommodation or sightseeing modules. Clients can select the modu-
les they like and compose their own unique vacation. All sightseeing options are issued

on an open voucher basis. Upon arrival. travellers do need to contact the sightseeing
company to reserve the specific day they require. This tour operator's options in the
Netherlands  in  1994  were as follows.

Table 5.8 Separate mcidules of hotels and sightseeing in the Netherlands:  19 hotels and 5 sightseeing tours

Anisterdam Hotels Description

Lancaster ModerniA[mospheric ho[el opposite the Zoo
Acro Modern/Intimare hotel near Vondelpark & museums
Prinsen Traditional/Recently renovated near Leidseplein
Eden Traditional/Recently renovated near Rembrancitplein

Singe 1 Traditional/Near Dam Square

Avenue Traditional/Near Central Station

Citadel Tradi[ional/Near Central Station
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Tulip Inn Mc)dern/Ccmfortable hotel within walking distance ot- Dam Square
Cok Tourist Hotel Contemporary/Close to concert hall & museums
intel Modern/Brand new hotel located between Dam Square and Central Scarion

Park Hotel Modern/(Ziose [o Van Gogh and Ri Jksmuseum

Swisshotel Ascor Modern/Lc,cared on Dam Square

Memphis Modern/Recently renovaced hotel near museums

Cok City Hotel Modern/In ci[y center; 100 meters from Dam square
Cok Business Hotel Traditional/Located in 19th century building
Victoria Hotel Modern/Victorian hotel opposi[e Central Station
Grand Krasnapolsky Modern/Located on Dam Square

Puli[zer Traditional/On Prinsengracht
Gc,lden Tulip Barbizon Modern/Oveilooking the Leidseplein
Mercure Hotel Amsterdam Airport Modern/8 km from airport

St#btseeing Tours Description

Candleligh[ & Wine Cruise Evening cruise through Amsterdam's canals.
9:3() pm. Nightly, 2 Hours

Volendam and Marken Visit two small fishing villages and a cheese farm.
9:30 am; Daily, 31/1 Hours

Windmills and Edam Visit small community of'Zaanse Schans' and i[s wind mills. Medieval town of
Edam.

2:30 pm; Daily, P/, Hours
Keukenhof Excursion to the flower gardens.

9:30 am: Daily. 31/., Hours
Grand Holland Tour Aalsmeer. Hague, Madurodam. Rotterdam, Delft (lunch not included)

9:3() am; Mon/Wed/Fri/Sun, 84, Hours

Source:  1997 brochure of NYJ

All hotels offered in the Netherlands are located in Amsterdam. Independent travellers
usually travel to Amsterdam and Stay there, or at least, that is what tour operators pro-

vide them with. They might, of course, also visit other places in the Netherlands, but
that is generally not part of the tour operator's product. Whether independent travellers
visit other places or not is the subject of Chapter 6.

Besides information on the sights and attractions closest to the hotel, information
is also given on the style of the hotel, so that travellers can choose between a modern or

traditional stay in Amsterdam. As independent travellers want to see Amsterdam, most
hotels are located within the city centre. Therefore, only few well-known hotels of Ame-
rican chains are included as these are often located outside the city centre or even in the
city's suburbs. This does not say anything about the price or quality of the hotels included,
as the options range from low budget to five-star hotels.

All sightseeing options concentrate on Amsterdam and it surroundings. Canals,

fishing villages, cheese farms, windmills, and flowers; all are available in standard sight-
seeing tours which can easily be undertaken from the city centre of Amsterdam and do
not  last any longer  than  half a  day.  One  tour,  i.e., the Grand Holland Tour, includes
almost all elements of the standard escorted tourS described above. The difference, how-
ever, is that this tour only takes one day instead of seven.
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In summary, to illustrate the differences between various US tour operator products in-
cluding the Netherlands, four products of four different tour operators are presented:
tWo standard escorted tours, one river cruise, and one consisting of separate modules of
hotels and sightseeing. On the first standard escorted tour, 8 European countries are
visited in 18 days and the Dutch part of this tour lasts one day. The second standard
escorted tour is a 'Netherlands only' product and stays in the Netherlands for 9 days.

The river cruise is a 7 day 'Netherlands only' product. The separate modules contain a
range of hotel options in Amsterdam, from low budget to five-star, and some standard
sightseeing tours, out of which independent travellers can select the modules they
prefer to build their own vacations.

The first standard escorted tour is confined entirely to Amsterdam and its well-
known sights, while the second standard escorted tour shows a mix of both familiar
tourism sights and attractions in Amsterdam and 'off the beaten track' elements in
places like Haarlem, Otterlo, Gouda, Leiden, The Hague, and Scheveningen. Although
much more time is spent in the Netherlands on the second tour, in both cases, the

group stays overnight in Amsterdam in hotels that ensure a familiar environment for
the American traveller.

The cruise shows a more extensive use of the Netherlands spatially, as it follows
the waterways. This, however, does not imply that unknown places are visited. Rather,
the same familiar Dutch tourism elements are visited as in the standard escorted tOUrS,

as people can generally only get off the boat in the well-known Dutch places. Rooms and
food are guaranteed to be of American standards as these elements are provided on board.

The separate modules of accommodation and sightseeing in the Netherlands are
restricted to a list of 19 hotels in Amsterdam and 5 standard sightseeing tours in or
within the vicinity of Amsterdam. The tour operator does not provide tours to other
cities or areas in the Netherlands. On the sightseeing tours, all standard well-known
Dutch elements can be visited.

importance of familiar Dutch and American elements in Dutch py,Iduets
As was shown in the previous paragraphs, the unique selling points of the Netherlands
mentioned by US tour operators do not vary much and tend to stick to the familiar,
generally well-known elements of the Netherlands. Although some travel products are
more extensive than others, they all include the generally, well-known, elements of the

Netherlands and, to a varying degree, complement these with less familiar elements.
The US tour operators indicated that Dutch travel products have not changed much through-
out the years. They argued that Arnericans have been going to Europe for years to see

rhe same familiar things. Even tour operators who stated that destination related factors

were most important in product development generally said that the destination should

be familiar, to a certain degree, to (potential) clients if it is to be developed into a product.

-Tbe destination is most iniportant. But. there bas to be something tbat people are
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familiar u·itb, tbat'll ring a bell u'ben you mention it". (NYIO)

"Destination comes first. In most cases there must be an attraction tbey already know.
Let's say in Holland tulips. tbat's tbe image. Tbat's an attraction tbe US traveler
knows  already.   and  tben  were  expanding  on   to  tbat.   But   it  bas  to  bave  a  name'.

(CH6)

With familiar things, tour operators, on the one hand, mean sights and attractions in
the Netherlands that most Americans are familiar with simply because they are gene-

rally well-known. On the other hand, familiar things may include American or univer-

sal elements, such as US hotel chains or US restaurant chains chat Americans know from
their home environment, or travel experiences in other places. These familiar American
elements have not so much to do with the Netherlands historically or geographically,
but, because they add a certain global flavour to the place, they may make the desti-
nation more accessible and attractive to some travellers.

Two-thirds (18) of the US tour operators from the sample who offer Dutch pro-
ducts (28) argued that familiar things are the most important things to include in
Dutch travel products in order to attract American travellers, referring to both familiar
Dutch elements and familiar American elements. US tour operators, therefore, try to
attract travellers by showing them a diversity of well-known, familiar, Dutch elements.

" It's not mucb sense of putting in. 'web gonna take you to tbe rose festival in
Amsterdam'. Tbey'll say 'We've never beard of tbe rose festival. we wanna go see tbe

tulips"'. (NY10)

'Americans needfamiliarity. Tbey need to see things tbat tbey know. because tbey don't
bare a  great  knowledge about  tbe  history  of tbe  world".  (NY13)

"We must put in familiar places even tbougb tbey may bave been spoiled by
commercialisation. There are areas of Holland tbat are very unfamiliar to most
Americans. But it would be bard to market those regions because people think tbat
Amsterdam is Holland. Tbey certainly want to go to tbe Rijksmuseum and tbey want
to see tbe tulips. tbey want to see tbe canals. but if you talk about taking tbem on a
cruise to areas in tbe countryside...'. (NY15)

"It sounds nice in theory,  but in reality people don't buy wbat  tbey don't  know.  And I

gotta deal witb people buying it.  So wben you say 'it's not familiar but it's  good'.  people
don't  buy  wbat's  good for  tbem".   (CHS)

"We concentrate on a fully escorted tour because we do know tbat our clientele does not

want to be dropped in tbe center of town and having to find their way back. Tbat's
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#untetbing tbat tbey find absolutely too daunting for tbem.  Sometimes. at tbe end of a
city totir. for example, we offer tbem to be dropped off. let's say at tbe Rijhmuseum. and

to make their u·ay back to their hotel. None of tbem would decide to do tbat. tbey're just
too scared. tbey wanna stay witb tbe group"  CLAZ)

With regard to the familiar American elements, often present through the so-called
contextual elements of a vacation such as airlines, hotels, restaurants, banks, language,
etc., accommodation and language in particular are of crucial importance, according to
most US tour operators. Those who expressed a preference for familiar American ele-
ments generally articulated their doubts about the Suitability of European hotels for
American travellers.

"Problem uitb European hotels h tbe small rooms. Tbe nice thing about a Hilton is tbe
rooms are large and tbey're all tbe same". (NYG)

"There are no Sberatons and Best Westerns in Russia. And in Moscow. there's only one
or  two  hotels  you  can  use  to  keep  tbe  price  dou·n.  tbat  are  descent.  (...)  Meals  on  our

basic tours. all except one, are done in tbe hotels. You could pay more, but you don't
knou· you're getting tbe quality". (NY 1 3)

'Tbey bare very bigb expectations. We tell  tbent.  'okay. you bare to think about tbe fact
tbat tbe hotels in Europe are often a lot older tban American hotels. tbey don't bai,£ air
conditioning. Still. lite get a lot of complaints. Tbey find tbe rooms are too small.  tbe
batbrooms are too small. tbe staff is not as Jeri,ice oriented as tbey u,ould be in tbe
States" CLAZ)

Tour operators who include American hotel chains in their products are content with
the local flavour that these hotels radiate while they profit from the American
standards.

'You get tbe local flavor in all these places. Take for example inmbruck. years ago we
used tbe Holiday 1nn because tbey organized local events at night. Tbey are in their
ou·n unique building. but updated witb furnish and witb tbe reservation system. I:or
example. tbe Sheraton in Salzburg looks like a castle". (LA9)

Some tour operators argued that being able to speak English during a vacation is crucial
for Americans. When that is not possible everywhere, they make sure an English speaking

guide is at hand.

"Our cruises are European based. But you're not gonna get on a sbip where nobody
understands  wbat  you  say.  So.  in  Russia.  we  bat,e  more escorted  tours".  (NY9)
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Furthermore, familiar American elements that are present at the destination may evoke

some sense of relief among American tourists. It is not that US tour operators conscious-
ly include these elements in their products, but the presence of these elements serves to

make vacations in these destinations easier and more comfortable for their clients.

-1 can tell you u'ben we're doing seminars. We're showing a promotional movie and we
bad a view of McDonalds tbat was just being opened in Warsaw. It provoked laughter

and a kind of sense of relief.  lt sounds familiar and it  kind of created a warmer feeling
tbat we are not going to be in tbe middle of nowhere.  I  bave those islands of familiarity
where 1 can refer to wben something goes u,rong. So I would say it's important for an
American tourist to bat'e tbe safety of something tbat be recognizes as part of tbe

civilized u,orld-. (NY14)

"In tbe developnzent of a product is doesn't play any role.  but wben tbey're there, tbey're

very happy witb tbe familiar things on tbe route". CLAG)

The importance of familiar American elements may take on such forms that some tour

operators fear the effects of standardisation.

-Alost Americans don't particularly wanna leave borne. And tbat. by tbe way. is a
trend tbat is becoming mucb more pronounced. We've all seen it. For instance. anybody

can get a special meal anywhere.  Before, you just ate wbat was in front of you. Now,
if you're a vegetarian. you demand tbat meal anywhere in tbe world. Tbey know. if
tbey can get things like tbat at bome, tbey demand it. Tbe standards for hotels: tbey
u·ant bair dryers in their rooms. tbey want a king size bed. In other words. tbey want
things and tbey must bave tbem. tbat are not European style facilities. And because
Americans  are  willing  to  pay  for  it...  it's  all  more  Americanized.  making  it  more

standardized: nobody really wants to leave borne anymore. Tbey want it to be tbe same

as borne". (CH 1)

A few US providers of Dutch travel products consider unfamiliar elements to be the
most important ingredients. This group prefers to provide their clients with local fla-
vour instead of'bringing America over to the Netherlands: Yet, they do provide certain

services in order to guarantee their clients a general level of comfort, such as being able

to speak the English language, by escorting the tour.
Some of the tour operators that prefer to include unfamiliar elements, however,

indicated that Europe has become a destination where this approach has become

possible throughout the years, but that there are still many other destinations in the
world where it is important to include familiar elements.

"For India, yes, 1 do need a Sheraton, a Holiday Crown Plaza, you knoup 1 do need
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to bave tbij recognition. For  Europe  not really" (NY8)

-lncluding familiar things is not necessary in Europe. There's so mucb fine hotels and
ruiall hotel chains :bat Il u·ork for Americans. Plus,  1  think Americans going to Europe
generally. think tbey u·ant tbe experience. u·bicb is in tbe European botelf. (LA-1 )

A few tour operators did not mention the dominance of familiar or unfamiliar elements
in product development, but said they kept both elements in mind during the
development of Dutch travel products. According to them, there has to be something
familiar in the tour that can be complemented by unfamiliar things.

"1 u·anna make sure 1 put some of tbe familiar in. And tbe unfamiliar is wbat really
gives  it spiciness.  (...) Tbey don't want  to necessarily experience McDonalds.  tbat's not

it·bat tbey're there for.  tbey have very specific requests for u'bat tbey want to see". (NY-1)

-1 think a lot of US travelers. altbougb tbey want tbe con«orts tbat tbey are used to.
tbey also want tbe taste of Europe. There's no sense of going to Europe  if you're staying
in tbis Holiday Inn hotel, wbicb is like any Holiday Inn in tbe world. So I think tbe
US traveler is still looking for tbat. as long as tbey bat,e their ou·n things. their hair
dryer and things tbey like. being able to read tbe menu". (NY12)

"Obviously. tbe big attractions in Holland are tbe flou·ers  in spring. you knou.·. but tbe
other things tbat we're  including.  like tbe  Hooge Park  . people may probably bat,e net,er

beard about it. But ute want to include it. because ue bat,e to justify wby u,e're gonna
bee  tbem for 6 day in Amsterdam and ice bare to keep tbent busy. cause as 1 said.
people like tbe itinerary u·itb all tbe inclusions. We alu·ays u'ant to put something in
tbat tbey barent beard about to make it something exciting. .something to discover"
(LA2)

Furthermore, a few tour operators explained that the inclusion of familiar or unfamiliar
elements was very dependant on the type of traveller they served and, thus, the type of
product that this type of client requests. The more unfamiliar the elements they want
to experience, the more they are inclined to travel independently. This may result either
in the development of customised products, or the selling of separate modules of airline
tickets, accommodation, and, sometimes, sightseeing, so that clients can create their own

travel experiences.

"There are two types of American travelers. But tbe ones u·bo do tbe unfamiliar things,
tbey   trat,el  by  tbemseli,es' .  CNY'  )

..If people go.  especially wben  tbey  go on an  independent  tour.  tbey really want to see tbe
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country. tbe destination tbey're going to, tbey wanna experience tbat culture. I think
tbat on tbe escorted tours. tbey don't want to be in to tbe whole, tbey wanna be protected.

tbey wanna be safe. tbey wanna know tbe u·ay around, tbey wanna bave and English
speaking guide. tbey don't wanna do things on their ou·n. whereas tbe independent
traveler is more likely to explore cities on their own. see not just tbe tourist things".
(NY18)

"Witb  tbe  FIT's  (Flying Independent Travelers)  you  nearly recommend: you recommend

a series of restaurants and tbey'll choose. Witb groups. 99% of tbe time, we're gonna
send a group to places tbat we know. You don't send people where you don't know wbat's
gonna  happen  to  tbem".  (NY 19)

In summary, to more than half of the US tour operator sample offering Dutch products,
familiar Dutch and American elements are the most important elements to include in
Dutch travel products in order to attract American travellers. The presence of familiar
Dutch elements is guaranteed by including the well-known sights and attractions of the
Netherlands, and the presence of familiar American elements is guaranteed by inclu-
ding well-known American hotels. Furthermore, familiar American elements, such as
the English language, but also fast-food restaurants, are, to a large extent, present in a
destination like the Netherlands. They provide a certain 'American Bubble' (cf. envi-
ronmental bubble), which many US tour operators think American travellers like. Some
tour operators, however, fear for standardisation of tourism experiences as they see the
world adapting to American standards. A few tour operators said they considered un-
familiar elements in Dutch travel products the most important elements in attracting
US travellers. Others argued that any Dutch travel product should contain a mix of
both familiar Dutch and familiar American elements, on the one hand, and unfamiliar
elements, on the other hand, while a few tour operators stated that this was dependent
on the type of traveller and, thus, the type of product. The latter argued that indepen-

dent travellers, generally, want more unfamiliar elements during their vacations, while
escorted group tourists tend to want to experience the more familiar things.

Importance of familiar Dutch and American elements in US tour operator images of tbe Netherlands
At the end of the product development process, travel products are marketed and sold.
Images play an important role in the tour operator's presentation of travel products to
the public, i.e., the symbolic transformation. A1114 the tour operators were asked what

14 This question, in contrast to the question on the familiar and unfamiliar elements in Dutch products, was asked
of all [our operators  in the sample (39) instead of only  those  [our operators who offered  the Netherlands  in  1997
(28).  This was done  because, although  not all  tour operators  in  the sample developed Du[ch products  in  1997, it
was assumed char [hey all had an image of che Netherlands that they communicated to their (potential) clients
no[ only when they developed standard Ducch products, but also when they developed Dutch products on request,
or when [hey brokered Dutch products.
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image of the Netherlands they communicated to their clients. Their answers were
grouped again into three categories and those are presented in Table 5.9. In the first
column, images that refer to tangible elements in Amsterdam are listed. Tangible
elements that can be found throughout the country are listed in the second column.
Intangible country related aspects are listed in the third column. Again, those mention-
ed most frequently are in bold letters, the other aspects were mentioned by only one or

by a few tour operators.

Table 5.9  Tangible and intangible elements of US tour operator images of the Netherlands

Tangible elements Tangible elements Incangible elements
in Amsterdam elsewhere in che Netherlands in Amsterdam or elsewhere m che Netherlands

Canals in Amsterdam Delft Amsterdam

Red Light District The Hague Architecture

The Keukenhof Arts

Volendam Boa[s

Bicycles

Charm of Ams[erdam
Charm of the country

Cheese / cheese factory
Clogs / wooden shoes

Coffee shops
Cuisine

Culture

Different 1 unique councry
Festivals and evenis

Fun loving coun[n

(;ardens

Ge ,graphical Fmm. central

Good prices,
(kxid service

Handicrafts

ilistor)·

Jewish :ight.
Languages  i  English  speaking

Man>· countries in one coun[r>·

Museums

Must see' destinarion

Old buildings in Amsterdam

People ' friendly peciple
Pleasantness of Holland
Small bu[ so much to do
Small houses m Amsterdam

Traditional cosiumes
Tulips, flowers, tulip fields, flower marketS

Two-three days is enough

Water (for fly-sail)
Windmills
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Not many tangible attractions in Amsterdam or elsewhere in the Netherlands were
mentioned. Of the tangible elements, almost all the tour operators mentioned the
canals in Amsterdam. The other tangible sights and attractions they mentioned, tended
to be the well-known elements of the Netherlands, which can be compared with the
unique selling points listed in Table 5.4. Many of the intangible elements mentioned
are to be found in Amsterdam, like boats, cheese or clog makers, old buildings, mu-
seums, small houses, traditional costumes, tulipS, windmills, etc.  Like in Table  5.4, they

are categorised with the intangible elements, however, as it is not clear what buildings,
museums, etc., are exactly being referred to. Therefore, they could be found in Amster-
dam but also in other places.

The results of the current study are in line with those found by Kuypers (1999).
The most frequently appearing images of the Netherlands in US tour operator

brochures are windmills, tulips, clogs, and canal boats. Words that US tour operators
use in their brochures to describe their Dutch products are Holland, Arnsterdam,
canals, museums, diamonds, and cheese. This is not very surprising, as many tour ope-
rators in the current study indicated that their image of the Netherlands was generally
derived from the NBT's promotional materials, in which these elements dominate.

"We copy tbe image tbat tbe tourist board's providing us witb". (NYA)

"Last year. 1 think we bad a picture of tbe bridge. you know. tbe one tbat's split up in

Amsterdam. sometimes we bave windmills. Tbe cruise company doesn't provide us witb
any marketing support: tbey give us tbe sbip shots and tbe rest u,e get from tbe tourist
board" (NY9)

"It's easy; tbe canals. tbe older buildings in Amsterdam.  tbe charm of tbe city, and tben
of course there's gonna be fields of tulips in tbe brochure and windmills. Tbat's tbe
American perception of Holland. Tbat would be it. I're driven tbrougb Holland a bit.
so....  you  know,  I  know a  little  bit  of tbe countryside.  But for a  brochure.  you'd sbow

tbe city of Amsterdam" (NY12)

"We'll  only  promote  Amsterdam.  'cause  tbat's  wbat  we  do".  (NY 1.8)

"Holland.  1  bate  to  say  tbat.  but  it  bas  sort  of an  image.  an  identity.  you  knott,,  witb

tbe windmills, and tbe traditional costumes. Tbe image is pretty vivid in people's
minds". (LA2)

" In general, ute're trying to present Holland as like all European destinations as one of
tbe old world places. Tbe tbings you don't get in tbe US: windmills. Volendam. wooden
dogs. tbat's wbat people like". CLA9)
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Only one tour operator tries to provide his clients with a little more than the familiar
image.

' 1 ebange tbe t'tew'Point of 11'bat a lot of people think of Holland.  Holland is really only

2 of tbe northern provinces. and tbat's just one of tbe educational things 1 bave to tell
my people.  1  u·ant tbe,n to knou· tbat u·bat tbey perceive as Holland isn't only tbe flat

land that li·as reclaimed from tbe Oceans. as tbaf.s u·bat a lot of people think. So 1
educate  tbem  on   bey.  theres  mucb  more  tban  just  tbe  dikes  and  tbe  canaK.  Lets  face

it. there's where, in southern Holland. tbe Alps actually starts. I tell you, history will
get you. in my market 50 and older. more people tban any flou·ers. Lets put it this u,ay.

if  1   take  tbem  to  historical  sights,  it's  been  standing  there  for  centuries.  Okay.>  Every

groups gonna see it. If I take tbent there for flowers. one group might see it. tbe next
group  goes  and  tbey're  already  dead".  (CHS)

Only one tour operator mentioned the so-called 'dirt and disorder' image of the
Netherlands (Dahles, 1998) referring to elements such as the coffee shops and the Red
Light District. However, as can be understood from this tour operator's quotation, this
does necessarily mean that he is the only one who has this aspect in mind when
thinking of the Netherlands.

" Americans  tbey  tend to  be.    .,  on tbe  outside tbey  seem  to  be i,er)  prudisb.  but  secretly.

tbey're fascinated by it". (NY2)

Some tour operators (6) mentioned country related aspects that are intangible and not
tied to a particular location, but that are tied to the Netherlands as a whole. Most fre-
quently mentioned was the charm of the city of Amsterdam, the charm of the country,

culture. language, and friendly people.

7 uat wrprised bou· man, people actitalli knou' in acit· ince tbat tbe Dutch are t·en
friendly people. So. obi:tously. someone must bate been doing some pretty good 11·ork on

tbat. Wben 1 lived m Belgium. 1 mean. 1 u,as not au,are of tbe fact tbat tbe Dutch
trere more friendly tban tbe Belgians". (1.Al)

Seven tour operators mentioned both tangible and intangible elements as ingredients
of their image of the Netherlands. Quite a few tour operators in the sample (8) do not
have nor provide any image of the Netherlands to their clients, for various reasons.

"1 don't think Holland bai a clear inwge for culture. or anything particular. tbat
u·ould be a big selling point. You know. tbey bat,e a really good museum tbat bas an

exhibit of an artist. 11'bieb 1 can't think of nou·. and tbat type of thing uould appeal

to us for our educational productf (NY6)
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-Actually  1  think  tbat  Holland  suffers  from  a   lack  of  identity  among  American  tra-
velers. There's more familiarity of going to France. it bas to be tbe familiar. lt bas to
be what Americans will remember and tbat's of course wby we bave these pictures of tbe

Keukenbof.  windmills.  and  traditional costumes'. (NY15)

In summary, US tour operators generally communicate an image of the Netherlands to
their (potential) clients that includes relatively more intangible elements than tangible
elements. Some mentioned both tangible sights and attractions and intangible country

related aspects. Another important group of US tour operators does not have nor pro-
vide any Dutch image to their clients.

Conclusions

The second research question was "What is the content of US tourism assemblages re-

garding the Netherlandsi"
Only a few tangible unique selling points in Amsterdam and the Netherlands were

mentioned, of which the canals and The Keukenhof were mentioned by almost all the
tour operators. Most of the tangible unique selling points were well-known elements of
the Netherlands. Intangible unique selling points, like the charm of the city of Amster-

dam, architecture, art, cheese, clogs, the charm of the country, culture, the fact that
English is spoken everywhere, history, museums, old buildings, friendly people, tradi-
tional costumes, tulips, and windmills, are also familiar elements of the Netherlands.
The content and images of Dutch travel products developed and presented by US tour
operators, obviously, give a similar view, as almost all tour operators basically include
the unique selling points of the Netherlands in their products and use images of the
same elements in their brochures (Kuypers, 1999).

Familiar Dutch and familiar American elements are the most important elements

to include in their products for two-thirds of the US tour operators who develop Dutch
products. Familiar Dutch elements, on the one hand, are required in order to attract US
travellers to buy their products, and familiar American elements, on the other hand, are
required to provide a context or 'American Bubble' in which US travellers feel comfor-
table. Europe, including the Netherlands, has become a destination where an adequate

level of universal, or familiar American elements, is available. Therefore, some tour ope-

rators prefer to emphasise unfamiliar elements in their products as the familiar elements

are guaranteed anyway. Some tour operators strive to provide a mix of familiar and
unfamiliar elements, and a few point to the fact that the input: of familiar and unfami-

liar elements is very much dependent of the type of traveller and, thus, the type of travel
product that is required. Independent travellers are said to prefer more unfamiliar

elements, while escorted group travellers are said to prefer to experience the more fa-
miliar elements during their vacation. Whether this is the case for US travellers visiting
the Netherlands will be explored in Chapter 6.
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5.5  Exchangeability of Dutch elements and of the Netherlands
In this section, the final research question of the provider side is answered and deals
with, on the one hand, the exchangeability of Dutch elements within Dutch travel
products, and, on the other hand, the exchangeability of the Netherlands with other
European destinations. What, according to US tour operators, are the elements of the
Netherlands that must be included in their products, and which elements are easily
interchangeable with others' And, to what extent do US tour operators consider the
Netherlands as a must to include in their travel products, or is the country easily
interchangeable with Other European countries?

Excbangeability of Dutch elements
Almost all the tour operators (27) of those who could answer this question (28), were
very clear about the elements that are exchangeable in their Dutch travel products;
there are standard, familiar elements, of which Amsterdam, tulips, and art are a must,
while all other Dutch elements (see Table  5.4) are pretty much interchangeable.

-Until  there's  some  kind  of  buzz  created about  someu·bere  else  in  Holland.  1  think  it's
gonna  stay Anisterdant". (NY2)

"Tbe tulips bave to be in there, tbe rest not. I mean. people go to Amsterdam to go to tbe

Rijks,nuseum. to go to tbe art museums. because tbats central to tbe image of Amster-
dam. There are certain things tbat tbey u·ill discover once tbey're there. but there are
other things tbat tbey just bave to viSit". (NY15)

-There are certain things tbat you bare to do any time. I mean. you bate to go to Am-
sterdam. Delft. Madurodam. altbougb balf of tbent u·ould say. ubile walking out.
wby u·ere ue bere.>'. but tbat's something tbe) alu·ays saf (CH7)

-A canal in,Rk writild be diffkillt M do in a nother M). ex,-ept Bruge'. but eteri·body

expects ti, do a canal cruise in Amsterdam. Also. a visit to a dog mciker is bard to do
anyu·bere else but in Amsterdam. and a Visit to a cheese maker could be done anywhere

else. but. for sonte reason. people expect to do it in Holland. If you want to see some of
the Dutch masters. obt'iously. tbe Rijksmuseum is tbe place to see tbem'  CLA2)

"We bare to put in flou·er attractions 1 think. because. like 1 said. people expect it. If
11·e won't put it in. people will say  ubat kind of tour operator are yo,12'"  CLAR)

From these quotations, it is clear that US tour operators tend to provide product ele-
ments that they think their clients want. Almost everything is exchangeable in Dutch
travel products, as long as potential clients can recognise certain familiar sights and attrac-
tions. The tour content almost seems unimportant, as one of the tour operators states:
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"Basically. witb Americans, give tbem a good meal and you got a good trip. Restau-

rants  are  more  important  tban sightseeing- (CH5)

With regards to tulips, most tour operators mentioned flowers as a unique selling point
of the Netherlands and as being quite dominant in the image of the Netherlands.

While the flower image is used year round, tulips can only be visited in spring. Some
tour operators, therefore, indicate that tulips are indeed only important in spring and

they focus on Dutch art during the rest of the year. Others focus on tulips in spring and

skip the Netherlands during the rest of the year.

Almost all tour operators who mentioned the standard, familiar elements as being
necessary have the same Dutch elements in mind. Only one tour operator considers the
Delta Works to be a standard element of the Netherlands. He, however, pointed to the
problem of the accessibility of elements like the Delta Works;  it  is  located  too far away

from Amsterdam to include. Other tour operators voiced the same view; sights and

attractions need to be located in or around Amsterdam.

'Tbe problem witb tbe Delta Works is, you knou,. think about tbe location. Where do
you bave to go.2 Tbe fact tbat it takes you a whole day makes you think 'bey. there's
other things to see too'. But tbe other way around. there's people from Europe tbat drive
all tbe way from Las Vegas to tbe Hoover dam. But tbe Americans made an attraction
of  tbat.   witb  a   big   ball,   projections   on   tbe   wall.   guided   tours.   etc..   tbey   built  an

attraction. lf you  do tbat.  it' ll  work and people will visit.  People from tbe  Delta Works

should visit tbe Dam just to get an idea of u'bat to do u·itb it". (LAG)

"Windmills. tbey're not in tbe city, it takes more about an bour. If it's too expensive to

include: wby don't we offer it as an option.)" (NYB)

Only one tour operator mentioned special interest sights of the Netherlands that need

to be included in all of their tours, in this case, Jewish sights, while all other elements

are exchangeable.
The fact that quite a few tour operators were not able to answer this question does

not necessarily mean that they do not offer Dutch products. They might also offer, for

instance, customised products whereby the client decides which elements need to be

included, or they broker Dutch products that they did not develop themselves, or they
only offer modules of airline tickets, hotels, and standard sightseeing tours, the contents

of which they do not determine themselves.

Almost any element of the Netherlands is easily exchangeable except the standard

elements like Amsterdam, tulips, and art; they are a must to almost all the US tour
operators in the study. There is one important condition for elements to be included;
sights and attractions must be located in or around Amsterdam, or be easily visited
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from Amsterdam. Tour operators offering special interest products, obviously, indicated
the special interest sights, i.e., Jewish sights. as a must.

Future cba,iges iii Dutch product elements
The majority of the Dutch product providers do nor intend to change the elements of
their Dutch travel products in the near future. They will continue developing their
Dutch products like they did in the past. As they see no reason to change their pro-
ducts, this means that they foresee a future market for their current Dutch travel pro-
ducts. One tour operator does not foresee any change content-wise, but predicts a growth
in sales if airline prices should drop. Another mentioned the importance of the good
accessibility of the Netherlands for the country to maintain its share of international
travellers.

7 would say. build an island into tbe North Sea and make sure tbere's good transpor-
tation from there to tbe city center. Some trends are irreversible. people will keep
traveling" (LA6)

On top of that, some tour operators predict thar, without changing the Dutch elements
of their current products, their business in tripS tO the Netherlands will increase in the
near future anyway. A few tour operators indicated that there would be changes in their
Dutch products, aiming at increasing the numbers of American travellers to the
Netherlands. Some of the product changes they intend to implement are developing
more products to the UK in combination with the Netherlands and/or other countries
surrounding the UK, offering barge tours in the Netherlands year round instead of only
in spring, developing shorter tours with less countries per tour, developing special
interest tours to the Netherlands such as bicycle tours or visiting castles, and develop-
ing more flexible travel products.

-People no lonver u'ant M foll„11' ret,imentations. be,ause tbey ar, a littlv 111„,·t supbls-I .

ticated. Tbey might get balfu·ay tbe tour. see tbe rest of tbe tour and say '11·e'd like to
see tbe tzilips nou· " (NY15)

In summary, most tour operators do not see any reason to change the elements of their
Dutch travel products and will confine themselves to the generally well-known,
familiar Dutch elements in the future. Without any particular changes content-wise,
some tour operators predict an increase in American travel to the Netherlands. Others
hope for an increase after changing their products. None of them mentioned any new,
unfamiliar, different, or yet unknown elements of the Netherlands that they would
consider to be interesting to include in the future.
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Excbangeability of European countries
Whereas the Dutch elements of US tour operator products, with the exception of the
generally well-known elements, are quite easily exchangeable, the Netherlands as a
whole is not. Although Americans tend to Say 'I'm going to Europe', the countries they
visit are not perceived as similar, according to most of the tour operators. The majority
of the tour operators (28) indicated that European countries each have a distinct image,
a specific flavour, a different language, and a different history, and that each of them is
attractive for very different reasons.

'Visitors, even the first timers, bave an idea in their bead. Tbey're going to Europe
because tbey've seen it in tbe movies. and tbey've read about it, and there are certain
things  tbat  tbey  wanna  see.  But for  Amsterdam,  there s  not  really,  I  mean.  apart from

tbe Rijksmuseum and tbe Van Gogb museum. there's not really things like one
monument or anything else tbat tbey wanna see.  Tbey wanna go there for tbe ambiance.

for tbe beauty. to wonder on the streets. except for tbe young, you know. a lot of students

go there. At some points. tbe Netherlands is completely different tban any other

European country". (NY2)

'Every country is unique. Europe is not perceived as one area. eacb area is very different.
1 mean. tbe trend of going to Italy may be completely different tban tbe trend of going
to Amsterdam. Tbe Culture. food. tbe people. tbe history. tbe museums, etc.". (NY6)

"I think tbey like to throw around tbe term 'I've been to Europe' because it just sounds'.

(NY12)

The only countries in Europe that might be called interchangeable are Portugal and
Spain; the others are not, according to the majority of the tour operator sample. Even
when developing travel products in which several European countries are combined, not
every country is included. Moreover, American travellers are increasingly talking about

European areas, or areas within countries, than about Europe or a country as a whole.

"Tbe  old  idea  of  10  countries  in  12  days  is  gone,  partly  because  people  are traveling

more so tbey can say 'tbis year l'll do tbis area. next year tbat area'. People know wbat
tbey u,ant, countries are perceived as different". (LAG)

Many Americans have European ancestry and they are, therefore, particularly interested
to travel to their country of origin.

"Europe   as    a    notion    doesn't    bold   mucb    interest   for   an    American    traveler.    Most

Americans bave European ancestry. so Americans automatically feel an affinity for
European  nations  and  particularly  for  their  country  of origin".  (NY  )
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-There's a great etbnical interest. People uant to see from u·bert tbey or their ancestors

caple frol,L tbose often are really different cultures- (NY2())

Most tour (,perators base their opinions on what they see from their clients. Their clients,

increasingly, understand more about the specific characteristics of each country. They
know where they want to go because Ihey have travelled extensively.

" i\\)  ett3tonters  are terribly  ,®bi5ticated and do not see Europe as interchangeable at all.

Tbey may not exactly know 11'bere all tbe countries are located. but tbey're aware of
wbat eountries tbey are, tbey bave a definite image of tbem. most of tbem bave already
traveled in Europe. About 99% of my customers bat,e been to Europe at least once. for
most  of tbe,n  this  would  be  tbe 9,b or  10,1,  trip".  (CHI)

A few tour operators make a distinction between first time travellers and repeat

travellers to Europe, and argue that European countries are indeed easily interchange-
able for first time visitors while the repeat visitors know exactly where they want to go.

There were also US tour operators (5), however, who argued that European countries are
easily interchangeable because their clients generally do not really care where they go.
They do not value the average Americans knowledge of geography highly, or they think
that where they want to go is very much fashion driven. They argue that where people

want to travel depends on marketing and promotion.

It f a  farbion.  Travel  is  20  mucb neit's  drii,en.  if sometbing extraordi,iar)  happens  in

Nic kituu'. erer)'body ic<,L(W ,  there. Ws not like if., uritte,i in stone: it can easil)
obalike. T bats where proniotio,1 comes in. lf you can create a u·ord of nioutb advertising

ti, a destination. yozi're Sitting pretty- (NY14)

"It, .tll marketing Nou,tda), 11, 11°u )021 do tr. Pet,pt. don I a,k to go tu th. dest'
nations themselves: I put it together and tell tbent u·bere tbe) u·anna go-  (CH51

1 can influence. tberis no question about it. Some groups. tbe)' dont bare enougb

b,zoirledge a,id tbey don't really care. if tbey dotit know exactly. 1 take particitlar spots.
try to Inake it easy. for me also". (LA 3)

In summary. most of the US tour operators indicated that European countries are very

different and, therefore, not easily exchangeable. Clients generally know which countries

they want to visit, particularly repeat visitors to Europe. A few tour operators, however.

argued that ir all comes down to marketing: if that is done well, all countries are

exchangeable.
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U s  tour  operators'  European  top  five

To get an  idea of Europe's favourite vacation destinations and the position of the Nether-
lands therein, the tour operators were asked to give their top five for 1997. As not all
tour operators offer European destinations, some countries that were mentioned are not
located within Europe. When only relevant answers are taken into consideration, the
top five is as follows: the UK is number one, followed by France, Italy, Germany, and
Spain/Portugal. The Netherlands is not one of the five favourite European vacation
destinations. As said before, the country is generally visited in combination with other
European countries. To illustrate the minor position of the Netherlands, one tour operator,
after giving his top five of Israel, Eastern Europe, Spain, Turkey, and Morocco, said

'You  see.  1  don't  even  mention  Holland.  Amsterdam and  Brussels  are  dull".  (NY51

Another tour operator said

- Holland and Belgium. 1 think. are not as popular because tbey're snialler. and a lot
of people. i think. don't realize u'bat those countries bave to offer in tbe way of arcbi-
tecture and art. 1 tbink tbe tourist boards should bire some writers and do a lot more
publicity On tbe country". (CH3)

Perceived distance from tbe US to Europe

The Netherlands is part of the European continent, surrounded by many other countries
that are all perceived as unique. How do US tour operators perceive the distance from
the US to the European continenti The majority (30) consider Europe to be Close to the
US, a view which most explained by saying that their clients are frequent travellers who
are, generally, repeat visitors to Europe.

"ln general our customers are 70% repeaters. » Europe an extremely large part of tbem
is repeaters". (NY8)

Moreover, tour operators think that Europe is close because Americans are used to
travelling long distances in their own country.

" I  would say  it's  equally» tbem  to fly  to Europe  tban  it  is  to fly  to California".  (NYIG)

Other destinations such as Australia, New Zealand, Asia, India, Bangladesh, the Middle
East, the South Pacific, etc., are indeed far away, making Europe a close destination.

"We bat,e a problem witb Australia because of tbe time difference.  If you leave bere on
Friday,  you'll  arrite  there  on  Sunday.  Tbey  cannot  conceive  tbat:  it's  only  13.5  bours

on  a  non-stop flight.  but  tbe  perception  is  ' it's  too far1" (LA7)
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Nevertheless, four US tour operators think Europe is far away.

   Americans  bal'e  tbis  in  mind  tbat anytime  you cross  tbe  water.  you  are really  making

an excursto,1-  CNYA

A few tour operators think that the psychological distance to Europe depends on the
location in the US, since it takes five hours to cover the US. From the east coast, Europe
is closer than from the west coast. However, while the tour operators on the east coast
think (or perhaps hope) that their competitors on the west coast consider Europe far

away, most tour operators on the west coast, consider Europe to be close.

'It's a matter of wbat part of America you're from.  Here it's easy. you just bop on tbe
plane.  But  tbe  further  you  go  across  tbe  states,  it's  further au·ay" (NY10)

-Especially on tbe West coast people might think it's far because it takes you 5 hours to
Ket  to  tbe  East  coast.  It  takes  you  a  minimum  of  10  hours  to  get  to  Europe  from  bere.

People   in   America  only   bave   10   vacation   days   a   year.   If  you   take   2   full   days   of

traveling. you know..." (LA4)

Perceived differences between tbe US and Europe

The US tour operators were asked to reflect on whether they think their clients perceive

Europe as being different or similar to the US. Although Europe is generally perceived

as a close destination, this does not mean that is it also perceived as being similar to the
US.  Half of the US tour operators think Europe is very different from the US, and that
the differences make Europe attractive. Only language was mentioned as a different,
unique aspect of each European country that, at the same time, concerns many Ameri-
cans of going there. Of the tour operators who think Europe is different, many pointed
[o the generalisations held by their clients about the different European cultures.

  Europeans  are  different.  You  know.  there  are  tbe  nasty  French".  (NY3)

  it's depending on tbe country. 1 know tbat. in general. tbe Americans don't like tbe
French too mucb. Thgre rery uncomfortable in France. ziitb tbe French people. beiause

tbey don't speak English. They feel tbeyre kind of lost in France.  If you're in Paris. I
mean. it's tbe mentality. England is definitely tbe number one because language-uise,

history-uise: lots of Americans come from England". (LA9)

Yet, the other half of the tour operators thinks that their clients consider Europe to be
becoming increasingly similar to the US. Many explained this as being the result of the
European ancestry of Americans, the fact thai many of their clients are repeat visitors
to Europe, the fact that many of their clients also travel to destinations thar are much
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more different from the US than Europe is, or the fact that the US is a melting pot of
cultures so Americans are used to living with other cultures.

"Many  of our clients  are  elderly  and  tbey've  traveled  a  lot.  Europe  is  certainly  a  more

similar  stination tban going to Africa or South America". (NY7)

'Different would be Kenya or Thailand. but not Europe". CNY11)

" Alost of tbe heritage of tbe Americans is from tbe European people: tbe Irish. tbe Scot-

tisb.  tbe Jewish,  or  whatever".  (NY' 7)

"Wben you're in tbe New York subway, you're witb tbe whole world. so people bere are

used to other nationalities". (NY20)

'Tbis  country  is a melting pot  of cultures and sometimes.  u'ben  Americans are  of European
origin. tbey wouldn't bave tbe culture shock tbat some others would bate". (LAI)

"Most  Americans  u·bo  go  to  Europe  don't  experience  a  big  difference  because  tbe  race  is

not  different".   CLA5)

However, Europe, particularly North-western Europe, is also perceived as becoming
increasingly similar to the US because of the forces of modernisation.

"I think in today's global market. everybody is a bit tbe same. English is becoming al-
most an international language. Tbe world is very mucb more smaller. I mean, once you
get a McDonalds at tbe Cbamps-Elysies...  But  is doesn't bother tbem, for tbe most part
tbey go to McDonalds. 1 don't think many of tbon eat at McDonalds bere; tbey would
certainly not go to McDonalds there. But you see. in some instances it might be comfor-

table to know tbat there is a McDonalds there. I mean, wben I was in Russia. we were

looking for a restaurant but we spent 25  minutes walking. wben u·e finally found a
nice place but very expensive. Horrible. And on our route. we bad passed a pizza place
and  we  said  'no  doubt,  we  should  stop   in  tbat   pizza  place  and  forget  about  tbis"'.

(NY16)

"Especially bere, we bave 3 espresso coffee bars in one block, where years ago. we bad
only 2 in :be city". (NY19)

This is why central and eastern Europe are still much more appreciated by many US
travellers, according to the tour operators, as these areas are less spoilt by the effects of
modernisation (so far).
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'Central and Eastern Europe are going to reach tbe level. botb price u'tie and interest
wise. Uitb tbe rest of Europe. because it is not so spoilt as mucb. We even got messages

from people saying  keep McDonalds au·ay from your historic sights'. Wbat u·e can do
1, iend a letter to tbe Polish government saying 'k.eep Mi-Donalds au·ay from tbe market
square  of Krakour.  but  we're not  in tbat position. \Ue knou· tbat many people u·ant to
.tee tbe ampoilt. old. Eur„pe. And instill tbere  OVYIA)

In summary, half of the tour operator sample thinks their clients consider Europe to be
different from the US, while the other half think their clients perceive Europe as
becoming increasingly similar to the US. The differences are generally the basis for the
attractiveness of Europe, while the similarities, instead of decreasing the attract:iveness,
provide Europe with a global flavour that is appreciated by American travellers who,
according to the tour operators in the sample, feel comfortable with that.

Conclits ions

The third research question was "Are elements within the Netherlands easily exchange-
able for US tour operators, and is the Netherlands easily exchangeable with other Euro-

pean countries/"
With regard to the first part of the question, elements within the Netherlands are

easily exchangeable, except for the standard ingredients like Amsterdam, tulips, and
art. Almost any other element of the Netherlands is easily exchangeable. However,
elements need to be familiar so that potential travellers will recognise them. And, due
to limited time that is generally reserved for the Netherlands in tour prod UCIS, sights

and attractions need to be in or close to Amsterdam, or easily visited from Amsterdam.
Moreover. niost tc,ur operators do not see any reason to change the elements of their
Dutch travel products and will stick to the generally well-known, familiar Dutch ele-
ments in or around the Dutch capital city in the (near) future. Ir can be concluded from
cliese results that Dutch travel products do not seem to be easily changed. expanded, or
made more in-depth when ther are dependent on LIS tour (,perators like those of this
sample. The tour operators from the sample do, however, as results from the Dutch
provider typology show, develop a diverse range of mainly standard Dutch products,
and cater to moderate to deluxe US group and independent travellers. Customised,
special interest products including the Netherlands, although mentioned by a few tour
operators, are not offered to the average US traveller who buys a tour operator product
in order to experience the Netherlands more in-depth. They are generally seen as pro-
ducts for a niche-market. There are probably also other ways to experience the Nether-
lands, but these are generally not provided by the average US tour operator and can,
therefore, not be considered in this part of the study. Although they do not plan to
change their products, some tour operators predict an increase in American travel to the
Netherlands. Some others hope for an increase in sales because they intend to change

their products. However, these intended changes do nor seem to shift the balance be-
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tween familiar elements and more unfamiliar elements of the Netherlands as none of
the tour operators mentioned new, unfamiliar, or different elements of the Netherlands
that they would consider including in the future.

With regard to the second part of the question, European countries are perceived

as being very different and, therefore, not easily exchangeable. Clients generally know

which countries they want to visit, particularly repeat visitors to Europe, according to

the US tour operators. A few tour operators, however, argued that it all comes down to

marketing; if the marketing is done well, all countries are exchangeable. Europe is a

close destination for American travellers because most of the tour operators' clients are

frequent travellers and repeat visitors to Europe, and, therefore, quite familiar with
Europe. Moreover, particularly compared with destinations like Australia, Asia, Africa,
etc., Europe is literally close to the US. Although Europe is perceived as a close destina-

tion, this does not mean that it has lost its at:tractiveness as a destination. Half of the

tour operator sample think their clients consider Europe to be different from tO the US,
while the other half think their clients perceive Europe as becoming increasingly

similar to the US. Differences are the basis for the att:ractiveness of Europe, while the

similarities, instead of decreasing its attractiveness, provide Europe with a global fla-

vour that is appreciated by American travellers who thereby feel comfortable travelling

around in Europe. Finally, the Netherlands is not present in the US top five of favourite

European vacation destinations. The US tour operator top five of European destinations

in   1997  was UK, France, Italy, Germany, and Spain/Portugal.  Although the Nether-

lands is not one of the most popular tourism places according to American tour opera-

tors, the country does have a unique position within Europe and is not easily exchange-

able with other countries.
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Chapter 6

US group and independent travellers in the
Netherlands
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6.1  Introduction
The research questions formulated on the consumer side are answered in this chapter on
the basis of questionnaires filled in by US tourists during vacation in the Netherlands.
The fourth research question, about the travel style of US travellers, is described in
Section 6.2. The fifth research question, about the choice of a vacation in the Nether-
lands, is the subject of Section 6.3. Section  6.4 focuses on the sixth research question,
concerning the time-spatial behaviour of group and independent travellers in Europe
and the Netherlands. The extent to which US group and independent tourists travel in
an 'American Bubble',  the seventh research question, is described in Section  6.5.  In

Section 6.6, the eighth research question is answered; the provider side is linked with
the consumer side through the concept of modularisation.

6.2 Travel style
This section focuses on the travel style of US tourists in the Netherlands. Travel style
refers to the conditions under which a vacation takes place, such as with whom one
travels, reservations that are made before departure, the intermediary used for the
purchase of travel products, the type of airline and accommodation used, etc. The travel
style shows the type of travel products that US travellers use on vacations to European

destinations and, consequently, the extent to which they rely on the (US) travel industry
on a European trip. This information links the consumption of travel products with the
supply thereof by providers.

Going  to  Europe  u·itb  wbom P

Most Americans who travel internationally do so with their spouse or with friends

(MCG, 200()). Today in Europe, US escorted tour groups are a minority among the
American traveller population. The MCG reports that only 20.6% of pleasure travellers
to Europe took an escorted group tour, against 72.5% that travelled independently and
6.99 that made a cruise (2000). The US Department of Commerce (2000) estimated
that the use (,fescorted package tours by US travellers visiting Western Europe droppecl
from 23% in 1995 to 13% in 1999. Although these figures giveageneral insight into
whether tourists travel in groups or independently, they often lack information about
the exact travel partners with whom a (group) tour is undertaken. Respondents to the
current study were asked to report all types of travel companion applicable tO their
situation during their vacation in the Netherlands. This not only provides insight into
the distinction between group and independent travel, it also provides information
about the travel companions  that  the traveller knew beforehand. Table  6.1  presents the

combinations of travel companions.
Table  6.1   shows  that  travellers who belong  to the categories that travel alone

(8.4%), with spouse (21.59), with family including children under 18 (5.4%), with

family excluding children under 18 (6.8%), or with friends (1 9.2%) belong to one

category only
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Table 6.1   Combinations of travel companicins for the total sample (3=573)

9:

Alone 8.4

With spouse 21.5

With family including children under 18 5.4

With family excluding children under 18 6.8

With friends 19.2

With a tour group 19.5

Ot:her (including combinations <,t- the above mentioned categories) 19.2

Total 1()().0

and are not, at the same time, tour participants. Of the sample, 19.5% indicated that
they travelled with a tour group while they did not indicate that they travelled with
other companions as well; it is assumed that they participated in a tour individually.
The last category 'Other' includes combinations of travel companions and shows that
19.2%  of all tourists travel with more than one category of travel partner, for instance,
with their spouse in combination with other family, or with a friend in a tour group.

Based on those categories, the total sample can be divided into independent
travellers and group travellers. Independent travellers are those who do not take part in
a tour group but travel alone, or with their spouse, family, or friends, or a combination
of these. They make up 65.4% of the total sample. Group tourists travel with an escort:-
ed tour group, including those participating alone, or with their spouse, family, or friends,
or combinations thereof. They make up 34.6% of the total sample. The categorisation
of the total sample into group and independent travellers is consistently applied through-
out this chapter in order to explore differences between these traveller types within the
scope of the current study. Yet, the categories are not so rigid that travellers, belonging
to one of these types in the present study, could not belong to a different category on
other vacations and beyond the scope of this study. This was checked with the statement
"I would rather travel independently than with a tour group". Evidently, the majority
of the independent travellers in the sample (78.3%) (strongly) agreed, a small part of
them (13.7%) were neutral, and a minority (8.0%) (strongly) disagreed with this state-

ment. 1 The latter group of people indicated that they actually preferred group travel
although they were travelling independently. The same can be observed with the group
tourists; it was expected that most of them would disagree with the statement
expressing preference for independent travel. However, only 42.1% disagreed, one-third
of them were neutral, and a quarter agreed. Particularly the ones who agreed indiCated
that they actually preferred independent travel although they participated in a tour
group. If this 'hidden' preference reflects their usual travel style, this means that a
quarter of the US travellers in the sample that normally travel independently travelled

1 Originally, all answer categories ranged from 1 (Strongly agree) to 5 (S[rongly disagree). For most calculations, the
categories 'Strongly agree' and 'Agree' as well as the ca[egories 'Disagree' and 'S[rongly disagree' are taken together.
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with a tour group on their European vacation. The other way around; a small part
(8.0%) of US travellers that normally prefer to travel with a tour group, travelled inde-
pendently on their European vacation.

For further analyses, the results are presented separately for group and independent
travellers. As explained in Chapter 4, results from the total sample would not give a
representative view since the selective data collection method caused the questioning of
a relatively large proportion of group travellers.

Reservations made before departure
US group travellers who go on a European vacation have relatively more often arranged

product elements such as accommodation, sightseeing, meals, a rental car, or a cruise
before departure than do independent travellers. Table 6.2 shows the results. The only
element for which there is no difference in booking behaviour between group and in-
dependent travellers is the airline; 100.09 of group and 98.9% of independent travel-
lers book their ticket from the US to Europe in advance. Yet, in all other parts of the
travel product, group travellers differ from independent travellers. To check whether
the differences between the two traveller types can (also) be explained by social demo-
graphic variables, in which group and independent travellers differ significantly, the
variables age and employment status were added to the analysis. The results show that
age or employment status have no effect on the reservation of travel product elements;
differences can only be ascribed to the travel style, sc., group or independent travel.
Group travellers more often make reservations for accommodation, sightseeing, meals,
and a cruise or barge before departure, while independent travellers more frequently
book a rental car in advance.

I able 6.2 Elements cit [he travel product b(x,ked before deparcure b>· group (G) and independent (I) travellers (3.572)

G "2 1 't

Airline 1(H)(1 98.9

Ace o m n-1 kiari,)ri 99.(1 -H : :.H: I

highnewig 8-.·1 29.9 ***

Meals 8 4.: 19.8 ***

Rent,11 car 11.6 2().3
**

Cruise/barge 16.5 9.1 ***

* 11 <.(4 ** 1, ·: M. *** p *  (ml

Note: the percentages do not add up to 1 ()()9 because resiwindents reported their reservations for each element separately.

The combination of reservations rhai group and independent travellers make before
departure is presented in Table 6.3. The basics for group travellers are an airline ticket,
accommodation, sightseeing, and meals, as 34.7% of them book these elements in
advance, supplemented with a cruise in the case of 32.79 of group travellers. The basics

for independent travellers are an airline ticket and accommodation, which are booked
by 36.4% of independent travellers, while, for 18.49 of independent travellers, an
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airline ticket is enough. Besides these highly independent travellers, there are also
independent travellers that book one or more of the elements of sightseeing, meals, a

car, or a cruise before departure. Since independent travellers do not travel with an
escorted tour, the travel product elements they buy are separate modules provided by

an intermediary (see Chapter 5).
The figures show a considerable diversity in demand for travel products among

group and independent travellers. Group cravellers demand relatively more travel
product elements and, consequently, depend to a greater extent on providers and
intermediaries in the travel industry, although independent travellers are also highly
dependent on intermediaries to provide them with airline tickets and accommoda-
tion.

Table 6.3 Combination of reservations by group (G) and independent (I) travellers (G= 196: 1.365)

Gg i 'M

Only airline 1.() 18.4 ***

Airline and accommodation 4.6 36.4 ***

Airline, accommodation, sightseeing, and meals 3.-1.7 10.7 ***

Airline, accommodarion, sightseeing, meals, and cruise 32.7 3.3 ***

Airline, accc,mmodation, sightseeing, meals. car, and cruise 10.2 ().8 ***

Orher combinations 16.8 30.4 ***

Total 1000 10().0

*
p c ·(15, ** p <  .() 1 , '** p < .001

Tbe intermediaries used for reservations
Table 6.4 shows the intermediaries through which group and independent travellers
book their travel product elements.

Table 6.4 Intermediary used for each product element by group (G) and independent (I) travellers (N=572)

Airline Accommodation Sightseeing Meals Rental car Cruise/barge
*** *** *** *** *** ***

G              1 G IG IG IG IGII
Tour operator 54.5 4.9 62.1 5.8 69.4 8.0 66.7 0.0 69.6 2.6 79.3 8.8

Travel agent 29.3 55.1 26.7 30.4 19.7 8.0 18.2 2.7 17.4 40.8 16.3 29.4

Direcr 10.6 27.() 1.5 24.9 1.2 33.9 4.2 44.6 0.() 17.1 1.1 Zil.2

Internet 1.0 8.4 1.0 19.5 1.7 5.4 0.0 2.7 4..3 18.4 1.1 2.9

Other 4.5 4.6 8.8 19.5 8.1 44.6 10.8 50.1 8.6 21.1 2.2 17.6

Total (%) 10().0 10().() 100.0 100.0 100.0 10().0 10().0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 10().0

* p <.05,** p < .01,*** p < .001

Group and independent travellers differ significantly in the intermediary they use for
the purchase of airline tickets. Most group travellers book their airline tickets through
the tour operator (54,5%) followed by the travel agent (29.3%), since, in many cases,

this is included in the package developed by the tour operator and sold by the tour
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operator directly or by travel agent indirectly. The majority of independent travellers
use the travel agent for the reservation of their airline tickets (55.19 ), while 27.0% book
this directly with the airline, something that is rarely done by group travellers (10.69 ).

Regarding the reservation of accommodation, the tour operator is the major inter-
mediary fc,r group travellers (62.19), while only 5.89 of independent travellers use
tour operators to book accommodation. Travel agents are used to the same extent by
both type of travellers robook accommodation, 26.7%  and 30.45*,respectively. Where-
as the tour (,perator is an important intermediary for group travellers in booking
accommodation, independent travellers mainly book directly (24.9%), through the
internet (19.5%), or through friends or relatives (14% out of 19. 5%).

The same counts for the reservation of sightseeing; group tourists book this through
tour operators (69.4%) or travel agents (1 9.7%) mainly, and independent travellers
book directly (33.99) or through friends or relatives (33.0% out of 44.6%).

Like sightseeing, meals are often included in escorted tours, so, obviously, the
majority of the group travellers in the sample (66.7%) indicated tour operators or travel
agents ( 18.2%) as their intermediaries for the reservation of meals. Not many

independent travellers have their meals arranged before departure but for those who
have, reservations are made directly (44.6%) or through friends or relatives, who are
important intermediaries (39.09 out of 50.1%).

More independent travellers than group travellers arrange a rental car before
departure, although the numbers for both groups are small (N=76 for independent and

N-23  for  group travellers). Group travellers  mainly  use  tour  operators  (69.6%)  and
travel agents ( 17.4%) to make reservations for rental cars, while independent travellers,
besides travel agents (40.89), also use the internet ( 1 8.49), or book their car directly
at the rental company ( 17.19 ), or through friends or relatives (15.09 out of 21. 1 9) .

The same counts for cruises; those who book cruises (only 92 group and 34 indepen-
eleni travellers did so) mainly use tour operators (79.39) and travel agents (16.39)
when they travel with a tour group. and travel agents (29.49), or friends or relatives
( 17.6,7 ), or thev hook directlv at the cornpany (-1 1.2':i ) wlien [liey travel independently.

The travellers in the sample were also asked to respond to the statement -I would
rather create my own tour than buying a standard package". As expected, significantly
more independent travellers (82.2%) than group travellers (35.29) (strongly) agreed

with this statement (N= 567, p < 0.001). Group travellers are less clear about this than
independent travellers, as 28.69 of these were neutral as opposed to  12.49  of the indepen-
dent travellers. This means that, although they were travelling in a tour group on this
vacation, they usually preferred to compose their own tours.  36.39  of the group tourists

clearly indicated that they (strongly) disagreed; they would rather join an organised tour.
Socio-demographic characteristics might affect the use of intermediaries for the

reservation of various travel product elements.  For instance, the elderly Cover represen-
red among the group travellers) are expected to make reservations through traditional
intermediaries rather than through the internet, as independent travellers tend to do.
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Therefore, all of the differences between group and independent travellers in the reser-

vation of travel product elements are controlled for age and employment status (the
variables in which group and independent travellers differ significantly). Yer, no effects
on the use of any of the intermediaries can be found due to age or employment status.

Conclusions

The research question answered in this section was "What is the travel style of US
travellers on a European vacation and how does this influence their vacation behaviour?"
Inspired by theoretical notions on differences between old and new tourism (Poon,
1993), the total sample was divided into group (34.6%) and independent travellers

(65.4%) based on the travel partners with whom the respondents spent their vacation
in the Netherlands  in   1999.  For each traveller  type  separately,  the  elements of their
travel style were further elaborated.

Basic travel product elements that independent travellers book before they depart
on a European vacation are the separate modules of air transport and accommodation.
To a lesser extent, they book sightseeing, a rental car, meals, and a cruise or barge in

advance. The basics for group travellers are an airline ticket and accommodation plus

sightseeing, meals, and possibly a cruise, usually included in one package. Although
independent travellers generally require less travel product elements than group travel-
lers do, they are, like group travellers, highly dependent on the (US) travel industry, at
least regarding their airline tickets and, to a lesser extent, their accommodation.

Group travellers mainly use the traditional intermediaries like tour operators and

travel agents for the reservation of their travel product elements and independent
travellers, to a greater extent, as well as using travel agents and tour operators, also use
the internet, friends or relatives, or book directly. These differences in the use of various

intermediaries can only be ascribed to whether people travel in a group or indepen-

dently; age and employment status do not influence the results. Although the internet
is said to be growing in importance as an intermediary (MCG, 1997; TIA, 1998,2000;
TRN, 2000), the results of the current study show that a considerable proportion of the
independent travellers indeed use it, but that it is rarely used by group travellers.

Whereas group travellers buy all-inclusive packages that are usually bought through
one intermediary, independent travellers use different intermediaries to book the va-
rious parts of their travel products. Consequently, their dependence on providers is

spread over various intermediaries, which increases their choice. Thus, the independen-
ce of independent travellers is not only expressed by the way in which they travel; it can
already be seen at the very start of the process of purchasing travel product elements.

From the reservations of travel product elements that are made before departure

through various intermediaries, it is clear that many aspects of the vacation that follows
are conditioned by these very travel product elements and, accordingly, to a great

extent, determined by (US) providers. The second part of the fourth research question
"(...) and how does this (i.e., the travel style) influence their vacation experience", will
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be explored in the following sections, in which each research question is answered for
group and independent travellers separately.

6.3  Why go to the Netherlands?
In this section, the fifth research question is answered, providing insight into the
reasons of US group and independent travellers for choosing to spend a vacation (partly)
in the Netherlands. The relative importance of price; attractions; events; family, friends,
or relatives; and the fact that the Netherlands was part of the tour is described first.
Various types of elements that make the Netherlands attractive to US travellers are then
presented. The price and service level of the Netherlands as perceived by the respondents
is looked at. Finally, on the basis of several statements, the uniqueness of the Nether-
lands in the view of US group and independent travellers is explored.

Reasons to travel

To begin with, the main reason of all the respondents for being in the Netherlands was
a vacation. This is a given fact because people travelling for other reasons were excluded
from participation in the study for reasons explained in Chapter 4.

As previous figures have shown, Americans do not have much vacation time and
generally do not perceive their vacation time as long enough. As group tourists tend to
be older than independent travellers and relatively more often retired Gee the demo-
graphics presented in Chapter 4), it may be expected that it is less necessary for them
to travel to escape from the business of daily life. Indeed, more group travellers (43. 3%)
than independent travellers (34.9%) (strongly) disagreed with the statement "I travel
to escape from the business of everyday life" (p = 0.026). In addition, 28.1% of the
group travellers and 25.33 of the independent travellers were neutral on this point, and
less group travellers (28.6%) than independent travellers  (39.8%)  indeed  travelled  to
escape from their busy life (N= 563). It is generally people with limited vacation time
t-or whom travel is an escape from a busy life. Although fewer group tourists agreed
with this statement than independent: tourists, Still almost one-third of the group
travellers said they travelled to escape from the business of daily life, implying that the
sample consists of a considerable number of 'active elderly' who live a busy life. This
implication is confirmed by further analyses; 1 9.2% of the group travellers and 11.3%
of the independent travellers aged over 60 years (strongly) agreed with  the statement "I
travel to escape from the business of daily life"

A considerably stronger motivation to travel is to experience the way local people
live. The idea thar group tourists consume staged and commodified cultures in the
destinations they visit because these have become part of the pre-programmed, stan-
dard, products provided by travel intermediaries (see Chapter 2) does not necessarily
mean chat group travellers are less interested in local culture. The majority (84.89) of
all group tourists agreed with the statement ..I travel to experience the way local people
live in the places I visit", as did a similar percentage of independent travellers (87.8%)
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(N=568). Yet, the way in which group travellers consume and experience the places they

visit, i.e., their travel style, differs considerably from that of independent travellers.

Most important reasons for selecting tbe Netherlands
All respondents were asked to indicate their two most important reasons for selecting
the  Netherlands  as  part of their  trip  in   1999,  out  of the standard answer categories
price; attractions; events; family, friends, relatives; and 'The Netherlands was part of the
tour'. The latter answer may seem to be a retrospective explanation for being in the
Netherlands rather than a reason for choosing the Netherlands. Nevertheless, it was
included to find out the relative importance of this reason, particularly in the case of
group travellers, as compared with other reasons such as price, attractions, events, etc,

Table 6.5 shows that group and independent travellers differ substantially in their
most important reasons for choosing the Netherlands.

Table 6.5    Most important reasons for choosing the Netherlands for group  (G) and independent (I) travellers
(G. 198,1=372)

G* 1 9

Price 9.1 8.3

Attractions 55.1 74.7 ***

Events 5,6 9.3

Family, friends, relatives 2.0 21.6 ***

The Netherlands was par[ of the tour 58.6 ().5 ***

*   p   <. 05,   **   p   <   .01,   ***   p   <    .001

Notes: the percentages  do  nor  add  up  co  1 ()Ok  because  respondents could report the tuy, most important reasons. The

numbers represent the percentages of group and independent travellers who repor[ed [his reason as one (if [he two most

important reasons for choosing the Netherlands. For instance, to 9.19 of all group travellers and to 8.3% of all
independent travellers, price was one of the two most important reasons for selecting the Netherlands.
Differences were controlled for age and employmen[ status but no effects were found.

Price is a 'contextual related' reason, as it refers to the int:angible aspects of the desti-
nation (see Chapter 5). In the questionnaire, no distinction was made between the price
of US travel product elements including the Netherlands and the general price level in
the Netherlands.2 Without knowing exactly how respondents interpreted this answer
category, it is clear that, to both traveller types, price was not such an important reason
for selecting the Netherlands. This was not expected, at least from the US tour operators'

2     As Van Limburg (1998) states "there is no such thing as [he 'price of the Netherlands' and the 'price of
Amsterdam'.  ( . . . )  When the price  of [he  Netherlands for foreign visitors is examined, two factors at least  can  be
hypothesised as affecting price that is, the exchange rate and inflation, and particularly [he difference between
inflation in the Netherlands and [he country being studied, where the incoming overnight [ouris[s are ac[ually
resident". From his study results, that a correlation between [he exchange rate and compara[ive inflation rates

between the USA and the Netherlands does exis[s. but the correla[ion cannot be 'explained'. Other variables, he
argues, may be operating. "that, for example, a visit to the Netherlands by an American visitor is part of a general
tour to Europe. Nonetheless, the alloca[ion of length of stay in any destination  in determined by tour operators,
and their decision may, in part, be based on economic data".
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viewpoint, in which price is of maJor importance in the destination selection and
product development process. Although, compared with the other reasons, price is not
very important in choosing the Netherlands, it can be a decisive factor in the planning
of daily activities such as visiting attractions, restaurants, etc., once at the destination.
However, data about the importance of price at activity level are not available.

Attractions belong to the category of 'destination related' reasons as they refer to
elements that are spatially and remporally tied to the destination (see Chapter 5). When
choosing the Netherlands as a vacation destination, attractions are very important to
both traveller types but they are significantly more important to independent travellers
than to group tourists. A little over half of the group travellers in the sample considered
attractions to be one of the two most important reasons for choosing to take a vacation

in the Netherlands, and this Was the case for 74.7% of the independent travellers. Thus,
independent travellers select the Netherlands for destination related reasons more than
group travellers do. Yer, both traveller types agreed to the same extent with the state-

ment "The Netherlands is more a country for general sightseeing than for a special in-
terest" (28.Ok  and 24.6%, respectively). Therefore, it is interesting to know what sights
and attractions US travellers find of interest in the Netherlands. This was asked in an
open-ended question and the results will be described in detail further below.

Events also belong to the category of destination related' reasons but they are
generally less spatially tied to the destination than attractions. While it could be as-
sumed thar independent travellers, because they are more flexible and less dependent
on standard pre-scheduled tour programs, might choose destinations because of temporal
events more often than group travellers do, this is not confirmed by the data. Although
more independent travellers than group travellers indicated that events were an important
reason. the difference is small and not significant. Events are not very important for
either group or independent travellers in choosing the Netherlands as a vacation destination.

Independent  travellers  indicated  significantly more often (21.69)  than  group
travellers (2. (1% ) that visiting family, friends, or relatives was an important reason for
selecting the Netherlands .is .1 vacatic,n destinatic,n. k is known from the literature
(MCG. 2()()0) that heritage is an important reason for Americans to travel to Europe.
More than 8  in  10 pleasure travellers to Europe say that they feel close in ancestry to at

least one European country in which persons of British and German ancestry are most
prevalent (MCG, 2()00:30). All respondents were asked whether they had family or
friends originating from the Netherlands. The majority of the group travellers (82.69)
and the independent travellers (71.6%) said they had no Dutch family or friends
(N=568).  17.49  of the group travellers and 28.49;  of the independent travellers said
they had some sort of connection with the Netherlands, and of these respondents, most
knew family, friends, or others of Dutch origin who were not close' relatives. Only
i.69; of the group travellers and 5.69 of the independent travellers said they had a

Dutch partner, Dutch parents, or Dutch grandparents. Americans with Dutch ancestry
might be more inspired to visit the Netherlands in search for their roots, but:, as the
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figures show, the majority of both the group and independent travellers in the sample
did not have any ancestral relation with the Netherlands. Most of the family, friends, or
relatives that were mentioned as an important reason for visiting the Netherlands, at
least for 21.6% of the independent travellers, seemed to be people that they knew for
reasons other than ancestral ties.

'The Netherlands was part of the tour' can be categorised as industry related' as it
tells something about the travel products that are available to US consumers and the
fact that the Netherlands is included in those travel products (see Chapter 5). A
considerable percentage of the group travellers (58.6%), in contrast to only 0.5% of the
independent travellers, reported it as one of the two most important reasons for select-
ing the Netherlands. This result is not surprising, as group travellers, unlike indepen-
dent travellers, follow a tour that they did not arrange themselves. Independent travel-
lers have no reason to be in the Netherlands if they do not want to be. This answer cate-

gory was included, however, because, on the one hand, not all group travellers wish to
combine the Netherlands with other countries and should, therefore, necessarily indi-
cate this category as an important reason for selecting the Netherlands. Moreover, even
when they do visit several European countries of which the Netherlands is one, they
might have chosen this tour because of the fact that the Netherlands was included. On
the other hand, independent travellers, like group travellers, make European tours

including various countries of which the Netherlands is one. The difference between the
two traveller types is that independent travellers create their own itinerary rather chan
following a tour operator's program and, therefore, will not easily indicate this category

as a reason for selecting the Netherlands. The fact that people see 'The Netherlands was
part of the tour' as an important reason to select the Netherlands can mean two things.
Either, they did not necessarily want to vacation in the Netherlands but they had to
visit it because it was included in the package, which they bought for other reasons, or
they bought the package because the Netherlands was included in it. To find out more
about this, a question was included to identify the relative importance of the Nether-
lands in the vacation. k was expected that those who visited the country because it was

included in the tour, mostly group travellers, would consider a visit to the Netherlands
less important, as they may have chosen the tour for other destinations. Indeed, further
analyses showed that, although the majority of both the group and independent travel-
lers said they thought the Netherlands was an important part of their vacation, fewer
group (71.7%)than independent tourists (81.7%) indicated this, a difference that is not
very large but significant (p = 0.001). Moreover, relatively more group than indepen-
dent travellers were neutral on this point. It was expected that these 'neutrals' visited
the Netherlands because the country was part of their tour. Results from further
analyses  showed  that  this was, indeed,  the  case  for  75.0%  of them.  So,  although  the
majority of group travellers consider the Netherlands to be an important part of their
trip, they tend to visit the Netherlands not so much for the country and its attractions
but rather as a destination through which they pass because their tour program does.
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Attractions and events in tbe Netherlands

An open-ended question was included to see what attractions and events' lead US group
and independent travellers to choose the Netherlands. It is important to note, however,
that not all respondents who indicated that attractions or events were one of their two
most important reasons for choosing the Netherlands (see Table 6.5) reported the names

of the attractions or events in the Netherlands they were attracted by. Only 279 respon-
dents mentioned 1 to 6 various sights and attractions, and 25 respondents reported 1
or 2 events in the Netherlands. This results in a list of 61 different attractions and 14
different events. After excluding overlapping ones, 43 valid attractions and events
remain. Besides tangible attractions or events (tangible in the sense that there is gene-
rally only one of its kind at the time that can be visited in just one place, such as The
Anne Frank House, The Rijksmuseum, The Dam, The Delta works, The North Sea Jazz
Festival, etc.), intangible aspects, like architecture, atmosphere, the country in general,

culture, etc., were also reported as attractions of the Netherlands. In order to also include

the int:angible aspects, all answers are called 'elements' of the Netherlands instead of
sights, attractions, or events. All elements mentioned were divided into tangible elements
in Amsterdam, referring to elements that are geographically located in Amsterdam,
tangible elements to be found elsewhere in the Netherlands, and intangible elements
that tell something about Amsterdam Or the country in general. The elements are listed
in Table 6.6 and are presented for group and independent travellers separately. As not
all of the respondents answered this open-ended question, this results in low percentages.

The frequency with which each element was reported does not reflect the popularity or
attract:iveness of the element and does not indicate that people indeed visited this
element during their vacation in the Netherlands. Insight into the exact use of tourism
sights and events in the Netherlands should have been obtained in a different way, but
this was not possible for reasons explained in Chapter 4. Thus. the elements listed in
Table 6.6 must be interpreted as an indication of the type of attractions, events, and
aspects of the Netherlands that US group and independent travellers consider attractive
in the Netherlands. This information does provide insight into the elements that the
destination is known and chosen for.

As regards the tangible elements in Amsterdam, the canals, the Anne Frank House,
and a few museums particularly attract US group travellers. The independent travellers
also reported these elements, accompanied with the Heineken Brewery and the Red
Light District. Independent travellers reported the Anne Frank House significantly
more often and mentioned more and different museums than did group travellers.

'      Events rha[ are imporran[ in choosing the Netherlands could also be rep(,rted through an open-ended question.
Although m,t man>· events were mentioned, as events m i[selt is nor a very important reason in the seter·tion 01
che Netherlands, ihose events repaired were added [o [he list of sigh[s and attractions [o prevent a small bur
valuable loss of information.
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Table 6.6  Elements of the Netherlands reported as important in chcxising the Netherlands for group (G) and
independent (I) travellers (N=279)

Tangible elements in  G "f Im Tangible elements     G g I g        Intangible elements  G 9 1 9

Ams[erdam in the Netherlands in Ams[erdam
or the Netherlands

Anne Frank 6.1   19.4 *   Deift portery - ().5 Amsterdam 18.2 23.2

House in general
Canals. canal tour 1().6 11.,4 Delia works                  1.5 2.4 Architecture 3.0    3.8

Dam 1.5 0.9 Dynamo Open Air - 0.5 Atmosphere

festival

Heineken Brewery 1.5 4.3 Frans Hals Museum !.5 -      Cafe s, bars, 3.0    3.8

nightlife
Red Light District -    6.2 * Madurodam - 0.9 Coffee shops 4.5 10.4

Rembrandt Museum 1.5 0.9 Mauritshuis - 0.5 Coun[ry m 18.2 5 7*

general

Rijksmuseum 3.0 8.1 North Sea Jazz festival - 1.9 Culture 9.1 3.3

Van Gogh Museum 6.1 8.5 Peace Palace 1.5 - Flowers 13.6 299  **

Vermeer Museum Food().5

1.5

0.5

Vondelpark Gay life-    0.5

World Press Music: 21.1 - ***0.5

Photo Exhibition buildings, sigh[s
Music: concerts. 11.9 1.9 ***

performances
Old buildings, 12.1 4.7 *

historical sights
Other cities and 10.6 .4.3

villages close to

Amsterdam
Outdoor activiIies 1.5 1.4

Outdoor areas 1.5 0.9

People 1.5 28

Pilgrim sights - ().9
Shopping 0.5

Windmills 6.1 4.3

Queens (Birth) day 1.5 0.9

* P <.05. **
p < 01, *** P ..001

Note: percentages fur bo[h group and independen[ travellers for each element are calculated our of the total number of

respondents who reported elements and not per column. The percentages, nor per column, neither in total, do not add
up to  100% as respondents could theoretically  report  1  to 8 different elements.

Moreover, the Red Light District is an element in Amsterdam that attracts significantly
more independent travellers than group travellers. The elements cat:egorised in this
column are generally in line with what can be found in travel products developed by

US tour operators (see Chapter 5),4 except for the Heineken Brewery and the Red Light
District, which are 'new' in this respect.

4          This is also similar to the findings of Kuypers (1999), who analysed [he con[en[ of US tour operator travel brochures
with regard co the Netherlands. Studies of the NBT, the Amsterdam Tourism Board, e[c., show similar results.
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With regard to the tangible elements throughout the Netherlands, the first re-
markable [hing is that not many elements are reported and, secondly, those elements
reported have very low frequencies. There is no difference between group and indepen-
dent travellers as regards the sights they find attractive thrc,ughout the country. The
Delta Works is the only element that a few independent travellers find attractive and
that does not occur as a standard element in US travel products including the Nether-
lands. Only a few of the other tangible elements reported in this column, however, are new.

The list of intangible elements of Amsterdam or the Netherlands is a little longer.
Although 'Amsterdam in general' and .the country in general' could be regarded as
tangible elements because one can find them in a previously known geographic spot,
i.e., Amsterdam Or the Netherlands, they are included with the intangible elements as
they express something general about the capital city and the country, without indi-
caring specifically what it is exactly that makes Amsterdam Or the country so attractive.
Group travellers report this element significantly more often than independent travellers.
The third column, besides general intangible elements, also includes more concrete

elements, but without naming them literally. For instance. 'old buildings, historical
sights' cannot be put in the first or second columns, as it is not clear which buildings
or sights they are exactly. The same applies to architecture, caff's, coffee shops, windmills,
etc. As most Americans visit Amsterdam, this might suggest that they mean architecture,
cafl's, coffee shops, old buildings, etc., in Amsterdam. However, they could also be located
elsewhere. Group travellers in particular reported musical buildings (for instance, The
Concert Building in Amsterdam) and musical performances as an attractive element of
the Netherlands. As very few independent travellers also indicated music related ele-
ments as a Dutch attraction, there is a high probability that there was a musical tour
group among the sample. Music related elements could be found in Amsterdam but

also in other places throughout the country. Tliis is similar for flowers; although they
are tangible in themselves, the attraction 'flowers exists neither in Amsterdam, nor
thrc,ughout the country. There are flower fields, flower markets. and there even are
gardens in Lisse in which millionk (,f #10„6ers bli,(,11 ever>· spring, but, as an element in
Itself. flowers are an intangible attraction of the Netherlands. Flowers seem to be part
of an overall image of the Netherlands, even when they do not bloom. Independent
travellers, significantly more often than group travellers, reported Howers as an attractive
element of rhe Netherlands. This may be a result of the research method; a considerable
part of the group travellers were questioned after spring, so it may be assumed that
other elements (than flowers) attracted them to the Netherlands. Furthermore, aspects
like the atmosphere. the culture, the people, etc., are a general expression of elements
to be found throughout the country as well as in Amsterdam. Many of the intangible
elements of the Netherlands are referred to in US travel products (Kuypers, 1999), but
food, gay life, outdoor areas and outdoor activities, pilgrim sights, shopping, and

Queens day are 'new'
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Price and service in tbe Netherlands
Besides the role of price in the selection of the Netherlands as a destination (see Table

6.5), all respondents were asked to comment on prices in the Netherlands during their
stay. A set of statements about price and service levels was put to the respondents to

measure their views on the Netherlands compared with, on the one hand, their home
country and, on the other hand, other European countries that they visited On their trip
in 1999. Table 6.7 shows the results.

As Table 6.7 shows, no significant differences were found between group and
independent travellers in how they valued Dutch price and service levels compared with

the US or other European countries. For both group and independent travellers, the
Netherlands is not perceived as extremely expensive, nor has it a lower service level

compared with the US.

Table 6.7 Dutch price and service levels compared with the US and with other European countries for group

(G) and independent (i) travellers

Compared with the US, the Netherlands Compared with o[her European countries,
(N=575) the Netherlands . . . (N.468)

is expensive has a lower service . is expensive . has a lower service

level level

6% Ig GQ 1 9. G <,4 I 1 6% IQ

Agree 25.4 27.8 1().9 17.5 9.() 15.9 3.7 48

Neutral 49.9 39.4 39.1 32.8 47.4 34.9 35.6 37.3

Disagree 3,1.7 329 5().() 49 7 43.6 49.2 60.7 57.9

To[al 100.0 1()0.0 1()0.0 100.0 10().() 1()().0 100.() 100.0

* p <.()5, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
Note: only cravellers who visited other European countries besides ihe Netherlands during the same trip in 1999 were
asked [o compare the Dutch price and service levels with [hose of the other European countries they visited.

Only 25.4% of the group and 27.8% of the independent travellers think the
Netherlands is expensive and 10.9% and 17.5%, respectively, think the service level in
the Netherlands is lower than what they are used to in the US. Compared with other

European countries, the Netherlands is valued even better on price and service levels

than the US. Only 9.0%  of the group travellers and 1 5.9% of the independent travellers

who visit the Netherlands in combination with other countries think the Netherlands

is relatively expensive, and only 3.7% of the group and 4.8% of the independent travel-

lers consider the service level in the Netherlands to be worse than in other European

countries.
Since price was not found to be an important reason for selecting the Netherlands

when compared to the perceived importance of attractions, events, family, friends, and
relatives, and 'The Netherlands was part of the tour', this might suggest that Dutch
prices are not perceived as low enough to be a trigger in the destination selection

process. Yet, once at the destination, Dutch prices and particularly the service level in
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the Netherlands are perceived quite positively; only a minority of group and indepen-
dent travellers think the Netherlands is expensive and the service level is low compared
with the US or other European countries. Neither in the choice for the Netherlands, nor
during the vacation in the Netherlands does price seem to be important to US grOUp

and independent travellers.

Uniqueness of tbe Netherlands

Many attractions reported as important in the selection of the Netherlands as a vacation
destination (see Table 6.6) are unique; these elements cannot easily be found elsewhere.
Some of the elements reported, however, can be found and done in other countries as
well. How unique do US travellers think the Netherlands is within Europe, and how
different do they think the Netherlands is compared with the US? Table 6.8 shows the
responses to several statements about the uniqueness of the Netherlands for group and

independent travellers.

Table 6.8   Uniqueness of the Netherlands for group and independent travellers (G= 198; 1-375)

Ig

Agree Neutral Disagree Total Agree Neutral Disagree Total

The Du[ch way of life is very different
fr ,rn the American way of life (N=575) 52.3 Jl.6 16.1 1()().() 51.4 29.6 19.0 1(.)().0

1 like the Dutch way of life more [han
the American way of life (N= 5-75)** 13.5 St-    i 1.8 1 (.)().0 2 3.1 56.3 21).- 1()().()

There are many American [hings in
the Netherlands (N=575) 6-,2 24.5 8.4 1()0.0 62.2 28.4 9.5 1()().0

The Netherlands is unique compared
wicli other Eur(,pean countries (N=·168) 719 26.7 1 5 1()()0 8(1.-7 16.1 :.1    100.0

C )[her Eurtipean countries have much more
ic, offer than the Neiherlands (N-468) 11.9 11 5 16.- 1(X).0 1(1.7  - 9 51.8 1()() ()

European wumries are easily
inrerchangeable when Lhousing a

w.ication fles[ ina[ion (N = 468) 21.5 25.1 53.4 1()0 .0 25.0 18.2 56.8 1(K).0

r        ( )5.           I,           c l i  .     4 4   r-      ( ( ) 1

The majority of both traveller types (52.39 and 51.496, respectively) agreed with the
statement "The Dutch way of life is very different from the American way of life",
approximately one-third was neutral, and a minority disagreed with this statement.
There was no difference between people who travelled independently and those who
travelled with a tour group. When people were asked whether they liked the Dutch way
of life more than the American way of life, they seem  to have had difficulties in expres-
sing opinions as the majority of both traveller types remained neutral. Those who
expressed their opinions tended to disagree. Group travellers said they preferred the
American lifestyle to the Dutch way of life significantly more often than independent
travellers (p = 0.004). Independent travellers indicated that they liked the Dutch way
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of life better than the American way of life more often than group travellers (p =  0.007).
It was expected that group travellers would be surrounded by American elements

during their European vacation relatively more than independent travellers as they, for
instance, more often stay in American hotels. Consequently, they were expected to agree
more often with "There are many American things in the Netherlands". This, however,
is not the case; independent and group travellers experience American things in the
Netherlands to the same extent. A quarter of each traveller type remained neutral and
a minority of the group and independent travellers said they did not experience many
American things in the Netherlands. Further analyses were undertaken to find out if
differences are suppressed by Other variables in which group and independent travellers
differ significantly Cage or employment Status). These, however, were not found.

The majority of the group (71.9%) and the independent travellers (80.7%) said
they valued the Netherlands as a unique destination within Europe. Whether they ex-
perience the Netherlands through a tour group's perspective or as independent travellers
does not make any difference. Neither type of respondents considers the Netherlands
inferior to other European countries, as approximately half of each (46.7% and 51.80%,
respectively) disagreed with the statement "Other European countries have much more
to offer than the Netherlands'. Many people remained neutral on this statement, indicating
that not all others agree; only a minority of the group (11.9%) and independent  travellers

(10.3%) think other European countries have much more to offer than the Netherlands.
Although a majority ofAmerican group and independent travellers think the Nether-

lands is a unique country that does not necessarily have less to offer than other European

countries, a quarter of both group and independent travellers stated that European
countries were easily interchangeable when choosing a vacation destination. The traveller
types do not differ in their opinions on the interchangeability of the Netherlands. Other
variables that might explain this (modest) difference could not be found. A quarter of
the  respondents  may  not  be so  many,  but including those  who are neutral (25.1 % and
18.2%,  respectively),  only  half of all group and  independent  travellers  disagreed  with
this statement. That means that only half of all American travellers in the Netherlands,
whether they travel in groups or independently, think that European countries are not

easily interchangeable when choosing a vacation destination. The other halfof the sample,
although convinced of the uniqueness and attractions the Netherlands has to offer, would
be equally satisfied with a visit to another European country.

Conclusions

The fifth research question was "Why do US travellers choose the Netherlands as a
vacation destination?" Although the figures tell us that Americans are busy and have
little vacation time, travel is not necessarily a means of escape from the business of daily
life to all of them. A stronger motivation to travel, according to the majority of both
group and independent travellers, is to experience the way other people live. Both
group and independent travellers are motivated to the same extent to travel in order to
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experience another way of life in the destinations they visit. This implies thar US group

and independent travellers have a high level of interest in the Dutch culture.
Out of the reasons suggested, attractions were most frequently mentioned as one

of the two most important reasons for selecting the Netherlands as a vacation
destination. Independent travellers mentioned sights and attractions relatively more
often than group travellers as one of the two most important reasons for choosing the
Netherlands. Price and events are not very important, compared with the other reasons,

to either type of traveller. A considerable part of the independent travellers indicated
family, friends, or relatives as an important reason to viSit the Netherlands, while many
group travellers indicated that the Netherlands was part of the tour. Although it was
shown in Chapter 5 that destination related reasons are not always most important to
US tour operators when developing products including the Netherlands, they are the
most important to US consumers when selecting the Netherlands. Permanent sights
and attractions are far more important than temporal events in attracting US travellers
to the Netherlands. And, while price is a vital aspect in Dutch product development by
US tour operators, it does not seem of major importance in the selection of Dutch travel

products by US consumers.
The attractions and events reported by the US travellers were divided into tangible

and intangible elements in Amsterdam and in the Netherlands in general. US group
and independent travellers did not mention many tangible elements that they found
attractive in the Netherlands. Except for the Red Light District, the Heineken Brewery,
and the Delta Works, all tangible elements reported were standard elements chat can
also be found in travel products developed by (US) providers. The list of int:angible
elements is a little longer, with 'Amsterdam, or the country in general' being reported
most frequently. Without indicating exactly what they wanted to see. these respondents
indicated that they just wanted to visit Amsterdam or the Netherlands. The Netherlands
must have been on their list of 'things-to-do', which is more often the case for group
iravellers than for independent travellers. The comprehensive list of intangible elements,
which is alniost the same for both grcitip and independent travellers, contains many
elements that are not necessarily to be found in Amsterdam. There are innumerable
places throughout the country in which elements such as architecture, atmosphere,

caf6s, coffee shops, culture, flowers, food, gay life, music, old buildings and historical

sights, outdoor areas, people, pilgrim sights, shopping, windmills, Queens day, etc., can
be experienced. For a better spread of tourism across the country, products can, there-

fore, be developed throughout the country, taking the above-mentioned elements into
consideration.

The majority of both group and independent travellers (they do not differ on this
point) were quite positive about the price and service levels in the Netherlands compared
with the US and other European countries. Particularly compared with other European

countries, the Netherlands is not considered expensive nor has it a lower service level.
These are important results, as price and service are vital aspects in tourism consumption.
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It should be taken into consideration, however, that Americans spend a lot of money in

the Netherlands compared with other nationalities. This means that their perception of
price cannot be taken as a standard.

With regard to the uniqueness of the Netherlands for Americans, it can be con-
cluded that the presence of American things in the Netherlands does not seem to in-
fluence their perception of the uniqueness of the Netherlands as a European country in
a negative way.  Half of the group and independent travellers think the Dutch way of life
is very different from the American way of life. Most group and independent travellers
said they were neutral when asked whether they preferred the Dutch way of life to the
American way of life. More group travellers than independent travellers prefer the
American way of life.  A majority of both traveller types observes many American things
in the Netherlands yet approximately three-quarters of both traveller types think the
Netherlands is unique within Europe. This may indicate that, despite the American
influence that can be observed in other European countries to varying degrees, the
Netherlands is experienced as a typical European destination because of its own unique
assets. Moreover, the majority of group and independent travellers thinks the Nether-
lands has a lot to offer compared to other European countries, and half of both traveller
types indicated that European countries are not easily interchangeable when choosing a

vacation destination. Yet, to a quarter of both traveller types, European countries are

easily interchangeable. This illustrates how difficult it is to attract travellers, even
though they appreciate the country for its unique assets.

It is remarkable that group and independent travellers barely differ in their reasons

for choosing the Netherlands, except that independent travellers mention sights and
attractions more often as one of their two most important reasons. The sights and at-
tractions they mention, however, are very similar for both traveller types.

6.4 Time-spatial characteristics of European vacations
In order to answer the sixth research question, the vacations of the US group and in-
dependent travellers in the sample were analysed with regard to their time-spatial
characteristics. This analysis included information collected on the travel experiences of

the respondents during  the 5 years prior  to  when  they were questioned  in  1999,  the
time spent on the total vacation and in the Netherlands, the other countries visited on
the same trip and the combinations thereof, and the time and spatial use of the Nether-
lands.

Travel experiences in Europe and tbe Netherlands

To get insight into their travel experiences in and outside of Europe, and in the Nether-
lands particularly, all respondents were asked to report the number ofvacations they took
during  the 5 years prior to the vacation during which  they were questioned  in  1999.

The average number of vacations spent in destinations outside the US and outside

of Europe is approximately the same for both traveller types; 4.39 for group travellers
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and 5.17 for independent travellers, a difference that is not significant (p> 0.5). A com-
parison between the traveller types on category scores instead of means also shows that
there are no differences between group and independent travellers regarding their travel
experiences outside the US and Europe. This means that US group and independent
travellers, who visited the Netherlands in 1999, generally spent one vacation abroad
each year during the 5 years prior to their vacation in the Netherlands, which was not
a European vacation. Information on the exact destinations they visited is not available,
but destinations that are very popular among the US travellers population are Alaska,
Canada, Hawaii, Mexico, Bermuda, and the Caribbean, as 74.6% of the pleasure travel-
lers to Europe in the MCG survey visited short-haul destinations like these between
1997 and 200() (MCG, 2000: 22).

The average number of European vacations (including  the 1999 vacation  in  the
Netherlands) does not differ significantly for group (2.62) and independent travellers
(2.56) (p > 0.05). That is to say, on average, US travellers who visited the Netherlands
in 1999, whether travelling with a group or independently, took a European vacation
almost every 2 years during the 5 years prior to their vacation in the Netherlands.

Yet, from the current st:udys data, it is clear chat the Netherlands was not
necessarily visited on previous European trips. US group tourists were in the Nether-
lands  1.14 times on average between  1994 and 1999 (including their 1999 vacation),
and independent travellers visited the Netherlands  1.41  times, a significant difference
(p = 0.()4). This implies that, while most US travellers in the sample had recent Euro-
pean travel experience, the group travellers had generally not been to the Netherlands
in the 5 years prior to their 1999 vacation,  and  not  even  half of  the  independent

travellers had visited the Netherlands during the 5 years prior to their 1999 vacation.
Taking all Dutch vacations during their lifetimes into consideration, however, the
average increasesto 1.45 and  1.93 for group and independent travellers, respectively, a
difference ch:ir is significant at the level of p < ().05. Regression analysis also shows that
group travellers. who are generally older than independent travellers and. thus. have
had more opportunity to visit the Netherlands. visited the Netherlands during their
litetimes significantly less often than independent travellers (. = 0.1 ()4). This would
confirm the idea that first time travellers to Europe tend to take a package tour first,

on which they combine several countries, before visiting European countries separately
or independently. It can be concluded thar the respondents of the current sample are
quite experienced travellers, at least regarding destinations outside the US, including
European countries. Vacations in the Netherlands, however, particularly for group
traveliers, are not routine.

Time spent on a European vacation and tbe proportion of tbis spent in tbe Netherlands
The average total vacation duration for group rravellers is 15.7 nights, which is significantly
lower than that of independent travellers, who stay away from home 18,1 nights (N=
504,  p = ().()()0). To create workable categories, the total vacation duration is classified
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as the number of nights that fit in one week from 0 to 7 nights, 8 to 14 nights, etc., to
over 29 nights (see Table 6.9)

Table 6.9 Total vacation duraticm in nights fc,r group (G) and independent (1) travellers (N= 505)

Gg Ig

()-7 1.G 16.3 **

8-14 49.5 29 3 **

15-2 1 19
7 18.4

22-28 12.6 29 ***

> 28 6.6 16.8 **

Total 10().0 100.0

*   P   ..05.   **   P   I      01,   I"   1,   <      C)() 1

Note: differences were controlled for age and empkiymen[ scatus but no effects were found.

When the IOtal vacation duration is analysed per category, it can be seen that indepen-
dent travellers take short vacations of up to 7 nights or long vacations of over 28 nights
significantly more often than group travellers, while group tourists are significantly
over-represented in the categories 8 to 14 nights and 22 to 28 nights. This implicitly
tells something about the supply of travel products; most European packages in which
the Netherlands is included last 8 to 14 nights, as 49.59 of the group travellers stay

away from home 8 to 14 nights, while only 1 9.7% of the group travellers bought

packages lasting 15 to 21 nights.

The maximum length of stay in the Netherlands reported by a respondent was 30
nights. Albeit less than  1 %, it is worth mentioning that some respondents did not even
spend  1  night in the Netherlands. The average length of stay in the Netherlands does
not differ significantly between group and independent travellers;  they stay 5,7 nights
and  5,2 nights, respectively. Again, to create workable categories, the length  of stay  in
the Netherlands is divided into the same categories as the total vacation duration,
except the first category of 0 to 7 nights, which is split in 2 parts (see Table 6.10). This
enlarges insight into the data; if the same categories were used, the majority of both
traveller types would belong to the first category of 0 to 7 nights, as Americans ap-
parently spend a very small proportion of their vacation time in the Netherlands.

Table 6.10 Length of stay  in the Netherlands in nights for group (G) and independent (1) travellers (G= 193;  1=367)

Nights Gg 1%

0-3 60.6 46.6 **

4_7 20.7 33.8 **

8-14 7.J 17.4 **

>14 11.4 2.2 ***

Total 100.0 100.()

*p< 05. ** p <.01, *** p <.001
Note: differences were controlled fur age and employment status but no effects were found.
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On the one hand, group tourists stay shorter in the Netherlands than independent
travellers, as 60.69 of them against 46.69 of the independent travellers spend 0 to 3
nights in the country, while, on the other hand, they also stay longer; 11.49 spend over
1 i nights in the Netherlands against 2.29 of the independent travellers. Generally,
groups stay relatively short in the Netherlands. Yet, group travellers are over-represen-
ted in the category 'Over 14 nights'. Further analysis shows tha[ this is due to a tour
group questioned in the City Hostel Vondelpark in Amsterdam that spent 3 weeks in
the Netherlands.  Although these kinds of groups are quite exceptional, the data show
that they do exist. Therefore, this group was not eliminated from the sample. Rather,
by including them, the diversity in travel groups is exemplified.

76-100%c -9-

51-75%   • Independent
0 Group

26-509  

0-259  

0                20               40               60

nights

Figure 6.1  Part ,if tbe total Vacation spent in tbe Netherlands
for group and independent tral,ellers (G= 185. 1=309)

Figure 6.1 shows the differences between group and independent travellers as regards
the prop(,rtion (,f time spent in the Netherlands our (,f Ille total vacation duration. It is
clear from Figure 6.1 that group travellers dominate the categories that spend only a
small pari of their total vacation in the Netherlands. Independent travellers more often
spend a relatively greater part of their total vacation time in the Netherlands. Although
this would suggest that group travellers, more often than independent travellers, combine
the Netherlands with other countries, this is not the case. On the contrary, when
looking at the average number of other European countries visited, group tourists visit
less other European countries (3.04) than independent travellers (3.49); a difference that
is not very large but (just) significant (p = 0.048). This means that the difference
between group and independent travellers in the proportion of time spent in the
Netherlands out of the total vacation time, presented in Figure 6.1, cannot be explained
by the fact that group travellers visit more countries during one trip than independent
travellers. Rather, group travellers spend a smaller part of their total vacation in the
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Netherlands. The package tours with which they travel through Europe do not allow
group travellers to spend more time in the Netherlands. This confirms the results of a
content analysis of European package tourS provided by US tour operators, which
showed that the Netherlands plays a limited role (Kuypers, 1999) (see also Chapter 5).

Because Dutch tourism policy is directed towards attracting more (international) tourists
to the Netherlands and extending their length of stay in the Netherlands,  it is USeful tO

know how much free time American travellers think they have, how free they are in

planning their vacation days, and how much time they actually want to spend in the
Netherlands. It is clear from previously presented figures that Americans do not have
many vacation days and that employed travellers perceive their free time as limited. The

MCG  ( 1999) reports  thar  61.0%  of all pleasure travellers to Europe agree  with  the
statement "I would happily trade a week's pay for an extra week of vacation" and 49%
agree with the statement 'For me, time is more scarce than money". But, as regards the
vacation days they have, are people free to plan when they Will take a day off, or to plan
a vacation? Therefore, the respondents were asked to report the extent to which they
felt they were authorised to plan their own vacation days. Approximately half of both

group travellers (48.5%) and independent travellers (52.9%) indicated that they had
complete control over when they could take a day off and plan a vacation, and only
7.7% of the group travellers and 6.4% of the independent travellers said they could not
do  so  freely  (N= 570). Taking  only  the  employees into consideration  (N=234),  the
majority of both group travellers (65.1%) and independent travellers (67.8%) indicated
that they were free to decide when they would have free time and a quarter of both

traveller types said they could do so to a limited extent. US employed tourists seem to
be quite free in choosing when to travel abroad and having a job does not seem to restrict
them. It is important to note, however, that these figures represent the employed that
indeed travelled to Europe. Figures including employees that stayed at home would

probably show different results.
Although they are quite free to plan when to take a vacation and how long this

vacation will last, approximately a quarter of both traveller types think a couple of days

(1,  2, or  3) is enough for a vacation  in the Netherlands.  A little over half of both group
and independent travellers disagreed with this; they would rather spend more time in
the Netherlands. Group and independent travellers do not differ significantly on this
point (p > 0.05). Further analysis show that the majority of both group (82.9%) and
independent travellers (73.3%) who indicated that a couple of days was enough to see

the Netherlands indeed stayed very short (0 to 3 nights). They seem to be satisfied with
their short introduction to the Netherlands. A very small part of the group travellers

(2.4%), and such a small part of the independent travellers that a percentage could not
be calculated, indicated that a couple of days for the Netherlands would be enough

while their actual length of stay in the Netherlands was over 14 nights. These respon-

dents must have been bored already after a couple of days, but not able to leave the
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country. On the other hand, almost half of the group travellers (46.69) and 29.5% of
the independent [ravellers who think that more than just a couple of days is needed to
see the Netherlands, stayed only 0 to 3 nights. These respondents were not able to Stay
ds long as they would have liked. Only a small part of the group (16. 59·f ) and indepen-
dent travellers (3.49) who did not think that a couple of days in the Netherlands was
enough stayed over 14 nights in the Netherlands. For the group travellers. this is not
surprising, as they are bound to the packages available and the majority of packages in
which the Netherlands is included do not allow much time for a stay in the Nether-
lands. For the independent travellers who are not dependent on standard packages,

however, it might be expected that a relatively larger part of them would stay longer in
the Netherlands. Yet, they seem to be restricted in doing so for other reasons. Perhaps
they are less free in planning their own vacation days? Further analyses show that this
is not the case. The results show the opposite; the majority of both group (60.0%) and
independent travellers (70.6%) who said  they were not free in planning their own free

time (the numbers are small since most respondents were free in planning their vacation

days),  stayed  away  from  home (not necessarily  in the Netherlands) over 14 nights.  Of
those who were free in planning their vacation days, the majority of the group travellers
(64. 5%)  and   39.5%   of the independent travellers stayed  away  from   home  8  to   14

nights. Within this category, more independent (35.39) than group travellers (24.79)
stayed  away  from  home  over 14 nights. However, the majority of group travellers
(62.49) and 43.59 of the independent travellers who could plan their own vacations
stayed only 0 to 3 nights in the Netherlands. For group travellers. again. this was
expected given the contents of packages, but independent travellers, even when they
can plan their own vacations, tend to stay a short time as well.

Nit„iber  of  other  European  countries  visited  besides tbe Netherlands

Not all time is spent in the Netherlands on most trips, most group travellers (84.89)
and independent travellers (79.59) visit other European countries besides the Nether-

lands during their vacation (N=575). An open-ended question was included for all
respondents who had already visited or planned to ViSit other European countries, asking
them to name the other countries (to be) visited on the trip. The result was a list of 27
different countries. Per respondent, the number of other countries visited besides the
Netherlands varies from 1  to  13, with an average of 3.04 for group travellers and 3.49
for independent travellers, as described above. The number of other countries visited is
presented  in Table 6.11  for both group and independent travellers.

Three-quarters of the group travellers who visit the Netherlands in combination
with  other European countries, visit  1,  2,  or  3  other countries and a considerable
percentage (17.29) visit over 4 other countries. Independent travellers who visit the
Netherlands in combination with other European countries visit 5 or more other
countries (29.39 ) almost as often as they visit only 1 other country (30.79), while the
categories in between are relatively less popular. Comparing group with independent
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Table 6.11 Number of other European countries visited by gr(,up (G) and independent (1) travellers who
combined the Netherlands with other European c(,untries (G= 163; I,290)

Gg Im

1 14.1 3().7 ***

2 28.8 18.: **

4 30.. 9.3 ***

4 9.2 12.-i

>4 17.2 29.3 **

Total 100.0 100.()

* p <.05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
Note: differences were controlled for age and employment status bur no effects were found.

travellers, they differ in almost every category. Independent travellers more often viSit
just 1 other country or 5 or more other countries, while group travellers dominate the
categories of 2 to 3 other countries. A considerable percentage of both group (17.2%) and
independent travellers (29.3%) visit more than 4 other countries in the same trip. These
figures tell thar European packages including the Netherlands sold to US grOUp

travellers often contain 2 or 3 other countries, and that independent travellers often
combine the Netherlands with only 1 or with more than 4 other countries. Moreover,
the independent travellers rather than the tour groups are travellers who combine a
great number of countries on one European vacation.

It is interesting to look at the amount of time for which countries are visited. The
results for both traveller types are presented in Table  6.12.

Table 6.12 Number of other European countries visited by the t(,tal vacation duration in nights for group (G)
and independent (I) travellers who combined the Netherlands with other European countries (N= 390)

Countries   None                     1                         2                        3                         4                        >4

Nigh„V        G        I       G        I       G        I       G        I       G        I       G        1

0-7 40.() 48.7 13.0 16.9 (}.0 6.7 0.0 11.1 0.0 10.7 ().0 2.8

8-14 30.0 40.8 39.1 57.7 64.3 44.4 83.3 38.9 40.(, 28.6 14.8         4.2

15-21 3.3 79 34.8 21.1 21.4 31.1 6.3 27.8 33.3 39.3 44.4 25.0

22-28 16.7 0.0 8.7      1.4 9.5 8.9 4.2 5.6 67 3.6 37.0 4.2

> 29 10.0 2.6 4.; 2.8 4.8 8.9 6.3 16.7 2().0 17.9 3.7 6£.9

Total (%) 100.0 100.0 100.() 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.() 100.0 100.0 1()0.() 100.0 100.()

* p <.05,** p < .01,*** p < 0(}1

Table 6.12 shows that the largest proportion of group and independent travellers who

only visit the Netherlands (the category 'None') spend a maximum of 1 week (40.0%
and 48.7%, respectively), and a smaller proportion (30.0% and 40.8%, respectively)
spends 1 to 2 weeks in the Netherlands. Only a few group and independent travellers
spend longer than 2 weeks in the Netherlands only.

Many of the group travellers (39.1%) and the majority of the  independent  travellers
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(57,77) visit the Netherlands and one other country for a period of two weeks, implying
that one week is spent in each country if the time is equally divided between the 2
countries.

When visiting 2 other countries besides the Netherlands, the maiority ofthe group
travelters (64.3'3 ) and a considerable part of ihe independent travellers (44.49); spend

1  to 2 weeks on vacation, implying an average of 4.66 days per country at most if the
time is equally divided between the 3 countries.

The majority of group travellers (83.3%) and over one-third of the independent
travellers (38.9%) who visit 3 other countries besides the Netherlands, spend 1 to 2 weeks

on their vacation, implying that they spend a half-week at most in each country.
A considerable percentage (40.0%) of group travellers who visit 4 other countries

besides the Netherlands visit this number of countries in  1 to 2 weeks, which means

that they do not even have 3 days for each country. Of the independent travellers who
visit 4 other countries, 39.3% spend a little longer; they stay away from home 2 to 3
weeks. so they can spend a little over 4 days per country at most if the time is equally
divided among the countries.

The majority of the group travellers who belong to the category that visits 5  or more
countries besides the Netherlands (44.4%) spend 2 to 3 weeks on their total vacation,
implying a maximum of 3.5 days per country when time is equally divided. The majority

of independent travellers who visit 5 or more other countries (63.9%) stay 29 days or
more which means that they can spend a minimum of approximately 5 days in each country
if time is limited to 29 days and equally distributed over 5 other countries. This.

obviously, decreases when more than 5 other countries are visited without an increase
in the duration of the total vacation. It increases when the total vacation duration is
increased significantly without an increase in the number of other countries visited.

Overall, Table 6.12 shows a much more differentiated view of American time-
space behaviour on European vacations than the stereotype expressed by the movie 'Irs
'I-itesday so it must be Belgium'  None of the gr(,up travellers and only 2.89 of the
indii·idu.i! Er.ir·el|ers Tifits (,I'er -i ci,Liniries inc} to -days (itiarefully planned, they can
visit a country a day). That is not to say that the rest of the American group and
independent travellers spend a lot of time on European vacations. On the contrary, they
generally do not have a lot of vacation time to begin with, and. when the number of
countries visited increases this does not necessarily imply an increase in the total vacation
duration. Consequently, many vacations involve rushing through various countries.
Whether travellers feel pressed by time during their vacation was checked with the
statement "Travelling with a pre-planned itinerary is necessary on a European vacation
because of time pressure" Group travellers (47.29) experience significantly more time
pressure than independent travellers (29.49)(N. 566, p < 0.()()1). It is remarkable that
independent travellers, who generally combine more countries on one trip than group
travellers. feel less hurried. Besides the fact that their vacations are longer, independent
travellers are free to plan their own trips, which perhaps makes them feel less pressed
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by time even when, theoretically, they have more reason to feel in a hurry.

European countries in combination witb tbe Netherlands
Information on which countries are visited in combination with the Netherlands was
collected  from  those who answered this open-ended question (N=468).  Because a con-
siderable number of countries was mentioned by a few respondents, Only those countries
visited  by at least  10%  of the group or independent  travellers were  included in further
analyses. An overview of the countries visited by at least 10% of the group and in-
dependent travellers, the countries visited by less than  10% of both traveller types, and
the remaining European countries that were not mentioned by the respondents is
presented in Figure 6.2.5
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Figure  6.2    European  countries  combined  witb  tbe  Netherlands  by  at  least   10%.

by  less  tban  10%.  and  by  none  of tbe  group  and  independent  travellers.

Figure 6.2 shows that the Netherlands is primarily visited in combination with neigh-

bouring councries, or at least countries in a concentrated area of northwest Europe.
Quite a few distant countries were mentioned as well, but these were combined with
the Netherlands by less than 10% of the group and independent travellers. The per-

Countries mentioned by less than  109; of the group travellers are Belarus, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Denmark,
Finland. Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Norwa>·, Poland, Portugal, Romania.
Russia, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, and Turkey. For independent travellers, the list of countries is similar, excep[ for
the Czech Republic and Spain, which are visited by more than I 09 of the independent rravellers and were,
therefore, included in fur[her analyses for independent travellers. Countries visited by more than 1 0% of the
group and independent travellers are listed in Table 6.13.
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centages for those countries thar were visited in combination with the Netherlands by
at least 1 Og  of" the group and independent travellers are presented in Table 6.13.

Table 6.1.4  6,untries visited in combinaticin with the Necherlands b>· at least 109 „1' the group (G) and
independent (I) travellers (G=168; I=298)

(A (4 19

Fratict· 61.: 5-i.

C,erm,iIi j· 62.5 16.6 ..

Belgium 25.6 J9.6                          **
UK 29 2 30.9

ital> 16.- 32.2 ***

Switzerland 31.5 25.2
Austria 196 248

Spain 6.5 19.1 ***

Czech Republic 24 18.5 -*

* p. 05. ** p   01, *** p , ()01
N('tes. Spain and the Czech Republic were no[ included in further analyses for group cravellers as they were visied b>
less than log of the group [ravellers.

Percentages d  no[ add up to  10()9  as respondents could answer more [han 1  country name. The percentages represent
the proportion of group or independent travellers thar visited that country. For insiance, 61.39 of all group Iravellers

and 54.79 of all independent travellers visited France in combination with the Netherlands.

It  is  clear  from  Table  6.13 that France and Germany  are very popular destinations  to
combine with the Netherlands for both group and independent travellers. France is visited
by group and independent travellers to the same extent, while Germany is visited relatively
more often by groups. It is remarkable that independent travellers visit Belgium in
combination with the Netherlands significantly more than group travellers do, and even
a little more often than they visit the UK. As regards size, Belgium is not comparable
with France or Germany, but it probably owes its relative popularity to the fact chat it
is close to the Netherlands and on the route to France coming from the North, and on
the route to the UK coming from the South.

Group and independent travellers both combine the UK to the same extent; almost
one-third visit) the UK in combination with the Netherlands. The literature indicates
that the UK is the most popular tourism destination for US travellers to Europe, partly
because of ancestral ties but also because of the English language (MCG,  1997, 2000).
Therefore, it was expected that the UK would be visited in combination with the
Netherlands more frequently than the approximately JO% found in this study. A
possible explanation for this finding could be that Americans visit England separately

more often than in combination with the Netherlands or another country. The results of
rhe current study are based on data collected in the Netherlands. However, a list ofpopu-
lar European countries derived from US sources is based on data collected in the US, which
evidently changes the figures. Furthermore, Italy, Spain, and the Czech Republic are com-

bined with the Netherlands more often by independent than by group travellers. Both
traveller types combine Switzerland and Austria with the Netherlands to the same extent.
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Combinations of European countries per vacation
It is interesting to note the combinations of countries that the respondents visited on
their trips. This provides insight into the patterns which American group and independent
tourists follow when travelling in Europe. As there are no temporal data available, the
order in which countries were visited remains unknown. Exact time-spatial routes can,

therefore,  not be identified. A range of 13  variables  is  available for each respondent
including all countries visited. These separate variables have been transformed into one
string variable per respondent that tells the exact combination of countries visited. The
frequencies of the string variable show chat the maximum number of respondents

belonging to a certain combination of countries is 33; all other combinations (144)
occur less frequently. Therefore, the sample cannot be clearly divided on the basis of this

string variable into groups large enough to allow further analyses.

Nevertheless, to find out which combinations of European countries are most often
combined with the Netherlands by American group and independent travellers, a latent
class analysis was carried out. For the group travellers, 8 variables were included in the
analysis, of which  7 were countries from Table  6.13  and  one  was  the  rest  category  of

'countries  visited   by   less   than   10%   of the group travellers'.   For   the   independent

travellers, 10 variables were included in the analysis, of which 9 were countries from
Table 6.13 and one was the rest category of 'countries visited by less than  10% of the

independent travellers: The latent class analysis organised its output into a previously
determined number of sub-groups and estimated the chances of each country being

visited by respondents belonging to each sub-group. For both group and independent

travellers, the analysis was done 7 times based on varying models consisting of a
previously determined number of 1 to 7 latent classes. BIC (L2) indicated the relative
fit and the best model fit is that with the lowest BIC. The absolute fit was the p-value,

i.e., the probability, derived from the ratio of L2 and the degrees of freedom (df). The
lowest BIC for group travellers was found with 4 latent classes, or subgroups (BIC = -
985.8376). The fit of this model was good, given df = 220, L2 = 177,581, and a p-value

of 0.9850. If 5 sub-groups were identified, the fit increased significantly (df =  211, L2

=  140,02), but BIC increased to -975,81  and one of the latent classes then consisted of
only 8% of the respondents. Therefore, the model with 4 latent classes was the preferred
model. For each latent class, the percentages showing the chances of group travellers

belonging to that sub-group visiting a certain country were visualised in maps of
Europe in Figures 6.3 through 6.6.

For  independent  travellers,  the  BIC was at its lowest (-535 3.7459) in  model  2  (df
=  1002, I.2 = 585.03, and the p-value =  1). The models consisting of 3 or more classes

improved the fit further, but, again, this increased the BIC. The improvement of the fit
resulted from the fact that more classes allowed for a more detailed description of the
sample. This additional detail was gained at the expense of increasingly small sub-
groups. Since the aim of the latent class analysis was to identify general patterns and
since the fit of the 2-class model was already excellent, this model was selected based
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on the BIC score. The output for the 2 latent classes of independent travellers was

visualised in maps of Europe in the Figures 6.7 and 6.8.
On all maps of Europe, a symbol was put in a country when there was a chance of

people belonging to this latent class visiting this country in combination with the Nether-

lands. The size of each symbol represents the percentage chance (i.e., the probability) of
people belonging to that sub-group visiting that country in combination with the
Netherlands.c

Figure 6.3 shows a sub-group that makes up 20.9% of all group travellers. All combine
the Netherlands with Switzerland, while there is a great chance that people in this
group also visit Germany (95%) and France (93%). The chances of Belgium, Austria,
or the UK being visited are very small, while none visits Italy. This group clearly sticks
to a concentrated area of continental northwest Europe. The fact that the UK is most
likely norm be included while Switzerland is included on all tours may be surprising.

This, however, can be explained by the fact chat the Netherlands is connected with
Switzerland through the river Rhine. This sub-group mOSt likely travels the waterways

of Europe with river cruises that, for instance, follow the Rhine from Arnhem in the
Netherlands through Germany to Basel in Switzerland.

Figure 6.4 shows a sub-group comprising almost half (48.8%) of all group

travellers. People in this group are very likely to combine ihe Netherlands with France

(429). the UK (369), Belgium (24%), or Germany (1 6%), while none visits Austria,
Switzerland, or Italy. Compared to the previous group, these group travellers are more
likely to include the UK in their tour while France and particularly Germany are far
less likely to be included. This combination of countries seems to be a land-oriented

program in a concentrated area of northwest Europe including the UK. Belgium has a

relatively great chance of visiting, which can be explained by the fact that the UK is

most likely t(, be included as well. Alternatively, people take the ferry from England
and pass through Belgium on their way south. They may also travel the other way
around. in rhar case. coming froni France. they pass through Belgium to [:ike the ferry

Ic, England.

G See Appendix 6 hir cht· taren[ dass anal>'sis ou[j,ut
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Figure 6.5 shows a sub-group consisting of 18.1%  of all group travellers.  Particularly
Germany is very likely to be visited in combination with the Netherlands (829). while
the probabilities Austria (42%), Italy (1 7%), and Belgium (13%) being visited are lower.
Moreover, the UK, France, and Switzerland will not be visited by any group travellers
belonging to this latent class. Tours of this sub-group concentrate on continental Europe but,
rather than visiting France, they are most likely to stay in the northeastern part of Europe.

Figure 6.6 shows a sub-group comprising  12.1% of all group travellers. All visit
France in combination with the Netherlands. Italy has a 929 chance of being visited,
Germany 87%, Austria 69%, the UK 55%, Belgium 49%, and Switzerland 48%.
These are the group travellers that do 'all of Europe' in one tour. Besides 6 continental
European countries, they also include the UK. The 'Best of Europe' tours described in
Chapter 5 are definitely made by some travellers belonging to this sub-group.
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The 2 latent classes distinguished among the independent travellers are presented on the

following maps of Europe (Figure 6.7 and 6.8).
There seems to be little variance in the countries that are combined with the Nether-

lands by the 2 sub-groups of independent travellers, as these are almost similar except

for Switzerland. There is a little likelihood that independent travellers belonging to the
first sub-group will visit Switzerland in combination with the Netherlands, while none
of the independent travellers of the second sub-group will visit Switzerland. More
important, however, is the fact that chances of countries being combined are consider-
ably higher in Figure 6.7 than in Figure 6.8. This means that independent travellers
belonging to the first sub-group are much more likely to visit a number of other coun-
tries than those belonging to the second sub-group. It is more likely that travellers be-
longing to the second latent class will visit just one other country besides the Netherlands.

Figure 6.7 shows a sub-group representing 32% of all independent travellers.

Many countries have a high chance of being visited by this group of independent
travellers. France has the highest probability (83%), followed by Germany (79%), Italy

(68%), Switzerland (62%), Austria (56%), Belgium (46%), Spain (45%), the UK (44%),
and the Czech republic (40%). Hence, approximately one-third of the independent
travellers do just about the same as 12.1% of the group travellers (Figure 6.6), which

is 'doing all of Europe' in one vacation.
Figure 6.8 comprises 68% of the independent travellers and they are more likely

to stick to countries located more closely to the Netherlands. France and Belgium have
a 259 chance of being visited by independent travellers belonging to this sub-group,

followed by Germany (179), the UK (169), Italy (69), Austria and the Czech Republic
(3% each), and Spain (19), while none is likely to visit Switzerland. This group clearly
makes a more modest tour through Europe than the previously described sub-group of
independent travellers.

Figures 6.3 through 6.8 show the diversity of spatial travel patterns through Europe
among US group and independent travellers. Group travellers, more than independent

travellers, show clear patterns. This can be explained by the fact that they follow
standard itineraries developed by providers such as tour operators (see Chapter 5) while
independent travellers plan their own routes.
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Spatial use of tbe Netherlands

To get information on the spatial use of the Netherlands, the respondents were asked

whether they (planned to) visit places other than Amsterdam during their stay in the
Netherlands. If so, they could report the place names in an open-ended question, which

300 respondents did. This resulted in an enormous list of place names. Not all answers

could be used. as people wrote, for instance, many small villages', 'tour to the wind-
mills', or 'optional tours' instead of an actual place name. While some place names, al-
though spelled incorrectly, were possible to identify ('Volvandorp' or 'Volvandam' must

be Volendam; 'Haig' or 'Hagg' must be The Hague), others could not be determined
with certainty ('Dachum, 'Enthuison', 'Shenversen', 'Zeper'). Finally, a small number of
place names reported were eliminated, as they are not located in the Netherlands at all
('Belgium', 'London', 'Paris', etc.). The maximum number of place names given by a
respondent was  12, but most people mentioned 1 (N=260), 2 (N=  168), or 3 (N=  117)
other places. The more places were reported, the fewer people belonged to the category

reporting that number of places. For instance,  1  respondent per category reported 8,9,
10,11, or 12 places visited besides Amsterdam.

Often, a visit to the Netherlands means a visit to Amsterdam only, particularly for
independent  travellers.  41.0%  of all independent travellers  Stay in Amsterdam  only,
compared to 32.0% of the group travellers, which is a significant difference (p = 0.034).
This means that group travellers have a more widespread spatial use of the Netherlands.
In order to find out where both traveller types go during their stays in the Netherlands,
all places reported were categorised according to size (i.e., cities, towns, and villages)
and distance (i.e., close or further away) from Amsterdam, whereby distance should be
interpreted in terms of time; places within a one-hour drive from Amsterdam are close.
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Table 6.14 shows the percentage of group and independent  travellers that visit  each

category of places in the Netherlands.

Table 6.14 Places visited in the Netherlands by group (G) and independent (I) travellers who visit other places
besides Amsterdam (G= 135; 1,222)

G g 1 9

Close to Amsterdam

Cities 22.2 36.5              *
Towns 33.3 32.9

Villages 17.8 2().7

Tulip areas or -places 8.1 17.6                 *

Further away from Amsterdam

Cities 126 6.8

Towns 23.7 16.2

Villages 14.1 14 9

All over the country 12.9 6.3

* P< 05.** P < (31, *** P < 001
Note:  the percentages do not  add  up to  1 ()(19 as responden[s could answer more  than  1  place name.  Each  percen[age
represents the proportion of group or independent [raveliers that visit that [ype of places. For instance, 22.2% ot all

group travellers visits cities close [o Amsterdam and 36 5(7  of all independent travellers vlsirs cities close to Amsterdam.

Generally, the percentages for both traveller types are relatively low. This means that
none of the places are visited to a large extent. A significant difference can be found
between group and independent travellers. More independent (36. 5%) than group travellers

(22.2%) visit one or more of the Randstad cities Rotterdam, The Hague, or Utrecht.
Middle-sized towns close to Amsterdam are visited by one-third of both group and
independent travellers and villages close to Amsterdam by approximately one-fifth of
both group and independent travellers. The only other significant difference between
group and independent travellers is a visit to tulip growing places, which is mentioned
relatively more frequently by independent travellers. This result, however, should be
put in perspective. Due to extra effort made to question group tourists at the end of the
period of fieldwork (see Chapter 4), relatively more group travellers were questioned
after the tulip season. If more group tourists had been questioned in spring, this per-
centage would most likely have been higher, as group tours usually visit tulip attractions

in the Netherlands.
As independent travellers generally have more previous travel experience in the

Netherlands, it was expected that they would be more curious to visit places further
away from Amsterdam. However, although the differences are not significant, it was
found that independent travellers visit places further away from Amsterdam even less
frequently than group travellers do. Independent travellers stay in or around Amster-
dam more often, while group travellers explore other areas of the country as well. As
there is no other explanatory variable, this difference can only be ascribed to the fact
that group tourists are taken around according to the tour schedule developed by, in
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most cases, tour operators. When there is no such scheduled itinerary and people are
free to choose where to go, travellers do not seem to be inclined to visit other places
but tend to stay in or around Amsterdam. For the same reason, presumably, group
tourists are a little over-represented in the final categor>·, in which people reported
places *all over the country'. Without being able to recall or spell the names of all the
places they had visited, 12.99 of all group travellers reported that they had been 'all
over, in contrast Ic, only 6.39  of the independent travellers.

Time-spatial use of tbe Netherlands
It is interesting to know if people who have more time to spend in the destination
spatially explore the country more extensively. Table 6.15 shows the percentages  of
group and independent travellers that visit certain places within the Netherlands
according to their length of stay in the Netherlands.

Table 6.15 Places visited in the Netherlands by the length of stay in the Netherlands (in nights) for group (G)
and independent (I) travellers who indicated having visited places beyond Amsterdam (N.350)

Place Close to Amsterdam Further away All over

h Cities Towns Villages Tulip areas Cities Towns Villages An>

Nighrsv G I G i G I G I G 1 6 I G I G I

11-7         H.8 15.2 20.0     22.4 2(1.8 21 - 2-.5 28.2   ·r 1 i- 1 28.1 16.- 26.: - 18.8 23.1

1--             41.·1 .8.0 ,/, i '1.0 25.0 M.8 27.: .18.-' 41.2 11.2 40.6 14.4  21 1 251) 5(1 0  (1.8

H-1.4 8.8     J5. 4 15.6 29.6 21).8 i2.6 .45.5 2:.1 5.9 3.9 18.8 38.9 36.8 65.6 12.5 i(1.8

1: .11) 8. i 2() () -.() 94.3 109 - 3.9    5.9 12.5 - 15.8 9.4 18.8 15.4

liHal   I (11).11 1(*)11 1()0.11 1 0(1.0 10(1.(1 100.0 1(H).t) 11*1.(1 1 1 H).() 1 00.0 1(M).(1 1(M).0 100.11 1 (M).0 100.0 1(KI.(1

i) .()5.
:.

I.. .l)1.... p < .(K) 1

Nori·· Due Jo ,m,ill n,imbers .ome cells :c)unt less than S for which nu rewks wuld be calculated

Table 6.15 should be interpreted as follows. Of the group travellers visiting cities close

ic, Amsterdam, 13.89 Stays in the Netherlands () to 3 nights, 41.4% stays 4 to 7 nights,
etc. The largest categorv of group travellers who visit cities close to Amsterdam (41.49 )
stay in the Netherlands 4 to 7 nights, while the largest category of group travellers that
visits  cities  further away  from  Amsterdam (47.19) stays  0  to 3 nights; they travel
longer distances through the Netherlands although they have less time. The largest
category ofgroup travellers that visit towns close to Amsterdam (44.4%) is approximately
as big as the largest category of group travellers that visits towns further away from
Amsterdam (40.69); both stay 4  to 7 nights in  the Netherlands. The largest category

of group travellers visiting villages close to Amsterdam (33.3%) stays in the Netherlands
over  14  nights,  while those group travellers visiting villages further  away  from
Amsterdam stay only 8 to 14 nights in the Netherlands. Again, those who travel longer
distances do so in less time. The largest category of group travellers that visits tulip
areas (45.59) stays 8 to 14 nights in the Netherlands. Half of all group travellers thar

indicated having visited places 'all over the country' stayed in the Netherlands only 4
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to 7 nights. This is remarkable, since it was expected thar the more places people visited,
the more time they would spend in the Netherlands. This, however, is not the case. This
must be ascribed to the itineraries that group travellers follow; they visit many places
in the Netherlands but spend relatively little time in each place.

For the independent travellers, the largest category that visits cities close to Am-
sterdam (43.0%) stays 4 to 7 nights in the Netherlands, compared with the largest

category  of the independent travellers (47.1%), which visits cities further away  from
Amsterdam in stays of 0 to 3 nights. People with less time visit cities further away from
Amsterdam more often. The largest category of independent travellers that visits towns

close to Amsterdam (32.4%) stays 0 to 3 nights in the Netherlands, followed by those

who stay 4 to 7 nights (31.0%) and 8 to 14 nights (29.6%). The largest category of
independent travellers thar visits toWnS further away from Amsterdam (44.4%) stays 4

to 7 nights. Villages close to Amsterdam are visited mainly by independent travellers

who stay 4 to 7 nights (34.8%), closely followed by those who stay 8 to 14 nights
(32.6%). The majority of independent travellers that visit villages further away from
Amsterdam (65.6%) spend 8 to 14 nights in the Netherlands. The largest proportion
of independent travellers (48.7%) that visit places where tulips can be seen, stay 4 to 7
nights in the Netherlands. Two equal parts of those independent travellers that visit
places all over the country (30.8% each) stay in the Netherlands 4 to 7 and 8 to 14 nightS.

For group travellers more than for independent travellers, the amount of time spent

in the country does not necessarily have a positive influence on the distance travelled to
visit plaCeS throughout the Netherlands. Furthermore, remarkable differences can be
found between group and independent travellers in the latter column (i.e., people staying

in the Netherlands over 14 nights); group travellers are over-represented here in each

category of places visited  in the Netherlands. This is due to the fact that one tour group
is biasing the results as they stayed in the Netherlands for more than 14 days.

Conclusions

How do US travellers time-spatially consume Europe and the Netherlands during va-

cationsi", was the sixth research question. On the basis of the results of this section, it
can be concluded chat group and independent travellers differ substantially in their
time-spatial behaviour on a European vacation including the Netherlands, while
similarities are found as well.

Group travellers have less previous travel experience in the Netherlands than in-

dependent travellers, although both are equally used to travelling to destinations out-
side the US and in Europe. When looking at the total vacation duration, group travel-
lers stay away from home less long than independent travellers. They also spend less

time in the Netherlands out of the total vacation duration than independent travellers

do. Thus, people who independently plan where to go and how long to stay, stay longer

in the Netherlands than those who follow tour operator programs, even when the number

of countries visited during one trip is similar.  With the maximum number of vacation
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days as a given, most group and independent travellers indicated that they were free to
decide when to take a vacation.  Hal f of both traveller types said they did not think that
1.2,  or  3  days were enough  to  experience  the  Netherlands;  they  would rather spend
more time in the Netherlands but they could not. Neither group travellers, nor in-
dependent travellers, stay longer in the Netherlands when they have more vacation

days, or when they are free to plan their own vacarion days. There seems to be a 'un-

written rule for a visit to the Netherlands; it: cannot be too long although people
express the wish to stay longer.

Most group and independent travellers visit other European countries besides the
Netherlands on the same trip. Visiting more countries does not necessarily mean a
longer vacation; it often results in time-spatially more compressed itineraries. The
countries besides the Netherlands that are visited by at least 10% of the group travellers
are almost similar to those visited by at least 10% of the independent Iravellers, namely,
Germany, France, Switzerland, the UK, Belgium, Austria, and Italy. For the indepen-
dent travellers, this list is extended with Spain and the Czech Republic. It is remarkable
that independent travellers, who generally combine more countries in one trip than group
travellers, feel less hurried on a European vacation. Besides the fact that they spend more
time on the total trip, they might experience less time pressure because they are free to

plan their own vacations.
Group travellers follow more clearly distinguished spatial patterns in Europe than

independent travellers; the latent class analysis technique distinguishes 4 latent classes

among the group travellers and 2 among the independent travellers. Two spatial patterns
that group travellers follow, i.e., river cruises and continental tours excluding the UK,
are not fotind among independent travellers. Both traveller types do continental tours
including the UK and 'all of Europe' tours. The latent class of the independent travellers
thar does the latter tour is even larger than the latent class among the group travellers.
It is remarkable that independent travellers. who tend to be freer in deciding where to
go as they are less bound to standard programs, do not show a completely different
Gpatial use of the European area. To begin with, - out of the 9 countries included in the
analyses are the same for both group and independent travellers; only the Czech Republic
and Spain are added to the list of countries visited by more than  109F  of the independent
travellers. Besides the fact that some European countries, whether visited in a tour group
or independently, will always be a must for US tourists, this means that independent

travellers perhaps rely on guidelines offered as suggestions as much as group travellers
rely on products developed by tour operators or other intermediaries. The difference is
that group travellers buy a package, join the group, and consume what they are served,

i.e., in most cases what they selected themselves from the brochure prior to departure,

while independent travellers buy an airline ticket and/or accommodation, take off, and
consume what they have heard or read is easily done independently, i.e., in most cases,
what they are told by their friends or in the guide books.

For 41.09.  of the independent travellers and 32.09  of the group travellers, a visit
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to the Netherlands means a visit to Amsterdam without visiting other places in the
Netherlands. Of those who travel beyond Amsterdam, group travellers more often visit
places that are located further away from Amsterdam than independent travellers. This
indicates that people who are not taken around by an organised tour program do not
necessarily visit other places on their own. Previous travel experience in the Nether-
lands, which is higher among independent travellers, does not seem to stimulate travellers
to visit the rest of the country. Whereas independent travellers spend relatively more
time in the Netherlands, they visit less places throughout the country than group
travellers. It can, therefore, be concluded that group travellers, who visit more places in
less time, have busy programs that are partly filled with travel throughout the country.
Independent travellers have busy programs as well, particularly with regard to the
countries they combine in one trip, but they spend most of their time in the Nether-
lands in or near the same place, i.e; Amsterdam, or close to Amsterdam in most cases,

and, thus, they spend less time travelling to other places Within the country.

6.5 American Bubble
In this section, the extent co which American group and independent tourists travel
within an American Bubble (see Chapter 2) is explored in order to answer the seventh
research question. The use of familiar American travel products such as American air-
lines and American or international hotels, is described first, after which the scores of

group and independent travellers on statements about the presence and use of familiar
American elements during a European vacation are presented. Finally, the extent to

which respondents are attached to familiar American elements during their vacation is
examined.

Tbe use of American airlines and hotels
Table 6.2 showed thar the majority of both group and independent travellers arrange
the airline and accommodation before they Set offon a European vacation. All respondents
were asked to report: the name of the airline they used to fly to Europe. The airlines
reported were classified into American, European, or other airlines.

The majority of group (54.6%) and independent travellers (68.1%) use American
airlines for their trip to Europe. Independent travellers use American airlines relatively
more often than group touriSCS (p = 0.002), which also results from a regression analysis

(B  = -0.13).7 Group travellers, however, often have no choice regarding the airline if their
ticket is included in the package they buy. The decisions taken by the tour operators in first
instance (see Chapter 5) determine which airline they fly with. Independent travellers are

relatively freer to choose the airline they prefer. In that sense, the airlines used by
independent travellers reflect personal choice more than the airlines used by group

7       The difference was controlled for age and employment status but no effectS were found.
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travellers. Yer, a higher use of American airlines by independent travellers cannot be
completely ascribed to the higher preference of independent travellers for American
airlines only. More factors play a role in the purchase of an airline ticket, such as the price

and availability of tickets, which is dependent: on circumstances in the American and
international airline industries and other associated (economical and societal) factors. It
is beyond the scope of this study to take all such factors into consideration; therefore, the
chc,ice of airline cannot be definitively ascribed to a preference for American elements.

With regard to type of accommodation, hotels and youth hotels are definitely most
popular among American tourists  in  the  Netherlands.  76.3%  of the group travellers
and  half of the independent travellers (51. 5%) said they used hotels, while the rest of

the independent travellers stayed overnight in a range of other accommodations that are

rarely used by group tourists, such as boats, camp-sites, or with family or friends. All
respondents who stayed overnight in hotels were asked to report the hotel name and
location. On the basis of this information, the hotels were classified as American or
international and European or Dutch hotels.

Group travellers stay in American or internationally well-known hotels more often

(80.49) than independent travellers (51.89) (N=344, p - 0.000).8 With regard to the

location of the hotels, most group (99.49) and independent travellers (88.996) stay
overnight in Amsterdam, while only a small percentage of both group and independent
travellers stay in hotels located elsewhere. Although the majority of independent
travellers stay overnight in Amsterdam, their use of hotels in places other than Amster-
dam (11.1 9) differs significantly from  that of group travellers (0.69 ) (p  =  0.000).

Attitude ti,ti·ard: familiar Antertean elements
Iii order to see how US group and independent travellers value the use and presence of

familiar American elements during their vacation, several statements (see Table 6.16)
were put to the respondents that focused on the presence of familiar American elements

during a vacation. such as airlines, hotels, the English language, fast food restaurants,
,ind the opi,ortunity to use a credit carel. The aim was to see Ic) what extent Americans
are attached to elements that they know from their home environment when they travel

Io Europe. This gives insight into the extent co which Americans travel within an
American Bubble. Table 6.16 shows the results for group and independent travellers on
7 statements.

M        After .mmilling thi3 difference for age and empic,>ment status. ati effect was found tcir age (13 -  -. £66 und p .
(X)(1). whi. h meatis that [he difference between grc,up and independent [ravellers regarding the use of American
hurels ian also be explained bv age: the older peciple are. the more they use American hotels. As group travellers
are generallv older than mdependent travellers. this et-feit was exi,(·Lied
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Table 6.16  Attitude towards familiar elements fc,r grc,up (G) and independent (1) travellers (G= 198; I =375)

G ".1 /9

Agree Neutral Disagree Total Agree Neu[ral Disagree Total

Flying wi h an American airline on

a Eur(,pe;in trip reassures me 13.5 Gi.9 20.6 10().0           17.3 56.4 26.3 100.()

Staying in American hotels on a

European vaca[ion reassures me*** 21.3 5().3 28.4 1()()1) 6.8 43.3 499 100.()

Vacation des[inarions where I can

speak English reassure me** 66.0 22 8 11.2 100.0 50.9 28.·4 2().6 100.0

People should speak English at any
vacarion destination** 21.4 28.1 5().5 1()().() 105 27 2 62.3 100.0

Paying with a credir card should be

possible ar any vacation des[ina[ion* 81.3          1:.6            5.1 10(10 71.5 2().4 8.1 100.0

I ea[ at fast food restaurants every

couple of days during this vaimm 17.0 10.3 72.7 100.() 25.3     9.4 65.3 1(K).0

Ar home 1 often ear ar fast food

res[auran[s 25.3 12.1 62.6 100.() 19.8 1-1.1 66.6 100.()

* p <.()5, ** p < ()1, *** p : 001

The majority of both group and independent travellers did not express their opinions
on the statement regarding the use of American airlines; they were neutral. Those who
did express their opinions agreed or disagreed to the same extent and no significant
difference can be found between  the  two  traveller types.  Only  1 5.5 9  of the group and
17.3% of the independent travellers feel comforted by the use of American airlines.
When considering the reassurance derived from the use of American airlines in
combination with the actual use of an American airline (N=541), the majority of the
group travellers who feel reassured by the use of American airlines indeed use an
American carrier (76.7%). This is similar  for  independent  travellers;  89.1% of those
who indicated that they felt reassured by the use of American airlines used an American
carrier on their trip to Europe. Conversely, most group and independent travellers who
said they were not reassured by the use of an American airline used a non-American
carrier on their trip from the US to Europe (67.5% and 59.1%, respectively)

As regards the use of American hotels, many travellers remained neutral as regards
the statement that American hotels reassured them. Group tourists indicated being
comforted by American hotels relatively more often than independent travellers. No
effects of age and employment status were found to explain this difference. It should be
noted that, because the majority was indifferent or disagreed with this statement, the
differences are significant but the numbers are small. Of the group travellers who said
they felt reassured by using American hotels, 86.5% indeed stayed in an American chain.
This also counts for 77.8% of the independent travellers who said they felt reassured  by
the use of American chains. Yet, looking at those who said they were not reassured by
American chains, most of the group travellers (81.096) and almost half of the independent
travellers (44.8%) actually did stay in American chains.

The majority of both traveller types feel reassured when they can speak English and
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significantly more group travellers than independent travellers (66.Ok  and  50.9% ,
respectively) agreed with this statement. After controlling for age and employment
status, no effect could be found. The same is true for the second statement about the
English language; while the majority disagreed with the statement "People should speak

English at any vacation destination", more group than independent travellers agreed
(21.49 and 10.59, respectively). Again, no effects of age and employment status were
found to explain this difference.

The majority of both group and independent travellers like to pay with credit cards
at any vacation destination, but significantly more group than independent travellers

wish to be able to do so. A small effect, however, was found for age (  = -.130, p - .003)

But, as   is very small, age hardly effects the division of the sample into group and
independent travellers; still more group travellers wish to use credit cards.

The majority of both group and independent travellers indicated that they did not
visit fast food restaurants regularly, neither during vacation in the Netherlands (72.7%
and 65.39, respectively), nor at home (62.6% and 66.60%, respectively). The statement

on eating at fast food restaurants at: home was included as an item of reference, to check

whether the use of fast food restaurants in other environments differs from the use of
them in the environment of daily life. The results on the use of fast food restaurants at
home and during vacation, however, are almost similar. In order to see if those who visit
fast food restaurants regularly during their vacation are the same people that visit fast
food  restaurants at home, both variables were crossed. Indeed, the majority of the group

(51.19) and 44.19 of the independent travellers visit fas[ food restaurants regularly
during vacation and at home. Yet. 11.59; of the group travellers who said they did not
ear at fast food restaurants regularly at home did visit them during their vacation, as

did  15.29  of the independent travellers.  Although most people of both traveller types

do not visit fast food restaurants regularly, fewer group tourists said they visited them
during their vacation than independent travellers. The difference, however, is not
significant (p = 0.082) although this would fit the fact that group travellers often
have their meals included on escorted tours, decreasing the need to eat in fast food
restaurants.

American Bubble factor analysis
While it is clear from Table 6.16 that, on the one hand, some American elements are more

important to US group and independent travellers than others, and, on the other hand,
some are more important to group than to independent travellers, it is interesting to see

whether underlying dimensions can be identified. In other words, are the scores on the state-

ments connected and do they refer to one concept, i.e., the concept of the American Bubble?

"         This include.1 a principal-axis tactoring with direc[ Oblimin  rorarion. on che basis of 6 variables (N -555). The
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) criterion was mer as the KMO was 0.'24 (values above 0.-7 legitimate the use of the
factoranalvsis method) (Vander Net, 1998).
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A factor analysis" was done including the items that refer to the concept of the
American Bubble (see all statements on Table 6.16 except for the item on the use of fast

food restaurants at home, as this item does not refer to behaviour during vacation). One
component was extracted which explains 26.7% of the total variance. However, one
item, i.e., the use of fast food restaurants during vacation, was found to have a low value
of communality  (less  than  0.10) and  was,  therefore,  excluded  from the factor analysis.

The same factor analysis was conducted again excluding both items on fast food.1(1 As

expected, one component was extracted explaining 30.8% of the total variance. All
items had communalities above 0.10 and the reliability analysis showed thai a = 0.6773,
which is acceptable (Van der Net, 1998). All of the items included refer to elements
that Americans are familiar with from their home environment, i.e., airlines, hotels, the
English language, and the credit card, and tell something about the extent to which US
travellers wish these elements to be available during vacation. After transforming the
factor-loadings  from a negative  into a positive score, 1 1  they were awarded  to  each

respondent for further analyses.

Travel in an American Bubble
In  line  with the percentages of Table 6.16, group travellers  have a higher score  on  the

'American Bubble' factor than independent travellers, which means rhat they attach
relatively more value to familiar American elements during a vacation in Europe than
independent travellers. This confirms theoretical notions about this phenomenon that
were, until now, not proved with empirical data.

Previously shown differences between group and independent travellers in Sections 6.2

through 6.4 are based on whether people travel in tour groups or independently. Some
differences were again analysed taking the American Bubble factor into consideration.
This provides insight into the extent to which travellers differ from each other because

of their attitudes towards familiar American elements. Topics that were considered to
be of particular interest for further analyses were the reservation of travel product ele-
ments prior to departure, the airline and hotel used, the most important reasons for
choosing the Netherlands as a vacation destination, the sights and attractions of the
Netherlands that were mentioned, and the perception of the uniqueness of the Nether-
lands.12 The time-spatial characteristics of vacations spent by US group and indepen-
dent travellers in the Netherlands were not included in further analyses, as they result
mainly from decisions made prior to departure. Among the differences between group

10 Alihough the KMO decreased a little to 0.714, the criterion was still me[, see Appendix 7 for the factor analysis output.
11 Due to the fact that the answer categories of the statements vary from 1 (Strongly agree) to 5 (Strongly disagree)

a higher score indicates more disagreement on the statement chan agreemen[. Taking [he formulation of [he
statements into consideration, a higher score would imply a negative loading on the American Bubble score. To
measure the actual American Bubble score, all scores were multiplied by -1

12 Only those items were analysed again for which an effect from the American Bubble factor was expected.
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and independent: travellers in the reservation of travel product elements, no effects of
the American Bubble factor were found. Whether people wish to have familiar American
things available to them during vacation does not play any role when they are deciding
what travel product elements to book before departure. This means that differences
between group and independent travellers regarding the reservation of travel product
elements cannot be explained by the American Bubble factor but are related, rather, to
their travel styles.

The scores on the reasons attractions; events; family, friends, or relatives; and 'The
Netherlands was part of the tour' (see Table 6.5), cannot be explained by the American
Bubble factor either. Particularly for the destination related reason, attractions, this is
an interesting result, as the analysis shows that there is no relation between the im-
portance of attractions in the selection of the Netherlands and the extent to which
people wish to have familiar American elements available to them. However, a small

effect ( = -.097, p= .()24) of the American Bubble factor on price as an important
reason to choose the Netherlands was found. This means that people who find price an
important reason to choose the Netherlands have a greater desire to have familiar
American things available to them during a vacation.

As there was an effect of the American Bubble factor on price as a reason to choose

the Netherlands, the way prices in the Netherlands are perceived among US group and
independent travellers during their stay was controlled for the American Bubble factor

as well, even though no differences were found between group and independent travellers
on these statements (see Table 6.7). Nevertheless, no effect due to the American Bubble
factor was found to explain how US travellers perceive prices in the Netherlands
compared with the US and other European countries.

As regards the uniqueness of the Netherlands, it is interesting to know if people
who have a greater wish to have familiar American elements available to them during
.1 vacation n-i  re often think the Dutch way of life is very different from the American

way of life, or more often experience many American things in the Netherlands, or find
the Netherlands less unique than th(,se who ha,·e less desire for flimiliar elements. In
further analyses of these statements, however, no effects could be found due to the
American Bubble factor.

It can be concluded that. although US group travellers travel in an American Bubble
relatively more than independent travellers, the American Bubble factor is not an expla-
natory variable in most of the differences found between the group and independent
travellers.

Conclusions

The seventh research question was -To what extent do US tourists travel in an American
Bubble during vacations in the Netherlands/" Although the majority of both group and
independent travellers fly with an American airline or stay in American or interna-
tionally known hotel chains, a minority of both traveller types agreed with the state-
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ments that this reassured them. The majority of those who said they were reassured by

US airlines used a US carrier on their trip to Europe. Even the majority of those who
said US hotels did not necessarily reassure them still used them. Overall, it can be con-
cluded that many US travellers use American airlines and hotels and that a considerable
number of them feel reassured by that. Being able to speak the English language and
use credit cards are, to most group and independent travellers in the sample, aspects

that definitely reassure them during their vacation; group travellers are reassured even

more by language and credit cards than independent travellers. Being able to visit fast
food restaurants does not seem to be of ma or importance during travel or at home for
either traveller types.

Factor analysis shows that all of these items provide information about the extent

to which the respondents travel within an American Bubble. Group travellers have a
higher score on the American Bubble than independent travellers, which means that
they are reassured by familiar elements that they know from their home environment
more than independent travellers. The American Bubble factor cannot, however, be
used to explain previously found differences between group and independent travellers.

6.6 Modularisation and spatial destination relatedness
Now that the importance of many aspects of the Netherlands, i.e., its attractions,
events, and familiar American elements, in the selection and consumption of the Nether-
lands for US travellers have been described, an overall view is presented, based On the

concept of modularisation. It was the concept of modularisation that raised the interest
to further explore the attractions, events, and (American) aspects of the Netherlands
that US travellers find attractive. The aim was to See to what extent tourism elements
of the Netherlands can be divided into elements that are more or less easily transform-
able into modules. In doing so, the provider side automatically came into the picture.
This  section can, therefore,  be  seen  as a connection between  Chapter 5, which focused

on US providers, and Chapter 6, in which US consumers were discussed. The eighth
research question, "How can the concept of modularisation be used to link the US
provider and consumer sides with regard to tourism experiences in the Netherlands?"
is answered here.

In Chapter 3, Figure 3.5 is presented with the modularisation of elements on the
y-axis and the spatial destination relatedness on the x-axis. The figure is completed
with the elements of the Netherlands mentioned by US travellers (see Table 6.6). To
create workable categories, these elements are classified  in  11 different groups  and

presented again in Table 6.17. National events  (2)  are cat:egorised separately   from
festivals and events (1) as they refer to events that are bound to the Netherlands; for
example, Jazz festivals can be held anywhere but Queen's day, i.e., April 30rh, on which
the (former) Dutch Queen's birthday is celebrated throughout the country, is and will
only be celebrated in the Netherlands. Other countries obviously may have this kind of
event as well, but the Dutch Queen's day celebration is a typical Dutch national event.
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'Fable 6.17  Categorisation of attractive elements c,f the Netherlands mentic,ned by FS traveliers

C.(illective term Elements

1 Fes[ivals and evencs Dynamo (,pen air
Norrh hea Jazz
Music pertormancex
Wcirld Press Photo Exhibi[ion

2        National tien[  Queen's (birrh 3 day
S        Fun-seeking sights Madurodam
1        Lcxal Specialty sights Delft portery

Heineken Brewer>,
Flowers

5          Sights of [olerance Coffee shops

Gay life
Red Ligh[ District

6        Cacering and retail sights Caft's, bars, nigh[life
Shopping

- Memorial sights Anne Frank House
8 Museunns Frans Hals Museum

Rilksmuseum
Van Gogh Museum
Vermeer Museum
Maurirshuis

9         Urban & land development sights Architecture
Canals
Dam
Delta Works

Music: buildings, sights
Old buildings, historical sights
O[her cities and villages close to Amsterdam
Ou[dc)or areas & activiries
Peace Palace

Pilgrim sights
Vondelpark
Windmills

It)         Intangible aspecis Armosphere
Culture
Friod

People
1 1       ()verall expressions Amsterdam in general

Country in general

Fun-seeking sights (3) are purposely developed for entertainment rather than for
education, information, etc. Although Madurodam happens to display the Netherlands
in miniature and is intended to reflect Dutch society, fun-seeking sights in general do
not necessarily refer to local Dutch specialties. Local specialty sights (4) are also
intended to entertain visitors but they focus particularly on aspects of Dutch history, so
that elements of Dutch history are transformed into tourism products. For instance,
after tulips were imported to Europe from the Ottoman Empire during the 16'h cen-
tury, in the Netherlands, besides being status symbols, they became exorbitantly priced
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trade goods (Wijnands, 1989). Even after the 1637 crash, when prices diminished
considerably, the tulip bulb remained a significant trade article in the Netherlands and,
moreover, became a national icon. No other country became symbolised by the tulip as
the Netherlands did, and there is no such place as The Keukenhof anywhere else in the
world. Although the flower park is a major tourism attraction today, it was not ori-
ginally developed for tourism purposes. The Heineken Brewery is a good example in
this respect too. Although Heineken beer is no longer brewed in Amsterdam, the
company's brewery that dates  from the 1860s  has been preserved and transformed into
a museum. Sights of tolerance (5) refer to sights that the Netherlands is well known for
abroad but that, theoretically, could (and do) occur anywhere. Compared to other coun-
tries, however, the Netherlands is well-known for this kind of sight, because of the
progressive and tolerant policy of the Dutch government regarding topics like prosti-
tution, drugs, etc. Therefore, they are separated from catering and retail sights (6) that
can also be found elsewhere and do not make the Netherlands exceptionally well-known
abroad. The Anne Frank House is categorised separately as a memorial sight (7), as it
is a special case. It cannot be included with the museums (8), as, although it has exhibi-
tions on contemporary manifestations of fascism, racism, and anti-Semitism (the mu-
seum-like part of the attraction), the house itself is the major attraction (which is
generally not the case with museums, which are visited primarily because of their Cart)
collections). In Prinsengracht Number 263 in Amsterdam, eight Jewish inhabitants of
Amsterdam hid in the annex of the house in order to avoid deportation co concentration
camps during the Nazi occupation, and, here, Anne Frank wrote her diary that later
became famous worldwide. In addition to being offered a life experience in the house,
visitors are invited to learn about fascism, racism, anti-Semitism, etc., in a museum-like
atmosphere, to have a drink in the restaurant, and to buy books or other articles in the
shop. The category urban and land development sights (9) refers to the built-up environ-
ment of the Netherlands, which is dictated by the historic geographical situation of the
Netherlands. In contrast to, for instance, fun-seeking sights, the urban and land develop-
ment sights were not built as tourism sights originally, but became tourism attractions
in the course of time. Intangible aspects (10) refer, as previously described in this
chapter and in Chapter  5, to characteristics of the Dutch country  or society  in general,
without having a particularly spatially located place in mind. One cannot buy the
element 'atmosphere' or 'culture' for a fixed price per time unit to consume in one particu-
lar spot. These elements are, however, a little more concrete than overall expressions
(11)  that,  in fact, could include  any  of the elements   1   to   10. The numbers  of  the
collective terms of Table 6.17  can  be seen in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9 Modularisation and spatial destination relatedness of Dutch elements

Festivals and events (1) and national events (2) are not completely free from restrictions
when it comes to transforming them into modules. Although very suitable to offer as separate

modules or to integrate with the rest of a product, they are not always available. Their
scarcity makes them less easily transformable than elements that are permanently
available. Therefore, they are put halfway up the modularisation continuum. As regards
their spatial destination relatedness, general festivals and events (1) are put on the left
side of Figure 6.9, as they are nor particularly bound to the Netherlands but could be

held anywhere. National events (2) are put on the right side because, for example.
Queen's day is more clearly related to the Netherlands than a Jazz festival.

Fun-seeking sights (3), museums (8), local specialty sights (4), and the Anne Frank

House (7) are quite easy to transform into modules. Only limited by daily opening hours,
they are available year round. and accessible after paying an admission fee. Therefore,
they are put in the upper line of easiness to modularise. These elements do differ,
however, in their spatial relatedness to the Netherlands. Fun-seeking sights have no
connection with the Netherlands and are, therefore, put on the left side. Madurodam is,
coincidentally, an attraction belonging to [his category that deals with the Netherlands,
but fun-seeking sights generally cio not have anything to do with the country in which
they are located, for instance, attraction, fun, and theme parks. Even though Madurodam
is about the country in which it is located, the attraction itself does not have to be
situated in the Netherlands. Parts of the 'Holland villages' rebuilt in Japan and several

places in the US are even made with original Dutch material that Was taken to these

countries. Museums are put a little to the right, as they are not completely unconnected

with the Netherlands. Museums generally display Dutch art or objects otherwise related

to the Netherlands or Dutch topics of interest. However, they are less spatially bound to
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the Netherlands than local specialty sights, which, again, are less spatially bound to the
Netherlands than the Anne Frank House. Local specialty sights could, theoretically, also
occur in other countries, but there is little chance that handicraft shops in Portugal will
sell Delft pottery, Or that a Heineken brewery will be transformed into a museum in
France, or that tulips will become part of the UK tourism product. Each country has its
own local, indigenous, specialty sights. Although themes are often similar, they are never
identical. Portuguese handicraft shops will sell Portuguese pottery, France will continue
to grow vines and amuse visitors with wine casting, and the UK will attract people to
the Chelsea flower show. Unlike the fun-seeking sights, museums, and local specialty
sights, the Anne Frank House is put on the right side of Figure 6.9, as the house itself
is the primary goal for people to visit. If the building itself had the same status as the
buildings that contain the Cart) collections of the museums, the Anne Frank House
would have been categorised with the museums. However, the exhibitions can be
displayed anywhere, but the house can only be visited on one particular spot.

The same goes for the catering and retail sights (6) on the left side of Figure 6.9,
the sights of tolerance (5) thar are put a little lower and to the right, and the urban and
land development sights (9) on the right. They are all quite easy to transform into
modules; they are available year round and quite accessible, sometimes after paying an
admission fee. The sights of tolerance, however, are a little less easy to modularise,
because they have a negative reputation (cf. sights of 'dirt and disorder', Dahles,  1998).
Not everyone tolerates the legalisation of (soft) drugs, prostitution, homosexuals, etc.,
making these kinds of sights less (socially) accessible, although they are just as available
and accessible as the catering and retail sights are, theoretically. While the catering and
retail sights, the sights of tolerance, and the urban and land development sights are
almost equally easy to modularise, they do differ in their spatial relatedness to the
Netherlands. Restaurants and shops can be found in any country and are, therefore, put
on the left side of Figure 6.9. Sights of tolerance can also be found in other countries
but they are relatively easier to find in the Netherlands due to the tolerant Dutch policy
on many topics. They are, however, less spatially bound to the Netherlands than the
urban and land development sights. The latter are remnants of the past; they originate
from historic geographical circumstances. The canals in the city of Amsterdam, for
instance, are not man-made tourism attractions; they were built for moving goods

rather than people.  In the course of time, the waterways were transformed into modules
for tourism experiences; many operators offer canal boat tours day and night, the Artis
Express operates a special service from Central Station to the zoo, the Museum Boat
takes in and stops near all the major city sights, water taxis can be used for sightseeing
and parties, and even bikes can be rented to experience the canals. The Delta Works also
belong to the category of urban and land development sights. Designed and built to
prevent devastating floods, the exposition in the museum provides information on the
Dutch struggle against the sea, covering the 2000-year history of hydro-technology
from Roman aquaducts to medieval locks, to State-of-the-art hydraulics.
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The final elements of the Netherlands to be described here are the intangible
aspects ( 10) and the overall expressions (11). Although it might: be expected that these
should be near each other, they are put in two quite different spots in Figure 6.9. As
previously described, intangible aspects, such as atmosphere or culture, are not easily

transformed into modules, whereas overall expressions like 'The Netherlands or 'Am-
sterdam in general' can easily be modularised by simply offering travel products in-
cluding the Netherlands or Amsterdam. They also differ in their spatial relatedness to
the Netherlands on the x-axis. Unlike che int:angible aspects, the overall expressions can

only be found in the Netherlands or in Amsterdam. One can simply not go to the UK
to experience 'the Netherlands in general'. The intangible aspects do refer to Dutch
society, although they can be found in other countries as well. Because travellers men-

tion them as attractive elements of the Netherlands, they refer to aspects that are parti-
cularly to be found in the Netherlands. Their presence, however, cannot be guaranteed;
whether the atmosphere is good, the culture is interesting, the food is nice, or the
people are friendly depends on the perception of the traveller.
Familiar American elements (12)
Most of the elements of the Netherlands reported by the US travellers in the sample and

categorised in Table  6.17  are, to varying degrees, spatially bound  to the Netherlands.
Other parts of the research, however, showed that US group and independent travellers,
to varying degrees, appreciate elements that provide an American Bubble in the
Netherlands. Although they did not mention these elements directly, US travellers
indirectly indicated the importance of these elements through statements about the
reassurance they experience owing to the availability of American airlines, American or

internationally known hotel chains, fast food restaurants, being able to speak the Eng-
lish language, and being able to use credit cards. The familiar American elements
originate from the US, and, through the process of modernisation, reached other places

worldwide, like the Netherlands. They provide the destination with a certain inter-
national tlavour, which some people, particularly those travelling in an American
Bubble, finel attractive. Because they are not of Dutch origin and are not only found in
the Netherlands, the familiar American elements are less spatially related to the
Netherlands. They are also easy to transform into modules; therefore, they are put in
the upper left part of Figure 6.9.

C <,n dii<i cjn 5

The eighth research question "How can the concept of modularisation be used to link
the US provider and consumer sides with regard to tourism experiences in the Nether-
lands/", was answered in this chapter.

The concept of modularisation is explored on the basis of the ease with which a
destination's elements can be transformed into time units, i.e., modules, in which an
element can be experienced, preferably for a fixed price for a fixed duration. Besides this
temporal dimension, the ease of the transformation process depends on the availability
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and accessibility of the element. The attractive elements of the Netherlands reported by
the US travellers  in the sample  were classified  in  11  categories.  A  12th  category  was
added to include the familiar American elements. They were then put in a model in
order to visualise, on the one hand, the ease with which rhey can be transformed into
modules, and, On the other hand, their spatial relatedness to the destination. Four cate-
gories of elements, i.e., fun-seeking sights, familiar American elements, catering and
retail sights, and festivals and events were considered to be unconnected with the
Netherlands; they can also be found in other countries and places. The other categories
of elements that US travellers reported as attractive are relatively more spatially related
to the Netherlands. 3 categories, i.e., memorial sights, urban and land development sights,
and national events, are completely spatially bound to the Netherlands. It should
perhaps be repeated here that the position of an element in the model does not reflect
its attractiveness. Although group and independent travellers mentioned some elements
more frequently than others, this model does not take the dimension of attractiveness
into consideration.

Except for 1 category of elements that is hard to modularise, i.e., the intangible
aspects, all the categories of Dutch elements reported by the US travellers in the sample

are easy to transform into modules. The most easy to modularise are the fun-seeking
sights, familiar American elements, museums, local specialty sights, and memorial
sights. A little less easy to transform into modules are catering and retail sights, sights

of tolerance, and urban and land development sights. Events (general as well as national

events) are, again, more difficult to modularise because of their temporal scarcity, and
intangible aspects are most difficult to modularise because they refer to certain aspects
of the destination rather than tangible goods, buildings, etc. that can be visited.

The results of Chapters 5 and 6 show chat a country's attractiveness as a tourism
destination generally depends on its unique assets combined with an internationally
accessible tourism infrastructure provided by familiar (American) elements. Uniqueness
correlates strongly with the spatial destination relatedness of elements. Thus, for
destinations to get, retain, or improve their uniqueness, elements that could potentially
be more spatially destination related should move from the left to the right side of
Figure 6.9. To provide the destination with an internationally accessible tourism
infrastructure, elements on the upper left side are needed as well. The relative impor-
tance of each type of element varies according to the traveller type. The results of this
study show, on the one hand, that US independent cravellers relatively more often
choose the Netherlands because of its sights and attractions, and, on the other hand,
that US group travellers have a greater need for familiar American elements, although
both traveller types appreciate generally the same spatially Dutch related elements to
the sanne degree. Independent travellers mentioned the Anne Frank House, the Red

Light District, and flowers relatively more often than group travellers. 'The country in

general', music sights and performances, and old buildings were mentioned by group
travellers relatively more frequently than by independent travellers.
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As the uniqueness of a destination depends on elements that are considerably
spatially related to the destination, the 'marketability' of a destination depends on ele-
ments that are easily transformable into modules. Again, the position of an element on
the modularisation continuum in the model does not reflect its attractiveness. Elements
[hat are easily transformable could be less attractive than those that are hard to trans-

form into modules.
As regards the concept of modularisation, it can be concluded that this is a useful

tool to link the providers of tourism experiences with the consumers thereof, by apply-
ing it to the resource, i.e., potential tourism elements of the destination. Thereby, time
in the form of modules and space in the form of spatial relatedness to the destination,
come together in the concept of modularisation and form the time-spatial context of
tourism experiences. By transforming elements into easily manageable modules, provi-
ders supply consumer experiences. By consuming modules, whether separate modules
or assemblages in the form of packages, tourists create their own time-spatial path, or
'narrative of the self'. This increase in choice and the individual's independence in
choosing what he likes is essential in modern times, when not much of life is left to the
usual or traditional (see Chapter 2). Indeed, on the one hand, much more US travellers
visit Europe independent today. The traditional package tour is on the wane and people
increasingly find their own individual way to experience Europe. On the other hand,
however, the results of this study show that the freedom of choice, resulting from the
modernisation process, is conditioned. Both group and independent travellers compose
their own, individual, assemblage of st:andardised modules, resulting in, apparently
Unique vacation experiences. At the same time, much of the content of all those varying
vacation experiences is the same. The time-spatial differences between group and in-
dependent travellers in the consumption of the Netherlands can be ascribed mainly to
their different travel styles. In other words, group travellers clearly follow the itineraries
developed by US tour operators, in which there is not: much variety regarding the part
spent in the Netherlands. Independent travellers, who. hypothetically, could have very
different and unique vacations, sta>· in the same place relatively more often. Both
traveller types generally reported the same sparially related attractive elements of the
Netherlands. They differ however, in respect to the familiar American elements. Group
travellers have a greater need for these than independent travellers when travelling in
Europe. Although group travellers indicated that they were reassured by familiar ele-
ments more than independent travellers, it remains unknown whether independent
travellers clare to travel independently precisely because of the presence of familiar
American things in Europe, and in the Netherlands. Thus, although many other, strange,
different, and unique experiences are within reach, US travellers generally tend to con-
sume the familiar. standard tourism elements of the Netherlands. This nor only reveals
something about US travellers on the one hand, US providers on the other hand, and
their mutual dependence; it also confirms the minor, yet unutilised, potential of the
Netherlands as a European tourism destination for the American marker.
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As regards the attractive tourism elements in the Netherlands reported by the US
travellers in the sample, it can be concluded that the elements range from those which
are spatially loose from, co those which are completely bound to the Netherlands, on
the one hand, and from those which are difficult to those which are very easy to trans-

form into modules, on the other hand. This situation is not perfect, as more elements

should be located in the upper right part of the model, yet, it is better than a situation
that cannot be improved any further, Or that does not have any point of departure for
further development. The US travellers in the sample considered the Netherlands to be
an interesting tourism destination. The current Dutch tourism product is a good start-

ing-point for further improvements.  More about this in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7

Reflections, conclusions & recommendations
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7.1 Introduction
Each of the previous chapters can be seen as a separate module describing a part of the
entire 'product'.The purpose of this chapter is to connect all these modules in a proper
way. 1 The societal and tourism developments that aroused an interest in studying the
time-spatial aspects of the US tourism flow to the Netherlands are briefly reviewed
first, followed by the research aim, objectives, and questions that were formulated in
()rder to answer the fundamental questions.

Tourism is said to stand at the crossroads of mass standardisation and mass custo-
misation. In contrast to the tourists who travelled in times when organised mass travel
for groups just began, tourists today are sophisticated, routined, and demanding travel-

lers, often travelling independently. In contrast to former providers, who launched mass
travel products in anticipation of people buying them, providers today are forced to find
niche markets and match exactly their clients' preferences. These developments derive
from wider societal movements in which the phenomenon of tourism is set. The con-
traction of time and space enables almost everything to become disembedded from its
original temporal and spatial context and appear elsewhere. Places are, therefore, also
said to be at the crossroads of, on the one hand, forces of globalisation leading to in-
creasingly similar environments, and, on the other hand, forces of localisation stimula-
ring the preservation of local uniqueness. For tourism destinations, both forces house

chances and threats. Globalisation provides the destination with universal elements,
making it accessible to a large, international public. Localisation helps to preserve the
destination's unique elements, which are needed to arouse people's interest in visiting
the place. In this study, the concept of modularisation, as a derivative of the moderni-

sation of society, was used in dealing with these aspects. Modules were considered to be
commodified time units in which certain activities take place. On the one hand, the
coupling mechanism through which the supply of elements, i.e.. resources, is trans-

fc,rmed mic) modules was explored. On the other hand, the nature of the modules. i.e.,
tile extent Ic) which they are temporally and spatially bound to their original context,
was ex,in-lined

Initiated by the department of leisure studies and embedded in FUTRO - a research

group focusing on tourism related fundamental time-space research within a European
context - the research setting was the Netherlands. Given the theoretical context of
modernisation, this country, as part of the 'old' world, serves as the resource for trans-
formations into vacation experiences for tourists from the 'new' world, i.e.. the US. On
the basis of the previously described contextual notions, the main aim of this study was
formulated as follows:

1 Om· cif [he ti,ur c,pera[ors in Los Angeles wd to me ' why clon i you make a movie instead ot writing a book# I'm
 ure a mi,vie (in the Netherlands telling the story cit y<,ur,lissercation would be the best promotion"
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Tbis study should contribute to our understanding of temporal and spatial aspects of tbe
provider and consumer sides tbat shape travel flou's from tbe US to tbe Netherlands.

The objectives derived from the central aim are two-fold. On the one hand, insight should
be gained into the development of travel products including the Netherlands on the pro-
vider side on the US market. On the other hand, this study should provide insight into
the consumption of Dutch travel products by US travellers. A way to study both the pro-
vider  and the consumer sides was found  in  the transformation model (see Figure  7.1).

Localisation Globalisation

Holland: separate Dutch modules and Holland r,i., 3
packages, i.e., assemblages of Dutchmedille#di *7 /'  1...- -„-Irrw   .I            /1 -'/  1c    1    47         4« 1il Coding. - -7/ InterpretatioA,I,6, ip I

-  1           -
j..,1/il'.1 -1-,1/1 1El   /1, / I3 1                                                                            'f,1/-4

g·1        US tour operaprw /
US travellea.,Iid*(      /

6  I -r-1 ..--' i 'll

The Netherlands: supply of elementsw-2 68Al,ai /..=«1 *--,

Figure  7.1    Transformation  processes  and  tbe  modular  system

The bottom and basis of this model is the Netherlands,  to be interpreted  as the resource
for the development of tourism assemblages, i.e., travel products that enable the
Netherlands to be experienced as a vacation destination. The left side of the model
shows how providers, in this study of US tour operators, transform the Netherlands into
a travel product for the American traveller population. The following research questions
were formulated to investigate the provider's side:

1   What is the coupling mechanism used by US tour operators to transform the
resource  the Netherlands  into a travel product  for the  US market'

2      What is the content of US travel products regarding the Netherlands?
3     Are elements to be found in the Netherlands easily exchangeable for US tour opera-

tors, and is the Netherlands easily exchangeable with other European countries?

The travel products resulting from decisions taken on the provider side are tours to

Europe that include the Netherlands. US travellers intending to visit Europe or the
Netherlands choose from this range of products and, consequently, spend their va-
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cations (partly) in the Netherlands. The way in which they experience the Netherlands,

i.e., how [hey interpret the Netherlands as a vacation destination and how they actually

consume it, particularly time-spatially, is presented on the right side of the model.
Research questions to explore the consumer side have been formulated as follows:

4      What is the travel style of US travellers on a European vacation and how does this

influence their vacation experiences>
5    Why do US travellers choose the Netherlands as a vacation destination?
6    How do US travellers time-spatially consume Europe and the Netherlands during

vacations:'
7    To what extent do US tourists travel in an American Bubble during vacations in

the Netherlands?

The final research question was formulated to link the provider and the consumer sides:

8      How can the concept of modularisation be used to link the US provider and con-

sumer sides with regard to tourism experiences in the Netherlands?

The answers to the research questions are primarily based on interviews, which were
held with tour operators in New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles, and questionnaires,

which were distributed among US travellers on vacation in the Netherlands. In Section

7.2, reflections on methodological issues and some recommendations are made. The
research questions are answered in Section 7.3. Rather than following the chronological
order in which questions 1 through 8 are explored in Chapters 5 and 6, conclusions are
given with an explanation of the transformation model in Section 7.3. The answer to

research question 8 is also [o be found in this section. Reflections on the outcomes of
this dissertation. recommendations for future tourism research, and recommendations
fi,r future tourism developments in the Netherlands are presented in Section 7.4.

7.2 Methodological reflections

Reflectioris 0,1 tbe pr<,rider side

Selecting US tour operators that include the Netherlands in their product assortment

implies two main points of critique. Firstly, the tourism system consists of eight
production actors (Poon, 1993). Tour operators, although most apparently provide

travel products such as packages, are just one of those actors. The other actors of the
tourism system, i.e., airlines, holiday-makers, incoming agents,2 travel agents, hotels,

-      Inioming agents are indireitly included in rhe current research mh where a US tour operator calls m a Dutch

incoming agenc to cake care of che Du[ch part ot the tour. Dutch incoming agents catering w US tour operatcirs
are mit included in this part, i.e., the provider side, of the study. A few Dutch incoming [our operators partici-

pated Ic, provide us with access [o tc,ur groups in order to quesricin group traveliers.
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and on-site and financial service providers, also develop and market European travel
products on the American market, or play some role in the tourism system. Not to
examine the decision-making processes of these other actors is to disregard important
information and, consequently, to create an incomplete view of the tourism system. The
coupling mechanism of product development processes and the travel products resul-
ting from that examination should, therefore, be viewed from a US tour operator's per-
spective, as it does not represent the US tourism industry as a whole. Secondly, in-
formation was gathered from those tour operators who indeed provide travel products
including the Netherlands. It would have been very interesting to question tour ope-
rators who, for whatever reasons, have decided not to include the Netherlands in their
assortment. However, these tour operators were not selected since the main purpose was
to explore the transformation processes regarding Dutch travel products.

Tour operators chosen from the NBT's database might be expected to be more
familiar than others with the Netherlands through their contacts with the NBT. How-
ever, knowing the NBT induced several tour operators to participate in the research.

Besides, not all tour operators included in the database knew the NBT and vice versa.

Some tour operators were 'blank' in the sense that only their names and addresses were

registered but no sales meetings were planned yet. The decision was made to select tour
operators in and around the NBT offices. In this way, other relevant tour operators

throughout the US may have been overlooked. A selection could also have been made
based on each tour operator's rank as regards the significance of his travel flow tO the
Netherlands. In that case, however, it would have been even more important to have
high rates of completeness of 'Contact Views' while, with a general completeness of

60%,  this would  not  have  been a sound decision.

Although holding face-to-face interviews with the selected tour operators had
numerous advantages, this method also had some disadvantages. Sending a self-admini-
stered questionnaire by mail, fax, or e-mail, or putting one on the internet, on the one
hand, or holding telephone interviews, on the other hand, would have taken much less
time and have cost less. A larger group of informants could have been approached and
the research areas would not have been limited to the areas around the NBT offices.

However, response rates in organisational surveys usually range from 1 to 20% (Paxson,

1995,  quoted in Baloglu and Mangaloglu, 2001), which  is far below the response  rate
of 60% in the current study. Besides, through a face-to-face interview, other and more

in-depth information can be gathered than with a (semi) structured questionnaire. A
face-to-face interview, however, requires different abilities than those needed to send
out a structured and self-administered questionnaire. These abilities relate to the inter-
personal skills involved in conversation, such as winning trust, relating to the informant,
speaking the language, and generally being able to elicit information in a way which at
least ensures that each side respects the other (Ryan, 1995). In both cases, the researcher

is dependant on the cooperation of the informants, but, with a questionnaire more than
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with an interview, little can be done except to wait for a response. With self-admini-
stered questionnaires, it cannot be checked who completed the document:, nor can the
respondent be required to complete it fully. With an interview, all questions, no matter

in what order. are reviewed by the inierviewer and answered by the interviewee. Because

employees in the travel industry travel a lot, (a lack of) time also stimulated the
preference for interviews; once they made an appointment, there was no escape. Tour
operating is a busy business year round; researchers are highly dependent on the
willingness (,f tour operators to cooperate in a research. Surprisingly, however, in spite
of the substantial efforts it cook to find tour operators to participate, it was sometimes
difficult to wind Up the conversation.

A challenging task in any research is how to ask questions without suggesting
answers. 'The very fact that a question is asked implies that the researcher thinks the
topic is of interest" (Foddy, 1993:53). Therefore, it is important to put the questions in
such way that the respondent's answers are biased as little as possible. Talking about a
tourism destination, however, seems to arouse people's personal interest, enthusiasm,
and opinion. Each tour operator company was, obviously, represented by the staff
member giving the interview. At the start of the interview, each was asked to answer

the questions from the company's point of view instead of from a personal perspective.
This was pretty difficult sometimes when, for instance, the interviewee had personal

experience with the Netherlands, or did not know enough about the topic in question
because she or he only knew the Netherlands from brochures. Company and personal

knowledge, insight, and experience became confused.

Reflectioll, c,)1 tbe cons,imer side
Tour operators and traveliers from America were studied within the scope of the process
01- Americanisation. The disadvantage thereof is thar the data cannot be compared with
clata collected from people of other nationalities during their vacations in the Netherlands.
It goes without saying that much research can be done likewise, reviewing the Nether-
lands as a tourism destination for people originating from an>· country in the worlil

Including only those who were on vacation in the Netherlands during a limited
period meant that people who visited the Netherlands for other reasons or at different
times were excluded. Consequently, information on the (vacation) experiences of people

belonging to these groups is lost. The advantages are, however, rhat the view of the
Netherlands found can really be called a tourist view, and that this view is up to date
and comparable in time, as each respondent referred to the vacation in which he or she

was questioned in 1999
For several reasons, it was decided to question travellers while they were staying in

the Netherlands, although they could also have been questioned before departing to
Europe or after returning to the US again. As travel plans are not always in line with
reality, questioning people before departure could interfere with a proper report of
reality. Questioning tourists after they return home means taking the risk that they may
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have forgotten about the details, particularly regarding things done, places visited,
hotels stayed in, atmosphere experienced, etc. Moreover, because Americans often visit
several European countries in one trip and stay in the Netherlands for a relatively short
time, the Dutch part of their vacation could be hard to remember as impressions fade

in time or are overwricten with experiences in other places or at: different times.
"Memory and recall processes - even for factual material - naturally fail with the
passing of time" (Foddy, 1995:91). Questioning touriStS during their vacations in the
Netherlands seemed to be the best way to ensure that they indeed were in the
Netherlands and were the type of tourist required for this study. Moreover, as most of
the research project was done in the Netherlands, practical and financial advantages
facilitated the execution of this part of the research.

Questioning tourists during their vacations has some significant disadvantages as

well. As the fieldwork experiences described in Chapter 4 illustrate, it is generally a
difficult task to find travellers willing to cooperate, and this particularly counts for tra-
vellers from the US who do not spend much time in the Netherlands. For very
understandable reasons, tourists, during their vacations, tend to decide not to spend

their time on questionnaires, let alone on interviews. The timing chosen to approach

people influences their decision. Unlike contacting people by (e-) mail, or telephone at
home, approaching them on the streets, in a museum, at an attraction, in The Keuken-
hof, at the airport, etc., is a direct invasion of their privacy and time. The decision at
that very moment is simply yes or no, and there is generally no in between situation

conceivable. At home, one can decide to fill in a questionnaire any time one likes, but
in this case it was, except for a few times when the researcher waited until a museum
visit ended, a matter of either cooperating right away, or continuing to do other things.
Not only the time of the day, but also the time during the vacation when a tourist is
approached, may influence the results. At the beginning of the vacation, the answers to

all questions are very much based on first impressions of the country, while, at the end
of the vacation, answers are based on a (more) total experience. However, when ap-
proaching someone, the researcher does not know the phase of the vacation  in which the
traveller finds her or himself. In the interviews, however, the third question after 'are
you American?' and 'are you on a vacation in the Netherlands?' was 'are you at the
beginning or end of your stay in the Netherlands ' Only those who were (almost) at the
end of their stay in the Netherlands were asked to participate, to increase the comple-
teness of the questionnaires.  The time of the year may also influence the effectiveness of
fieldwork. Spring and summer are high season in the Netherlands, so American travel-
lers are relatively easier to find at this time of the year. As most research locations were

outdoors, it was decided to do fieldwork in spring and summer. This choice, obviously,

has the disadvantage that Americans who travelled in other seasons, were not included
in the sample, while their answers could certainly have enriched the results. The final
aspect related to time iS that the questionnaire was shortened considerably to meet the
tourist's wish to spend only a few minutes on it. Unfortunately, this led to a loss of
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highly valuable information. The intention was to fill this gap by interviewing approxi-
mately 30 travellers more in-depth. As was explained before, however, this approach
was not feasible either and, therefore, a significant part of the data could never be
collected. The lack of a more in-depth insight into the exact time-spatial paths of US
travellers (on activity level, i.e., modules) and their impressions about and experiences
of the Americanisation of the Netherlands is very much regretted.

The distribution by the researcher of self-administered questionnaires among those

traveliers tha[ met the requirements was preferred co having others distribute them,
having them provided continuously at the fieldwork locations, or sending them to
people's home addresses. In the latter situations, there would have been little or no con-
trol of the requirements that had to be met by the travellers before they were allowed
to participate, nor would the questioning or interview setting be under control. Ad-
ditionally, the researcher would not have had the chance to develop any feeling' about
the tourists, particularly if they were questioned at a distance in the US by (e-) mail or
internet. Yet, searching for respondents in the Netherlands had some disadvantages t00.
Listening to or looking at people in order to find out whether they were Americans
partially implies selection on stereotype characteristics. After finding that many tourists

wearing sports shoes, jeans, t-shirts or sweaters, huge sunglasses, a cap or a hat, and big
cameras are Americans, one tends to search the crowd for look-alikes. Moreover, only
those who spoke the English language were approached. Sometimes these happened to
be Canadians or Australians who had the stereotype American IOUriSI image. However,
there are also non-English speaking Americans. With a considerable number of immi-
grants, the US population consists of many people, and thus travellers, speaking languages

other than English. None of these were included in the research, as both the question-
naire and the interview were in English.

Finally, it must be said that the dependence on the willingness of people working
at the research locations to cooperate was great. It should be taken into consideration
that the research project is a daily reality and ambition for the researcher, while. for
people at the research !(,cations, k is just another r fask on an already bus> agenda,
especially during high season. At the end of the period of fieldwork, it became clear
which locations were fruitful to work with, and which did not work out too well.
Unfortunately, this is not known beforehand. Even when some locations soon appeared
to be very successful, others were included in order to prevent a small number of
locations from being over represented in the sample. Like tourists, research locations
can also suffer from 'questionnaire fatigue' when they are used for research purposes too
often. Museums and attractions, especially the most popular tourism sights in
Amsterdam, were, therefore, avoided in first instance. Moreover, tracing Americans at
these tourism spots might lead to an over representation of US travellers who follow the
same standard programs. As not enough accommodations agreed to participate,
however, they had to be included eventually. An advantage of this was that many
American travellers could be found at these locations.
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The following methodological recommendations can be made for future tourism
research of this kind.

Including, on the one hand, tour operators and, preferably, other intermediaries as
well, and, on the other hand, tourists who had not selected the destination in question
could provide insight into very useful and less predictable information. Moreover, field-
work would be much easier, as more informants and respondents could be targeted.
Including all states in the US, rather than restricting fieldwork to the areas around the
NBT offices, would also enrich the tour operator sample.

With regard to processes like Americanisation and modularisation, it was chosen
to investigate the views and habits of American tour operators and travellers in
particular. To what extent, however, do other nationalities differ from US tour operators
and travellers in their transformations of the Netherlandsi Is the American Bubble
applicable to travellers of other cultural backgrounds? Answers to these questions are
vital in order to get a complete view of the Dutch tourism product as experienced by
an international public.

Questioning travellers year round could result in a more varied view of tourism
experiences in the Netherlands. The reasons for visiting the Netherlands in autumn or
winter might differ from those for visiting the country in spring or summer.

To avoid the problems for the travellers of participating in research during vaca-
tion, the questioning of the traveller could be divided into different parts. Topics like
expectations, motivations, images, reasons for selecting certain destinations or attrac-
tions, etc., can easily be discussed during the first research phase; before departure, in a

more 'relaxed' setting at home. Time-spatial data could be gathered with the use of a
diary (or a chip in the future) given to the traveller during the first phase and completed
during the second research phase, i.e., during the vacation. The advantage of this method,
compared with the questionnaires used in the present study, iS that the traveller is
independent of the researcher and the researcher is less dependent on research locations
at the destination. Finally, on the way back home in the airplane, or after returning
home, topics like impressions, experiences, etc., could be discussed during the third
phase; when the vacation is over. Moreover, instead of having people fill in question-
naires or diaries individually, focus groups might be an interesting way to discuss topics
like impressions about the destination, Americanisation, the American Bubble, etc. To
directly connect the views of providers with those of their (potential) clients, it would
be very interesting to include both in focus groups.

7.3 Conclusions on the transformations of the Netherlands into US vacation
experiences

US   tour  operators
Taking the Netherlands as a resource that is interwoven in the provider and consumer
sides, the tour begins on the left side of the transformation model (see Figure 7.1), i.e.,
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the provider side, where US tour operators decide to select the Netherlands in order to
develop it into a travel product. Although tour operators are usually considered as one
group, this group of actors differs considerably regarding the travel products they
develop and the target groups on which they focus. As this influences their product
development process, a tour operator typology was developed. The typology is based on

the development of standard or customised travel products. on the one hand, and pro-
ducts designed for group and independent travellers, on the other hand. It shows that
[he tour operators included in the current study mainly provide both travel product

types and serve both target groups when it concerns their general product assortment
(which does not necessarily include the Netherlands). The differentiation in product
types and target groups decreases considerably when only tour operators offering pro-
ducts including the Netherlands are taken into consideration. The Dutch product
developers mainly provide standard products, developed either for group travellers or
for independent travellers. The types of- travel product in which the Netherlands is
included are mainly escorted group tours ('The Netherlands only' tours and tours in
which the Netherlands is a part), river cruise or barge tours, and separate modules for
independent travellers.

Coupling mei-banisnz. Coding

Before actually starting to transform the Netherlands into (a) travel product(S), the

country must first be selected from the more extensive resource 'Europe'. How exchange-
able with other European countries do US tour operators consider the Netherlands to
be (second part of the third research question)' To start with, it can be concluded that
Europe is generally perceived as close, because the clients of the tour operators in the
sample are experienced travellers who are quite familiar with Europe, but also because

Europe is literally close, particularly compared with destinations like Australia, Asia,

Africa, etc. Although Europe is perceived as close, this does not decrease its attractive-
ness. Some countries on the European continent, however, are obviously rnore popular
than others: rhe I IK, France, Italy, Cierniany, and Spaint Pc,rtugal were most popular in
1997, according to the tour operator sample.  It can be concluded that the Netherlands
does not belong to the 'top class' of primary European destinations, bur it is certainly
considered a significant 'add on' destination. Its geographical location is put forward as

a major asset. It can also be concluded that European countries are perceived as very dif-

ferent and unique and, therefore, not easily exchangeable. Clients, tour operators argue,
generally know which countries they want to visit, particularly repeat visitors to
Europe. A few tour operators, however, argue thar it all comes down to marketing; if
the marketing is done well, all countries are exchangeable. The differences between the

US and Europe are the basis for the att:ractiveness of Europe, while the similarities,
instead of decreasing the attractiveness, provide Europe with a global flavour that
American travellers appreciate as it comforts them on their travels through Europe.

When the Netherlands is selected as a country to include in the product assort-
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ment, before arriving at the top of the transformation model, i.e., the tourism assem-
blages, most tour operators first have to transform (parts of) the Netherlands into travel
products that are suitable for their clients. One-third of the tour operators in the sample
do not develop Dutch travel products themselves but broker them. Those tour opera-

tors, like travel agents, sell products rather than develop them. This is a clear sign of
the blurring of boundaries between actors operating within the travel industry. The
process by which elements of the resource are transformed into modules as input for
travel products was examined by exploring the coupling mechanism, i.e., the product
development process of tour operators and the decisive factors therein (first research

question)
An extensive product development process exists for the development of standard

products. This process includes collecting information about the destination(s), selec-
ting airlines, hotels, and transfers, negotiating prices, putting the program together
(which will be described in more detail further on), checking the product's content,
marketing the product, and evaluating it through research. A similar type of extensive
product development process, but one initiated by the client's wishes, exists in order to

develop customised products. A limited product development process is followed in
order to offer standard modules. This is generally restricted to selecting airlines, hotels,
transfers, and, possibly, sightseeing, negotiating prices, and marketing the modules.
Only one-third of the tour operators in the sample follow an extensive product develop-

ment process for Dutch products, and one-third follow a limited product development
process in order to provide separate modules without developing a complete kinerary
The rest broker existing travel products. The brokerage of Dutch travel products in-
dicates that the Netherlands is quite often available as a standard module in the US tour
operator market. Other operators transform the original elements into assemblages and,

consequently, those who sell the assemblages do not always have a direct influence on
the content of the products. These products are exchanged among US and European
tour operators or (cruise) companies. In order to influence the coupling mechanism or
products content-wise, actors should, thus, also be worked on elsewhere, particularly in

Europe.
In product development processes, four categories ofdecisive factors are distinguish-

ed: destination; contextual; industry; and company, product, or client related factors.
The tour operator's position in the typology has a significant influence on the product
development process and, consequently, on the decisive factors therein. As was pre-

viously described, developing fully escorted standard group tours is completely dif-
ferent from developing customised productS, which, again, is completely different from

offering modules of, for instance, accommodation. With regard to Dutch travel pro-
ducts, in contrast to products including other destinations, the relative importance of
contextual related factors increases, at the expense of destination related factors. This
means that contextual related factors like price and the availability of(affordable) airline
tickets and accommodation are at least as important as Dutch sights and attractions for
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US tour operators in the selection of the Netherlands in order to transform it into a
travel product for the US market. To secure and retain a position as a tourism destina-
tion. the Netherlands should invest in those areas particularly. Contextual related fac-
cors are the result of interactions between many actors of the tourism system and the
surrounding societal system. They are not necessarily to be found at the bottom of the
transformation model, i.e., the resource the Netherlands. Rather, they are provided by
a spatially much wider tourism system. The importance of contextual related factors is
partly due to the fact that a substantial part of Dutch products provided on the US
market are standard tours or separate modules in which destination related elements
play a minor role. Yet, the US tour operators in the sample indicated that they found
the Netherlands attractive for its various sights and attractions and for other destination
related reasons. This attract:iveness, however, can only then be exploited when a suffi-
cient and adequate tourism infrastructure supports the destination related elements. It
can, thus. be concluded that contextual related factors direct: the coupling mechanism
from resource into tourism assemblages on the provider side to a great extent. The re-
source should, therefore, nor be seen as a country in Europe limited by its national borders.

Decisions which are made regarding the product content (first part of the third
research question) also belong to the coupling mechanism used in order to reach the

outcome, i.e., tourism assemblages, in the upper part of the transformation model.
Again, depending on the tour operator's position in the typology, considerations regar-
ding the tour content vary. Selecting hotels to offer as separate module does not require

any destination specific know-how, while composing a 3-day or 7-day itinerary might
require some additional study. As expected, because only a small part of the US tour
operator sample goes through the extensive product development process, not many

tour operators in the sample (need to) make decisions frequently about the elements
that will be included in the Dutch (part of the) tour. Almost all tour operators consider
Dutch tourism elements to be easily exchangeable as long as the standard ingredients
like Amsterdam, flowers, and art are included. Another requirement has to be met; ele-
ments mai· be exchanged as long as enough familiar ingredients remain sc, that (poten-
tial) travellers recognise what is on the menu. Besides, due to the limited time that is
generally spent in the Netherlands, sights and attractions need to be in or close to Am-
sterdam, or easily visited from Amsterdam. Thus, it can be concluded ihat tour opera-
tors consider familiar Dutch elements, including Amsterdam, flowers and art, located
within the vicinity of Amsterdam, to be particularly useful to transform into modules.
Hence, there are nOI many possibilities ofexchanging Dutch elements in order to create

new and different products that, for instance, include product elements across the

country. Moreover, most tour operators do not see any reason co change the current

elements of their Dutch travel products and generally stick to the well-known, familiar
Dutch elements in or around the Dutch capital city in the (near) future.
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Dutch travel products
Now the upper part of the transformation model is considered. Although US tour
operator products generally are varied, their Dutch travel products are mainly standard
and developed for the moderate to deluxe US group or independent traveller. The
Netherlands is often (a small) part of a European tour or cruise, although 'the Nether-
lands only' products exist as well. Most of the time, the latter motor-coach tours or

cruises are built around the flower theme and, consequently, operated in spring, while
the focus shifts to art during the rest of the year. Customised, special interest products
to the Netherlands, although mentioned by a few tour operators, are not in store for the
average US traveller who buys a tour operator product in order to experience the
Netherlands. They are seen as products for a niche-market. Among the Dutch elements

reported by group travellers, music related sights and performances appear to be im-
portant attractions. This points to the existence of tours with a musical theme. Yet,
what sells, are separate modules of airline tickets, accommodation, sightseeing, etc.,
with which (independent) travellers can compose their own European vacations. Tour
operators who sell the Netherlands in the form of modules actually sell Amsterdam
rather than the Netherlands.

In the range of Dutch travel products available in the US market, it is remarkable
that the destination is no longer called by its real name; it is called Holland. This is
clearly a form of symbolic transformation, or coding. When first looking at how US
tour operators sketch the unique selling points and image of the Netherlands, before

examining the content of their travel products (second research question), it became

clear that most characteristics they reported were the familiar elements of the Nether-
lands. The canals in Amsterdam and The Keukenhof were most often mentioned, but,
generally, more intangible elements were mentioned, like the charm of the city of
Amsterdam, architecture, arts, cheese, clogs, the charm of the country, culture, the fact
that English is spoken everywhere, history, museums, old buildings, friendly people,

traditional costumes, tulips, and windmills. The content of Dutch travel products is

similar, as almost all tour operators basically include the unique selling points of the
Netherlands in their products and use images of the same elements to illustrate their
brochures (see also Kuypers, 1999).

As the transformation model shows, on the one side there are forces ofglobalisation
and, on the other side, forces of localisation. Regarding Dutch products, some tour
operators strive to provide a mix of both familiar (resulting from the forces of globali-

sation) and unfamiliar elements (resulting from local forces). A few point to the fact
that inclusion of each type of element in a travel product is very much dependent on
the type of traveller, and, thus, the type of travel product chat is required. The tour
operator's position in the typology, again, influences the relative importance of familiar
and unfamiliar elements. Overall, it can be concluded that familiar Dutch and familiar
American elements are the most important elements to include, indicated by two-
thirds of the US tour operators in the sample who develop Dutch travel products. On
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the one hand, they argued, familiar Dutch elements are required to attract US travellers
to buy their products. This confirms critiques on todays tourism that vacations have
become excursions along sights and attractions to confirm stereotype images. On the
cither hand, they stated that familiar American elements are required to provide an
American Bubble in which US travellers feel comfortable. The tour operators argued
thar standards are being adapted to American standards internationally, affecting their
business; as more and more Americans will travel in the future, products will be de-
veloped to their standards accordingly. Europe, including the Netherlands, they argued,
has become a destination where an adequate level of universal, i.e., familiar American
elements, is available. This induces a few tour operators to emphasise unfamiliar ele-
ments in their Dutch products, as the familiar elements are guaranteed anyway. Regar-
ding the provider side, it can be concluded that US tour operators generally think that
their clients require American standards. Escorted group travellers are particularly be-
lieved to prefer vacation experiences in which they are surrounded by the more familiar
elements, while independent travellers are said to prefer the more unfamiliar elements.
It is time, now, to move on to the right side of the transformation model to see how
well US tour operators know their clients.

Constimption. Interpretation
Like the coupling mechanism of tour operators which is behind the transformation of
the Netherlands into (a) travel product(s), consumers also have to first choose the

Netherlands as (part of) their vacation destination out of a range of travel products
available. They also choose the type of travel product on the basis of which they will
experience the country. Inspired by theoretical notions of old and new tourism, the
consumption of Dutch travel products by both group and independent travellers was
explored. What makes US group and independent travellers interested in visiting the
Netherlands (f-ifth research question)/ The results show that both group and indepen-
dent travellers show a high level of interest in local Dutch culture. It can be concluded
that, particularly for independent travellers, Dutch attractions are a relatively more
important factor in deciding to select the Netherlands as a vacation destination than the

other reasons suggested, i.e., price, events, visiting family, friends, or relatives, and 'the
Netherlands was part of the tour: Obviously. the latter reason, which is provider
driven, was reported frequently by group travellers. Group travellers more often visit
the Netherlands because of the country in general', whereas independent travellers
seem to have in mind more concrete sights and attractions. Price is not a major criterion
in the selection of the Netherlands as a vacation destination. The responses to several
statements lead to the conclusion thar Dutch price and service levels are perceived quite
positively. The Netherlands, when compared with the US and particularly when
compared with other European countries, is nor considered to be expensive or to have a
lower service level. These are important results, as price and service are vital aspects in
tourism consumption. It should be taken into consideration, however, that Americans
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are relatively big spenders in the Netherlands compared with other nationalities. Their
perception of price can, therefore, not be taken as a standard.

Regarding the elements of the Netherlands that US travellers find attractive, it can
be concluded that relatively more intangible elements were mentioned than tangible
sights and attractions. One of those intangible elements, for instance, is that the Nether-
lands is a country that people, particularly group travellers, just want to see. The in-
tangible elements that both group and independent travellers reported are not necessarily
to be found in Amsterdam. Architecture, atmosphere, cafe's, coffee shops, culture, flowers,

food, gay life, music, old buildings and historical sights, outdoor areas, people, pilgrim
sights, shopping, windmills, Queens day, etc., can actually be experienced throughout
the country. Visiting these elements beyond Amsterdam could lead to a better spatial
spread of tourism in the Netherlands. Besides the fact that Amsterdam is simply a

must, a lack of time could be a problem here as well, as the US tour operators indicated
that elements should not be located too far away from Amsterdam. The results also
show that independent travellers in particular, stay in or around Amsterdam, which
indicates that Dutch travel products are probably not easily spatially extended. At the
same time, however, tour operators argued that Americans are very used to travelling
long distances and that Europe is 'close'; travelling through the Netherlands mUSI be a

piece of cake then. It is remarkable that group and independent travellers generally
reported the same attractive elements of the Netherlands. Apart from the Red Light
District, the Heineken Brewery, and the Delta Works, most of the tangible elements

reported by US travellers are 'nothing new'; they can be found in most Dutch travel

products provided by US tour operators. Here, again, many of the opportunities created

by the process of modularisation remain unused. Although many more US tourists
today travel to Europe independently than in previous times, both group and indepen-

dent travellers generally act in line with what could be called 'old tourism'. The reasons

of group and independent travellers for visiting the Netherlands hardly differ, and the
Dutch elements reported as important sights and attractions are similar for both
traveller types to a great extent. The 'narratives of the self' are quite standard as regards
the Dutch part of the vacation.

The literature on modernisation indicates that places worldwide are becoming

increasingly built up of the same elements. Travellers, paradoxically, often travel to
experience things they do not have at home, but, consequently, increasingly find and

use familiar things in strange places. In this respect, it is interesting to see how unique

and different from their home country US travellers find the Netherlands within
Europe. The majority of both traveller types said they observed many American things
in the Netherlands. The Dutch way of life, however, is perceived as very different from
the American way of life by half of both group and independent travellers. They
evidently find it more difficult to express a preference for the Dutch way of life above

the American way of life or the other way around, as most group and independent
travellers were neutral on this statement. This is not surprising, as it is doubtful
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whether travellers who stay in the Netherlands for a very limited period of time are
actually able to judge this. The results do indirectly say something about the attractive-
ness of the Dutch way of life compared with what they are used to. More group
travellers than independent travellers said they found the American way of life more
attractive. They, again, tend to stick more to what they know and are used to. Taking
Europe as a starting point from which to choose one or more vacation destinations,
approximately three-quarters of both traveller types think the Netherlands is a unique
destination. The presence of American things in the Netherlands does not seem to
negatively influence the uniqueness of the Netherlands as a European country. This
indicates that the Netherlands, despite the American influence (that appears as well in
other European countries to varying degrees), is experienced as a typical European
destination because of its own unique assets. The majority of both traveller types felt
that the country had a lot to offer compared to other European countries. Yet, when it
comes to choosing a European vacation destination, half of both traveller types indi-
cated that European countries were not easily interchangeable. To a quarter of both
traveller types, European countries are easily interchangeable. This illustrates how
difficult it is to attract (potential) travellers, even when they find the country unique
and consider it to be competitive regarding price, service, attractions, etc. This
illustrates that it is not necessarily the Netherlands or a particular other country that is
selected to create the 'narrative of the self, but rather a European vacation experience.

Tinie-spatial consumption of Europe and tbe Netherlands
Looking at the time-spatial characteristics of European vacations including the Nether-
lands, group and independent travellers differ on quite a few aspects but similarities
c)ccur as well (sixth research question).

Firstly, some temporal characteristics are reviewed. The European vacation of a
group traveller is generally less long (15.7 and 18.1 nights, respectively) and the pro-
portion of the vacation spent in the Netherlands is generally smaller than that of an in-
dependent traveller. Both traveller types indicated that 1. i. or, days were not enough
to experience the Netherlands. In addition to the fact that people of both groups in-
dicated that they were free to plan their own vacation days, it is remarkable that parti-
cularly group travellers stay relatively short. People who are independent in planning
where to go and for how long to stay, stay in the Netherlands a little longer than those
who follow tour operator programs, even when the number of other countries visited
during one trip is the same. It can, therefore, be concluded thar US tour operators
prescribe the temporal characteristics of European vacations. Neither group travellers
nor independent travellers tend to stay longer in the Netherlands when they have more
vacation days or freedom to plan their vacation days personally. This suggests the exis-
tence of an 'unwritten rule' for a stay in the Netherlands; it should just not be too long.

Secondly, spatial movements in Europe are taken into consideration. Visiting more
countries on the same trip does not necessarily mean a longer vacation but often results
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in busy itineraries. Group and independent travellers hardly differ in the countries that
they are likely to combine with the Netherlands in the same trip; Germany, France,
Switzerland, the UK, Belgium, Austria, and Italy were visited by at least 10% of the
group travellers in the sample. For the independent travellers, this list also includes
Spain and the Czech Republic. Although they visit more countries, independent
travellers feel less hurried on a European vacation. Besides the fact that they spend more
time on the total trip, they might experience less time pressure because they are 'freer'
in planning their own vacations. It can be concluded chat group travellers follow more
clearly distinguished spatial patterns in Europe than independent travellers. Indepen-
dent travellers do not follow two spatial patterns that group travellers follow, i.e., river
cruises and continental tours excluding the UK. Both traveller types follow continental
tours including the UK and 'all of Europe' tours. The latent class of independent travel-
lers following the latter type of tour is larger than the latent class ofgroup travellers. Thus,
the stereotype of American groups doing all of Europe in one tour also applies to
independent travellers, albeit in small numbers. The spatial similarities of European
vacation patterns may indicate that independent travellers rely on suggestive guidelines
(travel guides, or the stories of friends or relatives) as much as group travellers are bound
to products developed by tour operators or other intermediaries. Except Portugal, all of the
top  5 countries reported  by  US tour operators  in  1997 are included  in  the  list of countries
visited by group and independent travellers in combination with the Netherlands in 1999.
Some European countries are and will always be a must, whether visited in a tour group or
independently. The difference is that group travellers buy a package, join the group, and

consume what they are served (i.e., in most cases, what they selected themselves from the

brochure prior to departure), while independent travellers buy an airline ticket and/or
accommodation, take off, and consume what they have heard or read is easily done
independently (i.e., in most cases, what they have been told by their friends or have read
in the guide books). What does this mean for the Dutch part of their vacations?

With regard to the time-spatial use of the Netherlands during vacations of US
travellers, it can be concluded thai people who are 'freer' in deciding where to go, i.e.,
those who do not travel with an organised tour program, stay in 'Amsterdam only'
significantly more often than group travellers, and those independent travellers who
visit other places tend to stay near Amsterdam. Previous travel experience in the Nether-
lands, which is higher among independent travellers, does not seem to stimulate
travellers to visit the rest of the country. What stimulates group travellers to do so?
Their tour program. The literature seems to be confirmed on the point that first time
visitors to the Netherlands often travel with a package tour. Whereas independent
travellers spend relatively more time in the Netherlands, they visit fewer places through-
out the country than group travellers. It can, thus, be concluded that group travellers
have a busy program and that part of their time is inevitably filled with moving through
the country, while independent travellers spend most of their time in the Netherlands
in or near Amsterdam and, thus, spend less time on travel within the country.
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What can be said about the forces of globalisation and localisation in the consump-
tion or interpretation of vacations spent in Europe ancl (partly) in the Netherlandsv To
begin with, the majority of group and independent travellers use American airlines to
fly into Europe, and independent travellers use these significantly more often than group

travellers (68.19 and 54.69, respectively) During their stay in the Netherlands, the
majority of both traveller types use American or internationally known hotels. Group
travellers use these significantly more often than independent travellers (80.49 and
51.89,  respectively).  Only  a small  part of each  traveller type, however, indicated  felt
reassured by the use of American airlines and hotels, and group travellers indicated that
they felt reassured by American hotels significantly more often than did independent
travellers. Being able to speak the English language and to use credit cards, however,
are more important in this respect, for group travellers significantly more than for
independent travellers. The use of fast food restaurants, also familiar from the US, does
not seem to be of major importance during travel or at home, for either group or
independent travellers. Based on a factor analysis, it can be concluded that the use or
presence of American airlines, hotels, the English language, and the credit card tells
something about the extent to which the respondents travel within an American
Bubble. Group travellers have a higher score on the American Bubble than independent

travellers, which means that they are reassured by familiar elements thar they know
from their home environment more than independent travellers. In thai sense, US tour
operators have a pretty good view of how their clients like to travel in other places. The
literature regarding this concept is empirically confirmed, although the American
Bubble factor cannot be used to explain the differences that are found between group

and independent travellers.

LIS tral,ellen
The above-described differences between group and independent travellers regarding
die consumption (,f the Netherlands can be partly explained by taking a closer look at
thi two traveller t>·pes. What is Ihc travel style of the tourist3 of [he current sample
(fc)urth research question).' Independent travellers differ considerably from group
iravellers regarding the elements of the travel products that they book before departure.
Half of the independent travellers only book separate modules of air transport and/or
accommodation. Sightseeing. a rental car, meals, and a cruise or barge tour, are booked
less frequently. The basics for group travellers are an airline ticket and accommodation

plus sightseeing, meals, and possibly a cruise, usually included in one package. Al-
though independent travellers generally demand less travel product elements than
group travellers do, they are, like group travellers, highly dependent on the (US) travel
industry, at least regarding their airline tickets and, to a lesser extent:, their accommo-
dation. The traveller types also differ with regard to the intermediaries they use for the
reservation of their travel products. Group travellers mainly use the traditional inter-
mediaries like tour operators and travel agents, and independent travellers, to a greater
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extent, also use the internet, friends or relatives, or book directly. The current study
shows that the internet still plays a modest role in the booking of European travel
products in the US. A considerable part of the independent travellers use it, but group
travellers rarely use it. Overall,  it can be concluded that the bulk of all bookings is still
made through the traditional intermediaries like travel agents and cour operators. From
the moment that travellers start purchasing travel product elements, independent
travellers have relatively more choice, not only regarding the content of their vacations,
but also in respect of the range of providers that may supply  them with travel products.
Group travellers usually buy all components through one single intermediary in the
form of an all-inclusive package. Independent travellers use different intermediaries to
book the various parts of their travel products. Because they often only book an airline
ticket in advance, something that all other travellers need as well, it can be concluded
that the US airline industry has a dominant position among the providers of travel products.

Particularly for group travellers, many aspects of the vacation are conditioned by
the travel product elements that are booked in advance. Time-spatial differences be-
tween group and independent travellers in the consumption of the Netherlands can be
ascribed mainly to their different travel styles and are, thus, predominantly determined
by the providers. In other words, group travellers clearly follow the itineraries develop-
ed by US tour operators, in which there is not much variety. Independent travellers,
who, hypothetically, could have very different and unique vacations, assemble similar
vacations to those of the tour operators, except that they stay in the same place relatively
more often. Group and independent travellers differ with regard to the familiar Ameri-
can elements in the sense that independent travellers have less need of them than group
travellers when they travel through Europe. Although group travellers indicated that
they were reassured by familiar element:s more than independent travellers, it remains
unknown whether independent travellers dare to travel independently because of the
very presence of familiar American things in Europe and the Netherlands. Thus, al-
though many other, strange, different, and unique experiences are within reach, US
travellers generally tend to consume the familiar, standard tourism elements of the
Netherlands. This shows that the increase in freedom ofchoice is conditioned by, on the
one hand, the coupling mechanism of US providers, and, on the other hand, the
coupling mechanism of US travellers. Modules are, per definition, commodified time
units provided and consumed in a market. The way in which they are connected, rather
than the modules themselves, creates unique vacations. The relatively standard content

of Dutch travel products on the US market confirms the minor, and yet unutilised,
potential of the Netherlands as a European tourism destination on the American
market, but that is the topic of Section 7.4.  With that, the examination of the trans-
formation model has come to an end.

The transformation model has been found to be very useful for expressing how tourism
attraction systems work, how various actors play different roles in them, how they
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influence each other, and how these systems are cont:extualised temporally and spatially
Any tourism attraction system functions within the context of a surrounding society

and, thus. surrounding tourism industry. Particularly for travel flows that depend to a

high degree on providers, such as that from the US to the Netherlands, this is proven

to be the case. It shows that the 'tourist recreation resource' (see the original Iransfor-
marion model in Figure 3.1) does not necessarily contain elements that are spatially
related to the resource in question. For instance. one of the most crucial aspects of op-
portunities to transform resources into travel products is accessibilit>·. Yet, this is often
enabled or restricted by actors or rules rhat lie beyond the spatial scope of the resource,
particularly in the case of resources that are transformed into international travel
products. It can, therefore, be concluded that, similar to what Beukekamp and Reuijl
(1993) concluded, a strategic frontline approach for facilitators, directed at the relation-
ship with the most important distributors and consumers, is necessary, since the Nether-
lands has a low awareness value and a relatively low attraction value in the US market.

With regard to the concept of modularisation, it can be concluded that this is a
useful tool to link the providers of tourism experiences with the consumers thereof, by
applying it to the resource, i.e., the potential tourism elements of the destination

(eighth research question). By consuming modules, whether separate or assemblages in

the form of packages, tourists create their own time-spatial path, or 'narrative of the
self'. However, the increase in choice and the individual's independence in choosing

what he likes as a result of the modernisation process (see Chapter 2) is a conditioned
choice. This is inherent in the process of modularisation, as modules are commodified
time units for which a market is required. Transformations of the Netherlands into
vacation experiences by both US tour operators and US travellers tend to be varied

ranges of often unique assemblages, although they consist of the same standard

modules. The results clearly illustrate the concept of a 'Lego vacation , today's travellers
choose their vacation elements from a box of Lego in order to create a personal, unique
vacation (Van Leeuwen, 1995). As with Legc). however, the choices are conditioned both
by the connecting system and the range of available modules to choose from.

7.4 Theoretical reflections and recommendations

Theoretical reflections
The trends of travelling more independently and visiting fewer countries among Ameri-
can  travellers on European vacations, as described in Chapter  1, are confirmed by this
study. The majority of US travellers vacationing in the Netherlands travel indepen-

dently, and a minority of both group and independent travellers visit 'all of Europe' in
one trip. In spite of increasing time-space compression, Americans spend relatively
more time in one country now than at the height of mass tourism. This must be a sign
of the routine character of travel, at least for the travelling population; they just visit
that other country next year.
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Predictable behaviour Cold tourism) is not yet turning into spontaneity (new
tourism) on all fronts, as Poon (1993) predicted. Although US travellers might be gene-
rally less easily pigeon-holed as nature, culture, sports, adventure, or sun-loving, etc.,
their time-spatial consumption of the Netherlands is quite predictable. This shows
signs of Urry's (1992) newly emerging groups that are melting-pots of the old and the
new, the nostalgic and the futuristic, the natural and the artificial, the youthful and the
mature, high and low culture, modernisation and the post-modern. Americans like to
experience local Dutch culture, which they perceive as very different from their own.
To some extent, however, they have the experience under the secure umbrella of familiar
elements originating from America. Although US travellers experience many American
things in the Netherlands, theories which say that local cultures and identities are
slowly being transformed into one homogeneous 'world-culture', so that the world is be-
coming one single 'place' (see Featherstone, 1995, among others) are not confirmed by
the results of this study. Rather, European countries are unique; they are very different
from the US and very different from each other. The fact that Americans, to a large
extent, consider them exchangeable when they choose their vacation destinations is due
to the routinisation of travel rather than the similarities of the countries themselves.

The Netherlands is a country where the modern and the traditional are combined.
Americans come particularly to experience the old world. This world can indeed be
found in the Netherlands, in which material authenticity (Ex and Lengkeek, 1996) is

crucial to represent Dutch history. Americans do, however, appreciate modern comfort
while they are on a vacation. It is, in this respect, the interruption of daily temporal and
spatial structures that most distinguishes the US traveller's vacation from his everyday

life. Even when the activities during the vacation are somehow similar to those that
would have been undertaken at home, the contra-structure of the vacation provides
them with a special gloss (Lengkeek, 1994). The extent, co which the activities of Ameri-
cans during vacations in the Netherlands are different from those in their everyday

lives, depends to a high degree on the travel style. US group and independent travellers
differ in their time-spatial use of the Netherlands, which is mainly provider driven,
rather than in their reasons for visiting the destination. Culture is important to all
American travellers, while travel  is not necessarily a means of escape from everyday  life
or their (post-)modern world. The Dutch attractions that were mentioned are similar
for group and independent travellers and are mainly standard. The tourist's need for

predictability and familiar Dutch and American elements is inherently satisfied in a
package tour, but can also be satisfied en route or at the destination by those who travel
independently. Thus, the (post-)modern world provides the conditions which allow the
rest of the world to become accessible. This, again, is a confirmation of Urry's (1992)
newly emerging groups and fits the vision of TRN, who state that the "2 lst century
tourist searches for 'a high quality vacation' that is evaluated on the basis of various
facilities instead of considering him or herself a modern Marco Polo. Not much is left
to discover, more is left to enjoy. Getting to know the country and its inhabitants, once
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an important motive for the curious traveller, is substituted by having a good time"
(TRN, 2()01:12, EB).

Differences in the time-spatial consumptic,n of the Netherlands and Europe can,
thus. be a cribed mainly to the role of providers who, indeed, are 'gatekeepers' of tourism
flows in that they determine where rravellers go (Ioannides, 1998). The argument that
tour operators provide what tourists expect to experience is confirmed by the results of
this study. particularly with regard to standard group travel products. The emphasis in
tourism research should, therefore, while considering today's tourists as omnivores,
move to the role of providers in the creation of tourism experiences. A traveller might
want to experience flowers in the Netherlands in April during a highly McDisneyfied
package tour, while next time, he might prefer to sail the lakes of Friesland  on his own.
On both trips, he will have a splendid vacation experience if the created conditions
match his wishes.

Although for the whole traveller population vacations are taking place in, and

because of, an increasingly McDonaldised world, this is not undermining the funda-
mental reason for tourism, as Ritzer and Liska (1997) argue. Except disasters, like that
of September  11 th  2001  in  the US, that evidently curb the growth of tourism, neither
McDisneyisation, nor extreme forms of post-tourism like virtual tourism, will wipe out
the phenomenon of tourism. Yet, it is increasingly difficult to escape from the Ameri-
can Bubble during travel, as the Bubble slowly spreads across the world. The challenge

for tourism destinations is to reap the harvest from the modernisation process, while

maintaining a unique position.

With regard to the position of the Netherlands. these conclusions can be interpreted as
Ec,liows. The US tour operators in the sample clearly indicated that they did not ac[
alone in the creation of Dutch tourism experiences for US travellers. Contextual and
industrial related reasons determine their Dutch product development processes more

than do destination related reasons. Besides keeping them informed and arousing their
interest in local prc,duet impri,vements, it is, [hus, important to invest in (personal)
networks. Like a spider in a web, the Netherlands should be connected with all major
actors (not necessarily providers of travel products) abroad and vice versa. In addition,
the basic travel product elements, i.e., airline tickets and accommodations, should not
be a hindrance to providers or consumers wishing to visit the Netherlands. Yet, several

examples given by the US tour operators showed that they could not form alliances with
major partners within the travel industry, and thar airlines and accommodations were
most often the stumbling blocks. Removing these obstacles. quantitatively, is hard to
realise in the short term. because they link up with much-debated environmental issues,

like using scarce space for the expansion of Schiphol Airport, (re) building accommo-
dations, etc., while the Netherlands is considered to be crowded already. Qualitative

3        Friesland is one of ihe rhree ncirrhern prcivinces of rhe Netherlands.
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investments, however, can be realised straight away. Several examples of how US tour
operators decided to include the Netherlands in their assortment have their origins in
knowing people in the industry. Knowing people, but also knowing the country better,
would definitely stimulate travel flows and upgrade the content of travel products. It
goes without saying that qualitative investments need quantitative investments, and
vice versa, to achieve results.

Qualitative investments will probably also encourage (US) tour operators to take a
far broader view of the products they deliver, something that is essential, particularly
in view of the experience economy sketched by Pine and Gilmore (2000). Tour operator

products should not be seen as profitable hotchpotches of airline tickets, hotels, and
other separate modules, but as unique experiences of entire destinations offered to clients.

Investments on both sides of the travel flow in order to develop alliances and collabo-
ration with (tourism) authorities would stimulate the forming of joint objectives regar-

ding standards at hotel establishments, the environment, and the general well-being of
visitors to a destination (Poon, 1993).

Certain aspects of tour operating which might change in the future may have an
impact on actors in the Netherlands. When more and more (American) tourists travel
to Europe independently, the role of (US) tour operators will change accordingly.  Much

of the content of Dutch vacations will probably then shift from (US) tour operator input
to local based input, as travellers increasingly only buy the basics to get to Europe and

arrange their sightseeing on the spot. (US) tour operators will provide more and more

separate standard modules. Although the US tour operators in the sample certainly
predicted this trend, the purchasing behaviour of their clients also indicates that a small

(niche?) market for standard escorted group tours to Europe is not likely to disappear
soon. To a certain group of US travellers, they argued,the basis of their vacation iS the

group experience, companionship, travelling with a tour guide, etc.
Moreover, as people increasingly book through the internet, tour operators will

have to offer their products through the internet as well as, or instead of, through travel
agents. As the web is worldwide, providers must make sure that their wares are directly
displayed in this way, though not necessarily through tour operators or travel agents.

US tour operators are quite conservative about the role of the internet regarding

European travel products (except for separate modules and business travel). European

products can be very complicated, and the average American traveller, although used to

the internet, does not always have the time and knowledge to do everything by himself,
according to the intermediaries. Although they are certain about their own tasks in the
future, i.e., developing travel products, most US tour operators are less optimistic about

the future role of travel agents. Only the good and specialised agents will survive and
it is predicted that others will disappear. If this is, indeed, the case, it is of crucial

importance for providers to have direct contact with potential travellers.

It is necessary to keep up with previously described developments. Therefore, it is
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essential to research not only the destination, but also developments in (potential) tourism
generating areas. To begin with, collecting and comparing data regarding (incoming)
tourism in the Netherlands is still as difficult as it was for Nikerk and Tideman in 1946
and 196(), respectively.  Yet,  the  relative  significance  of the tourism sector  in  the
Netherlands since then, particularly in economic terms, has increased tremendously.
This makes it all the more remarkable, that the investments in investigating the sector
lag behind the developments. Besides improving the availability and accessibility of
adequate basic travel data, investments in the collection of valuable. in-depth,
information would be a logical step in improving knowledge of the Netherlands as an
international tourism destination. A better knowledge of (potential) consumers, not only
Americans, is indispensable. The current research investigated the tourism experiences
of group and independent travellers, who were distinguished on the basis of their travel
styles, assuming chat each of the modes, formulated by Elands and Lengkeek (2000)
based on Cohen's (1979) typology, are, to varying degrees, present in (post-)tourists. A
challenge for future research is to explore how this typology manifests itself and to
investigate the degree to which tourists assemble their travel products themselves or
buy travel products that have been assembled for them. An additional point of interest
would then be to explore how such a typology manifests itself among tourists coming
from and visiting highly modernised and wealthy areas, such as from the US to Europe.
Such travel flows, perhaps, only consist of travellers belonging to the first three modes,
while the fourth mode of rapture and the fifth mode of dedication may only be found
among travellers visiting other, less explored destinations.

Time-spatial dynamics of tounsm developments in tbe Netherlands
The results of this study show ihat a country's at:tractiveness as a tourism destination,
generally, depends on its unique assets in combination with an international accessible
tourism infrastructure provided by familiar (American) elements. Uniqueness correlates
strongly with the spatial destination relatedness of elements. Thus, for destinations to
get, retain, or improve their uniqueness, elements that potentially could be more spatial-

ly destination related should move from the left to the right side of- Figure 6.9. To
provide a destination with an internationally accessible tourism infrastructure, elements
on the left side of the model are needed as well. The relative importance of both typeS
of elements varies in accordance with the consumers.  As the uniqueness of a destination
profits from elements that are considerably spatially related to the destination, the
'marketability' of a destination profits from elements that are easily transformable into
modules. This does not tell anything about the attract:iveness of the elements; easily
transformable or completely spatially bound elements could be less attractive than
those that are 'foorloose' or difficult to transform into modules.

As regards the attractive tourism elements in the Netherlands reported by US
travellers, it can be concluded thar the elements range from spatially loose co com-
pletely bound to the Netherlands, on the one hand, and from difficult to very easy to
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transform into modules, On the other hand. This situation is not perfect, as, ideally,
more elements should be located in the upper right part of the model. Yet, this position
is preferable to situations that cannot be improved or that do not have any points of
departure for further development (since, in both cases, that would be the end of
tourism development). As the US travellers in the sample indicated that they found the
Netherlands an attractive and interesting tourism destination (39.1% of the group
travellers and  50.1%  of the independent travellers indicated  that they would visit  the
country in the near future, i.e., within 5 years), the current Dutch tourism product is a
good starting point for further improvements. Figure 7.2 shows the direction in which
elements, previously presented in Figure 6.9, could move in the future. Accompanying
recommendations for Dutch tourism policy are given below.
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Figure 7.2   Improved modularisation and
spatial destination relatedness of Dutch dements

Festivals and events (1) and national events (2) can be easier transformed into modules
as input for travel products (A) when the dissemination of information is organised

properly, Timing is of particular importance here. As events are usually held during
limited periods, they will always be more difficult to include than permanent sights
and attractions. Providers should, therefore, be informed continuously about what
events will be held in the future. TRN, particularly the NBT in the US, plays a vital
role in informing, training (for instance, through the Holland Travel Professional

program), advising, stimulating, cooperating, and networking among the partners of
the US and the Dutch travel industries, on the one hand, and serving the needs of
American travellers who show interest in the Netherlands, on the other hand. The
internet is a relatively new, quick, and adequate way to spread and obtain information.
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It will possibly move events up the modularisation scale automatically. Therefore,
www.holland.com is all-important, all the more since the medium is accessible not only

to Americans, but also to other (potential) visitors from all over the world.
Too many fun-seeking sights (3) are not really desirable, aS these 'footloose repro-

ductions of reproductions may occur in any other country as well. Therefore, a stop-sign
(I) is put in the model. Fun-seeking sights certainly serve the needs of groups of parti-

cularly domestic, but also international travellers (most originating from neighbouring
countries), but they are of minor significance in attracting international tourism flows
to the Netherlands. Particularly Americans, who know and have the best fun-seeking
sights at their disposal, will certainly not visit the Netherlands for copies of their fun-
seeking sights. Fun-seeking sights are not necessarily spatially related to the place

where they occur, although what is being displayed may refer to it. They are, therefore,
difficult to move to a spot more spatially related to the destination in Figure 7.2. Ma-
durodam, for instance, could easily be rebuilt in California or elsewhere. Legoland in
Denmark displays the Netherlands as well. Another example of a fun-seeking sight is
the 'Holland Experience' in Amsterdam. During a half hour movie, a 'unique experience

of Holland' is provided, according to the brochure. While visitors are seated in rotating
aircraft seats, they alternately smell the smoked herring and blooming tulips and feel
the wind while they sail Dutch waters. Yet, this attraction could be built anywhere.
From a land development and environmental point of view, it is perhaps even more
desirable to build this kind of attraction elsewhere. People who visit 'Holland-attrac-
tions' outside the Netherlands might be stimulated to travel to the Netherlands for a
real 'Holland' experience. Besides, with the increasing unification of Europe, it is almost
outdated to build fun-seeking sights that end at countries national borders. A 'Carousel
of Europe  (or the world), representing a collection of different countries in one atirac-
tion, located anywhere, might be more appropriate.

Hotels are simply required to accommodate visitors. For US travellers staying in
the Netherlands, these often happen to be American hotel chains and. thus, they are
categorised  with  the familiar American elenients  ( 12). For Americans, and probably
also for many other international travellers, they provide the Netherlands with certain
international, i.e., American, standards, which is indispensable to be able to compete

with other tourism destinations. There must also be enough rooms, something several

US tour operators complain about as regards Amsterdam. It could be argued that
travellers could sleep in non-American hotels, or in hotels located throughout the
country also. However, all hotels should meet the international requirements, because,

within the organised and predictable tourism industry, 'risks' are simply not taken, as
people must be protected from unexpected experiences during vacation. Other familiar
American elements, such as fast food restaurants, also provide the Netherlands with a
certain international, i.e., American, flavour. This study shows that certain US travel-
lers appreciate that, but it is more difficult to prove that it improves the country's
actractiveness and accessibility as a tourism destination. The Netherlands should preserve
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its local uniqueness and be careful not to become 'another America' by having too many
familiar American elements. Hotels, in that respect, can be compared with museums;
the outside should be a unique Dutch building, while the inside, i.e., the rooms, should
be adapted to international standards and easily exchanged or replaced. Therefore, the
arrows of both fun-seeking sights and familiar American elements point to the right,
although this is hard to realise in the short term. Moreover, to proteCt these elements
from further Americanisation, a stop sign is added.

Local specialty sights (4) are already easy to transform into modules and are, to a
considerable extent, spatially related to the Netherlands. The continuous threat of
commodification, however, could easily  move  them  to  the  left  side of Figure  7.2.  To
express the need to prevent them from moving to the left, the arrow points tO the right
and stops them where they are positioned.

Sights of tolerance (5) can move both up and to the right when they are further

developed into informative or educational modules from an entertaining perspective.
Very accessible but in-depth modules could be developed in which tourists are
introduced to the Dutch history and policy behind the st:ereotypes of coffee shops and

prostitution. This kind of in-depth cultural tourism could be a way to nuance the
stereotypes instead of ignoring them, and, after tourists visit them (independently),
confirm them - unchanged.

In the first instance, it might seem difficult for catering and retail sights (6) to
become more spatially related to the Netherlands. Increasingly, identical shops can be

found everywhere. The main shopping street of any middle-sized to large town or city
generally contains some of the same shops. However, a city like Amsterdam, or the
Netherlands in general, would probably not increase its attractiveness by having all
(shopping) streets follow the 'Disneyfication' of, for instance, the Damrak. This street

in Amsterdam is an exhibition of international fast food restaurants, shops, banks,

exchange agents, travel agents selling standard sightseeing modules in and around

Amsterdam, etc. Behind the neon signs, one can just make out) that the buildings are
from former times. Yet, in many (shopping) streets in the Netherlands (except Dam-
rak),  small local shops,  like the baker's, butcher's, greengrocer's, shoemaker's,  etc.,  are
still to be found in between the universal shops. Although these local shops are having

difficulties in the Netherlands and Europe today competing with supermarkets,
department stores, and wholesale trade, for Americans, who are used to taking their cars
and driving a couple of blocks to the closest shopping mall, the shopping streets in the
Netherlands are very different from what they are used to. The geographical design of
cities and other places in Europe is a real attraction for Americans. It is difficult, if not
impossible, to stop the modernisation process in the Netherlands, let alone to reverse

this situation, but, by preserving this local uniqueness as much as possible, catering and
retail sights could be prevented from moving to the left in Figure 7.2.

The Anne Frank House, categorised among the memorial sights (7) is in the most
desirable position already. This world-famous attraction is highly attractive to Ameri-
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can tourists. Located in the centre of Amsterdam, it can easily be found by everyone. As

previously described, the advantage of this attraction, compared with, for instance, art
museums, is that it is bound to one place only. This guarantees its uniqueness.
Obviously, there are more memorial sights related co the same theme, but the place
where Anne Frank hid from the Nazis and wrote her diary can only be visited in the
House itself.

The buildings in which Dutch museums (8) house their collections are spatially
related to the Netherlands more than the art collections themselves, which can be quite
easily moved from one museum co another. When museums keep their collections
exclusively for themselves, people can only visit them in one place. This, however,
clashes with the trend to exchange collections and exhibitions in order to enable more
people to experience art, a trend that is facilitated by the process of modernisation. This
does not always help in developing exclusive products. One of the US tour operators
complained that he could have sold much more tours to the Netherlands if the Vermeer
had not come to Washington. Because this trend is difficult to stop, it is unlikely that
museums will easily move to the right side of Figure 7.2. In any case, it would be better
if they did not move in the direction of the fun-seeking sights on the left.

Dutch urban and land development sights (9) are completely bound roche Nether-
lands already, but can move further up the modularisation continuum. Not all of the
elements reported within this category are fully exploited for tourism purposes yet,
while they are considered attractive. For instance, both the US tour operators and the
US travellers in the sample mentioned that the Delta Works were very attractive, but
indicated thar the accessibility of this attraction was problematic. This element could
be promoted by providing easily manageable modules in which the theme 'The Nether-
lands Waterland' can be experienced. Numerous other historical themes, possibly in
cooperation with other European regions (such as the ECHO or Gouden Circel pro-
iects), can be further exploited for tourism purposes in order to create unique ex-
periences that tempt people to the Netherlands.

Intangible aspects (10) are considered to be diffic ilt Ic) transform into midules and
are not completely spatially related to the Netherlands, as they can also be found else-
where. By using these aspects, e.g., Dutch atmosphere or culture, they can be developed
at both continuums without necessarily being called special interest tourism. Countless
examples of local tourism projects exist that are not used (enough) for international
tourism yer. Small-scale projects with local people, in typical local but accessible set-
rings, such as canal houses, gardens, people's private homes, caf6's, etc., could enrich the
Dutch tourism product. The fact that these products exist but are unused points to the
importance of making them more accessible, something that, to a large extent, can be
realised by, among other ways, properly introducing and marketing these typical Dutch
experiences. Threats of globalisation should be taken into account here. For instance, to
broaden the Amsterdam tourism product and highlight the city's uniqueness, plans
have been made to exploit the multi-cultural character of the city and the presence of
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water in and around the city. Interesting and unique ways should be found to develop
these themes, as almost every (tourism) city in the world has a China town already. To
guarantee Amsterdam's uniqueness, it is highly important not to create elements that
are copied from elsewhere, although they are undoubtedly characteristic of Amsterdam
or the Netherlands.

Likewise, the more people (providers as well as consumers) know about the country

and form a positive image of it, the more they are encouraged to experience it. Thus,
the more people say that they want to visit the Netherlands because of'the Netherlands
in general', i.e., overall expressions (11), the more likely that they will come to experien-
ce it at some point in the future. If they find enough local, unique, and interesting
sights, and are comforted by an international flavour, their first visit might stimulate
another. As this is more related to the travel flow quantitatively, than to the position of
overall expressions on the continuums, this cannot be expressed in Figure  7.2.

It is a challenge for many actors of various backgrounds to realise the Dutch potential.
Unique experiences, rather than a few standard attractions, should tempt people to the
Netherlands in the future. The development of unique 'experience modules' requires
creativity. They should do more than lure people to interesting sights by selling mark-
ers and simulacra of the sights in shops, whereby tourists are left with the markers
explaining the sights. The markers will then become more important than the sight
itself and visiting the sight itself is not necessary.

One important aspect must, thus, be taken into consideration regarding the (pre-

viously mentioned) opportunities to enrich the Dutch tourism product. They should
not result in another list of 'things to do', whereby travellers blindly follow the routes
directed by providers. These 'experience modules' should be protected from commo-
difed simulations of the past purely to, On the one hand, entertain or, on the other hand,
educate people. As TRN (2001:32, EB) states, "a tourist, also a cultural tourist, prima-

rily wants to be somewhere (to do or see something) and not primarily to find out some-

thing. For the latter, one does not have to travel; for this purpose libraries, internet, and
all sorts of education exist". The development of creative modules does not necessarily

have to be at variance with the pursuit of profit.  On the contrary, creativeness  is  its own
reward. Besides, looking at consumers, how many experiences can people handle during
a day or a vacation? Apart from financial,4 personal, and contextual constraints, people

might prefer, or should perhaps be stimulated to prefer 'empty modules' to be filled in
with nothing, or something self-invented, similar to what Lengkeek (quoted in Diet-
vorst, 1996) calls 'not-packed' leisure space. Travelling from A to B in such a small
country as the Netherlands should not be seen as a 'waste of time', but, rather, as a way
to experience other sides of the country, i.e., the countryside. Finally, conditions provided

4 One should not drink too much coffee in caf6 Florian on che San Marco square in Venice; al[hough a memorable
experience, the price of one cup was about fifteen Euro, according to Pine and Gilmore (2000:18).
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by suppliers are no more than hints to travellers, who are free to take it or leave it. In
addition to this, it is important to keep the target group in mind. This Study shows,
and it thereby parily confirms the findings of other studies about American travellers
in the Netherlands, that the Netherlands is an 'add on' for US travellers. For other
nationalities, results would probably be different. Given the time-spatial characteristics
of both US providers and US consumers, the Netherlands should realise and make
further use of its luck in being an add on
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Appendices

Appendix 1  Itern list tour operator interviews
Domain A: Tour operator
Al Company (name, address, phone, fax, establishment, number of employees)

A2 Interviewee (name, gender, job title)

A3 Market position (size, nature, clients, products)

A4 Unique Selling Points

A5 Target markets
A6 (International) organisations

A7 The Netherlands in 1997

A8 The Netherlands in the past

A9 The Netherlands in the future

Domain B: Product development
B 1 The start

B2 Information

B3 Decisive factors
84 Organizational factors

B5 Price related factors
86    Quality related factors
B7 Destination related factors
B8 Familiar/unfamiliar

B9    Distance to Europe
B 10 Differences Europe/US
B 1 1     Top 5 European destinations
B 12 Interchangeability countries
B 13 Future US travel behaviour

Domain C:  Policy
C 1 Basis choices
C2 Intuition

C3 Profit
C4    Future tour operating

Domain D: Selection (elements from) tbe Netherlands
Dl The start

D2 The Netherlands/other European countries

D3 Decisive factors

D4 Interchangeability Dutch elements

D5 Future Dutch travel products

D6 Images
D7 Information
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Appendix 2 Participating tour operators

AJ Congress, Ms. Betty van Dyke, Manager, Worldwide Operations
American Travel Abroad, Mr. Marion Ponanta, Director of Marketing & Promotions

AutoEurope, Mr. David Lyon, Regional Vice President
Best Catholoc Pilgrimages, Ms. Mariza Arko, Senior Sales manager
BritRail Travel International, Mr. Tim Roebuck, President
DER Travel Services, Ms. Barbara Schmidt, Vice President Sales & Marketing
EuroCruises, Ms. Jeanne Wyndrum, Sales Manager

European Waterways, Ms. Alba Paterson, Incentive Sales & Marketing Manager
Euroseven, Ms. Wendi Mehlman, Director of Marketing
Grand Circle Travel, Ms. Lisa Furtado, Director, Product Development
Isram World of Travel, Mr. Morris Schuster, Managing Director Eastern Europe
Jet Vacations, Mr. Ravi Rao, President & CEO
Jetset Vacations, Mr. Ron Armstrong, Manager
KAM Tours International, Mr. Paul Kravitz, President
Mill-Run Tours, Mr. Farouk Dib, Director of Operations
New Frontiers, Mr. Stephen Winter, Sales Manager
Nordique Tours, Ms. Sharon Parlin, Manager
Orbitair International, Mr. Andrew H. Wainer, Director of Operations

Passages Unlimited, Ms. Meg Macdonald, Manager-Tour Development
Passport travel & Tours, Ms. Wendy Ball, Vice President
Prism Holidays, Mr. Gary Schmidt, Vice President
Rebel Tours, Mr. Ramon rebel, President
Saga Holidays, Ms. Jo Ann Bell, Vice President, Product Development
SlTA world travel, Mr. Max Mohamed, Operations Manager
Spa Trek Travel, Ms. Jenni Lipa, President
Special Expeditions, Mr. Bryan Deleo, Director, Research & Tour Development
Sunbeam Tours, Mr. Christopher L.B. Ghaye, Executive Director - North America
The Barge Lady, Ms. Ellen sack, President
Tourlite International, Mr. J. Hans Elsevier, Director
Tradesco Tours, Mr. Andds Bolgdr, President/CEO
Trafalgar Tours, Mr. Peter McCormack, Vice President Sales & Marketing
Travcoa, Ms. Paige Chastain, West Europe Operations Manager
Travel All over the world, Mr. Mohamed Aly, Manager
Travel Bound, Ms. Alyson Foley, Marketing Manager Advertising
Travel Time, Mr. William D. Buckman, Director
UET worldwide travel, Mr. Tim Blaschke, Marketing Manager
Unitours, Mr. D.R. Streicher, President

Uniworld, Mr. Rudi Schreiner, Director of Tour Planning
Valley Travel Group, Ms. Evelina Y. Stanly-Knossen, Director, Sales & Marketing



Appendix 3 Company characteristics fur each tour operator                                                                                          >
41

TO. Year Size Type of Age of Member USP Specia- Gr()up, independen[/ NLs NLs NLs Brochure NLs              2-
-.

* ** clients clients travel lisation Standard, customised paSI 1997 future 1997                  n
rD
73

organisation

NYl 1992 M Moderate 35 - Yes Fax system Destina- Standard and No Yes Yes Yes; separate air,

deluxe over 55 for travel tion customised hotel, sigh[seeing

agents independent travel modules

NY2 1963 M Low budget All ages No Flexibility Destina- Siandard and Yes Yes Yes Yes; separate air,

moderate tion (:us[(}mised hotel, sightseeing
independent travel modules

NY3 1993 S Moderate All ages Yes Sice inspection Destina- Standard and Yes Yes Yes Yes, separate air,

[lon customised hotel, sightseeing
independent travel modules

NY4 1937 M Moderate 35 - Yes Flexibility Trans- Standard and Yes Yes Yes Yes; separate air,

deluxe over 55 port mode customised hotel, sightseeing

independent travel modules

NY 5 1958 S Moderate 35-55 Noi Jewish travel Theme or Standard and Yes Yes Yes Yes; escorred tour

deluxe mentioned all over [he spe(ial customised in which the

world interest group travel Netherlands is a

(small) parr

NY6 1947 L Moderate Over 55 Yes Senior travel Target Standard escorted Yes Yes Yes Yes; escorted group

market group group tours [ours & cruises

NY7 1983 M Deluxe Over 55 Yes Flexibility All round Special interest Yes No Only on   Yes; separate air,

standard escorted request hotel, sightseeing
group tours modules

10
(*)         NYx, CHx, and LAx, means tour operator number x interviewed in New Ycirk, Chicago, and Lcis Angeles. respectively. \1

\0
(**) Size: L = Large, M = Medium, S = Small.
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C

NYX '957 L Mc,derate ()ver 5 Q Ye< Senior travel Targer Standard escorred Yes Yes Ych Yes, i rui0cs/barges

market group gr,vul, [(,urs on which rhe NL,
15 41 1,.irt

NY9 1989 M M iderate All agc, Yes
E i ircg,(,a

n (Broker of)    Standard grciup Yes Yes i'cs Yes. c ruiv·s/barge 

deluxe critiser cruises/ and independent [he NLs i,nly'. an,1

barges travel the NLs iii c·cimbi-

natic,n with other
ic)unt r le,0

NY 1() 19·15 L Li,w budget All  age, Yes Brand All round Standard and Yes  'es YA Yes: t'%(iried [(,ur

Mxierate awareness customised grc,up ii, which r he Nt,tht·r
travel lands n a (small)

part

NYI 1 1979 M Mciderd[e 35 - Yes Always shqi Trans- Special interes[ I)on'r N<) Ihin'r          No

& hixe over 15 par[ ill t(,Ur pirt mode standard escorted know km.
grc)up tc)urs

NY 12 1 957        M Mciderate 45-55 tes (;uarantee All r<,und Anything Ya Yes Ye. Yi·S: emirti·(1 tour

cieluxe bes[ price in which rir Nether
lands K a Amall) part

=
0

NY I ; 1959 S Ativ All agl:% Y  Russia speciallsi I)estina- Anything No N') [1)n'i N,1 -
-

((in[F· Russia) [1()Il k n.j,

NY 1 .'1 19·16 L M<.lerate All agn N<,i Mcm 1)estina- Anything Yes No Di ni't
Yes, 31,ar.i[c air.              

Il-lell f 14) R·£| ex lierienced rAn knou lic,[el. sightseeing >maules

R
.

m

(*)         NYx, Clix..ind LAx, means tour optratir nilinber x intervieweil in New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles, respectively.                                                                             
(**) Size: I. = Large, M - Medium, S Small ,<



>

NY15 1 974 s Moderate All  ages Yes Good qualiry (Broker of)    Standard group            Yes       Yes Yes
Yes. cruises/barges          

deluxe cruises/ and independent 'the Nls only'. and         D-
-.

barges [ravel the NLs in combina-           
(/3rion with other

countries

NYM 1985 S Moderate 35-55 Yes Deluxe Theme or Standard and Yes No Don't No

deluxe special customised know

inreres[ independent travel

NY17 1967 S Moderate Over 55 NM Not mentioned Destina- Anything Yes Yes Yes Yes; separate air,

menticined r i()n hc,rel, sightseeing

modules

NY18 1983 M Moderate All ages Yes Si[e inspection Des[ina- Standard and Yes Yes Yes Yes; separate air,

[ion cust,imised hotel, sightseeing
independent cravel mcidules

NY19 1974 M Any 35 - Nc,t Guarantee All round Anything Yes Yes Yes No

over 55 mentioned best price

NY20 1967    M Any All ages Yes Not Destina- Standard and No No No NO

mentioned [ion customised

independent [ravel

CH 1         1986 S Moderace 35- No Knowledge (Broker of)   Standard gmup Yes Yes Yes Yes; cruises/barges

deluxe over 55 cruises/ and independent ihe NLs only', and

barges travel the NLs in combi-

nation with other
wuntries

k.)

(*)        NYx, CHx, and LAx, means tour operator number x interviewed in New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles, respectively. OC

(**) Size: L = Large , M = Medium, S = Small.
-
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(HZ 1985             M I.„w All Ye' (;uar.in tee Danna- Any[hing Yes Yes Ya M,

budget age  best /,riit tion
mciderate

(Ili# 1965 8 Deluxe A- ;8 Sl,(·u,11 Destina- Standard ekorted Yes Yes 'PS Yes: ty„)r[ed [c>ur

iver 55 prt,grams, tion group tours rhe NLs „nly'. and
small gwups A· NLs m wmb,-

natic,n with i,th,·r
colin[rich

CH,1 1991          M Ltiw All No C.us[timised Theme or (Lustomised gr ,up tours Nci Nc, Yes Mi

budger ages ia[holic tours special

m(*lerate in[erest

(:115 198() M.1. Mider,ttl C)ver 55 Ya (;(3(kl Target Standard Yes Yes Yei Yes, esiorte,1 [fiur

qualitv group escorted in whii h th,

group tours Netherlands 19 a

(small) l,ar[

(316    1976 L Mciderate ;5-55 Yrl Site Desrina- Standard and Yes Yes Yes Yes. separate air,

i ii spee r 10 n cion customised hotel. sightseeing
independent travel mc,dules

CH7 199() M Mciderate Over 5 5 Yei Special Special Standard and Yes Yes Only
N"                          =

/
programs, intereS[ customised

on re-                                E

W.

Amall groups group travel quesr
n
3-

Cl-18 1964 M 1.ciw budget M Nin N<,1 All round Anything Yes Yes Yes Ni,                        0

()Ver 55 mentioned Ii-lentione ]                                                                                                                                  >

 
=1
-.
n
B

(*)        NYx, CHx, and LAx, means Ic,ur operator numi„·r x interviewed in New Ycirk, Chicagci, and Los Angeles, respectively.                                                                      2
(**) Size: L - Large, M - Medium. S = Small.
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LAl 1990 L Moderate          All Not Service Destina- Standard group          Yes No Only No   R

ages mentioned tion and independent on re-

[ravel
quest                        

LA2 1974 M Moderate Over 55 Yes Service All round Anything Yes Yes Yes Yes, escorted tour

in which the
Netherlands is a

(small) part

LA3 1982 S Moderate          35 Yes Professor Theme or Customised Yes Yes Yes Customised escorted

over 55 guided [ours special group tours group tour in which

inceres[ che NLs Is a part

LA4 1989 M Moderate All Yes Service Target Anything Yes Yes Yes Yes; escorted tour

ages group 'the NLs only', and

the NLs in combi-
nation with other
countries

LA5 1933 S Deluxe Over 55 Yes Flexibility Descina- Anything Yes No No No
[ion

LA6    1961 M Low budget All Yes Specialised Destina- Standard Yes Yes Yes Yes; escorred [our

moderate ages in the Nether- [ion escorted 'the NLs only', and
lands group tours che NLs in combi-

nation wi[h other
countries

LA7 1978 S Moderate 35-55 Yes Privare Trans- Standard No Yes No Yes, cruises/barges

Cabin port independent only [o the NLs

Cruiser mode travel

vacations

1\0
(*)         NYx, CHx. and LAx. means tour opera[or number x interviewed in New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles, respectively. 00

(**)       Size: L = Large, M = Medium, S = Small. '00
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(*)         NYx. (;Hx, .ind LAx, means rciur operattir clumh(·r x inrerviewe,1 in New Ycirk, Chicago, and Los Angeles, respectively.                                                                             f
(**) Size: L   Lirge, M r Medium, S - Small
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Appendix 4 Questionnaire US travellers

Section A: Your vacation

1. Please indicate the number of nights  that you will spend  On this vacation:
In total..... nights of which.....  in the Netherlands.

2.    How many vacations (including this trip) have you taken over the last 5 years?

(Please indicate numbers)
To Europe..... times of which.....time(s) to the Netherlands.
To destinations other than Europe..... times.

How many times have you been tO the Netherlands for a vacation during
your lifetime?
(Please indicate number):  . . ...

3. What reservations did you make (or were included) for this vacation BEFO-
RE DEPARTURE and how did you book this reservation?
(Please cbeck ALL reservations tbat apply and Circle a number front  1  to 10)

Reservation Booked through Explanation 1 to 9
0 Flight/airfare 1 2 3 4 5 6789 1 = Through a touroperator

3 Accommodation 123456789 2 = Through a travel-agent

0 Sightseeing 123456789 3 - Through the airline

0 Meals 123456789 4 = Booked directly

U Rental car/motor home   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8 9 5 - Through the internet
0 Cruise, barge 12345 6789 6 = Through a travel club

3 Other:................................ ..............  7=Throughafriend
8 = Through the NBR
9=Other..................

4. What airline are you flying with on this trip from the US to Europe?
(Please  check  ONE  category)
0  An American airline

(N a m e) : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0  A European airline
(Name):......................... I. I. .... I

0  I don't know
0 Other:

(Name):...........,..,.........., -,-.
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5.      What  type of accommodation are you using? (Please  cbeck  ALL  tbat  apply)
0 Hotel (City and name hotel): 0  Tent/caravan/motor home at campground
0 Apartment 0  Boat (cruise, sailing boat, barge)
U  Youth hostel 0  With family or friends
0  Bed & breakfast 3 Other:

6   With whom are you travelling? (Please rbeck  ALL  tbat apply)
0 Alone
0 With spouse, partner
U    With family/relatives including children under  18
0 With family/relatives without children under 18
0 With friends
0  With a tour group
0 Other:

7.      To what extent do you agree or disagree  with  the  following statements?
(Please circle a number front 1 to 5)

Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree S[rongly
agree disagree

I would rather travel individually than with                1           2           2          4          5
a ((iur gn)up

I wc>uld rather create my mn tc,ur chan bu>·ing              1            2            S            4           5
a standard package

Fl>·ing with ati American airline „n a Eurc,pean irip         1            2            i            4           5
reassures Ine

' i                  ..1                  5Sta>·ing in Ankman h<,rels (in a European .·acation         1
reassures me

I e·at at taist fiRk! restaurants every ct,uple (1f days             1            2            4            1           5
during [hli vacation
Ar h,imi· 1 (,tten ear ar tas[ tcicid re0[auranti                1          2          :         .4          5
rravelling with a pre planned itinerarv is necess,in·         1           _           ,           1           :
M .1 1.Un't'e,ill &·attilll)[1 tit·Lause <)t [i rilt· i,ressure

V.ic·.i[kin datinaricins where lean speak English            1           2           i          4          5
reassure me

l a m [ravfiling [o 'escape' fr<im daily life                    1           2           4          ·1           5
l a m travelling to experience the way people live in the    1            2            3            +           5
places I Vlsi£

People shwld speak English ar any vacation destination   1           2           1          .4          5
Paimg with a credit card should be possible ai ans-          1            2            3           ·1            5
vacamm destina[ton
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Section B: Your choice for the Netherlands

8.  Will you visit (or have you visited) other European countries besides the
Netherlands during this trip?
0 Yes (Please mention all tbe countries):

0 No

9.     Which of the following TWO reasons were most important in the selection
of the Netherlands as (part of) your vacation destination?
0  Low prices
0  Sights and attractions(sucb as):....................................................
0 Specific events (sucb as)...........................................................
3  Visiting family, friends, or relatives
0  It was included in the tour
0 Other:

10. How important is the fact that the Netherlands is included in your current

vacation?

(Please circle a number from 1 to 5 )

Very important Important Neutral Unimportant Very unimportant
1                        2                   3                       4                              5

11.    Will you visit  (or  have you visited) other places besides Amsterdam during
this trip in the Netherlands?
0  Yes(Please mention all tbe places):..................................................
0 No

12. Please indicate how far you agree or disagree with the following statements

about the Netherlands? (Please  circle  a  number  from   1    to   5)

Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly

agree disagree

Compared [o [he US the Netherlands is expensive           1            2            3           4           5
Compared to the US the service level in the                  1            2            3           4           5
Netherlands is lower
The Dutch way of life is very different from the                1              2              3              4              5
American way of life
There are many American things in the Netherlands        1           2           3           4           5
I like the Dutch way of life more than the American           1                2                3                4                5
way of life

European countries are easily interchangeable when         1            2            3           4           5
choosing a vacation destination
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The Ne[herland4 is a cwntrv 1-cir general vightseeing         1             2             t             4             5

rather chan for a special interest
A c(,uple (,1 days (1.2 or :) is enough fur a vaca[i(in iii       1               -               i              4              5
rhe Nerherlanci 

13.   If you have visited more European countries  on  this trip, please indicate
how far you agree or disagree with the following statements?
(Please circle a number from 1  to 5)

Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly

agree disagree

The Netherlands is expensive compared with                 1            2            3           4           5
c,ther European countries
(kimpared to o[her European countries the service           1            2           3           4           5
level in the Netherlands is lower
(kher Eurcipean countries have much more w offer         1           2          3          4          5
rhan the Netherlands

The Netherlands is unique compared with other             1            2           3           4           5
European Ii,untries

Section C: About yourself

14.  Are you:
U Male
3 Female

15. Please indicate y(,ur age:.

16   1n which State in the USA do you live?.

1 -    W'hat is the highest level of educatic,n >ou have coinpleted) <Plc.itc cbel k ONE

category  )

U  Graduated high school or less
0    1 to 3 years of college
0 Graduated college (4 years)

0  Attended or completed graduate school

18.  Which of the following categories best describes your current position?
(Please cbeck only ONE)
0 Employee 0 Retired
0 Self employed U      Houseman/wife or carer

0    Student

U Unemployed
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19.  How many paid vacation days per year do you have? (P lease cbeck ONE category)
3 1-5 0 21-25
3 6-10 0   More than 25 days per year

3 11-15 0  Not relevant

0 16-2()

20.  Are you free to choose when you have your days off? (Please check ONE answer)
0  Yes

0 No
U  To a limited extent
0  Not relevant

21.   What  is your  annual  net  household income? (Please, check ONE categoryj
O  Less than $ 20,000 O  $ 120,000 to 139,999
O  $ 20,000 to 39,999 O  $ 140,000 to 159,999
O  $ 40,000 to 59,999 O  $ 160,000 to 179,999
U  $ 60,000 to 79,999 O  $ 180,000 to 199,999
O  $ 80,000 to 99,999 O  $ 200,()()0 and above

O   $ 100,000 to 119,999

22.   Were you, or members of your family. born in the Netherlands?
(Please. cbeck ALL options tbat apply)

0  Myself/my partner
U  (One of) My parents
0  (One of) My grandparents
0 Other family, relatives or friends
0  Nobody who I know

23.  Will you return to the Netherlands for a vacation within 5 years?

(Please circle a number front 1  to 5 )

Definitely Probably Don't know Probably not Definitely not

1                         2                           3                              4                                5
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Appendix 5 US census regions

North-East North Central South West

New England East North Central South Atlantic Mountain
Connecticut Illinois Delaware Arizona
Maine Indiana District of Columbia Colorado
Massachusetts Michigan Florida Idaho

New Hampshire Ohio Georgia Montana
Rhode Island Wisconsin Maryland Nevada
Vermont North Carolina New Mexico

South Carolina Utah

Virginia Wyoming
West Virginia

Middle Atlantic West North Central East South Central Pacific
New Jersey Iowa Alabama California

New York Kansas Kentucky Oregon
Pennsylvania Minnesota Mississippi Washington

Missouri Tennessee

Nebraska
North Dakota
South Dakota

West South Central
Arkansas
Louisiana
Oklahoma
Texas
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Appendix 6 Latent Class Analysis Scores

Group (*) % Independent (**) 9
River cruises Continent Continent All of All of Continent

. UK -UK Europe Europe +UK
(21%) (499) (189) (129) (329,) (68%)

Austria                                                4                0              42              69                    56               3
Belgium                                              9              24               13              49                    46             25
Czech Rep.                                            _                        -              40           3
France                                               93              42                0             10()                    83             25
Germany                                        95             16             82             87                   79            17
Italy                                                   0                0              17              92                    68               6
Switzerland 100          0          0         48             62         0

UK                                                           2                46                  0                55                       44               16
Spain                                                                     _                                  -                    45                1
Cc,un Cries visited by < 109                    0             18             23             38                  42            13

(*)  BIC - -985.8376, df = 22(), LJ = 177.581, p-value = 0.9850.

(**) BIC - -5353.7459, df = 1002. LJ . 585.03, p-value i 1.
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Appendix 7 American Bubble items and factor loadings

Item Factor solution factor

Preference for American airline on European trip .66

Preference for American hotels on European trip .65

Preference for English speaking destinations .57

People should speak English at any vacation destination                    .43
Paying with credit card should be possible everywhere .42

Principal-Axis factoring Oblimin rota[ed.
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Summary

Introduction to tbe study

The Netherlands, a small, centrally located country in North-West Europe, faces seri-
ous competition as a tourism destination from other countries worldwide. The struggle
to gain a share of tourism expenditure is becoming more difficult and the deficit in the
Dutch travel trade balance is growing. Evaluating the Dutch tourism product is of
great importance in order to assess how the Netherlands can improve its position as an
attractive international vacation destination. This project was initiated in order tO prO-
vide an important stimulus for the development of such expertise. The Netherlands as
a country of the 'old' world was taken as the setting for vacations of American tourists
from the 'new' world. The main aim of the study was to contribute to the understan-

ding of temporal and spatial dimensions of the system of provision and consumption
that shapes travel flows from the US to the Netherlands.

Tourism is said to stand at the crossroads of mass standardisation and mass cus-
tomisation. Today's 'new' tourists are skilled, routined, and demanding travellers. They
often travel independently and create their own vacations instead of buying standard
tour operator packages. These developments derive from wider societal movements in
which the phenomenon of tourism is set. The contraction of time and space enables

almost everything to become disembedded from its original temporal and spatial con-
text and appear elsewhere. Places are, therefore, under pressure of forces of globalisation

leading to increasingly similar environments. Forces of localisation stimulate the pre-
servation of uniqueness. For tOUriStS and destinations, both developments imply oppor-
tunities and threats. Globalisation provides the destination with universal elements.
These make the area accessible to a large, international public of travellers. US tourists
may feel reassured by having certain familiar elements available to them during their
vacation in the Netherlands. This provides them with an 'American Bubble'. Locali-
sation helps to preserve the destination's unique elements, which are needed to arouse

people's interest in visiting the place.
The transformation model was used to analyst both the provider and the consumer

sides of the US travel flow to the Netherlands. The concept of modularisation was used
in dealing with the nature of transformations of the Netherlands into US tourism expe-
riences. Modules were considered to be commodified time units in which certain ac-
tivitieS take place. The nature of the modules, i.e., the extent to which they are tempo-

rally and spatially bound to their original context, was examined. Thirty-nine tour
operators in New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles were interviewed to gain insight into
their coupling mechanisms, i.e., the process through which they transform the resource

that is the Netherlands into vacation modules. Five-hundred and seventy-five US trav-
ellers filled in a questionnaire about various time-spatial aspects of their vacation in the
Netherlands. The vacations ofgroup and independent travellers were compared in order
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to see how the signs of 'old  and 'new' tourism occurred in the US tourism consump-
rion of the Netherlands.

Pri,rider's perspert,l·e

Before tour operators could start to transform the Netherlands into (a) travel product(s),
they had to first select the country from the more extensive resource 'Europe'. US tour
operators generally perceived Europe as a close destination. The Netherlands did not
belong to the top class' of primary European destinations, but it was certainly con-
sidered a significant 'add on'. Its geographical location was put forward as a major asset.

European countries were perceived as very different and unique and, therefore, not easily
exchangeable. Furthermore, Europe was perceived as different from the US and those
differences formed the basis for the actractiveness of Europe.

The coupling mechanism of tour operators proved to be an extensive product
development process for the development of standard escorted-group tours. It was fol-
lowed by one-third of the tour operators in the sample. A similar extensive product

development process, but one initiated by the client's wishes, was found to be in place
among a very limited number of tour operators, and was being used in order to develop
customised products. A limited product development process was followed by one-
third of the tour operators in the sample in order to offer standard modules. One-third,
finally, did not develop Dutch products themselves. but brokered existing products.

Four categories of decisive factors were distinguished in the product development
processes: destination; context; industry; and company, product, or client related fac-
tors. With regard to Dutch travel products, in contrast to products to other destina-
tions, the relative importance of context-related factors increased, at the expense of des-
tination-related factors. Price and the availability of (affordable) airline tickets and
accommodation that met American standards were at least as important as Dutch sigh Is

and attractions. The attractiveness of the country can only be exploited at the point that
a sufficient and adequate tourism infrastructure can support the destination-related ele-
mints. Tcj sciure and retain a position as a [i urism destination, the Netherlands should
invest very specifically in those areas. Context-related factors are not necessarily found
at the basis of the transformation model, i.e., the Netherlands. They are partially deter-
mined by a spatially much wider tourism system. The resource should, therefore, not
be seen as one country in Europe limited by its national borders.

The Netherlands was often (a small) part of a European tour or cruise, although
the Netherlands only' products existed as well. Most of the time, the latter, motor

coach tours or cruises, were built around the flower theme and. consequently, operated
in spring, while the focus shifted to art during the rest of the year. Customised, special-
interest products to the Netherlands were not 'on the shelf' for the average US traveller.

They were seen as products for a niche market. What sold were separate modules of air-
line tickets, accommodation, sightseeing, and the like, with which (independent) trav-
ellers could assemble their own European vacations. Tour operators who sold the Ne-
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therlands in the form of modules sold Amsterdam specifically, rather than the Nether-
lands as a whole. The unique selling points, images and the content of travel products
including the Netherlands, generally consisted of the familiar elements of the Nether-
lands, symbolically transformed into Holland. The canals in Amsterdam and The
Keukenhof were popular tour ingredients. More intangible elements, however, were
mentioned, such as the charm of the city of Amsterdam, architecture, arts, cheese, clogs,

the charm of the country, culture, the fact that English is spoken everywhere, history,

museums, old buildings, friendly people, traditional costumes, tulips, and windmills.
Almost all of the tour operators considered Dutch tourism elements to be easily mutu-
al exchangeable as long as the standard ingredients like Amsterdam, flowers and art
were included and sights and attractions could be visited in or close to Amsterdam.

Overall, it can be concluded that familiar Dutch and familiar American elements
were the most important elements for US tour operators to include, as they, on the one

hand, were required to attract US travellers to buy their products, and, on the other
hand, were required to provide an 'American Bubble' in which US travellers felt corn-
fortable. This confirms contemporary criticism of current tourism trends in which vaca-
tions have become excursions along sights and attractions that confirm stereotype

images.

US vacation experiences in tbe Netherlands

Both group and independent travellers showed a high level of interest in national Dutch
culture. Independent travellers in particular, found Dutch attractions to be a relatively
more important factor in deciding to select the Netherlands than the other reasons sug-

gested, i.e.: price; events; family, friends, or relatives; and 'the Netherlands was part of
the tour'. Group travellers more often visited the Netherlands because of 'the country

in general'.
Relatively more intangible attractive elements of the Netherlands were mentioned

than tangible sights and attractions. Most of the tangible elements were 'nothing new';
they could also be found  in the Dutch travel products of US tour operators. Many Ameri-
cans spent much of their time in Amsterdam. They seemingly found all of the impor-
tant intangible elements of the Netherlands in the capital city, such as architecture, at-

mosphere, caffk, coffee shops, culture, flowers, food, gay life, music, old buildings and
historical sights, outdoor areas, people, pilgrim sights, shopping, windmills, the Queen's
Birthday celebrations, etc. These elements can also be experienced throughout the rest

of the country. This could lead  to a better spatial spread of tourism in the Netherlands.
The literature on modernisation indicates that locations worldwide increasingly

consist of the same elements. This was partially confirmed by the results of this study.
The majority of both traveller types said that they indeed observed many American ele-
ments in the Netherlands. The Dutch way of life, however, was perceived as being very

different from the American way of life by half of both group and independent trav-
ellers. The presence of American elements in the Netherlands did not seem to nega-
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tively in fluence the uniqueness of the Netherlands as a European country. This indicates
that the Netherlands, despite the American influence, was experienced as a typical
European destination because of its own unique assets. The majority of both traveller
types felt that the country had a lot to offer compared to other European countries. Yet,
when it came to choosing a European vacation destination, a quarter of both traveller
types indicated that European countries were easily interchangeable. This illustrates
how difficult it is to attract (potential) travellers, even when they find the country
unique and consider it to be competitive regarding price, service, attractions, etc.

European vacations of group travellers generally took less time than those of inde-
pendent travellers  (15.7  and  18.1 nights, respectively). The proportion  of the vacation
spent in the Netherlands was generally smaller for groups than for independent trav-
ellers. To a large extent, US tour operators prescribe the temporal characteristics of
European vacations. Independent travellers, however, did not tend to Stay longer in the
Netherlands when they had more vacation days or freedom to plan their vacation days
personally. This indicated the existence of an 'unwritten rule' for a stay in the
Netherlands; a couple of days was enough.

Visiting more countries on the same trip did not necessarily mean a longer vaca-
tion but often resulted in busy itineraries through the European continent. Group trav-
ellers were likely to combine the Netherlands with Germany, France, Switzerland, the
UK, Belgium, Austria, and/or Italy. The independent travellers also included Spain
and/or the Czech Republic. Latent class analysis showed that group travellers followed
more clearly distinguished spatial patterns in Europe than independent travellers. Both
traveller types took continental tours that included the UK, and 'comprehensive' tours

of Europe. River cruises and continental tourS excluding the UK were not distinguished
for independent travellers. The sub-group of independent travellers taking 'compre-
hensive' tours of Europe was larger than the sub-group distinguished for group trav-
ellers. Thus, the stereorype of American tour groups doing all of Europe in one tour also
applied to the independent travellers. The spatial similarities of European vacation pat-
terns aniong group and independent travellers may indicate that independent travellers
rely on suggestive guidelines (travel guides, or the stories of friends or relatives) as
much as group travellers are bound to products developed by tour operators or other
intermediaries.

With regard to the time-spatial use of the Netherlands, it can be concluded that
US travellers who were 'freer' in deciding where to go stayed in 'Amsterdam only' sig-
nificantly more often than group travellers. The independent travellers who visited
other places tended to stay Close to Amsterdam. Previous travel experience in the
Netherlands, which was higher among independent travellers, did not seem to Stimu-
late travellers to visit the rest of the country.

Factor analysis showed that the concept of the American Bubble, i.e., the extent to

which the respondents were reassured by having familiar elements available during
travel, consisted of the American elements airlines, hotels, the English language and the
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use of the credit card. Group travellers had a higher score on the American Bubble than
independent travellers. The literature regarding this concept was confirmed empirical-
ly, although the American Bubble factor could not be used to explain the differences
found between group and independent travellers. It remains unknown whether US
independent travellers dared to travel independently because of the very presence of

familiar American things in Europe and the Netherlands.
Many aspects of the vacation are conditioned  by the travel product elements booked

in advance. Independent travellers differed considerably from group travellers in their
booking behaviour.  Half of the independent travellers only booked separate modules of
air transport and/or accommodation. The basics for group travellers were an airline tick-
et, accommodation, sightseeing, meals and possibly a cruise, usually included in one

package. Group travellers primarily used traditional intermediaries such as tour opera-
tors and travel agents to book their travel product(s), while independent travellers, to a
greater extent, also used the internet, friends or relatives, or booked directly.

Theoretical reflections
Predictable behaviour, as a characteristic of'old' tourism (Poon,  1993), is not yet turning
into spontaneity ('new' tourism) on all fronts. The results of this study showed that the
time-spatial consumption of the Netherlands by US travellers is quite predictable.

Rather, it shows signs of Urry's (1992) newly-emerging groups which are melting pots
of the old and the new. Although US travellers experienced and appreciated the pres-
ence of many American things in the Netherlands, theories which say that local cultures
and identities are slowly being transformed into one homogeneous 'world culture' (see
Featherstone, 1995, among others)  were not confirmed  by the results  of this study.

Rather, European countries were considered to be unique, both very different from the
US and very different from each other. The fact that Americans, to a large extent, con-
sidered them exchangeable when they chose their vacation destinations was due to the
routinisation of travel rather than to the similarities of the countries themselves.

This study showed that, to some extent, it iS the interruption of daily temporal and

spatial structures that most distinguishes the US traveller's vacation from his everyday
life, as Lengkeek (1994) has previously argued. Even when the activities during the
vacation are somehow similar to those that would have been undertaken at home, the
counter-structure of the vacation provided them with a special gloss. The extent, to
which the activities of Americans during vacations in the Netherlands were different
from those in their everyday lives, depended to a significant degree on the travel style.

The differences therein, between US group and independent travellers, were mainly
provider-driven. Providers are, indeed, 'gatekeepers' of tourism flows in that they deter-
mine where travellers go (Ioannides, 1998). Similarities in time-spatial vacation pat-
terns of both  traveller types have made it clear that the increase in freedom of choice is
conditioned by the coupling mechanisms of US providers and US travellers. Modules

are, by definition, commodified time units provided and consumed in a market. The
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way in which they are connected rather than the content of the modules themselves,
results in unique vacations. As with Lego, the choices are conditioned both by the con-

necting system and the range of available modules to choose from.
The (post-)modern world provides the conditions which allow the farthest corners

of the world to become accessible. While the traveller population as a whole is facing,
and is the cause of, an increasingly McDonaldised world, this is not undermining the
fundamental reason for tourism, as Ritzer and Liska (1997) argue. In order to grow. the
challenge for tourism destinations is co reap the harvest of the modernisation process

while maintaining a unique position.
To improve tourism research, it is essential to invest in methodologies regarding

data collection and data monitoring and to study not only the destination area, but also

developments in (potential) tourism-generating areas.

Time-spatial dynamics of tourism developments in tbe Netherlands
As the uniqueness of a destination profits from elements which are considerably spa-
tially-related to the destination, the 'marketability' of a destination profits from ele-
ments that are easily transformable into modules. The attractive tourism elements in
the Netherlands reported by US travellers ranged from spatially loose to completely
bound to the Netherlands, and from difficult to very easy to transform into modules.
Although not perfect, this position is preferable to situations that cannot be improved.
The reflection on the dynamics of tourism developments in the Netherlands was based

on some of the attractive elements of the country reported by US travellers in the sample.

Too many fun-seeking sights in the Netherlands are not desirable, as these 'foot-

loose' reprc,ductions of reproductions may occur in any variety of other country. They
certainly serve the needs of groups of particularly domestic travellers, but they are of
minor significance in attracting international tourism flows to the Netherlands. Hotels,
particularly those of international chains, were categorised among the familiar Ameri-
can elements. They provide the Netherlands with certain international, i.e., American,
standards, which are indispensable in enabling competition with other tourism desti-
nations. However, the Netherlands should preserve its local uniqueness and be careful
not to become 'another America' by having too many familiar American elements.
Sights of tolerance could both be better [ransformable into modules and spatially re-
lated to the Netherlands, if they are further developed into informative or educational
modules from an entertaining perspective. It is difficult, if not impossible, to Stop the
'Disneyfication' process of (shopping) streets in the Netherlands. By preserving this
local uniqueness as much as possible, catering and retail sights could be prevented from

becoming 'footloose. The Anne Frank House is already in this most desirable position.
The advantage of this attraction compared with art museums to name but one example,
is that it is bound to a specific location. This guarantees its uniqueness. The buildings in
which many Dutch museums house their collections are spatially related to the
Netherlands more than the art collections themselves, which can be quite easily moved
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from one museum co another. It would be better if they did not move in the direction
of the fun-seeking sights. Dutch urban and land development sights are completely
bound to the Netherlands. They can move further up the modularisation continuum if
they are creatively exploited for unique tourism experiences that tempt people to the

Netherlands.  Small-scale projects with local people in typical local but accessible set-

tings, such as canal houses, gardens, people's private homes, caf6's, and the like, could
enrich the Dutch tourism product with many of the intangible aspects of the
Netherlands mentioned by the American travellers in the sample.

Unique experiences that: are characteristic of Amsterdam Or the Netherlands, rather
than a few standard attractions copied from elsewhere, should tempt people to the
Netherlands in the future. More is required to attract tourists than the distribution of
standard brochures and images about the attractions. Creativity is required in develop-

ing unique 'experience modules'. In doing so, open space should be preserved to fire the
imagination. Attractive, intangible aspects of the Netherlands can come alive in this

open space. Symbolic transformation is of particular importance here. Images and sto-
ries expressing the typical elements of Dutch atmosphere should be created and con-
nected to specific locations. In this way, tourism experiences could be enriched with

meaning without necessarily building new attractions. For example, the Vondelpark in
Amsterdam is a Dutch resource, which is not yet being (symbolically) transformed into
a vacation module. Visiting this park will probably result in a special and memorable
experience of the city's atmosphere. However, conditions provided by suppliers are no

more than hints to consumers who are free to take it or leave it. Given the conditions
that time-spatially determine the system of provision and consumption of travel flows
from the US to the Netherlands, the country should be aware of and make further use
of its luck in being an 'add on'
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Samenvatting

1ntroductie tot de studie
Veel landen streven naar een gunstige positie als toeristische bestemming. Zo ook Ne-

derland, een klein, centraal gesitueerd land in Noordwest Europa. De strild om een
graancje mee te pikken van de toeristische sector wordt steeds harder en de tekorten op
de Nederlandse reisverkeersbalans nemen toe. Daarom is het bestuderen van het Neder-
lands toeristisch product van groot belang om inzicht te krijgen in de positie van
Nederland als internationale vakantiebestemming en in mogelijke verbeteringen hier-
van. In de onderhavige studie vormde Nederland als onderdeel van de 'oude wereld' de
bestemming voor een vakantie van toeristen uk de 'nieuwe wereld', oftewel, de Ver-
enigde St:aten. Het doel van de Studie was een bijdrage te leveren aan her inzicht in de

dimensies tijd en ruimte van het systeem van vraag en aanbod die de reizigersstroom
van de Verenigde Staten naar Nederland vormgeven.

Het toerisme lijkt zich te bewegen van standaardisatie naar maatwerk voor de
massa. Hedendaagse 'nieuwe' toeristen zijn bekwame, ervaren en veeleisende reizigers.
Vaal< gaan ze zelfstandig op pad en prefereren ze zelf hun reis samen te stellen, in plaats
van een standaard product van een touroperator te kopen. Dit is het gevolg van groot-
schalige maatschappelijke ontwikkelingen waarbinnen het toerisme plaatsvindt. De
toenemende contractie van tijd en ruimte schept voor veel elementen de condities om
zich los te weken uit hun oorspronkelijke tijdruimtelijke context en elders te verschij-
nen. Locaties c.q. vakantiebestemmingen vertonen onder druk van het globalisering-
proces steeds meer gelijkenissen. Lokalisering, een tegenreactie op globalisering, sti-
muleert juist het behoud van uniciteit. Beide tendensen bieden mogelijkheden maar
kunnen tevens bedreigend zijn voor zowel toeristische best:emmingen als toeristen.
Globaliseringprocessen voorzien de bestemming van universele elementen. Deze maken
het gebied toegankelijk voor een groot, internationaal reizigerspubliek. Amerikaanse
toeristen kunnen zich tijdens hun vakantie in Nederland extra op hun gemak voelen

wanneer ze omringd zijn met vertrouwdheden uit hun thuisland. Hierdoor kunnen ze
Nederland als het ware vanuit een 'American Bubble' beleven. De door lokalisering-
processen bewaard gebleven unieke elementen op de best:emming zijn noodzakelijk om
mensen Ie prikkelen het gebied te bezoeken.

Om zowel de aanbod- als vraagzilde van toeristenstromen uit de Verenigde Staten

naar Nederland te analyseren, is gebruikgemaakt van her transformatiemodel. Het con-
cept modularisering is gehanteerd om de aard van de transformaties van Nederland tot
Amerikaanse vakantie-ervaringen te onderzoeken. Modules zijn daarbij opgevat als ge-
commodificeerde tijdeenheden waarbinnen bepaalde activiteiten plaatsvinden. Tevens

is de aard van modules onderzocht, dat wil zeggen de mate waarin ze tijdruimtelijk
gebonden zijn aan hun oorspronkelijke context. 39 touroperators in New York, Chicago
en Los Angeles werden geinterviewd om inzicht te krijgen in het 'koppelingsmecha-
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nisme' dat zi j hanteren. Dat is het proces dat touroperators doorlopen om Nederland als
roeristisch product ie transformeren tot voor de Amerikaanse markt geschikie vakan-
tiemodules. De enquetegegevens van 575 Amerikaanse toeristen zijn gebrilikt om de
verschillende tijdruimtelijke aspecten van hun vakantie in Nederland in beeld re bren-
gen. Vakanties van individuele en groepstoeristen zijn met elkaar vergeleken om te
achierhalen hoe her 'nieuwe' en 'oude toerisme zich manifesteert in de toeristische con-
sumptie van Amerikanen in Nederland.

Productontwikkeling door Amerikaanse touroperators
Voordat touroperators beginnen met het transformeren van Nederland tot vakantiepro-
ducten dienen ze her land eerst te select:eren uit het grotere vakantiegebied Europa.
Over het algemeen beschouwden Amerikaanse touroperators Europa als een 'dichtbij'
bestemming. Nederland behoorde niet tot de top klasse van Europese bestemmingen,
maar werd zeker als een belangrijke 'toegevoegde bestemming' gezien. Met name de
geografische positie van Nederland kwam als zeer gunstig naar voren. Europese landen
werden als zeer verschillend en uniek gezien en daardoor niet makkelijk onderling uk-
wisselbaar. Verder beoordeelden Amerikaanse touroperators Europa als 'anders' dan
Amerika, hetgeen de basis vormde voor de Europese aantrekkingskracht.

Het koppelingsmechanisme liet voor eenderde van de touroperators een uitgebreid

ontwikkelingsproces zien voor standaard (begeleidde) groepsreizen. Een vergelijkbaar
uitgebreid proces, maar gernitieerd door de klant, werd door een zeer klein aantal tour-
operators gevolgd om producten op maat te ontwikkelen. Eenderde van de rollropera-
tors volgde een beperkt ontwikkelingsproces voor de productie van Standaard modules.
Tenslotte ontwikkelde eenderde van de ondervraagde touroperators zelf geen vakantie-
producten naar Nederland, maar verkochten ze bestaande producten door. Vier catego-
rieen van beslissingsfactoren konden worden onderscheiden in de productontwikke-
lingsprocessen, namelijk factoren gerelateerd aan de: bestemming; context; industrie.
bedrill, product, of klant. Vergeleken met de algenicne productoniwikkeling, nam her
relatieve belang van contextueel gerelateerde factoren in de ontwikkeling van vakantie-
product:en naar Nederland tOe, ten koste van bestemmingsgerelateerde factoren. Prijs
en de beschikbaarheid van (betaalbare) vliegtickets en accommodatie naar Amerikaanse

standaarden, waren voor Amerikaanse touroperators minstens zo belangrijk als
Nederlandse bezienswaardigheden. De aantrekkelijkheid van een land kan dus alleen
geexploiteerd worden wanneer de bestemmingsgerelateerde element:en omringd zi in
door een voldoende en adequate toeristische infrastructuur. Om haar positie als toe-
ristische bestemming te waarborgen en ce behouden, zijn investeringen op dir terrein
voor Nederland onontbeerlijk. De cont:extuele factoren bevinden zich echter niet nood-
zakeli ikerwijs in de basis van her transformatiemodel, te weten, Nederland als bron
voor toeristische producten. Deels worden deze mede bepaaid door een ruimrelijk veel

grootschaliger toeristisch systeem. Nederland moet daarom niet gezien worden als een

Europees land afgebakend door haar nationale grenzen.
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In het assortiment van Amerikaanse touroperators bleek Nederland veelal een

(klein) onderdeel van een Europese rondreis per touringcar of cruise te zijn, hoewel pro-
ducten met als enige bestemming Nederland op zeer bescheiden schaal ook voorkwa-

men. Meestal waren dat busreizen of cruises in het voorjaar met als hoofdthema 'bloe-
men', terwijl de aandacht tijdens de rest van het jaar naar kunst verschoof. Volgens de

touroperators zijn Nederlandse producten 'op maati of georganiseerd rondom een spe-

ciaal thema, niet in trek bij de gemiddelde Amerikaanse toerist. Dat type product werd
vooral beschouwd als een nichemarkt. Wat goed verkoopt zijn losse, kant-en-klare
modules voor vliegtickets, accommodatie, sightseeing, etc., waarmee (individuele) toe-
risten zelf hun Europese vakantie kunnen samenstellen. Touroperators die Nederland in
de vorm van modules aanboden, verkochten hoofdzakelijk Amsterdam. Bij de verkoop,
beeldvorming en inhoud van vakantieproducten naar Nederland stonden de bekende

kenmerken van 'Holland' centraal. Op de Amerikaanse markt wordt Nederland sym-
bolisch getransformeerd tot 'Holland' De Amsterdamse grachten en De Keukenhof
waren favoriete ingredienten van een vakantieproduct. Er werden echter meer ontast-

bare dan tastbare elementen van Nederland genoemd, zoals de sfeer in Amsterdam,
architectuur, kunst, kaas, klompen, charme van het land, cultuur, goede beheersing van

de Engelse taal, historie, musea, oude gebouwen, vriendelijke mensen, klederdracht,

tulpen en molens. Vrijwel alle touroperators beschouwden deze kenmerken van

Nederland als makkelijk onderling uitwisselbaar bij het samenstellen van het reispro-

gramma. Belangrijk was dat Amsterdam, bloemen en kunst opgenomen waren in het

vakantieproduct, en de bezienswaardigheden zich in of dichibi j Amsterdam bevonden.

Geconcludeerd kan worden dat bekende, ofwel standaard Nederlandse en Ameri-
kaanse elementen belangrijke onderdelen vormen bij de productontwikkeling van rei-
zen naar Nederland door Amerikaanse touroperators. Enerzijds zijn vertrouwde elemen-
ten nodig om klanten te lokken. Anderzijds verschaffen zij de Amerikaanse toerist de
mogelijkheid om Europa c.q. Nederland in een 'American Bubble' te beleven. Dit be-
vestigt bescaande kritieken die beweren dat vakanties binnen het hedendaags toerisme

zi in verworden tot excursies langs bezienswaardigheden en attracties orn stereorype

beelden te bevestigen.

Vakantiepraktijken van Amerikanen in Nederland
Zowel individuele als groepstoeristen toonden grote belangstelling voor de Neder-
landse cultuur. Nederlandse attracties waren met name voor individuele toeristen rela-
tiefbelangrijk bij de keuze voor Nederland als vakantiebestemming in vergelijking met
aspecten als prijs; evenementen; familie, vrienden of bekenden; en 'Nederland was een

vast onderdeel van de reis'. Groepstoeristen bezochten Nederland vaker vanwege 'her

land in het algemeen'.
Door Amerikaanse toeristen werden relatief meer ontastbare dan taStbare aantrek-

kelijke elementen van Nederland genoemd. De meeste tastbare elementen waren reeds

bekend uit de gesprekken met Amerikaanse touroperators. Veel Amerikanen besteed-
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den een groot deel van hun tijd in Amsterdam. Ze leken alle interessante, ontastbare
elementen van Nederland in de hoofdstad te vinden, zoals architectuur, sfeer, caf6s, kof-

fieshops, cultuur, bloemen, eten, homoscene, muziek, oude gebouwen en historische
bezienswaardigheden, buitenruimre, vriendeliike mensen, religieuze bezienswaardighe-
den, winkels, molens, Koninginnedag, etc. Deze elementen zouden echter ook in de rest
van het land bezocht kunnen worden, heigeen zou kunnen leiden tot een betere ruim-
telijke spreiding van toerisme in Nederland.

De literatuur over moderniseringsvraagstukken impliceert dat veel plaatsen ter
wereld steeds meer dezelfde elementen huisvesten. De resultaten van deze studie be-
vestigen dit gedeeltelijk. De meerderheid van beide toeriscentypen nam inderdaad veel
Amerikaanse invloeden in Nederland waar. De Nederlandse manier van leven werd ech-
ter als heel anders beschouwd door de helft van zowel de individuele als groepstoeristen.

De aanwezigheid van Amerikaanse elementen in Nederland leek de uniciteit van Ne-
derland binnen Europa niet negatief te beinvloeden. Dit geeft aan dat Nederland,
ondanks de Amerikaanse invloeden, wordt ervaren als een typisch Europese vakantie-
bestemming vanwege haar eigen unieke kenmerken. De meerderheid van beide typen
toeristen vond ook dat Nederland veel te bieden heeft aan bezienswaardigheden verge-
leken met andere Europese landen. Maar, wanneer het aankwam op de keuze voor een
vakantiebestemming, vond een kwart van beide toeristentypen dat Europese landen
makkelijk uitwisselbaar zi in. Dit geeft aan hoe moeilijk het is om (potentifle) toeristen
aan te irekken. zelfs als men het land uniek en als competitief beschouwt met andere

Europese bestemmingen wat betreft prijs, service, attractits, etc.
Vakanties van groepstoeristen in Europa namen minder ti id in beslag dan die van

individuele tocristen (respectievelilk 15,7 en 18.1 nachien). Ook her aantal nachten dat
men in Nederland verbleef lag voor groepsioeristen lager. Amerikaanse touroperators

bepalen dus voor een groot deel de remporele kenmerken van een vakantie naar Europa.
Tegelijkertijd lijkt er een 'ongeschreven regel te best:aan voor de vakantieduur van
Amerikanen in Nederland; een paar dagen acht men voldoende. Individuele toeristen
hadden ook niet de neiging veel langer in Nederland te blijven, ook niet wanneer zij
beschikien over meer vakantiedagen of meer vrijheid om hun vakantiedagen zelf in te
vullen.

Her bezoeken van meerdere Europese landen tildens dezelfde reis leidde niet nood-
zakelifkerwijs tor een langere vakantieduur, maar resulteerde vaak in drukke reissche-
ma's. Groepstoeristen in Nederland bezochten tiidens dezelfde vakantie vaak ook Duits-
land, Frankri jk, Zwitserland, Groot-Brittannie, Belgie, Oosrenrijk, en/of Italic. Bi j de
individuele toeristen bleken. naast de hiervoor genoemde landen, ook Spanje en Ts jechif
in trek ie zijn. Met behulp van de latente klasse analyse kwam naar voren dat groeps-
toeristen duidelijker te onderscheiden ruimtelijke patronen door Europa verconen dan
individuele toeristen. Voor beide toeristentypen konden rondreizen onderscheiden wor-
den waarbil een paar landen op het vaste continent en Groot-Brittannie werden aange-

daan, en reizen waarbi j vrijwel geheel Europa werd bezocht. Riviercruises en rondrei-
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zen over het Europese continent zonder een bezoek aan Groot-Brittannie werden binnen
de groep individuele toeristen niet onderscheiden. De subgroep van individuele toeris-
ten die geheel Europa bezocht tijdens dezelfde rondreis was groter dan dezelfde sub-

groep onder de groepsreizigers. Het stereotype beeld van Amerikaanse groepsreizigers,
die heel Europa 'doen' in Wn trip, gaat dus ook op voor individuele toeristen. De gelijk-
enissen in de ruimtelijke vakantiepatronen door Europa van individuele en groepstoe-

risten zou kunnen betekenen dat individuele toeristen net zozeer beinvloed worden

door suggesties in reisgidsen of verhalen van vrienden of bekenden, als dat groepsreizi-
gers worden gestuurd door producten die zijn ontwikkeld door couroperators of andere

intermediairs.
Het tijdruimtelijk gebruik van Nederland liet zien dat diegenen die 'vri jer' waren

om te doen en laten wat ze wilden, significant vaker enkel in Amsterdam vertoefden
dan de groepstoeristen. Van de individuele toeristen die andere plaarsen naast Amster-
dam bezochten bleven de meesten in de buurt van de hoofdstad. Eerder opgedane

vakantie-ervaring in Nederland, hetgeen bil individuele toeristen meer het geval was
dan bij groepstoeristen, bleek geen stimulans om tildens een volgende vakantie ook de
rest van het land te bezoeken.

Factoranalyse heeft aangetoond dat het concept 'American Bubble', de mate waar-
in respondenten zich comfortabel voelen door het beschikken over voor hun bekende of
vertrouwde elementen tildens de vakantie, gerelateerd is aan de volgende Amerikaanse
elementen: luchtvaartmaatschappijen, hotels, de Engelse taal en de mogelijkheden om
te betalen met een credit card. Groepstoeristen scoorden hoger op de American Bubble-
factor dan individuele toeristen. Dit is in lijn met de huidige literatuur. Het concept

kon echter niet worden gebruikt om de gevonden verschillen tussen de beide toeristen-
typen te verklaren. De vraag resteert of individuele toeristen zelfstandig durven te rei-
zen juist vanwege de aanwezigheid van voor hun bekende Amerikaanse elementen in

Europa en Nederland.

Veel aspecten van de vakantie worden bepaald door het vooraf boeken van (onder-
delen van) de reis. Beide toeristentypen verschillen aanzienlijk in hun boekingsgedrag.
De helft van de individuele toeristen boekte enkel een vliegticket en eventueel accom-
modatie. De basiselementen voor het merendeel van de groepstoeristen omvatten een

vliegticket, accommodatie, sightseeing, maaltijden en eventueel een cruise, allen inbe-

grepen in een standaard pakketreis. Voor het boeken van hun vakantieonderdelen maak-
ten groepstoeristen overwegend gebruik van traditionele intermediairs zoals touropera-
tors en reisagenten. Individuele toeristen boekten tevens via het internet, vrienden of
bekenden of direct bij de aanbieder.

Tbeoretiscbe reflecties
Voorspelbaar toeristisch gedrag, als kenmerk van het 'oude' toerisme (Poon, 1993), is
nog niet op alle fronten overgegaan in minder voorspelbaar gedrag, zoals dat zou horen
bij het 'nieuwe' toerisme. Uit deze studie is namelijk gebleken dat de tijdruimielijke
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consumptie van Nederland door Amerikaanse roerisren vril voorspelbaar is. De resulta-
ten zijn eerder in lijn met de nieuw opkomende consumentengroepen die Urry (1992)
beschriitt en die hil als smeltkroezen bes[empelt van het oude en het nieuwe. Hoewel
de respondenten de aanwezigheid van Amerikaanse invloeden in Nederland ondervin-
den en waarderen, kunnen theoriefn die beweren dat locale culturen en ident:iteiten
langzaam opgaan in 66n homogene wereldcultuur (zie o.a. Featherstone, 1995) nier
geheel bevestigd worden door deze studie. Europese landen werden eerder beschouwd

als uniek, zeer verschillend van zowel de Verenigde Stat:en als van elkaar. Het feit dat

Amerikanen de landen in Europa in grote mate als uitwisselbaar beschouwen bij de
selectie van hun vakantiebestemming(en) is meer aan de routinematigheid van het rei-

zen toe re schrijven dan aan mogelijke gelijkenissen tussen de landen zelf.

In lijn met war Lengkeek (1994) beargumenteert, toont deze studie aan dat het

met name de onderbreking van de dagelijkse tijdruimtestructuur is die de vakantie in
Europa onderscheidt van het alledaagse leven van de Amerikaanse toerist. Zelfs wanneer
de activiteiten tijdens de vakantie gelijk zijn aan die welke thuis ondernomen zouden

worclen, geeft de con[rastructuur van de vakantie ze een speciaal tint je. De mate waar-
in activi[eiten van Amerikanen tijdens hun vakantie in Nederland verschillen van die
in het dagelijks leven, hangt in grote mate af van de reisstijl. De verschillen daarin tus-
sen individuele en groepstoeristen worden voornamelijk door het aanbod gestuurd.
Aanbieders ziln inderdaad 'portiers' (loannides, 1998) van toeristenstromen, aangezien
zij in sterke mate bepalen waar toeristen heen gaan. De tijdruimtelijk vakantiepatronen
van individuele en groepstoeristen laten zien dat de toename in keuzemogelijkheden

geconditioneerd is. Deze wordt bepaald door het koppelingsmechanisme van zowel de
aanbod- als vraagzilde. Modules zijn per definitie gecommodificeerde tijdeenheden die

aangeboden en geconsumeerd worden op een mark[. De manier waarop ze aaneenge-
schakeld worden, meer nog dan de inhoud van de modules zelf. resulteert in unieke
vakanties. Net als bil .Lego' worden de keuzemoKelijkheden geconditioneerd door
zi,weI her sj·steem dat ze verbindt als door de reeks beschikbare modules waaruit geko-
zen kan worden.

De (post-)moderne wereld schept de condities die alle uithoeken op de aarde toe-

gankelijk maken voor toeristen. Hoewel hedendaagse vakanties voor de gehele reizigers-
populatie plaatsvinden in, en vanwege, een toenemende 'geMcDonaldiseerde' wereld, zal
dir her fenomeen toerisme niet ondermijnen (zie Ritzer en Liska, 1997). Om zich te
kunnen blijven ontwikkelen ligt de Uitdaging voor iedere toeristische bestemming in

her plukken van de moderniseringsvruchten met behoud van uniciteit.
Voor toekonistig toerismeonderzoek is het essentieel om re investeren in de ont-

wikkeling van methoden voor het verzamelen en monitoren van dat:a. Onderzoek naar

ontwikkelingen in zowel vakantiebestemmingen als (porentifle) toerisme genererende
gebieden is essentieel.
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Tijdruimtelijke dynamiek van toeristisebe ontu·ikkelingen in Nederland
Zoals de uniciteit van een bestemming profiteert van elementen die ruimtelijk gebon-

den ziln aan de bestemming, zo hangt de 'verkoopbaarheid' van een best:emming sterk
af van elementen die makkelijk zijn te transformeren tot modules. De kenmerken van
Nederland die als aantrekkelijk genoemd worden door Amerikaanse toeristen, varieren
van niet tot volledig ruimtelijk gebonden aan Nederland en van moeilijk tot makkelijk
te transformeren tot modules. Hoewel deze situatie niet perfect is, is deze te prefereren

boven situaties die geen aanknopingspunten bieden voor verbeteringen. De reflectie op
de dynamiek van toeristische ontwikkelingen in Nederland is gebaseerd op enkele van
de door de Amerikaanse toeristen genoemde aantrekkelijke elementen van Nederland.

Te veel 'vermaakattracties' zijn niet wenselijk voor Nederland, omdat dit vaak
reproducties van reproducties zijn die in ieder ander land kunnen opduiken. Ze komen
weliswaar tegemoet aan de wensen van bepaalde, veelal binnentandse toeristen, maar ze
zijn van minder groot belang bij het aantrekken van int:ernationale toeristenstromen.
Hotels, met name diegenen die behoren tot internationale ketens, voorzien Nederland
van bepaalde internationale c.q Amerikaanse st:andaarden, die onontbeerlijk zijn in de
competitie me[ andere toeristische bestemmingen. Tegelijkertijd moet Nederland trach-
ten haar uniciteit te behouden en ervoor waken geen tweede Amerika te worden door
een overvloed aan Amerikaanse element:en zoals hotelketens binnen te halen. De attrac-
ties die de Nederlandse tolerantie op het gebied van drugs, prostitutie, etc. represente-

ren, zouden beter getransformeerd kunnen worden rot informatieve en educatieve

modules, waardoor unieke belevenissen kunnen ontstaan. Het is moeilijk, zo niet on-
mogelijk, om de 'Disneyficatie' van de Nederlandse winkelstraten een halt toe te roe-

pen. Door de locale uniciteit en identiteit zoveel mogelijk te behouden, kunnen locale

horeca en winkelgelegenheden beschermd worden voor het 'losweken' uit hun tijd-
ruimtelijke context. Het Anne Frank Huis bevindt zich reeds in een ideale positie. Deze
attractie, vergeleken met bijvoorbeeld musea waarin kunstwerken tentoongesteld wor-
den, is ruimtelijk gebonden aan de Prinsengracht in Amsterdam. Dat garandeert haar
uniciteit. De gebouwen waarin Nederlandse musea hun collecties tentoonstellen zijn

ruimtelijk meer gebonden aan Nederland dan de collecties zelf. Die zijn immers vrij
gemakkelijk van het ene naar het andere museum te verplaatsen. Musea zouden zich
niet moeten bewegen in de richring van pure vermaakattracties, die niet gebonden zijn

aan Nederland, maar in hun plaatsgebondenheid gestimuleerd moeten worden. Neder-
landse stedenbouwkundige en landschappelijke attracties zijn ruimielijk reeds geheel

aan Nederland gebonden. De modulariseerbaarheid van deze voorzieningen zou verbe-
terd kunnen worden indien zi j creatiefgeexploiteerd worden voor toeristische doeleinden.

Unieke ervaringen kunnen toeristen aansporen naar Nederland te komen. Kleinschalige
projecten waarin de locale bevolking participeert zouden het Nederlands toeristisch
product kunnen verrijken met veel van de ontastbare aspecten' die Amerikaanse toeristen

als aantrekkelijk aan Nederland beschouwen. Denk bijvoorbeeld aan typische locale maar
toegankelijke omgevingen, zoals grachtenpanden, tuinen, priv6-woningen, cafls, etc.
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Unieke belevenissen die karakteristiek zijn voor een bezoek aan Nederland of Amster-
dam, eerder dan een paar standaard van elders gekopieerde attracties, zouden mensen
kunnen verleiden toi een bezoek aan Nederland. Om toeristen aan te trekken moet er
meer gebeuren dan her verspreiden van standaardinformatie en -beelden over de aan-
trekkelijke bezienswaardigheden. Creativiteit is vereist om unieke belevenismodulen'

re ontwikkelen. Daarbij moet een zekere open, oningevulde ruirnce in acht worden

genomen die de consument tot 'verbeelding' kan stimuleren. In die 'open ruimte' kun-
nen de aantrekkeli ike, ontastbare kenmerken van Nederland toi hun recht komen. Het
gaat daarbi

J
voornamelijk om symbolische transformatie. Beelden en verhalen waarin

de typisch Nederlandse sfeerelementen tot uiting komen, dienen te worden gecreferd
en gekoppeld aan specifieke plaatsen. Op die manier wordt de toeristische beleving ver-
riJkt met betekenisvolle ervaringen zonder dat daarvoor nieuwe attract:ies gebouwd hoe-
ven te worden. Een locatie als het Vondelpark is een voorbeeld van een Nederlandse
'resource' die reeds beschikbaar is, maar die nog niet (symbolisch) is getransformeerd
tot niet te missen module in het pakket Nederland. Een bezoek aan dit stadspark levert
voor Amerikanen waarschijnlijk een bijzondere ervaring van de AmSterdamse sfeer op.

De condities die door aanbieders geschapen worden, zijn echter niet meer dan hints
waarbij toeristen vrij zijn om tot consumptie over te gaan. Gegeven de tijdruimtelijke
condities die het systeem van vraag en aanbod van toeristenstromen van de Verenigde
Staten naar Nederland bepalen, dient Nederland zich haar geluk, een aantrekkelilke
Yoegevoegde vakantiebestemming te zijn, Ie realiseren en verder te benutten.
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